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PREFACE TO THE 

SECOND EDITION 

In his 1820 treatise, Thoughts on Political Economy. early American economist 
Daniel Raymond explained to his readers why he had omitted any consideration 
of the then current ideas of Thomas Robert Malthus: 

Although his (Malthus's)theory is founded upon lhe principles of nacun:. and 
although it is impossible 10 discover any naws in his reasoning. ye1 the mind 
inst inctively revolts atlhe conclusions to which he conducts it. and we an: disposed to 
rejecl the theory, even !hough we could give no good reason. 

This attitude prevails today toward any theory that is even remotely .. Malthu
sian," but without the saving grace of Mr. Raymond's disarming honesty. 
Similar treatment was accorded by economists to Limits to Growth (Meadows. 
et al., 1972) and, less excusably, to The Entropy Law and the Economic Process 
(Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). The same. I think. can be said for the first edition 
of the present work, Steady-State Economics (Daly. 1977). 

It might be said in Mr. Raymond's defense that one is not obliged to accept an 
unwanted or counterintuitive conclusion just because one cannot immediately 
lind a logical or factual error in the argument leading to it. One might legit
imately say, "I need to think about that." But surely fourteen to twenty yean; is 
enough time for serious people to search for an error. to weigh the evidence. and 
to come to a conclusion. especially when world events every day provide 
further painful evidence of ecological limits on economic growth. But during 
that period. to my knowledge. not one economics journal bothered to have 
S~eady-Stote Economics reviewed. Not only have they found no errors of fact or 
logic, they have not even been thinking about it! Perhaps it was the initial 
inability to find error that discouraged fun her thought. Perhaps it was ahscncc 
of initial thought that explains why no error has been found. More likely. the 
mind of the orthodox economist just revolted all he conclusion. and that was I he 
end of the story as well as the beginning. Bulin all ca~e" the reply is the same: 
to refute an argument one must find either a factual error in the premi~cs or a 
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logk:al error in the rca~oning. If after an C:lltended time no such error can be 
tound. then. ~ontrMy to Mr. Raymond's view, one must bow io the conclusion 
oi the argument. lithe reader is annoyed with me at this point for unnecessarily 
reminding everyone about the elementary rules of argumentation, then I am 
glad. But experienl'e has taught me that many people cannot distinguish an 
argumem from a fulmination and are equally convinced {or unmoved) by either, 
depending only on whether or not the conclusion tits their established mind set. 
So I do n01 think the reminder is totally superfluous. 

Although the first edition of Steady-State Economics was aggressively ig
nored by mainstream economists in major universities, it did strike a respon
si,·e chord :unong many biologists and some independent-minded economists. 
mainly tea~hers at colleges rather than universities. When tbe book went out of 
print sewr:l.l years ago, many of them encouraged me to do a second edition, 
lild for their support I am very grateful. Universities suffer from a very strict 
disciplinary organization of knowledge and authority, which is less virulent in 
colleges. This "disciplinolatry." along with many philosophical, political, and 
religious aspects of an "economics for community" have been discussed by 
John B. Cobb. Jr .. and myself in our book For the Common Good (1989). The 
focus of that book was not steady-state economics. but rather. as the subtitle put 
it. - Redirecting the Economy toward Community, the Environment, and a 
Sustainabl.e Future" -that is to say, toward community with other people, other 
species, and other generations. Thls attempt to deal with sustainability in both a 
theoretical and concrete way convinced me that something very similar to 
steady-state economics is a necessary part of a sustainable society, regardless of 
what name we give it. thus further persuading me to do this second edition. 

Another contributing influence was my rereading a passage from the great 
economist Joseph Schumpeter, which reinforced my belief that we are, in 
Thomas Kuhn's terminology. engaged in an emerging paradigm shift in eco
nomics and that that explains the difficulties in communication that we have 
experienced. Schumpeter did not use the word " paradigm," but rather a much 
more descriptive term for the same idea-"preanalytic vision." As Schum pe
ter emphasized. analysis has to siart somewhere-there has to be something to 
anaJyu. That something is given by a preanalytic cognitive act that Schumpeter 
called ~ vision." One might say that vision is the basic panem that the right 
brain abstracts from experience and supplies to the left brain for analysis. 
Whatever is omitted from the preanalytic vision cannot be recaptured by 
subsequent analysis. Schumpeter is worth quoting at length on this point: 

In practice we all stan our own research from the worlc of our predecessors. that is, 
we hardly ev« stan from scratch. But suppose we did stan from scratch, what ate the 
steps we should have to take? Obviously. in order to be able to posit to ourselves any 
problems at alt. we should first have to visualize a distinct set of coherent phenomena 
as a worthwhile object of our analytic effort. In other words. analytic effort is of 
necessiry preceded by a preanalytic cognitive act that supplies the 111w malerial for 
the analytic effort. In this book, this preanalytic cognitive act will be called Vision. It 



is interesting to note that vision of this kind flO( only mus1 pruedc: historically the 
emergence of analytic cCCort in any lield, but also may reenter the history of every 
established science each time somebody teaches us to see things in a ligbl of which 
the source is not to be found in the facts, methods, and results of the preexi~ting ~UIIt 
of the science [History of Economic Afllllysis. 1954, p. 411. 

What is the preanalytic vision of standard economics? Of steady-slate eco
nomics? For standard economics, it is that the economy is an isolated system in 
which exchange value circulates between firms and households. Nothing enters 
from the environment, nothing exits to the environment. It does not matter how 
big the economy is relative to its environment. For all practical purposes an 
isolated system has no environment. For steady-state economics, the preanalyt
ic vision is that the economy is an open subsystem of a finite and nongrowing 
ecosystem (the environment). The economy lives by imponing low-entropy 
matter-energy (raw materials) and exporting high-en!ropy matter-energy 
(waste). Any subsystem of a finite non growing system must itself at some point 
also become nongrowing. At some optimal, or at least sustainable, scale the 
economic subsystem should be maintained in a steady state as far as possible. If 
we start from the isolated circular flow as our preanalytic vision, then the issue 
of sustainable or optimal scale, and how to maintain a steady state at that scale, 
cannot arise. If we begin with the preanalytic vision of the economy as an open 
subsystem, then the issue of its optimal scale relative to the parent ecosystem. 
and its steady-state maintenance at that scale, caMot be avoided. But this is 
getting us away from the Preface and into the subject itself. 

Returning to Schumpeter's point, it is my belief that Vision is trying to 
reenter the field of economics, but that the regnant '"disciplinolatry" of univer
sity economics departments has successfully protected the mainstream from 
enlightenment, or in their view from partial destruction. The Schumpcterian 
thought that destruction can be creative is not welcome by established members 
of the guild. But resistance will become less tenable as the contradictions 
between ecological realities and s1andard growth economics become ever more 
obvious and severe. One encouraging sign of the times is the formation of a new 
interdisciplinary society, the International Society for Ecological Economics. 
with its quarterly journa.l , Ecological Economics (Elsevier). What the world 
most needs is not another academic journal, but this one at least seeks to 
integrate the two key disciplines of our time rather than further to subdivide 
each one into ever more arcane and irrelevant sub-subdisciplines. 

I have resisted the temptation to revise earlier material for two reasons. Fir.a. 
there is nothing imponantthat I care to change. and second, those chanJ!es in 
emphasis or style of argument resulting from things I have learned since 1977 
are apparent in the more recent materials that have been added. For example. 
calculations made on the basis of a world population of about 4 billion in 1977 
have not been corrected to the current ( 1990) figure of 5.3 billion. Nor did I add 
material on Three Mile Island and Chernobylto the critique of nuclear Jl(lWCr. 



No polky n:.:o.Jtnmend:ni,ms woukl be a.ltc:red by su.:h changes. If there are 
im:onsisrem:ies betwo:en the ,,)d and new materials. they have escaped me, and I 
must !.:ave them as lost Easto:r eggs to bo: found by critics with sharper vision. 
fho:ro: are somo: repetitions: Sl>mo: analogies. phrases. and quotations are to me 
so apt that I ha11o: repeated th.:m in \'aJ'ious contexts. One has only so much truth 
to share: with ''"e's li:llows. and to avoid repetition entirely means thai truth has 
to be sliced too thinly a.t each serving. Besides. if 1 have found it useful to repeat 
l.'t:rtain ideas and analogies. it just might mean that they ace important enough 
to Jo:serve repetition. and suppression of all repetition would obscure that fact. 
Those readers who sk.ip chapters will find the repetitions helpful. Those 
diligent readers who go from cover to cover may be annoyed, and to them I 
apologize. 

The original division of the book between conceptual exposition of the 
stcady-st:ue economy (Part!) and criticism of the growth economy (Part 11) has 
been roughly maintained in the division of ihe added materials into Part Ill 
{mainly exposition and analysis) and Part IV (mainly debate and scholarly 
polemics). The first essay in Part Ill. "The Steady-State Economy: Alternative 
to Growthmania." was written more with a popular audience in mind and in an 
effort to summarize the main argument. Consequently it might serve as a better 
introduction or preview than Chapter I. the introduction to the first edition. But 
the more chronological order also has its advantages. 

Finally. I need to add the custOmary disclaimer that the views set forth in tbis 
book ace my own and should in no way be attributed to the World Bank or any 
other institution. Since many friends ask me how 1 can stand to work for an 
organization that seems in practice to be very opposed to the notion of a steady
state economy. I should take this opportunity to offer a brief reply. First, the 
World Bank is not monolithic, and some colleagues with a lot of practical 
experience are. believe it or not, personally sympathetic to the ideas of this 
book. Second. most of what I think is wrong with the World Bank's policies and 
views can be traced back to what its officers learned in their university training 
in mainstream economics and to what they are still being told by their academic 
advisors. Third, there is no point in preaching only to the converted. Fourth, we 
all have to make a living somehow. and my present livelihood as a World Bank 
economist has to date given me somewhat less cause for shame than my 
previous livelihood as a university professor of economics. This personal 
judgment is of course subject to revision as life goes on. 

Herman E. Daly 
Washington. D.C. 
July 1990 



PREFACE TO THE 
FIRST EDITION 

Part I of this volume is a positive, expository development of the idea of a 
steady-state economy. What is it? Why is it both necessary and desirable? Why 
is it efficient? How could it be attained starting from historically given initial 
conditions? Part I constructively sets forth the thesis as clearly as possible. 
without getting sidetracked by polemics. 

The antithesis of the steady-state economy is the growth economy. which is 
still defended by a large majority of economists and politicians. Pan 11 enters 
the polemics of the growth debate, seeking to clear the road to the steady state 
of the detritus of obfuscations, non sequiturs, and assorted other fal lacies. and 
to defend the steady-state view from the loud but badly aimed cannonades of 
the partisans of the current growth economy. The aim of Pan II is enlighten
ment through controversy. Controversy is most enlightening when dealing with 
the specific views of specific people. Hence I have named names and cited 
works, rather than argued against an unspecified aggregate "pro growth critic ... 
who could easily turn into a straw man. It would be easy to lump divergent 
progrowth arguments into one conglomerate and then expose this composite 
position to criticism and to ridicule the inconsistencies that naturally result 
when different positions are merged and treated as if the merger had been the 
product of a single mind. Leaving ind ividuals anonymous usually passes as 
scholarly abhorrence of polemics .. More often. the merciful anonymity granted 
toward one's soon-to-be vanquished adversary is nothing but a la1.y pre ference 
for debating mute straw men rather than real people. Therefore. I hope that my 
disagreements with specific spokesmen of economic orthodoxy will not be 
thought of as ad hominem attacks or as implying any disrespect forth~ spccilic 
individuals cited as representatives of standard economics. 

It is not enough simply to attack the progrowth orthodoxy: we must have an 
a.ltcrnative vision. But neither is it sufficient to have an alternate vi~ion: we must 
expose the errors of the prevailing view. Hence the division between P:uts I 
and II. 



h is hard ly nc:.:c:s:;ary tu a..t..t that this endeavor did not begin with me, nor 
will it crn.l with me:. In a previous volume. To1mrd a Suady·Stare Economy, I 
.:ulk'\:tcJ a num~r of art ides by various writers of diverse backgrounds that 
s<c:mc:J to me: to ~·ohen: into a .:as.: tor a steady-state economy. The present 
volume S«ks to treat the same theme more succinctly and systematically than 
,·oul..t be ..tone in a collection and ~rhaps also more from within the tradition of 
political economy. broadly conceived. 

To hundreds of colleagues. students, and fellow environmentalists I owe a 
gencr.ll imc:llc:.:tual debt of enormous magnitude. To the extent that I am aware 
oi my s~cial intc:lkctual debts I have tried to acknowledge them. From the 
gener.uion of my teachers I have learned most from Nicholas Georgescu
Rocgen and Kenneth Boulding. From the generation of my teachers' teachers I 
have learned much from Irving Fisher. All economists, of course, are indebted 
to the: classkal economists, among whom Thomas Robert Malthus and John 
Stuart Mill are the most closely connected with the ideas hen:: developed. I 
ciaim no originality. not even for those few ideas which seem to me to be my 
own. Too many times I have rediscovered "my most original ideas" in pages of 
books lhat I had read five or ten years ago, underlined, with my enthusiastic, 
but forgonen. comments in the margin. In any event, originality is a fal.se god. 
We should be concerned with whether facts are true or false, whether argu
ments are valid or invalid, and whether underlying values are good or evil. The 
true. the valid, and the good are less likely to be original than the false, the 
invalid and the evil. Broad is the path that leads to destruction. 

Herman E. Daly 
Baton Rouge, La. 

February 1977 
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THE 

STEADY-STATE 
ECONOMY 



1 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUES 

So.:iety must cease to look upon "progress" as some· 
thing desirable. ''Eternal Progress" is a nonsensical 
mvth. What must be implemented is not a ··steadily 
e;panding economy," but a ~tro growth uonomy, a 
stable economy. Economic growrh is not only unntces· 
sary but ruinous. 

Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn (1974) 

The theme of this book is that a steady-state economy is a necessary and 
desirable future state of affairs and that its attainment requ ires quite 
major changes in values. as well as radical, but nonrevolutionary, institu· 
tional reforms. Once we have replaced the basic premise of "more is 
better" with the much sounder axiom that "enough is best," the sociaJ 
and technical problems of moving to a steady state become solvable , 
perhaps even trivial. But unless the underlying growth paradigm and its 
supporting values are altered, all the technica l prowess and manipulative 
cleverness in the world will not solve our problems and, in fact, will 
make them worse. 

The recognition that there are problems of political economy that have 
no technical solution but do have a moral solution goes very much 
against the grain of modern economic theory. Yet economics began as a 
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branch of moral philosophy, and the ethical content wa~ at least as impor
tant as the analytic content up through the writings of Alfred Marshall.• 
From then on , the structure of economic theory became more and more 
top-heavy with analysis. Layer upon layer of abstruse mathematical mod
els were erected higher and higher above the shallow concrete foundation 
of fact. The behavior of a peasant selling a cow was analyzed in terms of 
the calculus of variations and Lagrangian multipliers. From the angelic 
perspective of hyperplanes cavorting in n -space, economists overlooked 
some critical biophysical and moral facts. The biophysical facts have 
asserted themselves in the form of increasing ecological scarcity: 
depletion, pollution, and ecological disruption. The moral facts are 
assert ing themselves in the form of increasing existential scarcity: 
anomie, injustice, stress, alienation, apathy. and crime. The second 
chapter will analyze these omissions further in terms of the ends· 
means spectrum. 

In the face of these now undeniable facts, modern economic thought 
cuts its losses in two ways: (I) It argues that the newly revealed dimen
sion of ecological scarcity simply requires more clever technology and 
more growth, albeit growth of a slightly different kind. (2) It argues that 
existential scarcity (resulting from a shortage of whatever does in fact 
make people whole, well, and happy) is simply not real. This point has 
been well discussed by Walter Weisskopf ( 1971 ). Whatever the public 
chooses is assumed to be in the public interest, and there is no distinction 
between what people of the present age of advertising think will make 
them whole and happy and what would in fact make them so. 

It is not easy (beyond the level of basic necessities) to make factual 
statements about what is good for people, but it is rash to assume that no 
such statements are possible-that all of ethics can be reduced to the 
level of personal tastes and that the community is nothing but an aggrc· 
gate of isolated individuals. 

The attraction of these simple. and I believe quite erroneous. assump· 
tions is that by emasculating the concepts of ecological and existential 
scarc ity, the orthodox economic growth paradigm co,·ers up the we~kncss· 
es in its factual foundations and can thus continue building. its analytical 
tower of babel up to a theoretical bliss point. 

Only by returning to its moral and biophysical foundations and shoring 
them up, will economic thinking be able to avoid a permanent commit· 
ment to misplaced concreteness and crackpot rigor. Scicntistic: pretention 

•For cxompl~ . in 1he first l<xlbook or pntilkal oconomy (f. R. Mahhus' Prinrip/o <>.f 
Political Economy) w< ~no lh< following Slal<m<nl: "It has been SJid, anJ p<rhar' " ilh 
ICUih !hOI lht conclusions or Polilital Economy patlakt more of lht Slrkl<r scoc n.·c, •h•• 
lhOSC or most or lhe Olher branches or hum on know ltd~·· . . . There.,. indeed in l'ololl · 
cal Economy gre31 general principles .. . )bill ) we shall be cornpdltd 10 adn<>"ku~t lh31 
rhc sdcnce or Political Economy bears a ntarcr rcsemhlanC'c co I he ~cirn('c o( morals and 
poli1ics lbon lo lhal o( malhtm31i<s" (Malthus, 18~0. p. 1). 
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and blind aping of the mechanistic methods of physics, even after physics 
has abandoned the mechanistic philosophy (Georgescu·Roegen, 197 1), 
should ~ repla.:ed by value-based thinking in the mode of classical 
political economy. Separation of " is" from ''ought" is an elementary rule 
of clear thinking. But this separation belongs within the mind of the 
individual thinker. It should never have become the basis for division of 
labor between people and professions, much less an excuse for " running 
to hide in thickets of Algebra, while abandoning the really tough ques· 
tions to journalists and politicians" (Robinson, 1962). Of all fields of 
study, economics is the last one that should seek to be "value-free," lest 
it deserve Oscar Wilde's remark that an economist is a man who knows 
!he price of everything and the value of nothing. 

Not all physical scientists have been ftattered by the economists' emu
lation. For example, Norbert Wiener observed; 

Tht ;uccess of mathematical physics led the social scientists to be jealous of its 
power without quite understanding the intellectual auitudes that had contributed 
to this power. The use of mathematical formulae had accompanied the develop· 
ment o f the natunl sciences and become the mode in the social sciences . Just as 
primitive ptoples adopt the Western modes of denationalized clolhing and of 
partiamentarism out of a vague feeling that these magic rites and vestmenls will 
at once put them abreast of modem culrure and technique, so the economisls have 
developed the habit of dressing up their rather imprecise ideas in the language of 
the infinitesimal calculus . ... To assign what purpons 10 be precise values to 
such essentially vague quantities is neither useful 'lOr honest, and any pretense of 
applying precise formulae to these loosely defined quantities is a sham and a 
"'aste of time [Wiener. 1964. p. 89). 

The challenge is to develop a political economics that recognizes both 
ecological and existential scarcity and develops its propositions at a low 
10 inlermediate level of abstraction, understandable by the layman ~'r 

average citizen, rather than dictated by a priesthood of "technically 
competent" obscurantists. If economic reality is actually so complex that 
it can only be described by complicated mathematical models that add 
epicycles to epicycles and externalities to externalities, then the reality 
should be simplified. Human institutions should not be allowed to grow 
beyond the human scale in size and complexity (Schumacher, 1973). 
Otherwise, the economic machine becomes too heavy a burden on the 
shoulders of the cit izen. who must continually grind and regrind himself 
to tit the imperatives of the overall system, and who becomes ever more 
vulnerable to the failure of other interdependent pieces that are beyond 
his control and even beyond awareness (Vacca, 1974). Lack of control by 
the individual over institu tions and technologies that not only affect his 
life but determine his livelihood is hardly democratic and is, in fact, an 
e;~~cellent tra ining in the acceptance of totalitarianism. 
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That man is fully eKpected to make whatever adaptations are technolog· 
ically required is part of the Faustian covenant that we have made with 
Big Science and High Technology. The guidebook to the 1933 Chicago 
World's Fair on science and industry proclaimed or reaffirmed the cov
enant: "Science discovers, industry applies, and man adapts himself to 
or is molded by new things .. .. Individuals , groups, entire races of men, 
fall into step with Science and InduSiry" (quoted in Dubos, 1974-
1975, p . 8). Man receives wealth but accepts the obligation to adapt to, be 
molded by, and fall into step with Big Science and High Technology. 

But have we not outgrown the naive 1933 faith in Science as the 
benevolent master? Some have, but in others the faith has taken on a more 
sophisticated and dangerous form. A famous social scientist ends an ar
ticle on "sociological aspects of genetic control" with t.he following words: 

Deliberate control, once begun, would soon benefit science and technology, 
which in tum would facilitate funher hereditary improvement, which again would 
extend science, and so on in a self-n:inforcing spiral without limit. In other 
words, when man has conquen:d his own biological evolution he will nave laid thr 
basis for conquering everything else. The universe will be his, at last. [Davis, 
1972, p. 379]. 

We might ask precisely who, finally, will be master of the universe, 
since when man has conquered his own biological evolution then victor 
and vanquished are one and the same, and the statement is self
contradictory (Lewis, 1947). What is probably meant is that some men 
will have conquered the biological evolution of other men. But I mention 
that problem only in passing. The point of Davis' statement is that we 
will not only conform ourselves socially to the dictates of High Technol
ogy, but we will reprogram our very genetic inheritance in its service! In 
return for this total subservience we are offered progress in the form of a 
"self-reinforcing spiral without limit." The principle ideological man
ifestation of this "progress" is the doctrine of unlimited economic 
growth, which requires, among other things, a lot of energy, though not 
so much as the energy companies think. Dr. Alvin Weinberg tells us that 
to get the energy: 

We nuclear people have made a Faustian bargain with society. On the one 
hand, we offer-in the catalytic burner-an inexhaustible source of energy .... 
But the price that we demand of society for this magical energy source is both a 
vigilance and a longevity of our social institutions that we arc quite unaccustom<>d 
to [Weinberg, 1972, p. 331. 

If we believe in "self-reinforcing spirals without limit" and "magicJI 
energy sources," consider enforced human adaptation an honor rather 
than a cost , and believe that the whole universe could be "our.;" at last. 
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chen we surdy will dismiss as 11 "failure of nerve" any calk about the 
ne..:essicy anJ Jesirabilicy of a steady-state economy. The no-limits at· 
cicudc is not often as explicit as in the expressions I have quoted, but a 
link scr.uching often re\·eals it to be just below the surface, as will be 
seen in Chaptc:r 5 , when we consider the specific views of several repre· 
scntativc: co:onomists. 

In paradoxkal o:onftict with this Faustian view of the power of 
te,·hn<.lklgy stands the faCI that the most basic laws of science are state· 
ments of impossibility: it is impossible to create or destroy matter· 
energy; it is impossible 10 travel faster than the speed of light; it is 
imp0ssibl<: to have perpetual motion; it is impossible for an organism to 
live in a medium consisting only of its own waste products; it is impossi· 
bit: to measure anything without altering the thing measured; and so on. 
~IJ.themati.:ians, before they invest much time in try ing to solve a prob· 
lt:m. first attempt to prove the eJ~istence or nonexistence of a solution. If 
it .:an be shown that a solution does not exist, then they save an infinite 
amount of futile effort by not looking for it. Perhaps the success of 
so:ieno:e is due to its refusal to attempt the impossible; this success has 
paradoxically fostered the popular belief that nothing is impossible. It is 
economic:~lly very valuable to know what is impossible, and economic 
theory also contains some impossibility theorems: the impossibility of 
deri\·ing social preferences from individual preferences, for example, or 
the imp0ssibility of having more than one equilibrium price for a given 
commodity in a purely competitive market. 

We need to recognize another impossibility theorem in political econ
omy: specifically. that a U.S.-style high-mass consumption. growth· 
dominated economy for a world of 4 billion people is impossible. Even 
more impossible is the prospect of an ever growing standard of per-cap
ita consumption for an ever growing world population. The minerals 
in concentrated deposits in the earth's crust, and the capacity of ecosys
tems to absorb large quantities or exotic qualit ies of waste materials and 
heat set a limit on the number of person-years that can be lived in the 
"developed'' state, as that term is understood today in the United States. 
How the limited number of person-years of "developed" living will be 
apportioned among nations, among social classes, and over generations 
will be the dominant economic and political issue for the future (Key
fnz. 1972). 

The steady-state economy respects impossibilities and does not fool 
ishly squander resources in vain efforts to overcome them . Our pres
ent institutions allow technology to be autonomous and force man to play 
the accommodating role. The steady-state economy seeks 10 change in
stitutions in such a way that people become autonomous and technology 
is not abandoned. but is demoted to its proper accommodating role. 
Growth economics gave technology free rein. Steady-state economics 
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channels technical progress in the socially benign directions of small 
scale, decentralization, increased durability of products, and increased 
long-run efficiency in the use of scarce resources. Institutions for redi· 
recting technical evolu tion are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Probably the major disservice that experls provide in confronting the 
problems of mankind is dividing the problems in little pieces and parcel
ing them out to special ists. Food problems belong to agriculture and 
energy problems to engineering or physics; employment and inflation 
belong to economics; adaptation belongs to psychologists and genetic 
engineers; and the "environment" is currently up for grabs by discipli· 
nary imperialists. Although it is undeniable that each specialty has much 
of importance to say, it is very doubtful that the sum of all these 
specialized utterances will ever add up to a coherent solution, because 
the problems are not independent and sequential but highly interrelated 
and simultaneous. Someone has to look at the whole, even if it means 
foregoing full knowledge of all of the parts. Since "economics" as well 
as "ecology" come from the same Greek root (oikos), meaning " man
agement of the household," and since man's household has eJttended to 
include not only nations but also the planet as a whole, economics is 
probably the discipline that has least justification for taking a narrow 
view. Let us take a minute to consider the economy, environmental qual· 
ity, food, energy, and adaptation as interre lated subtopics within the frame· 
work of economics viewed as management of the household of man. 

The economy, or household of mankind, consists of two things: the 
members of the family and their furniture and possessions, or, in purely 
physical te rms, human bodies and physical commodities or artifacts. For 
the last century or more, the most salient characteristic of the human 
household has been its enormous quantitative growth. Population has 
grown at rates vastly in e11cess of any that have ever prevailed in the 
entire history of the species. This unprecedented population growth has 
been accompanied by, and in part made possible by, an even greater rate 
of increase in the production of artifacts. World population has grown at 
around 2 percent annually, doubling every thirty-five years, and world 
consumption has grown at abou t 4 percent annually, doubling every sev
enteen or eighteen years. But production and consumption arc not the 
precise words, since man can neither produce nor destroy matter and 
energy but only transform them from one state to another. Man trans
forms raw materials into commodities and commodities into garbage. In 
the process of maintaining ever larger populations of both people and 
artifacts, the volume of raw materials transformed into commodities and 
ultimately into garbage has increased grea tly. In the United States in 
1972, about 43,000 pounds of basic nonfood raw materials were used per 
person to produce commodities and will eventually end up as waste (Na· 
tiona! Commission on Materia ls Policy, 1973, p. 2:6). 
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Funhemh)r.: . man cannot convc:rt waste: back into raw materials ellcept 
by expending cn.:rgy that inevitably degrades into waste heat, which 
canlll.lt b.: rc:cy,·kd. Man .:an let naiUre recycle some wastes if he is not 
too impatient ~nJ rd'rains from overloading natural cycles. Recycling is 
a good iJea. but it has limits provided by the second law of ther
moJyn:ami.:s. whi,·h. in effect, says that energy cannot be recycled and 
that mauer .:an only be recycled at something less than 100 percent. 

Why has the human household grown so rapidly? Basically, because we 
maJc: it grow. Since procreating is a more popular activity than dying, 
and is likdy to remain so. we eagerly reduce death rates and only half
h.:art.:dly talk about reducing bi.rth rates. Even though we have reached 
repla.:.:ment fertility in the United States (each new family has on the 
a"erage only :?.1 children), our population will continue to grow because 
such a large proportion of the population (the baby boom of the 1940s) is 
now moving into the high fertility age brackets, and it will be 50 years 
before these people emer the high mortality age brackets. In fact, our 
population would grow by about 70 million before it levels off at about 
:?80 million around the year 2050, assuming replacement fertility is 
maintained (Frejka. 1973. p. 165). In a young population, the net popu
larity oi procreating over dying is even greater than it is in an older 
population. At the world level, even on the optimist ic assumption that the 
net reproductive rate (NRR) falls to unity by the year 2000, the present 4 
billion will have reached 6 billion by the end of the century (Frejka, 
1973. p. 55). Of course, famine may well prevent this figure from being 
reached. Even though many, but not all. governments have decided that 
further population growth is not desirable, it is likely to occur whether 
they want it or not, especially in the underdeveloped countries, for at 
least the remainder of the cemury. 

Although many question whether further population growth is desira
ble. very few people question the desirability or possibility of funher 
economic growth. Indeed. economic growth is the most universally ac
cepted goal in the world . Capitalists, communists. fascists, and socialists 
all want economic growth and strive to maximize it. The system that 
grows fastest is considered best. The appeals of growth are that it is the 
basis of national power and that it is an alternative to sharing as a means 
of combating poverty. It offers the prospect of more for all with sacrifice 
by none-a prospect that is in conflict with the "impossibil ity theorem" 
discussed above. If we are serious about helping the poor, we shall have 
to face up to the moral issue of redistribution and siop sweeping it under 
the rug of aggregate growth. 

What are the implications of this growth-dominated, imperialistic style 
of managing the human household for the specific issues of environmen· 
tal quality, food, energy, and adaptation? 
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While the human household has been rap idly growing. the environment 
of which it is a part has steadfastly remained constant in its quantitative 
d imensions. Its size has not increased, nor have the natura l rates of 
circulation of the basic biogeochemical cycles that man exploits . As more 
people transform more raw mate rials per person into commodities, we 
experience higher rates of depletion; as more people transform more 
commodities into waste , we experience higher rates of pollution. We 
devote more effort and resources to mining poorer mineral deposits and 
to cleaning up increased pollution, and we then count many of these e:oma 
expenses as an increase in GNP and congratulate ourselves on the extra 
growth ! The problem with GNP is that it counts consumption of geologi
cal capital as current income (Schumacher, 1973). Better concepts for 
social accounting will be suggested in Chapter 2. 

While the growth-induced increases in deplet ion and pollution have 
adverse direct effects on the human household that a re bad enough (e.g. , 
lead and mercury poisoning, congestion, air and wate r pollution). they 
also have indirect effects that are likely to be worse. The indirect effects 
occur through interferences with natural ecosystems that inhibit their 
ability to perform the free life-support services that we take for granted 
(Daly, 1968). For example, the most important service of all, photosyn
thesis, may be interfered with by changing the acidity of the soil that 
supports plant life, a change resulting from acid rains induced by air 
pollution caused by burning fossil fuels . In addition, the heat balance 
and temperature gradients of the earth can be changed by air pollution 
and by intensive local use of energy, with unpredictable effects on eli· 
mate, rainfall. and agriculture. Deforestation results in the loss of water 
purification and flood and erosion control services formerly provided 
gratis by the forests. as well as the loss of wildlife habitats and of a 
potentially perennial source of timber. Ecologists have convincingly ar· 
gued that the naiUral services provided by Louisiana marshlands (a 
spawning ground for much marine life of the Gulf of Mexico, a natural 
tert ia ry sewage treatment plant, a buffer zone for hurricane protection, 
and a recreat ion area) are probably much more valuable than the so
called development uses of ne~ residential areas and shopping centers or 
even oil wells, at least beyond a limited number (Gosse link et al., 1973). 

As the economy grows , man's impac t on the environment increases by 
a rate of 5 percent per year (doubl ing every fourteen years), according to 
the SCEP ( 1971) estimate. The impact is usually of a random , unforseen 
nature and therefore overwhelmingly likely to be harmful, like a random 
muiation or the blind poke of a screwdriver in the back of a TV set. The 
relationship of fitness to the environment is reciprocal and can be de· 
stroyed by a random change in the environment as well as by a random 
change in the organism. As man experiences these limitations to the 
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gf\lwth and cnaint.:nam:e of his household, he re~tlizes that he is not as 
wealthy as h.: thllUghL Unfortunately. the typi<:al reaction to this height· 
.:nc:J p<rccptillO l>f scJr.:it)' is to call for still more economic growth 
-kaJing too oitc:n to sti ll more depletion, pollution, and further inter
ferences with th.: ~ssential sen•i.:.:s of ecosystems. This process can be 
illustrJtcJ spe.:iril·ally with reference to food and energy. 

F<10J is the source of energy required to run human bodies and is 
closely rtlateJ to more general energy questions. World per-capita food 
pn.>Ju.:tion has remained remarkably constan t for the past twenty yea rs , 
actually J~.:lining slightly between 1969 and 1970. The world's I to 2 
billion hungry are still just as hungry as they were 20 years ago. Food 
prkes. ~spc:.:ially for protein, have been rising dramatically. In 1969 the 
tl>tal .:at.:h of world fisheries of 63 million metric tons represented a 
:!-pc:rant d~dine from the previous year (Ehrl ich and Ehrlich, 1972. pp. 
10:!-IJSl. This decl ine occurred in spite of increased efforts. and it indi· 
cates that the o.:eans are being overfished . Overexploitation and coastal 
pollution may well have already reduced the productivity of the seas. 
WorlJ grain stocks have declined from the equivalent of 105 days' con
sumption in 1961 to the equivalent of 31 days' consumption in 1976 
(Brown, 1975. p. 8). Moreover, practically all the world's ne t exports of 
grain come from one geographic and climatic region , North America. In 
1973 the rising trend of gra in yie ld per hectare reversed itself and began 
falling. Throughout the Third World, pressure on the land has increased 
as rising petroleum prices have foreed increased use of firewood and dung 
as fuel. The result has been an increa.sed rate of deforestation, flooding. 
and ~rosion. as well as impoverishment of cultivated land as animal dung 
is increasingly burned for fuel rather than returned to the soil as fertilize r 
(Eckholm. 1975). 

Food. unlike coal or petroleum, is a renewable resource-a means of 
capturing the cont inual flow of solar energy. But the necessity to feed a 
large and growing population at an increasing level of per-capita con· 
sumption in rich countries like the United States has made agricultu re 
dependent on a continuous subsidy of nonrenewable fossil fuels , chemi· 
cals, and mineral fertilizers. For each calorie of food produced in the 
United States in 1970. about seven calories of nonfood fuels were con
sumed by agriculture and related activities (Steinhart and Steinhar t, 
1974, p. 80). As Howard Odum says, industrial man no longer eats 
potatoes made from solar energy; he now eats potatoes made partly of oil 
(Odum, 1971). A5 the fossil fuel subsidy becomes scarcer and more 
expensive. agriculture will have to rely more on solar energy and human 
labor. It may be that (as is already happening in Brazil) more cropland 
will be devoted to sugarcane in order to make alcohol to mix with 
gasoline for fuel-just the reverse of the process of turning petroleum 
into food thai was attracting attention a few years ago! Agriculture will 
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have to start maximizing productivity per ton of fertilizer or per Btu of 
fossil-fuel input , and worry less about productivity per acre or per man. 

The drive to increase agricultural productivity leads to the replacement 
of low-yield species by newly developed high-yield species, which re
sults in greater homogeneity of crops, that is, in a reduction in the 
d iversity of the genetic stock and consequently a greater vulnerabi lity to 
future pest and disease mutants. The increased vulnerability o f the 
monoculture calls for even more protection by pesticides. In addition, 
more inputs of fertil izer and fresh-water irrigation are required by "green 
revolutions," wiih resulting problems of water pollution and shortage. 

In the words of agriculture expert Lester R. Brown, the question is not 
can we prod uce more food, bui what are the ecological consequences of 
doing so? A similar point was made long ago by Malthus, who observed 
that " It is not easy to conceive a more disastrous present, one more likely 
to plunge the human race in irrecoverable misery, than an unlimited 
facility for producing food in a limited space'' (Malthus, I 820, p. 227). 
Unlimited food would simply a llow a la rger population to run into the 
har~her limits of air and water scarcity. With limits on population and 
economic growth (i .e. , within a steady-state economy). free food, and 
free energy a.s well, would be a blessing. But in the current growth 
context they would be a curse; free energy would simply make it easier 
for a growth society to destroy the ecosystem. This consideration itself is 
a powerful argument against growthmania-any context that converts 
free energy and free food from a boon to a bane must embody some 
serious irrationalities. Although anyone who discovers how economically 
to control fusion will no doubt receive the Nobel prize and be: hailed as a 
benefactor of mankind, several perceptive physicists have privately ex
pressed the hope that such a discovery may be delayed until such time as 
we have learned to limit our energy use. But no Nobel prizes are likely to 
be given to the proponents of low energy use! 

The Malthusian question is thus relevant for energy: not can we pro
duce more energy, but what are the ecological consequences of doing. so? 
And are the benefits worth the extra costs? And what source of cnerg.y 
will best serve man's total needs? Unfortunately, these questions not only 
are unanswered but remain largely unasked. Instead, we have asked suo.:h 
very short-sighted questions as "How can we most quickly convert lis· 
sion power from military to civil ian uses?" The goal seems to be to 

maintain the historical 7 -percent annual rate of growth of electric power, 
which everyone should know is simply not maintainable for very long. . 
The utility companies have fina lly realized this and revised their demand 
estimates downward , but they are still committed to continuous growth at 
a slower rate. Fission has received top priority in governmenta l research 
and development, with fusion a poor second and solar energy a very poor 
third. Yet solar energy is by far the superior soun::e in that it is nondc· 



pkral>k ano.J rwnl"'lluting. E'wything in the: biosphere is pn:adapted to 
so.>lar .:n.:rgy by millions t•l· y.:ars of .:volution. Since plutonium did not 
(., ist until ~··ry r,•,·cntly. I!Wrything in the biosphere is totally unadapted 
to it; 11 is the: mo.>st to.\ k and dang.:rous substance known, yet it is basic 
mat.:rial in th.: fuel .:yde o.>f the fast breeder reactors, upon which the 
wh,,l<.' fission pn1gram J.-pends. 

W.: "ill ha,·.: rno.>n: to say on fission power in Chapter 6. but for now it 
will sufti.:.- to.> Mt.: four fa.:ts: (I) There are viable energy alternatives 
that hav.: been larg.:ly ignored (especially solar). (2) There are e)(treme 
dang.:rs in,0h.:-J in using plutOnium. some of which require a level of 
so.>,·i;~l Jis.:iplinl! and control far beyond what is possible or desirable. (3) 
:-.il.l matt(r what technology is used. we cannot for long increase electric 
en.:rgy output at 7 percent, and in any event production will have to 
stlbiliu at s0m!! level. (~)Stabilizing at current levels would not be so 
terrible. in view of the fact that the per-capita energy consumption of 
S\\!!den and West Germany is one-half that of the United States and that 
0f S" itzerland is only one-third. yet all three countries have very high 
stand;~rds of living. By stabilizing energy consumption now and making 
.:ardul use of petroleum and coal. we would have plenty of time to 
de,elop solar-energy technology. If we waste our fossil-fuel capital on 
triv ia . then we will not be able to construct either a solar· or a nuclear
bas.:d economy. Fission energy is probably the biggest mistake we could 
make. and we seem determined to make it. This is the real energy crisis. 
not the short-run manipulation of gasoline supplies by a few Arab sheiks 
and a few big oil companies. 

Growth of the human household within a finite physical environment is 
eventually bound to result in both a food crisis and an energy crisis and in 
increasingly severe problems of depletion and pollution. Within the con
text of overall growth. these problems are fundamentally insoluble. al
though technological stopgaps and palliatives are possible. Technological 
adaptation has been the dominant reaction. aided by the information and 
incentives provided by market prices. We need, however, to shift the 
emphasis toward ecological adaptation, that is, to accept natural limits to 
the size and dominion of the human household. to concentrate on moral 
growth and qualitative improvement rather than on the quantitative im· 
perialist expansion of man's dominion. The human adaptation needed is pri
marily a change of heart, followed by a shift to an economy that does not 
depend so much on continuous growth. As Arnold Toynbee ( 1972) put it: 

More and more people are coming to realize that the growth of material 
wealth which the British industrial revolution set going. and which the mod
em British-made ideology has presented as being mankind's proper para
mount objecti•e. cannm in truth be the wave of tile future. Natu re is going 
to compel pos1eri1y to revert to a stable state on the material plane and 10 turn 
to the realm of the spirit for satisfying man's hunger for in finity. 
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THE CONCEPT OF 
A STEADY-STATE ECONOMY 

1 .:annot .. . r(gard the stationary state of c~pital and 
... calm with the unaffected aver.;ion so generally man· 
ifesteo.l towards it by political economistS of the old 
school. 1 am inclined to believe that it would be, on the 
whole. a very considerable improvement on our present 
.:onJition. 

John Stuart Mill (1857) 

What Is a Steady-State Economy? 

Economic analysis. or any analytic thought for that matter, must begin 
with what Joseph Schumpeter ( 1954) calls a "preanalytic vision" or what 
Thomas Kuhn ( 1962) calls a basic "paradigm." Analytic thought carves 
up this vision into pans and shows the relationship among the parts. If 
the analytic knife is wielded skillfully, the pieces will be cut cleanly 
along natural seams rather than torn raggedly, and the relations among 
the parts will be simple and basic rather than contrived and compleK. But 
prior to analytic thought there must be a basic vision of the shape 
and nature of the total reality to be analyzed and some feeling for 
where natural joints and seams lie, and for the way in which the whole 
to be analyzed fits into the totality of things. Our basic definitions arise 
out of this preanalytic vision, which limits the style and direct ion of our 
thinking. 
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The vision of the economy from which the steady-state concept arises 
is that of two physical populations-people and anifacts-existing as 
elements of a larger natural system . These physical populations have two 
important aspects. On the one hand, they yield services-artifacts (phys· 
ical capital) serve human needs, and so do other human beings . The 
body of a skilled worker or doctor is a physical asset that yields services 
both to the immediate owner of the body and to others . On the other 
hand, these populations require maintenance and replacement. People 
continually get hungry, cold, and wet, and eventually they die. Anifacts 
wear out and must be replaced. These two populations may be thought of 
as a fund, like a lake, with an outflow necessitated by death and depre· 
ciation, which can be reduced but never eliminated. The outflow is offset 
by an inflow of births and production which may exceed, fall short of, or 
equal the outflow. Consequently the fund 01 lake may grow, decline, or 
remain constant. 

From the physical nature of these populations, several things are appar
ent. Since, from the first law of thermodynamics, we know that matter
energy can be neither created nor destroyed, it is apparent that the fund 
of physical and human capital has some important relations with the rest 
of the world . The rest of the world is a source for its inputs of matter
energy and a sink for its outputs. Everything has to come from some
where and go somewhere. "Somewhere" is in both cases the natural 
environment. The larger the Jake, the larger must be the outflow, because 
death and depreciation cannot be reduced beyond some lower limit, and 
consequently the larger must be the offsetting inflow. If there were no 
death or depreciation, then our " lake of capital" (to usc A. C. Pigou's 
phrase) would be a closed system rather than an open system and would 
be limited in its size only by the total amount of water, not by the 
conditions governing the flow of water through the total natural system. 
The second law of thermodynamics tells us that death and depreciation 
cannot be eliminated, so it is clear that our lake must remain an open 
system if it is to maintain a constant level. If inflow is less than outflow, 
the lake will eventually disappear; if inflow is greater than outflow, it will 
eventually contain all the water there is and will not be able to have any 
more inflow. But the outflow will continue and bring the lake down to 
some smaller equilibrium size which can be maintained by the natural 
hydrologic flows. 

However, the lake analogy fails in several important aspects. First. the 
fund of water in the lake is homogeneous, whereas the fund of people and 
artifacts is highly varied and complex . Second, the water entering the 
lake is both quantitatively and qualitatively equal to the water flowing 
out, assuming an equilibrium lake. But while the equilibrium lake of 
people and art ifac ts is maintained by an inflow of matter-energy equal in 
quantity to the out6ow, the two arc very different in quality. The maltcr-



<'nagy gvino: in is useful raw mat~rial, while that ~.·oming out is useless 
"astc. The tlvwthn'uJ:!h . or throughput of mancr-~nergy that maintains 
the fund ol artifa-:ts and pe<.>pk, is enrropi.: in nature. Low-entropy 
inputs are impvncJ and high-entropy outputs are exponed. The high· 
entropy ~.•utput .. ·annot ~ directly used again as an input for the same 
reas~.•n that ~.•rgan1sms cannot eat their own excrement. Although it would 
appear th:ll the real lake's outflow is qualitatively the same as the inflow, 
this IS not stri.:tly true. The outflow water could not return to the inflow 
stream without ~ing pumped or without being evaporated and lifted 
a~ain t>~ the hydrologic cycle powered by the sun. So even the throughput 
of "ater thJI maintains a lake is an entropic flow, although this is 
obscured by the fact that the water looks the same going in as it does 
.:omin~ vut. The matta-energy throughput that maintains the fund of 
pevpl~ and artiiacts does not even look the same. Anyone can tell the 
J iffereo.:c ~tween equal quantities of raw materials and waste. 

In sum. the vision is that of a physical open system, a fund of service
yielding :lssets maintain~d by a th roughput that begins with depletion of 
nature's sources of us~ful low entropy and ends with the pollution of 
n:~ture 's sinks with high-entropy waste. There are two physical mag· 
nitudes, a srock of capital (people and artifacts) and ajlow of throughput. 
There is one psychic magnitude of service or want satisfaction that is 
rendered by the stocks and is, of course, their reason to be. Whatever 
\·alue we attr ibute to the satisfaction of our wants and needs is imputed 
to the stocks that satisfy those needs and. in turn, is imputed 10 the 
throughput that maintains the stocks. 

The important role of the laws of thermodynamics in th is vision will be 
developed later, but for now it is enough to recognize that the entropy law 
is the basic physical coordinate of scarcity. Were it not for the entropy 
law, nothing would ever wear out; we could burn the same gallon of 
gasoline over and over, and our economic system could be closed with 
respect to the rest of the natural world. 

From this general vision we must now distill a precise definit ion of a 
steady-state economy. What is it precisely that is not growing, or held in 
a steady state? Two basic physical magnitudes are to be held constant: 
the population of human bodies and the population of artifacts (stock of 
physical wealth). Since artifacts are, in a very real sense, el(tensions of 
the human body, the steady-state economy may be thought of as a logical 
continuation of the demographer's notion of a stationary population to 
include not only human bodies but also their multifarious physical exten· 
sions. What is held constant is capital stock in the broadest physical 
sense of the ierm, including capital goods, the total inventory of con
sumer goods, and the population of human bodies. 

Of equal importance is what is not held constant. The culture, genetic 
inheritance, knowledge, goodness, ethical codes. and so forth embodied 
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in human beings are not held constant. Likewise, the embodied technol
ogy, the design. and the product mix or the aggregate total stock of 
artifacts are not held constant. Nor is the curnnt distribution of artifacts 
among the population taken as constant. Not only is quality free to 
evolve, but its development is positively encouraged in certain directions. 
If we use "growth" to mean quantitative change, and "development" to 
refer to qualitative change, then we may say that a steady-state economy 
develops but does not grow, just as the planet earth, of which the humao 
economy is a subsystem, develops but does not grow.• 

The maintenance of constant physical populations of people and ar
tifacts requires births to offset inevitable deaths and new production to 
offset inevitable physical depreciation. Births should be equal to deaths 
at low rather than high levels so that life expectancy is long rather than 
short. Similarly, new production of artifacts should equal depreciation at 
low levels so that the durability or "longevity" of artifacts is high . New 
production implies increasing depletion of resources. Depreciation im
plies the creation of physical waste. which, when returned to the envi
ronment, becomes pollution. Depletion and pollution are costs, and 
naturally they should be minimized for any given level of stocks to be 
maintained. 

Thus we may succinctly define a steady-state economy (hereafter ab
breviated SSE) as an economy with constant stocks of people and artifacts, 
maintained at same desired, ,tu/ficient levels by low rates of maintenance 
••throughput". that is, by the lowest feas ible flows of matter and energy 
from the first stage of production (depletion of low-entropy materials 
from the environment) to the last stage of consumption (pollution of the 
environment with high-entropy wastes and exotic materials). It should be 
continually remembered that the SSE is a physical concept. If somethmg 
is nonphysical, then perhaps it can grow forever . If something can grow 
forever, then certainly it is nonphysical. 

How does this physical concept of growth relate to economic growth'? 
As currenrly measured by real GNP. which is a value index of a physical 
flow, economic growth is srricrly tied to physical quantities. Even ser
vices are always measured as !he usc of something or somebody for a 

• The capital >lock is an 3~greg3te of unlike th ings. and to speak of it •• consunr on the 
•uregate. yel vari•bte in «Imposition. implies some coefficient.• nf equivalence omnn~ 
the various unlike things. This problem haunts slandard r conomtc• as wcll . Ho" ·cvcr. as 
will be seen laler. we do not really need an optralional measure o f I he eggregatc srnr~. We 
un conlrol lhrou~hput ant.ll<t I he stock grow 10 whatever muimum siu can I>< surrorld 
hy lhe limited throu!_!hput. Cunlro l over ·~~rt8atc throu~hput will rcsult fr<>m «>n
lmt,_ tllcplclinn 4UOIOI)) on p:ufirutar rr~L)UrCtS. If. lhan~5 to trchn•'IIO!!ica l rml~rt'lrl~. II 
bcct•ncs pu»iblt to ~uppmr • lur~cr >h>ek w i1h lhc som< throu~hpur . 1hat " oil 10 th< 
~uot.l anti >hoult.l b< ull<l"·et.l lo happen . t:•·cntuolly t.l•mon b hin' ret urns ,.,quort• lho t 
them;~ nf :.uti facts will lhirl mc,rc tnw:..rd> producu ·s carnal and a"'OIY from con~un~cr·s 
capit;~l . ._nc.l ;, given t:ms) throu~hput will cont11n 1n C\'tr ~mallrr net 1moun1 ot uuhlc 
IIIUIItr·cnct8Y· 



period of time, and thes~ things and persons require physical mainte
nam:c:; nwre of them require more physical maintenance. In calculating 
real GNP. efforts are made to correct for changes in price levels, in 
r<!lative prkc:s. and in product mix, so as to measure only real change in 
physical quantities produced . However. the SSE is defined in terms of 
<:llnstant s1ocks ta quantity measured at a point in time, like an inven
tory), nor .flows ta quantity measured over an interval in time, like an
nual salt's). G:-.iP is a flow and is logically irrelevant to the definition 
of an SSE. l\evertheless, to the considerable extent that GNP reflects 
throughput, then a policy of maximizing GNP growth would imply max
imizing a .:0st. The steady-state perspective seeks to maintain a de
sired level of stocks with a minimum throughput, and if minimizing the 
throughput implies a reduction in GNP. that is totally acceptable. The 
steady-state paradigm assumes some sufficient level of stocks, an assump
tion that is absem from the growth paradigm. This idea will be further 
dis.:ussed later in this chapter. 

Although the idea of a SSE may seem strange to us who have always 
lived in a growth economy. neither the concept nor the reality is at all 
novel. John Stuart Mill discussed the notion with compelling clarity over 
a century ago. And it is instructive to remember that mankind has, for 
over 99 percent of its tenure on earth, existed in conditions closely 
approximating a SSE. Only in the last 200 years has growth been suffi. 
ciently rapid to be felt within the span of a single lifet ime, and only in 
the last forty years has it assumed top priority and become truly explo
sive. In the long run, stability is the norm and growth the aberration. It 
could not be otherwise. 

Why Is a Steady-State Economy 
Both Necessary and Desirable? 

Economics has to do with ends and means. The standard textbook defini
tion somewhat ponderously states that economics is the study of the 
allocation of scarce means among competing ends, where the object of 
the allocation is the maximization of the attainment of those ends. In 
other words, how 10 do the best with what you've got. But the entire 
ends-means spectrum is not considered-economists do not speak of the 
Ultimate End, nor of the ultimate means. Economists' atten tion is en
tirely focused on the middle range of the ends-means spectrum-on al
locating given intermediate means (artifacts. labor power) in the service 
of given intermediate ends (food, comfort, education, etc .). This limited 
focus, it will be shown, has been the source of most of the confusions 
about economic growth. 
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Religion 

E<h;« l 

Technolog.y l 
(man's and nature's) 

Physics -

- Ultimate End (?) 

Intermediate Ends 
(health. comron. education. etc.) 
(ranking) 

Intermediate Means 
(artifacts, labor power) 

Ult imate Means 
(low-entropy matter-energy) 

Consider Figure I. which represents the entire ends-means continuum. 
The labels on the right indicate position in the ends-means continuum; 
the labels on the left indicate the discipline traditionally most concerned 
with each part of the spectrum. Each intermediate category in the spec
trum is an end with respect to lower categories and a means with respect 
to higher categories. Thus intermediate ends may be thought of as means 
in the service of the Ultimate End, and intermediate means may be 
thought of as ends that are served by ultimate means. Only at the ex
tremes do we have that which is pure end or pure means . The Ultimate 
End is that which is intrinsically good in and of itself and does not derive 
its value from being instrumental in achieving some other end. Ultimate 
means is that which is useful for serving human ends, but cannot be 
created by human beings, and hence cannot be the end of any human 
activity. 

In looking only at the middle range of the ends-means spectrum. 
economics naturally has not dealt with ultimates or absolutes. found 
only at the extremes. and has falsely assumed that the middle range 
pluralities. relativities, and substitutabilit ies among competing ends and 
scarce means were representative of the whole spectrum. Absolute limits 
are absent from the economists' paradigm because we encounter absolute 
limits only in confrontation with ultimates, which have been excluded 
from our tunnel vision. The lack of attention by economists to the ulti · 
mate extremes has been insulated by a relative lack of attention to ethics 
and to tech nics . 
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The: v.:ry definition of c:.:onomics tdls us that ends compete for scarce 
mtans and impfit"s that there must be some priorit ies or ethical ranking of 
ends. Ranking or onl.:ring of ends implies some ordering principle or 
Ul!imate End. with rdc:rence to which the intermediate ends are ranked. 
/li,Hhing c,>uld be .:karer. Logically, we cannot even pronounce the word 
.. pri,>ritits .. without implicitly postulating a first position, an ordering 
prin.:iplt. an Ultimate End. 

But the temper of the modern age resists any discussion of the Ulti
mate End. Tc:kology and purpose, the dominant concepts of an earlier 
age. were banished from the mechanistic. reductionistic. positivistic 
mode ,,f thought that came to be identified with a certain phase of the 
e,·olutit'n of science. Economics followed suit by reducing ethics to the 
k\·el oi personal tastes: individuals set their own priorities, and eco· 
nomics is simply the .. mechanics of utility and self-interest" (Jevons, 
19~~ . p. 21 ). with no questions asked about whether individual priorities 
are right or wrong or even about how they are formed . Our refusal to 
reason about the Ultimate End merely assures the incoherence of our 
priorities. at both an individual and a social level. It leads to the tragedy 
of Captain Ahab, whose means were all rational, but whose purpose was 
insane. We cannot tend rationality to the pursuit of a white whale across 
the oceans merely by employing the most advanced techniques of whal
ing. To do more efficiently that which should not be done in the first place 
is no cause for rejoicing. 

The logical demands of the ultimate are also ignored at the lower 
e:oo:treme of the spectrum. There is no recognition in modern economics of 
any limit on the total amount of ultimate means or on the rate of their 
use. Technology is assumed to be able to tum ultimate physical means 
into intermediate means (stocks of artifacts) without limit, or subject 
only to the limits of technological inventiveness and not to any limits 
imposed by the absolute scarcity of ultimate means. To quote a classic 
modern treatise on the subject: 

Advances in fundamental science have made it possible to take advantage 
of the un iformity of energyimaner-a uniformity that makes it feasible with· 
out preassignable limit . to escape the quantitative constraints imposed by the 
character of the earth's crust. . .. Nature imposes particular scarcities. not 
an inescapable general scarcity (Ba rnell and Morse. 1963. p. I I). 

This view is not easy to reconcile with the taws of thermodynamics. It 
is not the uniformity of matter·energy that makes anything feasible, but 
precisely the opposite. It is nonuniformity, differences in concentration 
and temperature, that make for usefulness. If all materials and energy 
were uniformly distributed in thermodynamic equilibrium, the result 
would be the complete absence of potential for any process, including 
life. Just below the surface of the quoted statement lies the old at-
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chemists' dream of converting lead into gold. It may be possible to 
convert lead into gold, but that does not remove general scarcity, because 
the potential for making such conversions is itself scarce. 

We can define economic growth in this context as the conversion of 
ever more ultimate means into ever more intermediate means (stocks of 
artifacts) for the purpose of satisfying ever more intermediate ends, 
whatever they may be. The process is thought to be an endless one. 
Though it is admitted by or thodox economics that any given want can be 
satisfied, it is held that all wants in the aggregate are infUlite and there
fore can never be satisfied. Therefore, if ends are unlimited and means 
are unlimited, the process of growth can go on forever. This is the view 
that emerges from looking only at the middle of the spectrum, and only 
at the last 200 years of history. 

Looking at the ultimate extremes of the spectrum , however, forces two 
sets of questions upon us. First, may we not eventually run out of worth
while ends or, more specifically, worthwhile ends whose satisfaction de
pends on further conversion of ultimate into intermediate means? Is the 
nature of the Ultimate End such that, beyond some point, further ac
cumulation of physical ani facts is useless or even harmful? Are some of 
the intermediate ends now being served, and those newly proposed, 
really undesirable, or less than worthwhile, in the light of the Ultimate 
End? Could it be that one of our wants is to be free of the tyranny of 
infinite wants? Second, will we not at some point run out of ultimate 
means or reach limits to the rate at which ultimate means can be used') 
Are ultimate means limited in ways that cannot be offset by technology? 
It will be argued that the answer to both sets of questions is "yes." The 
nature of the Ultimate End does in fact limit the desirability of continual 
economic growth, and the nature of the ultimate means docs in fact limit 
the possibility of continual growth. Since the latter condition is easier to 
demonstrate, we will deal with it first. 

From a basic branch of physics, thermodynamics, we learn that for 
man's purposes rhe ultimate usable stuff of the universe is low-entropy 
maHer-energy. • Low entropy is the ultimale means, and it exists in two 
forms: a terresirial stock and a solar flow. The te rrestrial stock consists 
of two kinds of resources: those renewable on a human time scale and 
those renewable only over geologic rime and which, for human purp!lscs, 
must be trcared as nonrenewable. Terrestrial low-entropy storks may also 
be classified inro energy and material. Both sources, the tcrrc$trial lind 
the solar, are limited. Terrestria l nonrencwables arc limited in h>tal 
amount available. Terrestrial renewables arc also limited in total anwunt 
available and, if exploited to exhaustion, become just like nonrenewable~. 

· Tht rollowin" rara~raphs draw hravily on l·hc jlitlncnin~ WML: C\f Ni ... 'hdla~ (;(',lft!<"',·u· 
Rocg<n ( 1971), •nd on a :;cminal wor~ by Frc.tcrick Soddy ( 1922). 
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If .!xploited on a sustain.:J-yi.!ld basis, then they are limited in rate of 
use. though pra.:ti.:ally unlimited in terms of the total amount eventually 
harvcstabk owr tim.: . Likewise, the solar source is practically unlimited 
in total amount but strictly limited in its rate and pattern of arrival to 
earth. Thus both sources of low entropy are limited. Ultimate means are 
limited . Resources can be substituted and new resources developed, but 
all of this <l<:curs within the strictly limited total of low-entropy sources, 
and no rearrangemo:nt or substitution within the limited total will in
.:re:~se thc: wtal. Substitution will increase the efficiency with which the 
101:11 tem:strial stock of ullimate means is used but not the size of the 
total sto.:k. 

That lo.,.· entropy is the common denominator of all useful things is 
evid.:nt from the second law of thermodynamics. All states of malter and 
all forms of energy do not have equal potential for use. Though we 
neither create nor destroy mauer-energy in production and consumption, 
we do transform it. Specifically, we transform matter from organized. 
structured. concentrated. low-entropy states (raw materials) into still 
more highly structured commodities, and then through use into dispersed, 
randomizo:d, high-entropy states (waste). In the production of com
modities. energy is transformed from high-temperature energy with a 
potential to do work into a low-temperature energy whose capacity to do 
work is lost when the temperature reaches equilibrium with the general 
environment. All life processes and all technological processes work on 
an entropy gradient. In all physical processes the matter-energy inputs in 
their totality are always of lower entropy than the matter-energy outputs 
in their totality. Organisms cannot survive in a medium consisting of 
their own final outputs. Neither can economies. Like nature's technology, 
man's technology is strictly confined within the laws of thermodynamics. 

The solar source of low entropy is more abundant than the terrestrial 
source. If all of the world's fossil fuels were burned, they would provide 
only the equivalent of a few weeks of sunlight. The sun is expected to last 
for another 5 or 6 billion years , In addition to being nondepletable. the 
sun is also a nonpolluting source of energy. It would seem prudent, 
therefore , to make our technology run on solar low entropy to the 
greatest possible extent. The scarce nonrenewable terrestrial sources 
should be invested in structures to increase our ability to capture solar 
energy and should not be frivolously consumed. The biosphere runs on 
solar energy. and man has lived on solar energy for the vast majority of 
his history. Only in the last 200 years have we become dependent on 
nonrenewable minerals. Modern industry runs on the scarcest of the 
available forms of low entropy. Tradit ional technology (windmills, water
wheels. etc .) runs on the more abundant solar source. How ironic, there
fore, to be told by technological optimists that modern technology is 
freeing man from dependence on resources (Barnett and Morse, 1963, 
p. 11 ). The very opposite is true. 
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The failure to pay attention to ultimate means has led to an enormous 
and elementary economic mistake: becoming dependent on the scarce 
source rather than the abundant source of ultimate means. T he seductive 
advantage of terrestrial stocks is that they can be used at a rate of man's 
own choosing (i.e. , rapidly), while the rate of solar How is limited and 
interrupted by seasonal and diurnal variations. Rapid growth is easie r 
when fueled with terrestrial stocks, because these stocks can, for a while 
at least, be depleted as rapid ly as we wish. Also, of course, the concen
tration of terrestria l depos its permits concentrated, high-energy uses, 
whereas dispe rsed solar energy favors decentralized, low-energy pat· 
terns. On the one hand, the dispersed nature of solar energy is a disad· 
vantage in that it requires concentration; on the other hand, it is an 
advantage in that it does not require a d ist ri bution system from a central 
source. The other side of the coin of rapid depletion of terrestrial stocks 
is abundant short-run suppl ies, low prices, and lavish usc. 

The rap id growth of the last 200 years has occurred because man broke 
the budget constraint of liv ing on solar income and began to live on 
geological capital. T he geological capital will run out. But an even 
greater problem exists. The ent ire evolut ion of the biosphere has occurred 
around a fixed point-the constant solar-energy budget. Modern man is 
the only species to have broken the solar-income budget const raint, and 
this has thrown him out of ecological equilibrium with the rest of the 
biosphere. Natural cycles have become overloaded, and new materials 
have been produced for which no natu ral cycles exist. Not only is geolog· 
ical capital being depleted but the basic life-support services of nature 
are impaired in their functioning by too large a throughput from the 
human sector. 

Ecologist George M. Woodwell (1974) estimates that "30 to 50 per· 
cent of net primary product ion of the earth is being diverted to direct use 
by man for support of the current population ." This estimate docs not 
include the " public-service" functions of nature such as air and water 
purification. Wood well notes that the use of nonrenewable energy sources 
often is allowed to destroy renewable resources. For example, if acid 
ra ins resulting from burning fossil fuel continue in New England for 
another decade, a net reduct ion of 10 percent in the primary productivity 
of New England forests and agriculture is likely, due to the rising pH of 
the soil. This would represent a loss of energy to the region "equivalent 
to the power produced by fifteen I ,000-megawatt reactors. ·• From these 
and other considerations, Woodwell concludes: 

We have reached a point in the development of our current dvilization 
where funher increase in flows of energy th rough technology will ,·ause stg· 
nificant reduction in the capacity of the earth 10 support mankind. The world 
cannot use mo~ energy safely . . . . The world is o,·crpopulatcd and overde · 
veloped; the important problem now is ecology. not energy and not economks 
(Woodwell, 1974]. 



Bur have: we: OQI given insufficient credit ro the marvelous power of 
rechnQiogy in Qur dis.:ussion of ullimare means? Is nor rechnology uself 
an intinire rcsQun:e'! NQ, ir is not. Improved rc:chnology means using rhe 
c:nlrQpi.: lillw nlllre effi.:iemly nor reversing rhe direction of the flow. 
Eftkien,·y is subjc:.:r ro rhtrmodynamic limits. All existing and currenrly 
.:on.:ei\·able ccchnQiogies function on an entropy gradient, convening low 
c:ncropy incQ high c:nrropy. in nc:r rerms. II is imaginable that someday we 
will Jis.:o\·er hQw ro creare marerials from nothing, how to achieve per
pc:rual moril)n, how ro reverse rime's arrow, and so on. But to take such 
sdence-ti.:cil)n miracles as a basis for economic policy would be absurd. 
Einsrein cQnsidered rhe laws of rhermodynamics to be the least likely 
e\·er w b.: overrhrown: 

A th~ry is more impressive the greater the simplicity of irs premises is, lbe 
more different kinds of things it relates and the more extended is irs area of 
~ppli.:ability. Therefore the deep impression which classical thermodynamics 
m3Je upon me. h is the only physical theory of universal content concerning 
whi.:h I am convinced char. within lhe framework of rhe applicabilicy of ils 
basic .:on.:epts, it will never be overthrown [Quoted in Schlipp, 1959, p. 33). 

An even more empharic statement to the same effect came from Sir 
Arthur Eddingcon: 

The Jaw that entropy increases-the Second Law of Thermodynamics
holds. I think . the supreme position among laws of nature. If someone poincs 
out 10 you that your pel cheory of the unive rse is in disagreement wicb Max· 
we ll's equations-then so much lhe worse for Maxwell's equations. If il is 
found to be concradicted by observacion-well, these experimenta lisiS do 
bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be against the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics. I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to 
collapse in deepeSI humiliation [Eddington , 1953, p. 74). 

The laws of thermodynamics restrict allrechnologies, man's as well as 
nature's, and apply to all economic systems whether capitalist, com
munist, socialist, or fascist. We do not create or destroy (produce or 
consume) anything in a physical sense-we merely transform or rear
range. And the inevitable cosr of arranging greater order in one part of 
the system (the human economy) is creating a more than offsetting 
amount of disorder elsewhere (the natural environment). If "elsewhere" 
happens to be the sun. as it ultimately is for all of nature's technologies, 
then we need not wo"Y· There is nothing we can do about it in any case. 
But if "elsewhere" is somewhere else on earth, as it is for all terrestrial 
sources of low entropy. then we must be very careful. There is a limit to 
how much disorder can be produced in the rest of the biosphere without 
inhibit ing its ability to support the human subsystem. We must stop 
talking about free and inexhaustible gifts of nature and start talking 
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about the throughput, the entropic flow of mauer-energy that is the ulti
mate cost of maintaining life and wealth. 

In sum, by focusing only on plural, intermediate means and sub
stitutabilities among them, and on the ability of new technologies to tap 
new resou1'1;eS, economists fell into the trap of ignoring the ultimate 
finitude of the common denominator of all useful things, low-entropy 
matter-energy, which is scarce in an absolute sense. Even less did such 
economists notice the crucial asymmetry between the solar and terrestrial 
sou1'1;eS of low entropy (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). 

The base of the ends-means spectrum thus provides us with a concept 
of "real cost" -low entropy that is irrevocably spent in satisfying ends. 
Since low entropy spent for one purpose cannot be spent for another 
purpose, the cost of the particular amount of low entropy used must be 
evaluated according to the worth of the best alternative sacrificed. The 
notion of low entropy as a real cost is not at all inconsistent with the 
principle of opportunity cost for determining the value of the physical 
real cost. Low entropy is the physical coordinate of value-the ultimate 
supply limit. A hierarchy of ends is the psychic coordinate of value, the 
ultimate demand limit, a concept which will be considered further below. 

Before leaving the subject of ultimate means, however, we should ac
knowledge and resist a very strong temptation io proclaim an "entropy 
theory of value." Although low entropy is a necessary condition for 
something to have any value at all, it is not a sufficient explanation of the 
value of one commodity relative to another. For one thing, entropy is 
entirely on the supply or cost side. There is still demand to consider. 
Hemlock may have lower entropy than orange juice. Bathwater heated to 
2ll"F has lower entropy than IIO"F bathwater but is not more valuable. 
But even on the supply side, all low entropy cannot be treated alike. 
Terrestrial low entropy cannot be valued equally with solar low entropy. 
since they are not always convertible and are not equally abundanl. 
Furthermore, terrestrial low entropy takes two forms: material and 
energy. Although we can tum mauer into energy, we have no means 
for turning energy into matter on a s ignificant scale, so material low en
tropy is not reducible to energy terms for earthly purposes (Georgescu
Roegen, 1976). In .addition, expenditure of human energy must be kept 
separate from other low-entropy sou1'1;eS, because man is an end as well 
as a means, and some expenditure of human energy is irksome and some 
is pleasurable, even though the same number of calories may be involved . 
Tbe same amounts of usable energy in the forms of food, feed, and fuel 
are not necessarily of equal value unless animals arc equal to people, 
and machines, in tum, are equal to animals . Supply and demand deter
mine relative values, not entropy. Low entropy is the ultimate supply 
limit, the soul'1;e of absolute scarcity. But within the category of abso· 
lutely scal'1;e low entropy, there are various fonns that arc different ially 
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s.::1n:~, and of differing utility, so that an em ropy theory of value would 
lx n~) mort: satisfactory than a labor theory of value. On the other hand, a 
thc:ory of value that ignor.:s entwpy is no more satisfactory than one that 
igMrt:S labc)f. 

Just as we derinc:d costs as "spent means," so we may define benefits 
at the other enJ of the: spectrum as "accomplished or satisfied ends." 
The: ultimate: lxndit or Ult imate End is less definable than the ultimate 
mc::1ns . Perhaps. as a minimum definition, it could be considered as the 
sun·ival and continuat ion of the evolving life process through which God 
has lxstOwc:d upon us the gift of conscious life. I hasten to add that this 
minimum tktinition lxgs some important questions. Evolution of life 
along" hat path, in what direction? To what degree should this evolution 
lx spontaneous. and 10 what degree consciously directed? Surv ival of the 
pro.:ess- especially, bu t not exclusively, the highest product of that pro
.:ess . mankind-must be considered as a precondition for the realization 
of :1ll other values . Survival of the entire evolutionary process is differem 
from personal survival. Personal survival may be sacrificed to higher 
goals; sacrificing the remaining yea rs o f one 's expected lifet ime to a 
high~r cause can be a noble thing. Sacrificing all o f creation for some 
''h igher" cause is surely fanaticism. Is man basically a fallible creature 
whose salvation l ies with his Creator rather than with his own creations? 
Or is man potentially the infallible creator himself, whose salvation lies 
in his own creations? The first view of man as fallible creature. ulti · 
mately dependent on his Creator, is the view that underl ies the SSE. II is 
the trad itional wisdom of the ages, taughi by the great re ligions. The 
second view, man as potentially infallible creator seeking salvation in the 
perfection of his creations, leads to cosmic vandal ism. It is the view not 
of great scientists but o f the th ird-rate devotees of modern scientism, 
whose numbers are legion. 

It is difficult to think of any philosophy or religion that holds that 
continual growth in population and per-capita resource use is the Ult i
mate End. At a time when the survival of the species was threatened by 
d isease and starvation, maximizing b irth rates and production ra tes was 
necessary for survival. But the final end was surviva l, and growth was a 
means (or intermediate end). Now we are threatened by overpopulation 
and overuse of resources. The end is still survival , but the means should 
now be to restrain growth. Yet we cling to old priorities and keep growth 
in first place. 

Even though it is difficult to give a sat isfactory defin ition of the Ulti
mate End, we are forced to choose among competing intermediate ends. 
The ranking of inte rmediate ends into a list of priorities logically implies 
some ordering principle, some concept, however vague, of the Ultimate 
End, with reference to which intermediate ends a re ordered . Some of 
these ends cannot be served by aggregate growth. In fact, production and 
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consumption often just get in the way. Leisure, silence, contemplation, 
even conversation, are made more difficult by the production-consump
tion drive. E. J. Mishan has forcefully made the point that aggre
gate growth is worthless for satisfying the relative wants of status: 

In an affluent society, people's satisfactions. as Thorstein Veblen observed, 
depend not only on the innate or perceived utility of the goods they buy, but 
also on the status val ue of such goods. Thus to a person in a high income 
society, it is not only his absolute income that counts but also his relative 
income, h is position in the structure of incomes. In its utreme form-and as 
affluence rise s we d raw closer to it-only relative income mauers . A man 
would then prefer a 5 percent reduction in his own income accompanied by a 
10 percent reduction in the incomes of others to a 25 percent increase in both 
his income and the incomes of o thers. 

The more this auitude prevails-and the ethos of our society actively pro
motes it-the more futile is the objective of economic growth for society as 1 

whole. For it is obvious that over time everyone cannot become relat ively 
better off [Mishan. 1973. p. 30). 

Aggregate growth can no more satisfy the relative wants of distinction 
than the arms race can increase security. The only way this self
cancelling effect and its resulting futility can be avoided is if growth is 
allowed to make the relatively well-off become relat ively better-off. But 
then the price of continuing growth would be ever increasing inequality, 
and all the pious talk about growth for the poor would be seen as the 
evasion that it really is. 

The dominance of the relat ive dimension of pecuniary wealth was 
clearly stated by John Ruskin in 1860: 

Primarily. which is very notable and curious, I observe that men of busi
ness rarely know the meaning of the word "rich." At least, if they know, they 
do not in their re~sonings allow for the fact, that it is a relative word, imr ty. 
ing its opposite "poor" as positively as the word "north" implies its opposite 
"south ... Men nearly always speak and write as if riches were absolu te , and it 
were possible. by following certain scientific precerts, for everybody to be 
r ich. Whereas. riches are a power like that of electricity. acting only through 
inequalities or nega tions of itself. The force of the guinea you have in your 
pocket depends wholly on the default of a guinea in your neighbor's pocket. If 
he did not want it. it would be of no use to you; the degree of power it 
possesses depends accurately upon the need or desire he has for it,-and the 
art of making yourself rich , in the ordinary mercantile economist's sense. is 
therefore equally and necessari ly the art of keeping your neighbor roor I Rus
kin, 1967, p. 30). 

So far we have d iscussed limits arising from the nature of ultimate 
means and from the nature of the Ultimate End. But the effectil't' limit to 
economic growth lies not in having satisfied all worthwhile ends whose 
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satisfaction depends on growth, nor in having used up all ultimate means. 
It is not necessary that marginal benefits fall all the way to zero nor that 
marginal costs rise to infinity but only that the two should become equal. 
The limit that results from their intersection, from the interaction of de
sirability and possibility, is the economic limit to growth. We do not satis
fy ends in any arbitrary sequence but seek rationally to satisfy our most 
pressing needs first. Likewise. we do not use up means in any order 
but first e.\ploit the most accessible means known to us. The former fact 
gi,es rise to the law of diminishing marginal benefits, the latter to the 
law of increasing marginal costs. The marginal cost curve rises, the 
marginal benefits curve declines. At some point they intersect. 

Here we are at the intermediate range of the ends-means spectrum. 
where the economist's concepts are applicable. The activity in question, 
growth. should be carried only io the point at which marginal costs equal 
marginal benefits. 

Consider Figure 2. TB is a curve that shows the relation of total ben
efits to total stock (diminishing marginal benefits); TC shows the rela· 
tion of total cost to tota.l stock (increasing marginal costs). The slopes of 
the total cost and benefit curves measure, respectively. marginal costs 
and benefits. The vertical difference between the two curves measures ner 
benefits (TB minus TC ), which is a maximum at A . where marginal cost 
equals marginal benefit (the slopes of the tangents to the two curves are 
equal at A). Growth in stocks should cease at point A. which is the 
economic limit. At 8 the marginal benefit falls to zero (horizontal slope), 
so there would be no point in growing beyond B even if costs were zero. 
At point D the marginal costs of growth become infinite (vertical slope). 
so even if the benefits were very great growth in stocks would have to 
cease. C represents a kind of break-even point, at which the total benefits 
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of past growth are exactly offset by the total costs. Between A and C the 
total benefits of past growth outweigh the total costs. Contrary to popular 
argument, the fact that, on the whole or on the average, the benefits of 
past growth still outweigh the costs is no reason for advocating more 
growth. We must be governed by current marginal costs and benefits, not 
past averages. Note, however, that the various limits need not occur in 
the order shown. Specifically, TC might become discontinuously venical 
before reaching point A, in which case the optimizing rule of marginal 
cost equal to marginal benefit is not adequate. 

But this analysis is too static, say the critics, and rightly so. Technical 
progress shifts the posit ion of the cost curve, and changing wants shift 
the position of the benefits curve. Therefore, point A could move continu
ally to the right, and we must chase it by growing. There are two replies 
to this argument. First, even though the curves shift apart, point A need 
not move to the right; it could stay the same or move to the left. It all 
depends on how the curves shift apart, because the location of point A is 
determined by the slopes of the curves, not by their positions. Growth 
advocates do not explain why they always assume that dynamic change in 
technology and wants will not merely shift the curves apari but also 
change their relative slopes so that point A will move to the righ1. This 
seems to be overspecifying the kinds of dynamic change permitted. 

The second reply is that, even assuming the particular kind of shift 
needed, there are limits to how far the curves can be sh.ifled. While it is 
true that technical progress can shift the cost curve down, it cannot do so 
without limit. Our analysis of ultimate means and the second law assures 
us that there are limits to the efficiency increase represented by a down
ward shift in cost curves. Similarly, our discussion of the Ultimate End 
leads us to expect a limit to the increase in benefits arising from material 
production beyond some point. In our current economy billions ore spent 
to artificially push up the benefits curve by stimulating new wants 
through noninformative advertising. The net result of all this expense 
may be actually to lower the true benefits curve, since the stimulated 
wants arc often meretricious. Likewise. billions are spent on research 
and development efforts to lower costs. The net result of these expendi· 
tures may often be to increase real costs by engaging in irresponsible 
technological ra.zzle-dazzle (e.g., nuclear power). Did the automobile 
reduce the costs of transport? Low resource prices resulting from rapid 
depletion will bias technology toward intensive usc of the scarcest factor. 
This has been the most common form of shifting the cost curve down, 
and it has purchased short-run efficiency at the price of sacrificing long-run 
efficiency. Chapter 4 will look more closely at the concept of efficiency. 

This is not to deny that the cost and benefit curves do shift, and that 
point A can move to the right. But the scarcity of ultimate means limits 
the downward shift of the cost curve, and the nature of the Ultimate End 
limits the upward shift of the benefits curve. There are limits to how far 



apart th~ curv~s can shifl . Th~ slop~s of the two curves and the location 
of poim . ..f JepenJ l'll the laws of diminishing marginal utility and in· 
c reasing margin:~! .:ost. 

However. su.:h diagrams are of heuristic value only. We have no na· 
tional ac.:ounting measures of either the cost or the benefits of growth, 
:~!though "e often treat GNP as a measure of benefits. The problem with 
Gi"P is rhat it adds tog~ther three very unlike categories: throughput, 
adJiti<)ns to capiral stock, and services rendered by the capital stock. 
Throughput (lh~ entropic d~pletion·pollution flow) is the ultimate physi· 
cal c·ost. Servk~s rendered by physical and human capital represent a 
\·atue estimate of th~ final benefit, or true psychic income, resulting from 
e.:onomi.: a.:tiv i1y. Additions to capital s tock represent an increased ca· 
pacity for fu1ure service, the net cost of which (throughput) has been 
in.:urred in rhe pres.:nt, but the net benefits of which accrue only in the 
future. Th.:se three distinct concepts should be kept in separate accounts. 
It makes no s.:nse to add together costs, benefits, and changes in capital 
stock. his as if a firm were to add up its rece ipts, its expendi tures, and its 
change in net worth. What sense could any accountant make of such a sum? 

By \'irtue of prices and the common denominator of value, it may be 
possible to add together a physical flow of throughput, a psychic ftux• of 
service. and a change in physical s tocks. but such an agglomeration of 
diverse dimensionality obscures more than illuminates. We should have 
on.: value index of throughput and count it as cost-the cost of maintain· 
ing or adding to the existing stock. In a separate account we should 
measure the value of services yielded over the year by the total stock of 
human and physical capital. Although service, or psychic income, is 
unmeasurable (there are no units in which to measure satisfaction or 
utility), we cannot do without the concept because it provides the whole 
raison d'etre of economic ac tiv ity. 

Although service cannot be directly measured, it is possible to get a 
measure of the value of psychic income from market prices. For exam· 
pie. the service rendered during one year by a car could be estimated by 
the rental value of a car for one year (not by the total price of the car, 
which is the value of an addition to capital stock). The services of stocks 
that las t less than one year could be valued at the market price of the 
item. Human beings are rented rathe r than bought, so wages and profes· 
sional fees should measure the value of services rendered by the stock of 
human capital. Of course, the service account would include the rental 
value of all existing members of the capital stock, not just those newly 
added. All assets would be treated in the same way that we treat owner
occupied houses in current GNP accounting-the services to the owner 
are estimated at an imputed equivalent rental value. Lack of rental mar· 

• A ftux may be thought of as a ftow that <•nnot be accumulated. 
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kecs for some assecs makes !he cask difficult, but perhaps no more so than 
many current practices. The benefits of additions to the stock of capital 
would be counted in future years as they are actually realized, just a~ the 
costs would be counted in the present, when they are actually borne. 

Some readers may have noted a similarity to the concepts of Irving 
Fisher ( 1906), and that is certainly the case. In fact, I would argue thai if 
economists had accepted and built upon Fisher's definitions of capital 
and income, the major confusions of growthmania might have been 
avoided; the idea of a steady-stale economy would have grown quite nat· 
ur.llly out of Fisher's concepts of capital and income. Such an argument 
is offered below. 

Capital, Income, and lhe SSE 

Capital and income are basic concepts in economics, concepts whose 
definitions form the foundation supponing such an enormous superstruc
ture of analysis that we have become very reluctant to rethink them lest 
we should have to rebuild the whole superstructure. Yet it is only as the 
building grows taller that we recognize the importance of being slightly 
out of plumb at the foundation level. What was hardly noticeable ini tially 
becomes, when projecced cen stories, an unmistakable tendency co fall. 

The analycically clearest and cheorecically most satisfying concepts of 
capital and income are those of Fisher. Fisher's definicions have been 
sacrificed in order to altain somewhat more measurable definitions, pre
sumably closer to common business usage. As Pigou put ic: 

This {Fisher's) way of looking at the maHer is obviously very auractivc 
from a mathematical point of view. But the wide departure that it makes from 
the ordinary usc of language involves disadvamagcs which seem to outwci~h 
the gain in logical clarity. It is easy to fall into inconsistencies if we refu>e. to 
follow Professor Fishers way: but it is not necessary to do so. So long as we 
tlo not do so. the choice of definitions is a maucr, not of principle, but of 
convenience [Pigou, 1932. p. 35]. 

While it may be true chat definitions, in the sense of names, arc more a 
ma11er of convenience than principle, it is not true thai concepls arc mere 
mailers of convenience. Misspecified concepts make analysis too compli
cated and too anificially contrived. The question here is not "What name 
shall we give the agreed upon concept?" but rather "What conapt shall 
we denote by the agreed upon names of capilal and income?" 

Fisher claimed that his definitions were in accord with business usage. 
at least the cuscomary usage before the terms were redefined in so many 
contradictory ways by economists, and more importantly that his dclini· 
tions rellecl the all-important distinctions between stocks and flows and 
between physical and psychic magnitudes. For Fimer, capital or "·eallh is 
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tht sto,·k of matc:rial ot>jc:cts owned by human beings at an instant of 
time: . ln.:,,nh: is tho: tlow of service through a period of time that is 
yiddc:J by .:apital. C3pital indudes the inventory of all consumer goods 
anJ human bodies . as wo:ll as producer goods. Income is ultimately 
psy.:hi.: in.:,,n~<:. sut>j.:.:tive satisfactions that come through the want
satisfying sc:rvi.:.:s r.:nJered by the human body and all of its material 
c:.,l<:nsivns . .,..hi.:h together constitute the stock of capital. 

Alth,)ugh Fisher did insist on including human bodies as part of capi
tal. h.: J iJ not emphasize the view later expressed by A. J. Lotka (1956) 
that :11! .:apital .:an be viewed as material extensions of the human or
ganism. or as .. exosomatic organs," to use Lotka's term. Clothes and 
h,,uses c:.,tc:nJ our skin; stoves. cooking utensils, and sewers extend the 
digestive tra.:t; libraries and computers extend the brain, and so on. 
Con,ersdy. the organs of the body might be considered endosomatic 
capital. our with in-skin capital equipment as opposed to outside-skin 
capital equipment. It is interesting to note that if we view capital as 
material extensions of the body, and we accept the fact that there are 
limits to the total number of human bodies supportable, then by the same 
logic "'e should recognize that the stock of extensions of human bodies is 
also limited and thus be led naturally to a steady-state perspective on the 
economy. 

But this is getting away from Fisher. Fisher argued that a proper ac
counting of income must reflect only the How of services of capital 
enjoyed in the subjective stream of consciousness by people, during the 
relevant time period . Thus a piano purchased this year is not a part of 
this year·s income. but an addition to capital. Only the service rendered 
in producing music during the year is a part of this year's income. 
Shorter-lived components of the stock of capital, such as clothing or even 
food, should be considered analogously if their lifetimes should happen 
to overlap accounting periods. 

All intermediate transactions involving exchange and transformation 
of physical goods will. when summed up in value terms over the whole 
community, exactly cancel out, leaving only what Fisher called the "un
cancelled fringe" of psychic income enjoyed by the final consumer. 
Every intermediate transaction involves both a receipt and an expenditure 
of equal magnitude, which cancel out in arriving at total social income. 
There is no further exchange once a final consumer has obtained the 
serviceable good. The satisfa.ction yielded to the final consumer by this 
capital asset is the uncancelled fringe. or net result, of all the gross 
transformations and transactions that went before. Even this uncancelled 
magnitude must be somewhat diminished by the psychic disservices in
curred in labor. and this gives us the final uncancelled fringe of net 
psychic income. Thus for Fisher net psychic income is the final net benefit 
of economic activity. 

It is highly interesting that Fisher did not identify any ultimate or 
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uncancelled cost other than the psychic disservices of some kinds of 
labor that were simply neued out against psychic income to obtain net 
psychic income. But there is for Fisher no ultimate real cost against 
which the ultimate value of net psychic income should be balanced. 

At this point we must supplement Fisher's vision with the more recent 
visions and analyses of Kenneth Boulding and Nicholas Georgescu
Roegen concerning the physical basis of real cost. As everyone recog· 
nizes, the stock of capital wears out and must be replaced. This continual 
maintenance and replacement activity is an unavoidable cost. Fisher 
treated it as cancelling out in the aggregate: house repair was income to 
the account of the carpenter and his tools and an equal outgo to the 
account of the house. But Fisher did not trace the series of cancelling 
accounts backward to any "uncancelled fringe" at the beginning, which 
would be the ultimate uncancelled cost, just as his net psychic income 
was the ultimate uncancelled benefit. lr we do this we come to the unpaid 
inputs from nature. Useful matter and energy taken from nature have no 
cost of production, only a cost of collection or extraction, which is paid 
and which enters the cancelling stream of accounts. But we do not pump 
money into a well as we pump oil out. The net energy yielded by an oil 
well is an uncancelled fringe, a one-way transfer. a grant from nature to 
man, a "natural subsidy" (Cook, 1976, p. I 10). 

It is true that in a capitalist economy differential rents are paid to 
resource owners, and this represents a kind of payment to nature. The 
amount of the payment, however, bears no relation to any cost of produc
tion of the resource in the ground. Differential rent is determined solely 
by differential costs of extraction. Supply and demand determine the 
price of resources in siru . But underlying the supply curve are cost curves, 
which require a definition of cost. If we adopt a historical cost conven
tion then the price of resources in situ is zero. lf we adopt a replacement 
cost definition then the price is high. Similarly the market demand 
curve is the sum of individual demand curves. What is the population of 
individuals whose demands are summed? The present only? The next ten 
generations? If we include the demands of many future generations the 
price will be high. Two arbitrary choices exist. On the supply side the 
competitive market selects for the lowest cost or historic:~! cost of the 
product ion {zero), and on the demand side it counts only the present 
generation. It is apparent that resource prices are to a large extent 
arbitrary-a fact that is seldom recognized. In the next chapter we will 
examine a plan for auctioning depletion rights, which in effect gives a 
positive value to resources in the ground in the form of a pure scarcity 
rent. It requires a payment for n:1tural subsidies, but the money goes to 
the government rather than to the landlord or down the well. 

If nature had an unlimited bounty out of which to make grants of 
useful matter-energy to mankind, such transfers could not really be con· 
sidered as costs, since they would involve no sacrificed alternat ives. But 
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all usabk mauc:r-energy has 1he common property of low enlropy, and 
low entropy is s.:an:e. Terres1rial soun:es of minerals and fossil fuels are 
limite<.! in Iota! amoum and relalive accessibilily. The solar source of 
ra<.liant energy is limi1ed in i1s nue of arrival to earth. As long as the 
scale of population and per-.:apila consumption did not make demands 
!hat were beyond lhe budge! of solar energy and renewable resources to 
supply on a sus1ained basis, then there were, in effect, no alternatives 
sacrificed and the tlow from nature was still not a cost. But with today's 
s.:ale of popula1ion and consumption we require high dependence on 
nonrenc:wablc:s as well as overeltploitation of renewables. Our depen
dc:n..:e on the natural world takes two forms-that of a source of low
emropy inputs and that of a sink for high-entropy waste outputs. Capital 
slocks are open sys1ems whose maintenance requires a continual ex
change wilh 1he environment. a continual throughput of maller-energy. 
This lhroughput may be negligible for low levels of stock, but for high 
levels it involves sacrifices (especially if the stocks are made of non
renewables) and becomes a cost-the final uncancelled real cost. This 
cost consists of the benefits sacrificed as a result of the entropic degrada
tion of the naiUral world that is speeded up by economic activity. The 
physical potential for present and future want satisfaction is diminished. 
Alternatives are being sacrificed. More capital requires for its mainte
nance more throughput, which means more depletion and pollution. 
which means more rapid entropic degradation of the natural world. 
Moreover. the high-entropy wastes often interfere with the function ing of 
natural capital and inhibit the life-supporting services rendered by air, 
water, and soils. Pollution also inhibits the ability of manmade capital to 
render services. These costs are usually unintentional, and hence in
framarginal in their incidence. Even if the costs are recognized be· 
forehand, there is often no way to shift their burden to the margin. (Air 
pollution must be borne by the lungs and cannot be shifted to some less 
important place. say the little toe). Thus economic calculation becomes 
more difficult, but all the more necessary. 

Figure 3 summarizes the point of view developed above. Service 
comes from two sources: the stock of artifacts and the natu ra l ecosystem. 
The stock of artifacts requires throughput for its maintenance. which 
requires depletion and pollution of the ecosystem. In other words the 
structure and order (low entropy) of the economy is maintained by impos
ing a cost of disorder on the ecosystem. From the entropy law we know 
that the eniropy increase in the ecosystem is greater than the entropy 
decrease in the economy. As the stock and itS maintenance throughput 
grow, the increasing disorder exported to the ecosystem will at some 
point interfere with its ability to provide natural services. As we add 
artifacts we gain services from them, but beyond some point we pay a 
price in terms of diminished natural services from the ecosystem. 
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From this perspective it is clear that we can define an optimum stock as 
one for which total service (the sum of services from the economy and 
the ecosystem) is a maximum. This will occur when the addition to 
service arising from a marginal addition to the stock is equal to the 
decrement to service arising from impaired ecosystem services that result 
from the incremental throughput required by the increment in stcck. In 
other words, marginal cost (service sacrificed) equals marginal benefit 
{service gained) is the rule defining the optimum level of stocks to be 
maintained in a steady state. The big problem in making this scheme op
erational is that marginal costs are determined by the web of ecological 
interdependence and cannot be incurred in an ordered sequence of gradu
ally rising. costs. Vital services may be sacrificed before trivial services. 
Marginal costs may soar to infinity and crash to zero. Therefore, "satis
flcing" is a beuer strategy than optimizing; that is. it is beller to be safe than 
sorry. Minimizing future regret is wiser than maximizing present benefit. 

The three basic magnitudes of stock, service, throughput can now be 
given more formal definitions. 

Stock is the total inventory of producers' goods, consumers' goods, 
and human bod ies. It corresponds to Fisher's definition of capital ( 1906) 
and may be thought of as the set of all physical things capable of satisfy
ing human wants and subject to ownership. 

Service is the satisfaction experienced when wanis arc satisfied. or 
"psychic income" in Fisher's sense {1906). Service is yielded by the 
stock . The quamity and quality of the stock determine the intensity of 
service. There is no unit for measuring service, so it may be stretching 
words a bit to call it a "magnitude." Nevertheless. we all experience 
service or satisfaction and recognize differing intensities of the experi
ence. Service is yielded over a period of time and thus appe-ars to be a 
flow magnitude. But unlike flows, service c:~nnot be accumulated. It is 
probably more accurate to think or servic-e as a psychic nux (Gcorgcscu
Roegen, 1971). 
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Tlrn>u,~hput i~ the emropi,· physical flow of matter-energy from na· 
ture "s soun:es. th rough the human economy, and back to nature's s inks, 
anJ it is n.:.:t"ssary fN th~ maintc:nance and renewal of the stocks (Bould· 
in g. t96o; Daly, 19o8; Georgescu-Roegen, 1971 ). 

As we: have seen, Fisher had nothing to say about throughput. but this 
concept is emphasized by Boulding (1966), who shares Fisher's concepts 
of .:apital anJ in.:ome. Boulding has emphasized the cosr nature of the 
thR'ughput. Georgescu·R~gen ( 197 1) has traced the cost nature of the 
throughput (Or the c:ntropic flow, as he calls it) to its origin in the 
en!ropy law, whkh, as already noted, Einstein considered the least likely 
l:lw in s.:iena to be overthrown. Entropy is the basic physical coordinate 
of s.:arcity. Were it not for entropy, we could burn the same gallon of 
gasoline over and over. and our capital stock would never wear out. 
Te.:hnol<'!!Y is unable to rise above the basic laws of physics, so there is 
no question of ever "inventing" a way to recycle energy, some economists 
(to be cited in Chapter 5) notwithstanding. 

All of th is leads to the following formulation . Service (net psychic 
in.:ome) is the final benefit of economic activity. Throughput (an entrop ic 
ph) sical tlow} is the final cost. The throughput flow d~s not yield ser· 
vi,·es directly; it must first be accumulated and fashioned into a stock of 
useful artifacts (capital). All services are yielded by stocks not flows, a 
iact that is sometimes obscured because some stocks are short- lived and 
their services seem to stem from !heir destruction-but this is an illu· 
sion. Common sense recognizes thai the service of transportation is 
yielded by the stock of autos. We cannot ride to town on the production 
ftow of au tos on the assembly line nor on rhe depreciation ftow of autos 
decaying in !he junk yard but only in an exisling auto that is a member of 
the current stock. Less obviously to common sense. but just as logically, 
we can consider. in the case of shor!·lived assets such as gasoline, that 
what yields service is the stock of gasoline in the tank. This stock depre· 
ciates rapidly. it is true, but it is nevertheless the stock that satisfies our 
wants-not the ftow of perroleum from well co gas station pump nor the 
ftow of combustion products out the tailpipe. If we achieve the same 
service of passenger miles with a more slowly dereriorating stock (i.e., 
more miles per gallon), then the maintenance cost is less and we are 
beuer off. nor worse off, even though product ion has diminished. Capital 
stocks are intermediate magnitudes, accumulated throughput temporarily 
frozen in ordered structures. which on the one hand yield services and on 
the other hand require continued throughput for physical maintenance 
and replacement. This can be expressed in the following identity (Daly, 
1974): 

service 

throughput 

(I) 

service 

stock 

(2) 

X 
stock 

throughput 

(3) 
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Stocks are in the center of the analysis because they arc the inter· 
mediate magnitude. II is stocks that directly yield services (ratio 2). It is 
the stocks that directly require throughput for maintenance and replace· 
ment (ratio 3). In the final analysis stocks cancel out just as they wear out 
in the real world, and we see that ultimately the benefit is service, not 
stocks, and that the cost of services is throughput, or rather the sacrificed 
ecosystem services provoked by the throughput. 

Stock is neither a benefit nor a cost, but both benefits and costs are 
functions of the stock. The steady-state paradigm suggests three different 
modes of behavior regarding these three separate dimensions. For stocks, 
the indicated mode of behavior is satisjicins. choosing some level of 
stocks that is sufficient for a good life and sustainable for a long future. 
Throughput is to be minimized, subject to the maintenance of the con· 
stant stocks. Service is to be maximized, subject to the constant stocks. 

Ratio I represents the final service efficiency of the throughput- final 
benefit over final cost. Ratio 2 is the service efficiency of the stock, ratio 
3 the stock-maintenance efficiency of the throughput. Economic de1·el· 
opment consists in increasing ratios 2 and 3, thus gelling more service 
per unit of th roughput. Growth consists of increasing service by increas· 
ing the size of stocks, but with no increase (and possibly 8 decrease) in 
the efficiency ratios 2 and 3. The steady-state economy, by holding 
stocks constant, would force an end to pure growth but would not curtail, 
and in fact would stimulate. development. 

The increase of ratio 3 (maintenance efficiency) is limited by the sec
ond law of thermodynamics. Maintenance efficiency is essentially a mea· 
sure of the durability of the stock, and the second law tells us that we 
cannot approach infinite durability. Limits to increasing ratio 2 (service 
efficiency) are less clear. Perhaps there is no limit to the amount of 
service (psychic satisfaction) derivable from 8 given stock. Even if true. 
this would not be inconsistent with the steady state. which is defined in 
physical terms only. Evidently ascetics believe that once the body is 
maintained at minimal levels, further stocks just get in the way of 1ruc 
welfare. Without going that far, we may question whelher there arc nol 
some basic limits on service imposed by 1he limi1ed capaci1y of the 
human nervous system to experience the service. For example. high· 
fidelity sound systems. beyond some degree, reproduce vibrations thai we 
simply cannot hear. Moreover. time is limited. and we experience a 
congestion of the temporal dimension with stocks of commodities . If a 
man buys golf clubs, then he will have less time to enjoy his tennis 
racket, his boat, and so forth. At some point the marginal yield must 
become very low or even negative. To the extent I hat there arc such limils 
on service, then development as well as growth will be limited. But the 
limit to service efficiency is not crucial to I he steady-state view: only lhc 
limit to maintenance efficiency is crucial. Service is a psyl·hic magniiUdc 
and the steady state is defined only in terms of physical magnitudes. 
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Thc:se consiJwuions lead us quite naturally to ask how much capital 
stock is enough anJ how that sufficient stock could be maintained with 
the J.:ast possible: throughput . that is, the least possible entropic degrada
tion of the: physical world . The goal would then become to maintain the 
suificienr capital stock with a low throughput. In other words, the goal 
be.:omc:s a steady-stare economy. 

The contrast between this common-sense formulation and conventional 
economi.: thinking has been vividly pointed out by Boulding: 

Throughput is by no means a desideratum, and is indeed to be regarded as 
som~thing to be minimized ra ther than maximized. The essential measure of 
the su~~ess of the economy is not production and consumption at all, but the 
nature. extenl. quality. and compkxity of the total capital stock, includin& in 
this the state of the human bodies and minds included in the system. In the 
spa~eman e~onomy. what we are primarily concerned with is stock mainte· 
nance. and an~ technological change which results in the maintenance of a 
gi,·en total stock with a lessened throughput (that is, less production and 
.:onsumption) is clearly a gain. Tlte idea that production and consumption are 
both bad things rather than good things is very strange to economists. who 
ha'e been obsessed with the income-flow concepts to the eltclusion, almost, of 
cap•tal-stock concepts (Boulding. 1966, p. 9]. 

We should be concerned with the "nature, extent, quality and complex
ity of the capital stock" because that determines how much service, how 
much want satisfaction, is yielded by the stock. It determines the ratio 

s~;:~e • or the service efficiency of the stock. We are concerned to 

minimize throughput because that increases the ratio h stock , or the 
t roughput 

maintenance efficiency of the throughput. Thus for a given sufficient 
stock we should seek to maximize service by improving the quality and 
usefulness of the stock, while minimizing the maintenance and replace
ment costs of throughput. The first ratio measures service yielded by the 
stock per unit of time. The second ratio measures the number of units of 
time during which the stock yields services before it must be replaced. 
We will return to these concepts of efficiency in Chapter 4. 

Looking at things in Fisher's way, as further developed by Boulding 
and Georgescu-Roegen, leads away from growthmania and toward the 
steady-state paradigm. It forces recognition of ultimate means and ulti· 
mate ends, and their more operational counterparts, final costs and final 
benefits. It shifts attention to stocks, the quality of the stocks, and the 
distribution of stock ownership. It leads to impolite questions about in
equality, and to the realization that redistribution is the only cure for pov
erty, because growth simply cannot do the job. It forces the through
put into the focus of analysis, along with the "eltternal" costs of deple
tion and pollution. It forces out the concept of GNP, in which many have 
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a large professional investment. Most of all, it threatens the Faust
ian covenant with Big Science and High Technology and forces the more 
humble view that not all things are possible through technology- that the 
big problems of overpopulation and overconsumption have no technical 
fixes, but only difficult moral solutions. For all these reasons, the steady
state view is resisted by many, especially by orthodox economists. How
ever, for the very same reasons the steady-state view is gaining sup
port. As the consequences of growthmania become more apparent and 
more costly, the steady-state paradigm will be taken ever more seriously. 
The world cannot stand another decade of narrow economists who have 
never thought about ultimate means or the Ultimate End, who are unable 
to define either entropy or a sacrament, yet behave as if there were no 
such thing as entropy and as if nothing were sacred except growth. 

Scarcity, Wants, and the SSE 

It has been argued that a proper reinterpretation of the basic concepts of 
capital and income, following Fisher, leads naturally to the concept of a 
SSE. S imilarly, it can be shown that a fresh look at the basic concepts of 
scarcity and wants will also lead us to the notion of a SSE. Tbe logical 
path to the SSE via an analysis of scarcity and wants is very similar to 
the path already traveled in our discussion of ultimate means and the 
Ultimate End. Even at the risk of repetition, it is useful to develop the 
argument in terms of the more traditional concepts of scarcity and wants. 
since these are probably the two most fundamental ideas in economics. 
Each concept has an absolute and a relative aspect, and the failure to 
adequately distinguish these aspects and their changing importance, or 
rather the iendency to treat each concept in terms of one of the aspects 
alone, has produced much confusion. To understand the origins and con
sequences of this confusion we must first define our terms. 

All scarcity is relative to wants or needs, but that is not the sense in 
which we use the term "relative scarcity." Rather, th is term refers to the 
scarcity of a particular resource relative to another resource , or relative 
to a different (lower) quality of the same resource. The solution to rela
tive scarcity is substitution. Relatively abundant resources are eventually 
substituted for relatively scarce resources by the combined adjustment of 
the pr ice system and new technologies. 

Absolute scarcity, by contrast, refers to the scarcity of resources in 
general, the scarcity of ultimate means. Absolute scarcity increases as 
growth in population and per-capita consumption push us ever closer to 
the carrying capacity of the biosphere. The concept presupposes that all 
economical substitutions among resources will be made. While ~uch sull· 
stitutions will certainly mitigate the burden of absolute scarcity. they will 
not eliminate it nor prevent its eventual increase. 



Barn.:u and M<•rs~ ( 1963), in th~ir dassi.: statement of what is now the 
vrthoJ<)!I view of th~ e,·,)Jiomi.:s of natur.ll resource ava ilability, make 
.:ssc:ntially the same distinc tion b.:twc:en Malthusian scarcity (an absolute 
limit h.> natural res<>ur.:c-s, b.:yond which availability is nil ) and Ricardian 
scardty (unl imi teJ resoun:es in total, but nonhomogeneous in quality). 
Thdr study lc:ads th~m to conclude that Malthusian or absolute scarcity 
is not relc:\·am: '"Nature imposes particular scarcities, not an inescapable 
g~neral scarci ty .. (p. II). Thus only Ricardian o r relative scarcity is of 
cvncern. and ~vc:n that is being overcome: "Science, by making the 
r~sour.:e base more homogeneous , erases the restrictions once thought 10 

reside in the lack of homogeneity. In a neo-Ricardian world, it seems, the 
p:lrlicular resources with which one starts increasingly become a mauer 
oi indifference" (p. II ). In sum. absolute scarcity is dismissed from 
iurth.:r consideration, and even relative scarcity is deemed likely to be 
.,.anquished b:> the march of science. This is the dominant view of current 
orthodox e.:onomic theory: only relative scarc ity mauers. • 

Turning now to re lative and absolute wants or needs, we can do no 
bener than to quote the definitions given by J. M . Keynes: 

:\ow it is true that the needs of human beings may seem to be insatiable. 
But they fall into two classes-those needs which are absolute in the sense 
that v;e feel them v;hatever the situation of our fellow human beings may be, 
and those which are relative in the sense that we feel them only if their 
satisfaction lifts us above, makes us fee l superior to, our fellows. Needs of 
tht second class. those which satisfy the desire for superiority, may indeed be 
insaciable: for the higher the general level. the higher still are they. But this is 
not so true of the absolute needs-a point may soon be reached, much sooner 
perhaps than we are all of us aware of. when these needs are satisfied in the 
sense that we prefer to devote our further energies to non-economic purposes 
[Keynes, 1931, p. 365]. 

This is a very clear and important distinction of concepts. The impor· 
tance lies in the fact that only one class of wants or needs is insatiable , 
namely, relative wants . Modem economic theory treats wants in general 
as insatiable, and refuses to make such distinctions as the above in orde r 
not to introduce value judgments into economic theory, thereby jeopar
dizing its coveted status as a ''positive" science. Even wants created by 

• Thatche denial of absolute scarcity was still do&ma in 1973 is evidenced by the papers 
in the section ~Natural Resources as a Constraint on Economic Growth," Amtricall 
E:conomic Rl'Virw. Papers and Proceedings, May 1973. Sec also the survey article, "The 
Environment in Economics" (Fisher and Peterson , 1976). which be&ins with the revealin& 
senlcnce, "Man has probably always worried about the environment because lie was o~u 
tota lly dependent on it" (emphasis supplied). tr we can see the absurdity of that statement 
we arc well on the way co the steady·statc paradigm. 
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advertising are granted absolute status, Galbraith being the exceptional 
economist who proves the rule. By treating all wants on equal footing we 
are not, of course, avoiding value judgments. ln~tead, we are making a 
particularly inept value judgment, namely, that relative wants (the insati
able needs of vanity) should be accorded equal status in economic theory 
with satiable absolute wants, and thai wants in gener.tl should be consid
ered insatiable. Most economists would deny that this is a value judg
ment. We do behave as if relative wants had equal status with absolute 
wants, (or so it is claimed), and economic theory, it is argued, merely 
describes this behavior without judging. However, always saying .. is" and 
never "oughtft tends to apologize for the status quo. The theory by which 
we try to understand our economic behavior cannot help but be an ele
ment in determining that behavior. The medium becomes the message. 
But even if we admit infinite wants, it does not follow that attempting 
infinite production via continuous growth is capable of satisfying infinite 
wants. Many wants simply cannot be satisfied by increasing aggregate 
production (relative wants), and many wants are rendered less capable of 
satisfaction by further growth (wants for leisure, wilderness, silence, 
etc.). Growth cannot overcome existential scarcity-the basic limits on 
our time, energy, attent ion, and devotion . Recognition of limits does not 
require reject ion of the infinite wants dogma. But it should be rejected 
anyway, or at least confined to the class of re lative wants. 

The upshot is that in orthodoll: economics all scarcity is considered 
merely relative, while the class of all wants is accorded the insatiability 
of relative wants but is invested with the moral earnestness of absolute 
wants. The implication of the doctrines of the relativity of scarcity and 
the insatiabil ity of wants is growthmania. If there is no absolute scarcity 
to limit the possibility of growth (we can always substitute re latively 
abundant resources for relatively scarce ones), and no merely relative or 
trivial wams to limit the desirability of growth (wants in general are 
infinite and all wants are worthy of and capable of satisfaction by aggre
gate growth, even if based solely on invidious comparison). then ~growth 
forever and the more the better" is the logical consequence. It is also the 
reductio ad absurdum that exposes the growth orthodoxy as a rigo·rous 
exercise in wishful thinking. 

It is a brute fact, however, that there is such a thing as absolute 
scarcity. and there is such a thing as purely relative and trivial wants. 
And, if these aspects are dominant at the margin, the implication is the 
opposite of growthmania, namely, the steady-state economy. Nature docs 
impose an absolute general scarcity in the form of the laws of ther
modynamics and tbe finitude of the earth. Low entropy is the common 
denominator of all useful things and is scarce in an absoluiC sense. The 
stock of terrestrial low entropy is limited in total amount. while the flow 



of solar 1,1w entnlpy is limitc:o.l in its rate of arrival. These facts, in the 
faa of growing p'>pulati,Jn ano.l growing per-capita consumption, guaran
tee th.: e., isten.:.: am! in~reasing importance of absolute scarcity. Sub
stitution is always of '1ne soun:e of low entropy for another. There is no 
substitute for low entropy itself, and low entropy is scarce. 

It may b.: objc.:teo.l that these physical limits do not constitute scarcity 
b.:.:ausc: low entropy is sup.:rabundant relative to our needs. But this 
obje.:tion loses pl3usibility when it is recognized that "our needs" in
duJ..- the job of running the entire biosphere-of powering the vast web 
of life-support set>·ices. As economic growth lowers the entropy (in
creases the order, reo.luces the randomness) of the human sector of the 
biosphere. it raises the entropy (reduces the order, increases the random
ness> ol the nonhuman sector. The increase of order in one sphere is 
comp.:nsated by a reduction of order in the other sphere, and the second 
law tells us that for the two sectors taken together there is a net reduction 
in ord.:r . But in increasing the entropy of the nonhuman part of the 
biosphere we interfere with its ability to function, since it also runs on 
low entropy. The fact that such interferences are now much more notice
abl.: than in the past indicates that low entropy is increasingly scarce. 
Absolute scarcity is becoming more important. 

On.: of the major differences between absolute and relative scarcity is 
that th.: price system handles the latter admirably but is, by itself. largely 
powerless against the former. Correctly adjusted relative prices allow us 
to bear the burden of absolute scarcity in the least uncomfortable man
ner. But even an efficiently borne burden can eventually become too 
heavy. When the relative price of the relatively scarce resource rises, as it 
eventually will, it induces the substitution of relat ively abundant re
sources . Price cannot deal with absolute scarcity because it is impossible 
to ra ise the relative prices of all resources in general. Any attempt to do 
so merely raises the absolute pr ice level, and instead of substitution 
(What substitute is there for resources in general , for low e ntropy?) we 
merely get inflation . Maybe that is one of the root causes of inflation in 
advanced economies. Perhaps we respond to increasing absolute scarcity 
as if it were relative scarcity, that is, by trying to raise the relative price 
of everything. To the extent that inflation results , greater money price 
increases are required to achieve a given relative price increase, present 
consumption is speeded up, and the increase in absolute scarcity be
comes self-feeding. Given the large measure of monopoly power in our 
economy and the tendency of each power group to protect and extend its 
relative share of total income, then any price increase for whatever reason 
becomes amplified and generalized as other prices are marked up to 
protect profits and incomes from the eroding effects of the first price 
increase. Be that as it may, the inabil ity of the price system to deal with 
absolute scarcity is probably another reason for orthodox economics' 
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having wished it out of eKistence. Mahhus has bet:n buried many t imt:s, 
and Malthusian scarcity with him. But as Garren Hardin remarked, 
anyone who has to be reburied so often cannot be entirely dead . 

The same exclusive focus on relative scarcity leads economists to the 
advocacy of "internalization of externalities" via pollut ion taKes as the 
suffic ient cure for environmental ills . In the words of economist Wilfred 
Beckerman: "The problem of environmental pollution is a simple mauer 
of correc ting a minor resource misallocation by means of pollution 
charges .. . " (1972, p. 327). But internalization is insufficient in that it 
acts only on relative prices. Growth in population and per-capita con
sumption lead to increasing absolute scarcity, which is manifested in the 
increasing prevalence of eKternal costs. To charge these external costs to 
the particular resources and activities within the total interrelated system 
that seem most d irectly responsible for them is a good fine-tuning policy 
for bearing the burden most efficient ly and inducing substi tut ion. But it 
does not stop the increase in absolute scarcity resulting from continuing 
population growth and growth in per-capita consumption. The price sys
tem could halt growth only if it were possible to raise the relative price of 
everything ( i.e., relative to total income). But this is impossible, s ince 
one man's price is another man's income, so that, in the aggregate, 
supply generates its own demand, as Say's Law tells us. Aggregate in
come , if spent, is always sufficient to purchase whatever is produced, 
regardless of prices. And if aggregate demand should lag a bit , then 
Keynesian policy is there to make up the difference. Aggregate physical 
limits must be placed on the causative factors of population and per· 
capita consumption growth, wi th the price system achieving the fine
tun ing adjustment within those limits. (This will be further discussed in 
Chapter 3.) Internaliz ing externalities into relative prices deals only with 
re lative scarci ty, not at all with absolute scarcity. Orthodox economics 
has treated all scarci ty as relative, so natu rally it considers internaliza. 
l ion of externalities to be the who.le answer. But of course it is not. 

At some point, absolute scarcity makes growth impossible, and, qui te 
independently, at some (probably earlier) point, further sat isfaction of 
the sci f-cancelling relative wants of vanity makes growth either futile or 
undesirable. Either case is, by itself, a sufficient argument against the 
apotheosis of growth. Clearly, both the relative and the absolute aspects 
of both scarcity and wants exist and are important. But their relative 
importance has undergone an evolutionary change. AI low levels of popu
lation and low per-capita consumption there was liulc need to worry 
about absolute scarcity. In addition, since only basic ahsolute wants 
could be satisfied, there was no possibility of relative wants hccoming 
dominant (e~cept for elite minorities). But this situation has hccn re
versed by a long period of growth. At the current margin. relative " 'ants 
are dominant, and absolute scarcity can no longer be ignored. To catch 
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up with this tlialectil·al change in the real world, we need a new economic 
theory that recognizes absolute scarcity and relative wants (and their 
increasing tlominancc: at the: margin), and consequently shifts its perspec
tive from growthmania to the: steady sta te. 

The .:ontinuc:J C:.'listc:n.:e of unsatisfied absolute wants among the poor 
is more an argument for redi!tribution than for further growth. Further 
growth Jc:Ji.:ated mainly to the sat isfaction of relative wants faces a grave 
clikmma. If the aggregate growth is evenly distributed. then the satisfac
tion of the: rdati\·e wants will be cancelled out, because everyone cannot 
improve his position relative to everyone else. But to avoid the cancelling 
c:ffc:.:t, those who are already relatively well off must become relatively 
bener off. that is. inequality must increase. Beyond some point, growth 
in the: pursuit of relative want satisfactions must lead either to increasing 
futil ity, increas ing inequality, or a mixture of both. 

Underlying Value Assumptions of the SSE 

Our discussion of the steady state has been based on some fundamental 
assumptions of a physical and moral nature. The biophysical assumptions 
(the rirst and second laws of thermodynamics and the complex evolution
ary adaptation of the biosphere to a fixed flow of solar energy) have 
already been discussed. The moral or ethical assumptions have been 
alluded to, but they merit more explicit discussion . 

Nearly all traditional religions teach man to conform his soul to reality 
by knowledge, self-discipline, and restraint on the multiplication of de
sires, as well as on the lengths to which he will go to satisfy some desire. 
The modem religious attitudes of technological scientism and growth· 
mania seek, after the manner of magic, to subjugate reality and bend it 
to the uninstructed will and whim of some men, usually to the unmea
sured detriment of other men. We often forget that what we call the 
increasing dominance of man over nature is really the increasing domi
nance of some men over other men, with knowledge of nature serving as 
the instrument of domination (Lewis, 1946). This may not be intentional 
or always a bad thing, but it should be recognized for what it is. There is 
a limit beyond which the extra costs of surrendering control over our 
lives to the experts becomes greater than the extra benefits. For scient ism 
and growthmania there is no such thing as "enough," even on the mate
dal plane. Indeed, the whole idea seems to be to try to till a spiritual 
void with material commodities and technological razzle-dazzle. The 
usual objection to limit ing growth, made ostensibly in the name of the 
poor, only illustrates the extent of the void because it views growth as an 
alternative to sharing, which is considered unrealistic. For the traditional 
religious attitude, there is such a thing as material sufficiency, and be· 
yond that admittedly vague and historically changing amount, the goal of 
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life becomes wisdom, enjoyment, cultivation of the mind and soul, and 
community. It may even be that community requires a certain degree of 
scarcity, without which cooperation, sharing, and friendship would have 
no organic reason to be, and hence community would atrophy. Witness 
the isolated self-sufficiency of households and Jack of community in 
affluent middle-class suburbs. 

The role of money fetishism in supporting the ideology that there is no 
such thing as enough has been noted by Lewis Mumford: 

Now, the desire for money, Thomas Aquinas points out , knows no limits, 
whereas all natural wea.llh, represented in the concrete form of food, cloth· 
ing , furniture, houses, gardens, fields, has definite limits of production and 
consumption, fixed by the nature of the commodity a nd the organic needs and 
capacities of the user. The idea that there should be no limits on any human 
function is absurd: all life exists with in very narrow limits of temperature, air, 
water, food; and the notion that money alone , or power to command the 
services of other men, should be free of such definite limits is an abberation 
of the mind . 

The desire for limit less quanlities of money h3s as little relevance to the 
welfare of the human organism as the stimulation of the "pleasure cen1er" 
that scientific experimenters have recently found in the brain. This stimulus is 
subjectively so rewarding, apparently, that animals under observation will· 
ingly forgo every other need or activity, to the point of starvation, in order to 
enjoy it [Mumford, 1966, p. 276). 

Has growthmania, aided by money fetishism, become a kind of plea· 
sure center in our collective brain that is so much fun to stimulate that we 
willingly sacrifice objective organic well-being and viability to a self· 
indtJCed, subjective good feeling? This may be carrying an analogy too 
far, but the story of King Midas as well as the opposition of the medieval 
scholastics to interest indicate that thinking people of all ages have been 
suspicious of any notion implying the limitless growth of wealth. As 
Frederick Soddy pointed out, compound interest is the law of increase of 
debt, not wealth: 

Debts are subject to the laws of mathematics rather than physics. Unlike 
wealth which is subject to the laws or thermodynamics, debts do not rot with 
old age and are not consumed in the process of living. On the contrary they 
grow at so much percent per annum, by the well-known mathematical law> of 
simple and compound interest. ... 

As a result of this confusion between wealth and debt we arc inl'itcd to 
contemplate a millennium where people live on the interest or the ir ntutual 
indebtedness (Soddy, 1926, pp . 68, 89). 

Another ethical first principle is a sense of stewardship for all of 
creation and an extension of brotherhood to future generations and to 
subhuman life. Clearly, the first demands on brotherhood arc those of 
presently existing human beings who do not enjoy material sufficic11cy. 
The answer to a failure of brotherhood is not simply more growth but is 
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hl b.! found mainly in more sharing and more population control. Both 
sharing and population control an: m:cessary. Without population con
trol. sharing will simply make everyone .:qually poor while driving other 
spc..:i.:s to c:."in.:tion. Without sharing, population control will at best 
reduce tho:: number of the poor but will not eliminate poverty. Both shar
ing :~nt.l populatit'n control are basically moral problems, whose solutions 
n:quire sound v:~lues far more than clever techniques. 

The virtue of humility is also high on the list of moral first principles. 
Mu.:h of the drive to convert the ecosphere into one big technosphere 
comes from tho:: technological hubris of quite ordinary men, who think 
that the: st·i<:ntifi.: method has somehow transfigured them into little god
lings who .:an .:ollectively accomplish anything-if only society will give 
them more and more research funds! At a more basic level, the drive 
comes from the need for doing and controlling as a verification of knowl
edge. There is no reason that we must do everything we know how to do, 
but there is a sense in which we cannot be sure we know how to do 
som~thing unless we have done it. If we are going to avoid doing certain 
things. we will have to sacrifice the forbidden knowledge that would have 
been gained.• Basically, the steady-state view conceives of man as a 
fallible creature whose hope lies in tbe benevolence of his Creator not in 
the excellence of his own creat ions. Scientistic growthmania sees man as 
a potentially infallible creator whose hope lies in his marvelous scientific 
creativity and not in any superstitions about an unobservable creator. Our 
age is enormously biased in favor of the latter view, yet the traditional 
wisdom of all great religions favors the former. As H. Richard Niebuhr 
remarked: '"This-worldl iness may seem more objective than other
worldliness to those who have never faced their own presuppositions. 
When they do face them they become aware that their ultimate dogma is 
at least as much a matter of faith as is the dogma of the otherworldly 
man'' (1937. p. 13). 

Another important virtue is holism, the attitude that recognizes that the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts, that reductionist analysis never 
tells the whole story, and that the abstractions necessary to make 
mechanistic models always do violence to reality. Those who habitually 
think in terms of abstract, reductionist models are especially prone to the 
fallacy of misplaced concreteness. that is . of applying to one level of 

• Any notion of forbidden knowledge provokes cha.rges of obscurantism and worse. 
Inevitably, someone will quote the Biblical passage most frequently carved on laboratory 
and library lintels ... Know the truth , and the truth will make you free .. as high sanction 
for pull in& apart anything that arouses our curiosity. Contrary to the thought implied by 
the fragment , the full quotation reads . .. Jesus said to the Jews who had believed in him. 'If 
you continue in my word , you are truly my disciples, and you will know the truth, and the 
truth will make you free · ·• (John 8:3t). The <tatement is decidedly conditional, and the 
freedom relcrred to is freedom from sin. not ignorance. Pascal saw things more clearly: 
··we make an idol of truth itself; for truth apart from charity is not God, but his image and 
idol, whkh we must neither love nor worship .. (quoted in Hu•lcy, 1944, p. 82). 
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abSiraction conclusions arrived at from thinking on a different (higher) 
level of abstraction. Given a fulcrum and a long enough lever, Ar· 
chimedes could move the earth. Given ceteris paribus, internalization of 
externalities, and exponentially increasing technology, economists can 
make the economy grow forever. Archimedes' boast was no more vacu· 
ous than that or the growth economist. 

In sum, the moral first principles are: some concept of enoughness, 
stewardship, humility, and holism. In social science today we hear little 
of moral values or ethics (even though economics began as a branch of 
moral philosophy). Appeals to moral solutions, to a correction of values, 
are considered as an admission of intellectual defeat, as a retreat from 
the rules of the game-as cheating. The quest is for mechanistic and 
~ophisticated technological resolutions, not straightforward moral solu· 
tions. Power-yielding techniques have been assiduously sought, while the 
cultivation of right purposes has been neglected-some even consider the 
latter a meaningless question. We now have increasing power governed 
by diminishing purpose, but seem reluctant to shift our attention toward 
the clarification of purpose. The issue has been well put by Huxley: 

Has the ability to travel in twelve hours from New York to Los Angeles 
given more pleasure to the human race than the dropping of bombs and tire 
has given pain? There is no known method of computing the amoum of 
felicity or goodness in the world at large. What is obvious, however, is that 
the advantages accruing from recent technological advances-or, in Greek 
phraseology, from recent acts of hubris directed against Nature-are gener
ally accompanied by corresponding disadvantages, that gains in one direction 
entail losses in other directions, and that we never get something ucept for 
something. Whether the net resul t of these elaborate credit and debit opera· 
lions is a genuine Progress in virtue, happiness, charity and intelligence is 
something we can never definitely determine. It is because the reality of 
Progress can never be determined that the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
have had to treat it as an article of religious faitb. To the exponents of the 
Perennial Phi losophy, the question of whether Progress is inevitable or even 
real is not a mauer of pr imary importance. For them, the impC>rtant thin~ is 
that individual men and women should come 10 the unitive knowledge of the 
divine Ground, and what interests them in regard to the social environment is 
not its progressiveness or non·progressiveness (whatever those terms may 
mean), but the degree to which it helps or hinders individuals in the ir advan<·e 
towards man's final end [Huxley, 1944, p. 79). 

As is evident from the discussion in this chapter, the steady-stale posi· 
tion is arrived at by simple deduction from first principles . If the world is 
a finite complex system that has evolved with reference to a fixed rate of 
flow of solar energy, then any economy that seeks indefinite expansion of 
its stocks and the associated material and energy-maintenance flows will 
sooner or later hit limits. This is trivial logically, a tautology, but it is not 
trivia l psychologically and politically. Some people seem to believe thai if 
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a pr,1position is tautoh>gkal. or arrived at by a short chain of reasoning, 
it is so uninteresting that it can be safely dismissed and forgotten! If 
man's b.:havior sh,>uiJ b.: governed by values of enough ness, steward· 
ship. humility, and holism, then it follows that altitudes of "more 
forev.:r, " ··apres moi /e deluge." technical arrogance, and aggressive 
analytio:al reductionism-all important components of growthmania
must b.: rejected . Again the proposition is obvious. which is too bad, 
b.:cJUSI! it it r.~quired a difficult mathematical proof probably more 
people would a.:.:ept it! The one thing about truisms that we should never 
forget is that they are. after a ll . true. 
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INSTITUTIONS FOR 
A STEADY-STATE ECONOMY 

If ~l)u jump out or an airplane. you are ~ner off with a 

parachute than an altimeter. 

Ro~rt Allen (197)) 

Drawing blueprints for future societies is a favorite pastime of intellectu
als and dreamers. and it is often dismissed as a waste of time. Detailed 
blueprints no doubt are a waste of time judged by the likelihood that 
future people will precisely follow their specific impositions. But a gen
eral oulline or image of a desirable future is an absolute logical necessity 
for any kind of policy that is not a mere repetition of past practices. 
Indeed. even such repetition tacitly assumes a desirable image of the 
future that is identical to the present, and that image, if spelled out in 
detail. has as small a chance of fulfillment as any other. The following 
speculations represent a general outline rather than a detailed blueprint 
and are meant to show that the desirable image of a steady-state economy 
is feasible. There are perhaps better means for attaining it than the in
stitutions I suggest, but a start must be made somewhere. We will first 
consider the question: Could a steady-state economy function if people 
accepted it'? Then we will speculate on the separate question: How likely 
are people to accept it'? These questions should not be confused, because 
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they arc quite independent, except that a prior demon~triltion that ~orne· 
thing could work if accepted may increase its likelihood of being ac· 
cepted . There are plenty of workable schemes that for good reason~ are 
not acceptable, and contrary to rational expectation, there are unwork· 
able schemes that are politically acceptable, for example, Project Jnde· 
pendence. 

Three inst itut ions for attaining and maintaining a steady-state econ· 
omy are outlined. These institut ions build on the existing bases of the 
price system and private property and are thus fundamentally conser· 
vative, but they are extended to areas previously not included: control 
of aggregate births and control of the aggregate throughput. Property 
rights and markets are ex tended to these vital areas in order to stabilize 
population and capital stock. Moreover, control is exercised in the form 
of aggregate physical quotas, since, as argued in the last chapter, price 
controls deal only with relative scarcity and cannot limit the increase of 
absolute scarcity. Markets allow these quota rights to be allocated effi. 
cien tl y. Extending the discipl ine of the market to such vital areas of life 
makes it urgent to establish the institutional preconditions of mutually 
beneficial exchange, namely, to limit the degree of inequality in the 
distribution of income and wealth and to limit the size and monopoly 
power o f corporations. 

The guiding design principle for the three institutions is to provide the 
necessary socia l control with a minimum sacrifice of personal freedom, 
to provide macrostability while allowing for mic rovariability, to combine 
the macrosta tic with the microdynamic. To do otherwise, to aim for 
microstability and cont rol is l ikely to be self-defeating and to result in 
macroinstability, as the capacities for spontaneous coordination, adjust
ment, and mutation (which always occur on the micro level) are stifled by 
central planning with its inevitable rigidities and information losses. The 
micro is the domain of indeterminacy, novelty, and freedom. The macro, 
or aggregate, is the domain of determinacy, predictability, and control. 
We should strive for macrocontrol and avoid micromeddling. A second 
design principle, closely related to the first, is to maintain considerable 
slack between the actua l envi ronmental load and the max imum carrying 
capacity. The closer the actua l approaches the maximum the less is the 
margin for error, and the more rigorous, finely tuned, and microoricntcd 
our controls will have to be. We lack the knowledge and ability to assume 
detailed control of the spaceship, so therefore we must leave it on "au· 
tomat ic pilot," as it has been for eons. But the automatic pilot only 
works when the actual load is small relative to the conceivable maxi· 
mum. A third important design principle for making the trans iti<ln to 
a steady-state economy is to build in the ability to tighten constraints 
gradually and to begin from existing initia l conditions rather than un· 
real istically assuming a clean slate. 



In th~ Jdiniti<>n ,,fa steady-state ._.,.,,m>my in the previous chapter, the 
I.:' .:I .11 "h1,·h srods ,,f physi.:al \Walth and p~oplc: should be stabilized 
\\aS ll•>i sp.:l'itkd. t>cyonJ SLlfnc "suflkient, sustainable level.'' Natur
ally. "'-' "''uld lik~ ''' be: at>k w ddino: an optimum level of population 
anJ :mifJ,·ts. If this Cl.luld be: done, it would immediately follow that, 
,>nee ha' ing rcach.:J the optimum lewis, the optimum growth rates of 
pt>pul.1tk>n and ph~ skat ,·a pi tal would b.: zero. It is very difficult, proba· 
bl~ imp.>ssit>k. ro define such an optimum level. Some people go on to 
:~rguc that unkss we ,·an specify the optimum it makes no sense to 
ad,,>.:atc: a SSE. That is not so. Stability and viability are more impor
tant than. and k>gi,·ally independent of, questions of optimality. If we 
knew the prel'ise ''Ptimum without knowing how to be stable at that 
''ptimum . it Wl>uld profit us nothing. It would merely enable us to recog
nize anJ wa,·e g,>odbye to the optimum as we grew through it. If we knew 
ho" .,, to-e stable wirhout knowing the precise optimum, it would profii us 
a grl.'at deal. Survival requires limiting physical growth, achieving stabil
ity. Optimality is nice, but feasibility is essential. Furthermore, the ac
tual levels <>f P''Pulation and artifact stocks are historically given, at least 
in i t i:~ll~. \\'e must learn to be stable at e)(isting or nearby levels, simply 
b.:c:1usc: that is where we are. Later we can chase the optimum. 

II it is required that the optimum levels chosen for the United States be 
generaliZJble to the whole world and to many fut ure generations, then in 
all likelihood we will have to reduce our current population, stock of 
artifacts. and their associated maintenance throughput. The question of 
optimum is so difficult because it requires that we simultaneously decide 
the size of population, the standards for per-capita resource use, the 
relevant time period, and the kinds of technology. There are trade-offs 
among the four issues. Obviously, we could choose many people at low 
per-capita resource use or fewer people at higher per-capita use rates. We 
could choose many people and high per-capita use for just a few genera
tions. We could reject certain technologies as socially unacceptable and 
accommodate our numbers and consumption to fit the capacity of accept· 
able technologies. 

Before we argue about these trade-offs. the first issue remains to stop 
the momentum of growth and to learn to run a stable economy at histori
cally given initial conditions. These given conditions may be far from 
optimal. Maintaining existing levels may require onerous technologies 
and a short life for the system. But we cannot go into reverse without first 
coming to a stop. Step one is to achieve a SSE at existing or nearby 
levels. Step two is to decide whether the optimum level is greater or less 
than present levels. This decision involves the trade-offs mentioned, 
which in turn depend on our value judgments regarding posterity, 
technology, and the worth of material consumption beyond some level of 
sufficiency. My own judgments on these issues lead me to think we have 
overshot the optimum. But even those who think we have not yet reached 
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che oplimum should be inceresced in learning 10 live in a SSE before 
reaching lhe oplimum. Ocherwise we would not know how to May a1 1he 
opcimom once we arrived. To argue chat we must first know the optimum 
and arrive at it before learning to be scable is a classic case of the bes1 
being 1he enemy of che good . 

f(:onomist Michael Goldberg (1976) has made a similar point in dis· 
tinguishing two concep1s of scabilicy. Equilibrium-cencered stability is 
poinl orienled and maximizes speed of return 10 the optimum poinl after 
discurbance. Boundary-orienced slability, on the other hand, maximizes 
che range of discurbances chat can be encoumered withouc pushing lhe 
syslem beyond a sec of feasible boundaries. In boundary-oriented 
stabilily, generality of resilience takes precedence over speed of adjust
ment, and "satisficing" takes precedence over optimizing. Equilibrium
centered stability auempls 10 reduce all uncertainty to measurable risk 
and include il in the optimizing calculus. Boundary-oriented stabilicy 
recognizes pure uncenainty (unpred.ictable novelly) and, in so far as 
possible. prepares to be surprised by leaving open a range of options 
that would be considered wasteful from 1he optimizing view. The 
equilibrium-centered view concentrates on finding the peak of the moun
ta in as quickly as possible. The boundary-oriented view builds fences 
along the edges of all chasms and argues that all the fenced-in high area 
is worth preserving because someday it might get very cold and windy on 
the peak . Boundary-oriented stability tends to minimize fu1ure regrets 
rather than maximize present satisfaction. The policies 10 be advocated 
below aim at boundary-oriented stability. 

The kinds of institutions required follow direc1ly from the definition of a 
SSE: constant stocks of people and artifacts maintained at some chosen, 
sufficient level by a low rate of lhroughput. We need (I) an institution 
for scabilizing population (transferable birth licenses); (2) an inslilu· 
tion for stabilizing the s1ock of physical artifacts and keeping throughput 
below ecological limits (depletion quotas auccioned by the government); 
and (3) a dislributist insl itulion limiling the degree of inequality in the 
distribulion of constant stocks among the conslanl population (maximum 
and minimum limits 10 personal income and a maximum limil to personal 
wealth). 

In discussing each instilution separately, il will be convenient 10 begin 
with the last menlioned of the three. 

The Distributist Institution 

The critical inslilulion is likely to be the minimum and maximum limits 
on income and the maximum limit on weahh. Wichout some such limits, 
privale property and the whole markcl economy lose !heir moral basis, 
and there would be no strong case for ex lending I he market 10 cover birth 
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quotas and depletion quotas as • means of institutionalizing environmen
tal limits. E.,l·hange relations are mutually beneficial among relative 
equals. EJtchang.: bo:tween the powerful and the powerless is often only 
nominally ,·oluntary and can easily be a mask for exploitation, especially 
in the labor market, as Marx has shown. 

There is consitkr.lble political support for a minimum income, fi. 
nan<·eJ by a negative in<·ome tax. as an alternative to bureaucratic welfare 
programs. There is no such support for maximum income or maximum 
wealth limits. In the growth paradigm there need be no upper limit. But 
in the steady·state paradigm there must be an upper limit to the total, 
anJ consequently an upper limit to per-capita income as well. A 
minimum wealth limit is not feasible, since we can always spend our 
wealth and could hardly expect to have it restored year after year. The 
minimum income would be sufficient. But maximum limits on both 
wealth and income are necessary, since wealth and income are largely 
interchangeable and since, beyond some point, the concentration of 
wealth bo:comes inconsistent with both a market economy and political 
democracy. Joho Stuart Mill put the issue very well: 

Private property. in every defense made of it, is supposed to mean the 
gu3r3ntee to individuals of the fruits of their own labor and abstinence. The 
guarantee to them of the fruits of the labor and abStinence of others, transmit· 
ted 10 them without any merit or exertion of their own, is not of the essence of 
the institution. but a mere incidental consequence, which, when it reaches a 
certlin height , does not promote, but conflicts with, the ends which render 
pr i•ate property legitimate (Mill, 1881 ]. 

According to Mill. private property is legitimated as a bastion against 
e.'ploitation. But this is true only if everyone owns some minimum 
amount. Otherwise, private property, when some own a great deal of it 
and others have very little, becomes the very instrument of exploitation 
rather than a guarantee against it. It is implicit in this view that private 
property is legitimate only if there is some distributist institution (as, for 
example, the Jubilee year of the Old Testament) that keeps inequality of 
wealth within justifiable limits. Such an institution is now lacking. The 
proposed institution of maximum wealth and income plus minimum in
come limits would remedy this severe defect and make private property 
legitimate again. h would also go a long way toward legitimating the free 
market, since most of our blundering interference with the price system 
(e.g .• farm program. minimum wage, rent controls) has as its goal an 
equalizing alteration in the distribution of income and wealth. Thus such 
a distributi.st policy is based on impeccably respectable premises: private 
property, the free market, opposition to welfare bureaucracies and cen
tralized control. It also heeds the radicals' call of "power to the people," 
since it puts the source of power, namely property, in the hands of the 
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many people, rather than in the hands of the few capitalist plutocr-.us and 
socialist bureaucrats. 

The concept of private property here adopted is the classical view of 
John Locke, Thomas Jefferson, and the Founding Fathers. It is emphati· 
cally not the apologetic doctrine of big business that the term ··private 
property" evokes today. Limits are built into the very notion of property, 
according to Locke: 

Whatsoever, then, a man removes out of the state that nature t.ath provided 
and left it in , he hath mixed his labor with it, and joined to it something that 
is his own. and thereby makes it his property. But how far has God given 
properly to us 10 enjoy? As much as anyone can make use of to any advantage 
of life before it spoils, so much may he by his labor fix his property in. 
Whatever is beyond this is more than his share, and belongs ':> others l Quoted 
i.n McClaughry, 1974, p. 31). 

Clearly, Locke had in mind some maximum limit on propeny. even in 
the absence of general scarcity. Locke assumed, reasonably in his time, 
that resources were superabundant. But he insisted that the right to prop
erty was limited. Growing resource scarcity reinforces this necessity of 
limits. Some of the correlates of this view of private property are listed 
by McCiaughry: 

Properly should be acquired through personal effort: il is a reward for 
diligent industry and fair dealing. An inheritance or windfall may look and 
feel like property, and even be used as property, but it lacks this essence of 
reward for personal effort . 

Property implies personal control and individual responsibility. Where lhe 
putative owners are far removed from the men who make the decisions about 
the use of their wealth, this aspect or personal and individual responsibility is 
absen«, and this wealth becomes something less than 1ruc property. 

Propeny is relative to huma11 nud, That which is accumulated beyond an 
amount necessary to suffice for the human needs of it s owner and his family is 
no longer propeny, but surplus wealth. 

Although to own a home and a car is to own property, and although posses
.;ion or lhese consumer goods may have importanl effects upon the owner and 
his community, Locke and his successors thought of properly as produc
tive-yielding goods or services for exchange with o1hers i.n the community 
-concen1ra1ed wealth means concentrated power-power to dominate other 
men, power to protect privilege, power to sliOe lhe Amer ican Dream [Me· 
Claughry. 1974, p. 32). 

Maximum limits on income and wealth were an implicit part of the 
philosophy of all the prominent stalesmen of early America except Alex
ander Hami.lton. 

Maximum income and wealth would remove many of the incentives to 
m11nopolistie practices. Why conspire to corner markets, fix prices, and 
so forth, if you cannot keep the loot? As for labor, the minimum income 
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would enat>lc: th.: outlawing of stril..c: s. which are rapidly becoming intol
a~bly e.\jlhlit:ith·e of th.: g.:neral public. Unions would not be needed as 
a means of <:t>nfrt>nting the pow.:r of conc.:ntrated wealth, since weahh 
would no lt>nger be! <:t>n.:c:ntr.ued. Indeed, the workers would have a share 
of it and thus would not be at tho: mercy of an employer. In addition, 
some limit on ,·orporate size would be needed, as well as a requirement 
that all cvrporJte prolits be distributed as dividends to stockholders. 

With no large Ct>m:entr.uions in wealth and income, savings would be 
smaller and w,>uld truly represent abstinence from consumption rather than 
surplus remaining aiter satiation. There would be less t:llpansionary pres· 
sun: iwm Ia rgc: amounts of surplus funds seeking ever new ways to grow 
t".,ponenu:~lly and leading to either physical growth. inflation, or both. 

The minimum income could be financed out of general revenues, 
which. in aJJition to a progressive income tall within the income limits, 
would also in.:luJc: revenues from the depletion quota auction (to be 
discu$~d below). and tOO-percent marginal tall rates on wealth and 
in.:omc abv\"e tho: limits. Upon reaching the mallimum, most people 
would d.:,·ote their further energies to noneconomic pursuits, so that 
conlis.:Jtory re\"enues would be small. But the opportunities thus forgone 
by the wealthy would be available to the not-so weahhy, who would sti ll 
be paying taxes on their increased earnings. The effect on incentive 
would be negative at the top but positive at lower levels, leading to a 
broad.:r participation in running the economy. If the muimum and 
minimum were to move so close together that real differences in effort 
could nor be rewarded and incentives were insufficient to call forth the 
talent and effort needed to sustain the system, then we should have to 
widen the limits again or simply be content with the lower level of wealth 
that could be maintained within the narrower distributive limits. Since we 
would no longer be anxious io grow, the whole question of incentives 
would be less pressing. There might also be an increase in public service 
by those who have hit the ma.llium. As Jonathan Swift argued: 

In all well·instituted commonwealths, care has been taken 10 limit men's 
possessions; which is done for many reasons, and, among the rest, for one 
which, ptrhaps. is not often considered; that when bounds are set 10 men's 
desires. alter they have acquired as much as the laws will permit them. their 
private interest is at an end, and they have nothing to do but to lake care or 
the public [Swift. t958, p. 1003]. 

Transferable Birth Licenses 

This idea was first put fotward in 1964 by Kenneth Boulding (1964, pp. 
135-136). Hardly anyone has taken it seriously, as Boulding knew would 
be the case. Nevertheless. it remains the best plan yet offered, if the goal 
is to anain aggregate stabi.lity with a minimum sacrifice of individual 
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freedom and variability. II combines macrostability with microvariability. 
Since 1964 we have experienced a great increase in publ ic awareness of 
the population e~tplosion and an energy crisis, and we are now e~tperienc· 
ing the failures of the great "technological fi~tes " (Green Revolution, 
Nuclear Power, and Space). This has led at least one respected demog· 
rapher to take Boulding's plan seriously, and more will probably follow 
(Heer, 1975). 

So many people react so negatively to the birth license plan that I 
should emphasize that the other two institutions (distributive limits and 
depletion quotas) do not depend on it. The other two proposals could be 
accepted and the reader can substitute his own favorite population con· 
trol plan if he is allergic to this one. 

The plan is simply to issue equally to every person (or perhaps only to 
every woman, since the female is the limitative factor in reproduction, 
and since maternity is more demonstrable than paternity) an amount of 
reproduction licenses that corresponds to replacement fertility. Thus each 
woman would receive 2.1 licenses. The licenses would be divisible in 
un its of one-tenth, which Boulding playfully called the "deci-child." 
Possession of ten deci-ch ild units confers the legal right to one birth. The 
licenses are freely transferable by sale or gift, so those who want more 
than two children, and can afford to buy the extra licenses, Clr can acquire 
them by gift, are free to do so. The original distribution of the licenses is 
on the basis of strict equality, but exchange is permitted, leading to a 
reallocation in conformity with differing preferences and abilities to pay. 
Thus distributive equity is achieved in the original distribution, and al· 
locative efficiency is achieved in the market redistribution . 

A slight amendment to the plan might be to grant 1.0 certificates to 
each individual (or 2.0 to each woman) and have these refer not to births 
but to "survivals." If a female dies before having a child, then her 
certificate becomes a part of her estate and is willed to someone else. for 
example, her parents, who either use it to have another child or sell it to 
someone else. The advantage of this modification is that it offsets exist ins 
class differentials in infant and child mortality. Without the modification, 
a poor family desiring two children could end up with two infant deaths 
and no certificates. The best plan, of course, is to eliminate class differ· 
ences in mortality, but in the meantime this modification may make the 
plan initially easier to accept. Indeed, even in the absence of class mor· 
tality differentials the modification has the advantage of building in a 
"guarantee. " 

Let us dispose of two common objections to the plan. First, it is argued 
that it is unjust because the rich have an advantage. Of course the rich 
always have an advantage, but is their advantage increased or decreased 
by this plan? Clearly it is decreased. The effect of the plan on income 
distribution is equalizing because (I) the new marketable asset is distrib· 
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ut.:J O:<JUally: anJ {~) as tho.' rich hav.: mon: children, their family per
.:apita in.:,•mo:s arc: lc•w.:n:J; as the poor have fewer children their family 
p.:r-<·apita in.:omc•s in.:n:ase. From the point of view of the children, there 
is ><'~llo.'thing Ill he s:.~iJ t\•r increasing th.: probability that they will be 
b..•rn rkhc•r rath.:r than ptwn:r. Whatever injustice there is in the plan 
st.:ms frt•m th.: pr i<•r .::dot.:nc.: of ri.:h and poor not from Boulding's idea, 
whi.·h ac·t ua lly n:Ju,·es the degree of injustice. Furthermore. income and 
1\0:alth distribution a r.: to be ~·ontrolled by a separate institut ion, dis
,·uss.:J ab,we. so that in the overall system this objection is more fully 
:~nJ J ir.:.:tly m.:t. 

A more r.:asonable objection concerns the problem of enforcement. 
What w Jc• with law-breaking parents and their illegal children? What do 
we dv with ilkgal children today? One possibil ity is to put the children 
up for adoption and encourage adoption by paying the adopting parents 
the m:Hkct value. plus subsidy if need be, for their license, thus retiring 
a license irom .:irculation to compensate for the child born without a 
li.:o.'nse. Lik.: any other law breakers, the offending parents would be 
subj.:ct to punishment. The punishment need not be drastic or unusual. Of 
cou rse. ii everyone breaks a law no law can be enforced . The plan 
presupposes the acceptance by a large majority of the public of the 
morality and necessity of the law. It also presupposes widespread knowl
edge oi comraceptive practices and perhaps legal ized abonion as well. 
But these presupposit ions would apply to any institution of population 
control .:xcept the most coercive. 

Choice may be influenced in two ways: by acting on or "rigging" the 
objectin• conditions of choice (prices and incomes in a broad sense), or 
by manipulating the subjective conditions of choice (preferences). Bould
ing's plan imposes straight-forward objective constraints and does not 
presumptuously attempt to manipulate peoples' preferences. Preference 
changes due to individual example and moral conversion are in no way 
ruled our. If preferences should change so that . on the average, the 
population desired replacement fertility, the price of a certificate would 
approach zero and the objective constraint would au tomatically vanish. 
The current decline in the birth rate has perhaps already led to such a 
state. Maybe this would be a good time to institute the plan, so that it 
would already be in place and funct ioning, should preferences change 
toward more children in the future. The moral basis of the plan is that 
everyone is treated equally, yet there is no insistence upon conformity of 
preferences, the latter being the great drawback of "voluntary" plans 
that rely on official moral suasion. Madison Avenue techniques, and even 
Skinnerian behavior control. Which is the greater affront to the indi
vidual-to be forbidden what he wants for objective reasons that he 
and everyone else ought to be able to understand, or to get what he 
"wants" but to be badgered and manipulated into "wanting" only what 
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is collectively possible? Some people, God bless them, will never be 
brainwashed, and their individual nonconformity wrecks the moral basis 
(equal treatment) of "voluntary" programs. 

Kingsley Davis points out that population control is not a technological 
problem. 

The solution is easy as long as one pays no anent ion to what must be given 
up. For instance a nation seeking ZPG could shut off immigration aod permit 
each couple a maximum of two children, with possible slate license for a 
third . Accidental pregnancies beyond the limit would be interrupted by abor
tion. If a third child were born without a license, or a fourth , tbe mother 
would be sterilized and tbe child given to a sterile couple. But anyone enticed 
into making such a suggestion risks being ostracized as a political or moral 
leper, a danger to society. He is accused of wanting to take people's freedom 
away fmm them and institute a Draconian dictatorship over private lives. 
Obviously then reproductive freedom still takes priority over population con
trol. This makes a solution of the population impossible because, by defini
tion. population control and reproductive freedom are incompatible [Davis, 
1973, p. 28]. 

The key to population control is simply to be willing to pay the cost. 
The cost of the plan here advocated seems to me less than the cost of 
Davis' hypothetical suggestion because it allows greater diversity
families need not be so homogeneO\Is in size, and individual preferences 
are respected to a greater degree. Moreover, should it become necessary 
or desirable to have negative population growth (as I believe it will) the 
marketable license plan has a great advantage over those plans that put 
the limit on a ftai child-per-family basis. This laner limit could be 
changed only by an integral number, and to go from two children to ooe 
child per family in order to reduce population is quite a drastic change. 
In the Boulding scheme of marketable licenses issued in deci-child units 
or one-tenth of a certificate, it would be possible gradually to reduce 
population growth by lowering the issue to 1.9 certificates per woman, to 
1.8, and so on, the remaining 0.1 or 0.2 certificates being acquired by 
purchase or gift. 

Part of our difficulty in accepting the transferable license plan is that it 
is so direct. It frankly recognizes that reproduction must henceforth be 
considered a scarce right and logically faces the issue of how best to 
distribute that right and whether and bow to permit voluntary realloca
tion. But there is an amazing preference for indirect measures-find new 
roles for women, change the tax laws. restrict public housing to small 
families, encourage celibacy and late marriage, be more tolerant of 
homosexuality, convince people to spend their money on consumer dura
bles rather than having children, make it popular to have children only 
between tbe ages of twenty and thirty, and so forth. 



When.:.: this .:n,>nnous p~l(~ncc: for indi~ctness? It results partly 
fl\.llll our unwillingness w really f;Ke the issue. Limiting reproduction is 
still a t:lblX> subjco:t that must b.: approached in contorted and roundabout 
ways rather than din!.:tly. Funhc:rmon!, roundaboutness and indirectness 
arc: the bn:a..J and bunc:r o f empir ical ·social scientists, who get grants and 
make their n!putations t.y measuring the responsiveness of the birth rate 
w all s,>ns of remote '"policy variables." The direct approach makes 
estimat ion l>f :11! these social parameters governing tenuous chains of 
•a use and dfc:.:t quite unnecessary. If the right to reproduce were directly 
limited by the marketable license plan, then the indirect measures would 
bc:.:ome me:1ns o f at.ljusting to the direct constra int. For example, with 
reJu.:ed ..:hildbc:aring. women would naturally find other activities. The 
.id\':lntage of the direct approach is that individuals would be free to 
nJJkl! their own personal specific adjustments to the general objective 
..:o nstraint, rather than having a whole set of specific constra ints imposed 
on them in the expectation that it would force them indirectly to decide to 
do whJt objectively must b.: done. The direct approach is more efficient 
and no more .:oc:r..:ive. Bur the direct approach requires clarity of purpose 
and frank objecti"es, which are politically inconvenient when commit
ment to the objective is halfhearted to begin with, 

There is an understandable reluctance to couple money and reproduc
tion-somehow it seems ro profane life. Yet life is physically coupled 
to increasingly scarce resources, and resources are coupled to money. 
If population growth and economic growth continue, then even free re
sources. such :~s breathable air, will become either coupled to money 
and subject to price or allocated by a harsher and less efficient means. 
Once we accept the fact that the price system is the most efficient mech
anism for rationing the right to scarce life-sustaining and life-enhanc
ing resources, then perhaps rathe r than "money profaning life" we will 
find that "life sanctities money." We will then take the distribution of 
money and itS wise use as serious matters. It is not the exchange relation
ship that debases life (indeed, the entire biosphere runs on a network 
of material and energy exchanges) , it is the underlying inequity in wealth 
and income beyond any iunctional or ethical justification that loads the 
terms of free exchange against the poor. The same inequality also de
bases the "gift relationship," since it assigns the poor to the status of a 
perpetual dependent and the rich to the status of a weary and grumb
ling patron. Thus gift as well as exchange relationships require limits 
to the degree of inequality if they are not to subvert their legitimate 
ends. The sharing of resources in general is the job of the distributist 
institution. Allocation of particular resources and scarce rights is done 
by the market within the distribution limits imposed. 

In view of the fact that so many liberals, not to mention the United 
Nations, have declared it to be a human right to have whatever number of 
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children the parents desire, it is worthwhile to end th is discus,ion with a 
statement from one of the grea test champions of liberty who ever Jived, 
John Stuart Mill: 

The fac1 iiself, of causing lhe existence of a human being, i~ one of lhe 
most responsible actions in the range of human li fe. To undertake rhis 
responsibiliry-ro bestow M life which m~y be either b curse or a ble~>ing
unless lhe being on whom it is 10 be besrowed will have a1 least the ordinary 
chances of a desi r~ble existence, is a crime againsr thai be ing. And in a 
country either over-peopled, or threarened with being so, to produce ch ildren , 
beyond 1 very small number, with the effect of reducing rhe reward of labor 
by their competilion, is a serious offence againsl all who li ve by the remuner· 
ar ion of their labor. The laws which, in many counuies on !he Con1inen1, 
forbid marriage unless !he panics can show rhat they have the means of 
supponing a family, do no! exceed rhe legitimare powers of the State: and 
whelher such laws be expedient or nor (a question mainly dependem on local 
circumstances and feelings), they are not objeclionable as violations of li b· 
erty. Such laws a re interferences of the S1a1e to prevent a mischie\'Ous 
act- an aCI inju rious to others, which ought 10 be a subjecl of reprobalion and 
socia l sligma, even where il is not deemed expedient to superadd legal 
punishment. Yel !he current ideas of liberty, which bend so easily 10 real 
infringemenls of the freedom of !he individual in things which concern only 
himsel f, would repel the anempt 10 pur any reslraint upon his inclinalions 
when the consequence of !heir indulgence is a life or lives of wrerchedncss 
and depravily to the offspring, with manifold evi ls to those sufticiendy within 
reach to be in any way affected by their acrions [Mill , 1952, p. 319). 

Depletion Quotas 

The strategic point at which to impose control on the throughput flow 
seems to me to be the rate of depletion of resources, pan icularly non
renewable resources. If we limi t aggregate depletion, then, by the law of 
conservation of matter and energy, we will also indirectly limit aggregalc 
pollution. If we limit throughput ftow, then we a lso indircclly limit the 
size of the stocks mainta ined by that flow. Entropy is at its minimum at 
the input (deplet ion) end of the throughpu t pipel ine and at its maximum 
at the output (pollution) end. Therefore, it is physically easier 10 monitor 
and control depletion than pollut ion-there a re fewer mines, wells, and 
ports than there are smokestacks, garbage dumps, and d rainp ipes, not to 
ment ion such diffuse emiss ion sources as runoff of insect icides and fer
tilizers from fields into rivers and lakes and auto exhausts. Land area 
devoted to mining is only 0.3 percent of tota l land a rea (Nat ional Com
mission on Materials Policy, 1973). 

Given that there is more leverage in inte rvening at the input end, 
should we inte rvene by way of taxes or quotas? Quotas, if 1hey arc 
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auctic>nc:J by the gowrnmc:m rather than allocated on uonmarket criteria, 
have ;an important net advant01g.: over taxes in thor they definitely limit 
a~~r~s.arc: thr,>ughput, whil:h is tho: quantity to be controlled. Taxes 
tX<!rl only an indirect and ,·c:ry uncertain limit. It is quite true that given 
a J~manJ .:ul'\·.:, a prt..:e plus a tax determines a quantity. But demand 
o:ul'\·c:s shift. anJ rh.:y are subject to great errors in estimation even if 
srabk. O.:manJ o:ur,·es for resoun:es could shift up as a result of popula
tion increase . .:hange in tastes. increase in income, and so forth. Suppose 
th.: govemmem seeks to limit throughput by taxing it. It then spends the 
ta.t . If government e.tpenJitures on each category of commodity were 
equal to tho: r.:v.:nues re.:eived from taxing that same category, then the 
limit on throughput would be largely cancelled out, with the exact degree 
of cancelling depending on the elasticity of demand. If the government 
ta.xes res..,un:e-inrensive items and spends on time-inrensive items, there 
~>· ill be! a one-shot reduction in aggregate physical throughput but not a 
limir ro its furure growth. A credit expansion by the banking sector, an 
increls.: in ,·elocity of circulation of money, or deficit spending by the 
governm.:nt for other purposes could easily offset even the one-shot 
redu.: tion induced by taxes. Taxes can reduce the amount of depletion 
and pollution (throughput) per unit of GNP down to some irreducible 
minimum. but taxes provide no limit to the increase in the number of 
units of GSP (unless the government runs a growing surplus) and there
fore no limit to aggregate throughput. The fact that a tax levied on a 
single resource could, by inducing substitution, usually reduce the 
throughput of that resoun:e very substantially should not mislead us into 
thinking that a general tax on all or most resoun:es will reduce aggregate 
throughput (fallacy of composition). Recall that there is no substitute for 
low-entropy maner-energy. Finally, it is quantity that affects the ecosys
tem, not price, and therefore it is ecologically safer to let errors and 
unexpected shifts in demand result in price fluctuations rather than in 
quantity fluctuations . Hence quotas. 

The same point can be made in another way. Suppose the government 
taxes automobiles heavily and that people take to riding bicycles instead 
of cars. They will save money as well as resources (Hannon, 1975). But 
what will the money saved now be spent on? If it is spent on airline 
tickets, resource consumption would increase above what it was when the 
money was spent on cars . If the money is spent on theater tickets, then 
perhaps resource consumption would decline. However, this is not cer
tain, because the theater performance may entail the air transport of 
actors, stage sets, and so on. and thus indirectly be as resoun:e consump
tive as automobile expenditures. Jr people paid the high tal\ on cars and 
cominued buying the same number of cars, then they would have to cut 
otiler items of consumption. The items cut may or may not be more 
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resource imensive thQn the items for which the government spends the 
revenue. If the revenue is spent on 8-1 bombers, there would surely be a 
net increase in resource consumption. The only way to be sure that 
resource consumption will, in fact, be limited is directly to impose 
aggregate quantitative limits on resource e)(traction and let prices allo
cate or ration the fi)(ed aggregate among firms. 

Pollution tues would provide a much weaker inducement to resource
saving technological progress than would depletion quotas, since, in the 
fanner scheme, resource prices do not necessarily have to rise and may 
even fall. The inducement of pollution taxes is to "pollution avoidance," 
and thus to recycling. But increased competition from recycling indus
tries, instead of reducing depletion, might spur the e)(tractive industries 
to even greater competitive efforts. Intensified search and the develop
ment of technologies with still larger jaws could speed up the rate of 
depletion and thereby lower short-run resource prices. Thus new extrac
tion might once again become competitive with recycling. leading to less 
recycling and more depletion and pollution-e)(acily what we wish to 
avoid. This perverse effect could not happen under a depletion quota 
system. 

The usual recommendation of pollution taxes would seem, if the above 
is correct, to intervene at the wrong end with the wrong policy tool. 
Intervention by pollution ta)(es also tends to be microcontrol, rather than 
macro. There are, however, limits to the ability of depletion quotas to 
influence the qualitative nature and spatial location of pollution, and at 
this fine-tuning level pollution taxes would be a useful supplement, as 
would a bureau of technology assessment. Depletion quotas would induce 
resource-saving technological change, and the set of resource-saving 
technologies would probably overlap to a great degree with the set of 
socially benign technologies. But the coincidence is not complete, and 
there is still a need, though a diminished one, for technology assessment. 

How would a depletion quota system function? The market for each 
resource would become two tiered. To begin with, the government, as a 
monopolist, would auction the limi ted quota rights to many buyers. Re
source buyers, having purchased their quota rights, would then have to 
confront many resource sellers in a competitive resource market. The 
competitive price in the resource market would tend to equal marginal 
cost. More efficient producers would earn differential rents, but the pure 
scarcity rent resulting from the quotas would have been captured in the 
depletion quota auction marke t by the government monopoly. The tota l 
price of the resource (quota price plus price to owner) would be raised as 
a resul t of the quotas. All products using these resources would become 
more expensive. Higher resource prices would compel more efficient and 
frugal use of resources by both producers and consumers. But the wind-
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fall ~ni fr~>m highc:r rc:soun:e prices would be captured by the govem
m<'IH and b.:.:omc: publk income-a part ial realization of Henry George's 
ideal of a single: t;u on rene (George, 1951 ). 

The major a<.lvancage is that higher resource prices would bring in
.:rc:as~u eftkic:n.·y. while the quotas would directly limit depletion, 
thc:rtby in.:reasing conservation and indirectly limiting pollution. Pollu
tion wlluiJ be limited in two wo~ys . First, since pollution is simply the 
otha enJ of the: throughput from deplecion, limicing the inpu1 to the 
pipeline would nacur.1lly limi1 che output. Second, higher prices would 
inJu.:e more recyding. !hereby further limiting materials pollution and 
depletion up to the limi1 set by the increased energy throughput required 
by re.:ycling. The revenue from the deplecion quola auct ion could help 
rinan.:c: the: minimum-income component of the distributist institution, 
oifseuing the regressive effec1 of the higher resource prices on income 
distribution. Attempts 10 help che poor by underpricing resources are 
cocall~· misguided. because che grea1es1 benefic of subsidized prices for 
energy. for e.umple. goes 10 chose who consume the most energy-the 
rich not che poor. This is hardly progressive. 

Higher pri.:es on basic resources are absolute ly necessary. Any plan 
chat reiuses to face up to th is necessity is wonhless. Back in 1925, 
economise John lse made the point in these words: 

Preposterous as it may seem at first blush. it is probably true that. even if 
all the limber :n the Un ited States, or all the oi l or gas or anthrocile. were 
owned by an absolute monopoly. enti rely free of public control. prices 10 

consumers would be fixed lower than che long-run interests of che public 
would justiiy. Pragmatically this means chat all efforts on the part of the 
government to keep down the pr ices of lumber. oil. gas. or anthracite are 
contrary to the public interest; that the government should be trying to keep 
prices up rather than down [lse. 1925, p. 284]. 

lse went on to suggest a general principle of resource pricing: that 
nonrenewable resources be priced at the cost of the nearest renewable 
substitute. Therefore, virgin timber should cost at least as much per 
board fooc as replanted timber; petroleum should be priced at its Btu 
equivalent of sugar or wood alcohol. as~uming they are the closest re· 
newable allemacives. In 1he absence of any renewable subst itutes, the 
price would merely reflect the purely ethical judgment or how fast the 
resources should be used up-thai is , the importance or the wants of 
future people relative co the wants or present people. Renewable re· 
sources are assumed to be exploited on a sustained-yield basis and to be 
priced accordingly. 

The !se principles could also be used in setting the aggregate quota 
amounts co auction. For renewables, the quota should be set at an amount 
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equivalent to some reasonable calculation of maximum sustainable yield. 
For nonrenewables with renewable substitutes, the quota should be set so 
that the resulting price of the nonrenewable resource is at least as high as 
the price of its nearest renewable substitute. For nonrenewables with no 
close renewable substitute, the quota would reflect a purely ethical judg· 
ment concerning the relative importance of present versus future wams. 
Should these resources be used up by us or by our descendants? The 
price system cannot decide this, because future generat ions cannot bid in 
present resource markets. The decision is ethical. We have found it too 
easy to assume that future generations will be better off due to inevitable 
"progress" and therefore not to worry about the unrepresented claims of 
the future on exhaustible resources. 

In addition to the lse principles, which deal only with depletion costs 
that fall on the future. the quotas must be low enough to prevent exces· 
sive pollution and ecological costs that fall on the present as well as on 
the future . Pragmatically. quotas would probably at first be set near 
existing extraction rates . The first task would be to stabilize, to get off 
the growth path . Later. we could try to reduce quotas to a more sustaina· 
ble level, if present flows proved too high. Abundant resources causing 
little environmental disruption would be governed by generous quotas, 
and therefore relatively low prices, and a consequently strong incentive 
to technologies that make relatively intensive use of the abundam re· 
source. 

Depletion quotas would capture the increasing scarcity rents but would 
not require the expropriation of resource owners. Quotas are clearly 
against the interests or resource owners, but not unjustly so, since rent is 
by definition unearned income from a price in excess of the minimum 
supply price. The elimination of this unearned increment would no doubt 
reduce the incentive to exploration and new discovery. Geological explo· 
ration has many aspects of a natural monopoly and probably should, in 
any case. be carried on by a public corporation. As the largest resource 
owner by far, the government should not have to lease public lands to 
private companies who have more geological information than the gov
ernment about the land . If private exploration is thought desirable, it 
could be encouraged by a government bounty paid for mineral discover· 
ies. The current re~ource owners would suffer a one-time capital loss when 
depletion limits are imposed and, in fairness. should be compensated. 

For many readers a graphical exposition of the depletion qu01a scheme 
will be helpful, as shown in Figure 4 . DO' i~ the market demand curve 
for the resource in question. SS' is the supply curve of the industry. A 
depletion quota, in the aggregate amount Q, is imposed, shown by the 
vertical line QQ' . The total price paid per unit of the resource (price paid 
to resource owner plus price paid to government for the corresponding 
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quota right) is OC. Of the total price OC, the amount 08 is the price 
paid to the resource owner for one unit of the resource, and BC is the 
price: paid to the government for a quota right to purchase one unit of the 
resource. Of the total amount paid. OQAC. the amount OSEQ is cost, 
reflecting the necessary supply price. The remainder, SEAC, is surplus, 
or rent. 

Rent is defined as payment in excess of necessary supply price. Of the 
total rent area, the amount BES is differential rent, or surplus that arises 
from the difference in the supply price of the marginal amount produced, 
which is Q£. and all previous amounts produced. Price is determined at 
the margin. and is equal to Q£, the marginal cost of production. Since 
the cost of production of all inframarginal un its is less than Q£, and 
since all units sell at the same price, equal to Q£. a profit, or differential 
rent, is earned oo all inframarginal units produced. The profit on the first 
unit is BS and declines slightly for each additional unit until it is zero for 
the last unit a1 Q. Thus BES is the sum of the diminishing series of 
inframarginal per-unit profits. It is called differential rent because its 
amoun t depends on the schedule of cost differences between the first and 
last units . The remainder of the surplus, the amount CAEB. is pure 
scarcity rent. It does not arise from cost differentials but simply from the 
excess of the market price above the marginal cost of production, by the 
amount A£. In effect, A£ represents a kind of price per unit of resources 
in the ground that prior to the quota auction had implic itly been priced a t 
zero. At the market equil ibrium M , the entire surplus would be differen
tial rent, and scarcity rent would be zero. Hence scarcity rent, as the 
name implies, emerges when the resource is made scarce relative to the 
quantity corresponding to market equilibrium, which. of course, is what 
happens when quotas are imposed. 

The scarcity rent CAEB is captured by the government quota auction. 
The differential rent BES remains in the hands of the resource owners. 
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Figure 5 

The reason for this particular division of the surplus is that the resoun:e 
market is assumed to be competitive (many sellers and buyers), while the 
quota auction market is monopolistic (many buyers, one seller). The 
government has monopoly power; the resource owners and buyers have 
none. The price in the resoun:e market is set by competition at an amount 
equal to marginal cost, QE. The government, by charging what the 
market will bear with no fear of being undercut by competitors, is able io 
extract the remainder of the full demand price. or the amount AE. If the 
resource market were also monopolized,then the divis ion of scarcity rent be· 
tween the government and private monopolies would be indeterminate. Even 
in that case, however, the government would have an advanlage in !hat the 
quota right has to be purchased first. Thus even if competi tion is less than 
perfect in the resource market, we would still expect the government to 
capture all monopoly profits (scarcity rents). because il conslitutes the 
firsttierofthe market and controls the entry of buyers inlo the second tier. 

Over time the supply curve for nonrenewable resources would shift 
upward as more accessible resoun:es become depleted and previously 
submarginal mines and wells have to be used. In Figure ~ the higher 
supply curve is represented by BS", which may be lhought of as the 
"unused" segmenl of the original supply curve, ES', shifted horizon1ally 
to the left until it touches the vertical axis. Assuming an unchanged 
demand curve and quo1a, it is clear from Figure ~ !hat rising cost of 
production (now shown by the larger area, OBGQ) will e\·enwally elimi· 
nate the pure scarcity renl, leaving only differenlial renl. Quotas will 
slow down the upward shift of 1he supply curve relative 10 what il would 
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ha\·e been wilh fas1er depk1ion. bul of course they cannot arrest the 
in(vitabk process. Probably tho: quo1a would have to be reduced as the 
supply curve :Jtiflc:d up in order 10 pass along the higher cost signals to 
users and 10 mainlain some scan:ily rent for public revenue. 

For rc:nc:wable resoun:c:s. whc:re the quota is set at maximum sustaina
ble yield. there: would be no upward shift of the supply curve. However, 
1he Jc:mand ..:urve for renc:wables would shift up as nonrenewable re
source usage bc:came more reslricted and expensive and efforts were 
maJc: 10 substi1u1e renewables for nonrenewables. The quota on renewa
bks "'ould then protec1 1hose resources from being exploi1ed beyond 
.:apaci1y in ordc:r to sa1isfy 1he rising demand while at 1he same time 
r.ltivning a..:cess to the limited amount and diverting the windfall profits 
inro 1he publi.: treasury. In sum. the depletion quota auction is an instru· 
ment for hdping us to make the transition from a nonrenewable to a 
renc:"able resoun:e base in a gradual. efficient. and equitable manner. 

The depletion quo1a scheme allows a reconciliation between the two 
conflicting goals of efficiency and equity. Efficiency requires high re
source prices. However. equily is not served by high prices, because they 
ha\·e a regressive effect on income distribution in the same way that a 
sales 13.\ d~s. and also because the windfall rents arising from the 
higher pri.:es accrue to resource owners not to the poor. The Iauer effect 
can be re\'ersed by capturing the scarcity rent through the depletion quota 
auction and using it to finance a minimum income, and/or to replace the 
most regressive 1axes. 

Two funher efficiency increases could be expected. First. taxing rent 
causes no allocative distortions and is 1he most efficient way to raise 
government revenue. To the extent that a re01tax (or its equivalent in this 
case) replaces o1her taxes, then static allocative efficiency should be 
improved. Second, as conservatives and radicals alike have noted, the 
minimum income could substitute for a considerable number of bureau· 
cra1ic welfare programs . Of course, the major increase in efficiency would 
resuh directly from higher resource prices, which would give incentives 
to develop resource-saving techniques of produc1ion and patterns of con
sumption. Equity is no1 served by low prices, which, in effect, give a 
larger subsidy to the rich 1han to the poor. since the rich consume more 
resources. Equi1y is served by higher incomes to the poor and by a 
maximum limit on 1he incomes of the rich. 

A Coordinated Program 

Let us now consider all three instilutions as a unified program. 
The allocation among firms of 1he limited aggregate of resources 

extracted during the given time period would be accomplished en1irely by 
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the market. The distribution of income within the maximum and mini· 
mum boundaries imposed would also be left to the market. The ini· 
tial distribution of reproductive licenses is done outside the market on 
the basis of strict equity-one person, one license-but reallocation via 
market exchange is permitted in the interest of efficiency. The combina· 
tion of the three institutions presents a nice reconciliation of efficiency 
and equity and provides the ecologically necessary macrocontrol of 
growth with the least sacrifice in terms of microlevel freedom and varia
bility. The market is relied upon to allocate resources and distribute 
incomes within imposed ecological and ethical boundaries. The market is 
not allowed to set its own boundaries, but it is free within those bound
aries. Setting boundaries is necessary. No one has ever claimed that 
market equilibria would automatically coincide with ecological equilibria 
or with a reasonably just distribution of wealth and income. Nor has 
anyone ever claimed that market equilibria would attain demographic 
balance. The very notions of •·equilibrium" in economics and ecology 
are antithetical. In growth economics equilibrium refers not to physical 
magnitudes at all but to a balance of desires between savers and inves· 
ters . As long as saving is greater than depreciation, then net investment 
must be positive. This implies a growing flow of physical inputs from and 
outputs to nature. that is , a biophysical disequilibrium. Physical condi· 
tions of environmental equilibrium must be imposed on the market in 
aggregate quantitative physical terms. Subject to these quantitative con· 
straints, the market and price system can, with the institu tional changes 
just discussed. achieve an optimal allocation of resources and an opti· 
mal adjustmem to its imposed physical system boundaries. The point is 
important because the belief is widespread among economists that inter· 
nalization of externalities, or the incorporation of all environmental costs 
into market prices. is a sufficient environmental policy and that once this 
is accomplished the market will be able to set its own proper boundaries 
automatically. This is not so. Nor. as we have already seen. is it possible 
to incorpor:ue all ecological costs in rigged money prices. 

The internalization of externalities is a good strategy for fine-tuning 
the allocation of resources by making relative prices beller measures of 
relative marginal social costs. But it does not enable the market to set its 
own absolute physical boundaries with the larger ecosystem. To give an 
analogy: proper allocation arranges the weight in a boat optimally. so as 
to maximize the load that can be carried. But there is still an absolute 
limit to how much weight a boat can carry, even optimally arranged. The 
price system can spread the weight evenly, but unless it is supplemented 
by an external absolute limit, it will just keep on spreading the increasing 
weight evenly until the evenly loaded boat sinks. No doubt the boat 
would sink evenly, ceteris paribus. but that is less comforting to the 
average citizen than to the neoclassical CC<lnomist. 
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Two llis1in.:1 queslions mus1 be asked aboul 1hese proposed ins1i1u1ions 
for achkving a st~ady Sl:ue. Flrsl. would 1hey work if people accepled 
rh.: goal of a sh:ady si:Ue and perhaps voled lhe ins1i1u1ions inlo effect? 
Sc:<·onJ, would peoplc: e..-er a.:cep1 ei1her 1he s1eady-s1a1e idea or these 
panicular instilulions'! I ha\'e rried 10 show !hat the answer lo the first 
ques1ion is pwbably "yes." Lei the crilic find any remaining Haws; beuer 
ycl, let him sugges1 impro\·ements. The answer to 1he second question is 
dearly "no" in the shorl run. But several considera1ions make accep
tan.:e more plausible in lhe noHoo-long run. 

Thc: minimum-income side of the disuibutist institu tion already has 
some politi.:al support in the United States; the maximum limits w ill at 
firsr l:>e though! un-American. Yet, surely, beyond some figure any addi
tions to personal income would represent greed rather than need, or even 
muit. Most people would be willing to believe that in most cases an 
in.:ome in e.,cess of. lei us say, $100,000 per year has no real functional 
jus1itka1ion. especially when the highly paid jobs are usually already the 
most interes1ing and pleasant. 

In spite of 1heir somewh:u radical implications, the proposals pre
sented in this chapter are, as we have seen, based on impeccably respect· 
abl.: consen•ative ins1i1u1ions: private property and the free market. 

By lhing 1h.: rate of depletion we force technology 10 focus more on 
lhe flow sources of solar energy and renewable resources. The solar flux 
cannot be increased in the present at the expense of lhe fuiUre. Thus lei 
technology devote itself to learning how to live off our solar income 
rather than our terresuial capilal. Such advances will benefit all genera
tions. no1 just the present. Indeed, the main goal of lhe depletion quota 
plan is to tum 1echnological change away from increasing dependence on 
1he terrestrial stock and toward the more abundanl How of solar energy 
and renewable resources . As the slock becomes relatively more expen
sive. i1 will be used less in direct consumption and more for investment 
in "work gates" that increase our ability to tap the solar flow. Instead of 
taking long-run technical evolulion as a parameter to which lhe short-run 
variables of price and quantity continually adjust, the idea is to lake 
short-run quant ilies (and hence pr ices) as a social parame1er to be set, so 
as 10 induce a direclion of lechnological evolution more in harmony wilh 
mankind's long-run inlerests. 

This new direction of technological change is likely also 10 be in 
mankind's short-run in1eres1s, if we acceptlhe view that man's evolulion 
in a solar-based and stable economy has programmed him for lhat kind of 
life rather than for the slresses of a growing induslrial economy. The 
furure steady state could be a good deal more comfortable than past ones 
and much more human than the overgrown, overcentralized, overex
tended, and overbearing economy into which growth has pushed us. 

The depletion quoia plan should appeallo bolh lechnological oplimist.s 
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and pess1m1sts. The pessimist should be pleased by the conservation 
effect of the quotas; the optimist should be pleased by the price induce
ment to resource-saving technology. The optimist tells us not to worry 
about running out of resources because technology embodied in repro
ducible capital is a nearly perfect substitute for resources. As we run out 
of anything. prices will rise and substitute methods will be found. If we 
bel ieve this, then how could we object to quotas, which simply increase 
the scarcity and prices of resources a bit ahead of schedule and more 
gradually? This plan simply requires the optimist to live up to his faith in 
technology. 

Like the maximum limits on income and wealth, the deplet ion quotas 
could also have a trust-busting effect if accompanied by a limit-for 
example, no single entity can own more than x percent of the quota rights 
for a given resource or more than y percent of the resource owned by the 
industry of which it is a member. We could set x and y so as to allow 
legitimate economies of scale, while curtailing monopoly power. 

The actual mechanics of quota auction markets for three or four 
hundred basic resources would present no great problems. The whole 
process could be computerized, since the function of an auctioneer is 
purely mechanical. It could be vastly simpler, faster, more decentral ized , 
and less subject to fraud and manipulation than today's stock market. In 
addition, qualitative and locational variation among resources within 
each category, though ignored at the auction level, will be taken into 
account in price differentia ls paid to resource owners. 

The depletion quota and birth quota systems bear an obvious analogy. 
The difference is that the birth quotas are privately held and equally 
d istribu ted initially, and then redistributed among individuals throug.h 
the market; the depletion quotas are collectively held initially and then 
dist ributed to individuals by way of an auction market. The revenue 
derived from birth quotas is private income; the revenue from depletion 
quotas is publ ic income. 

The scheme could, and probably must, be designed to include im· 
ported resources. The same depletion quota right could be required for 
importation of resources, and thus the market would determine the pro· 
portions in which our standard of living is sustained by depletion of 
national and foreign resources. Imported tin.al goods would now !le 
cheaper re lative to national goods, assuming foreigners do not limit their 
depletion. Our export goods would now be more e.~pcnsive relative to the 
domestic goods of foreign countries. Our terms of 1rade would improve. 
but we would tend to a balance of payments deficit . However, with a 
freely fluctuating exchange rate, a rise in the price of foreign currencies 
relative to the dollar would restore equil ibrium . The balance l>f payments 
can take care of itself. If foreigners arc willing to sell us goods prked 
below their true full costs of production, we should not complain. 
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It might t... objected that limiting our imports of resources will work a 
hanlship on th.: many undtrdevelop;:d countries that export raw mate
rials. This is not dear, because such a policy will also force them to 
tr.lnsfonn their own resources domestically rather than through interna
tional tr.~Je. Foreign suppliers of raw materials will be treated no differ
ently than domestic suppliers. Finished goods would not be subject to 
quo~as . In any .:ase, it is ckar that in the long run we are not doing the 
undenleveloped countries any favor by using up their resource endow
menc. Sooner or later (sooner, in the case of OPEC), they will begin to 
drive: a hard bargain for their nonrenewable resources. and we had better 
not be too dependent on them. Probably they will limit their raw material 
e:<ports. thus making unnecessary any limits that we might place on our 
raw material imports. Eventually, population control and environmental 
prote.: tion pt>licies might become preconditions for membership in a new 
free-trade bloc or common market. Free trade would be the rule among 
all countries that limited their own populations and rate~ of domestic 
depktion. whik controls could be put on trade with other countries 
whenever desir.~ble. 

Although the President's Commission on Population Growth and the 
American Future (1972) did not advocate a marketable license plan for 
population control. it did recommend that the nation "welcome and plan 
for a stabilized population'' (p. 110). Furthermore, it listed some criteria 
for a good stabilization plan. The Commission prefers "a course toward 
population stabilization which minimizes fluctuation in number of births; 
minimizes further growth of population; minimizes the change required 
in reproductive habits and provides adequate time for such changes to be 
adopted; and m.a.timizes variety and choice in life styles, while JIUnimiz. 
ing pressures for confonnity" (p. Ill). Judged oo these criteria, the mar
ketable license plan scores better than any alternative thar I have seen or 
am able to imagine. If we accept these criteria, then we should either 
accept the marketable birth license plan or be prepared to suggest some
thing bener. 

The National Commission on Materials Policy (1973) still put major 
emphasis on increasing supplies but recognized that a bala.nce must be 
struck "between the need to produce goods and the need to protect the 
environment by modifying the materials system so that all resources, in
cluding environmental, are paid for by users" (p. 1-4). Depletion quotas 
were not taken seriously but pollution taxes were. Economists have made 
the case that pollution taxes are superior to the alternatives of direct 
regulations and subsidizing pollution abatement. But the alternative of 
depletion quotas has not yet been widely debated. The 1952 President's 
Materials Policy Commission (the Paley Commission), though acknowl
edging that "We share the belief of the American people in the prin· 
ciple of Growth" (their capital G), also went on to make the following 
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enlightened observation: "Whether there may be any unbreakable upper 
limit to the continuing growth of our economy we do not pretend to 
know, but it must be a part of our task to examine such limits as present 
themselves" (quoted in Ordway, 1953, p. Ill). This would lu&ve bec:n a 
good point of departure for the 1972 Commission. 

On the question of energy policy, the Ford Foundation's Energy Policy 
Project (1974) took seriously the alternative of zero energy growth and 
included it as one of their three possible scenarios for the future, thus 
giving a certain respectability to what the Materials Policy Commission 
and others evidently still consider a '' far-out" idea. 

The National Academy of Sciences· Committee on Mineral Resources 
and the Environment (1975), of which I was a member, took more seri
ously the idea of limits to growth than did the Materials Policy Commis
sion and urged that at least as much attention be devoted to reducing 
demands on resources as to increasing supplies. While this was a step 
f01ward, it was nevertheless clear that a substantial number of the panel 
were unwilling to consider seriously, much less advocate, a steady-state 
economy. The illusion that growth could continue by becoming ever less 
material-intensive and ever more service-oriented dominated the minds of 
the majority. • 

The minimum-income aspect of the distributist institution already has 
political support. How much support there will be for maximum income 
and wealth depends partly on where the limits are set. There are very, 
very few voters with more than $100,000 income and $500,000 net worth 
and not many citizens who really believe that anything beyond those 
limits should not be classed as greed rather than need. The same could be 
said of limits set at one-half the above. Exactly where we draw the line is 
less important than the principle that such lines must be drawn. A wide
spread recognition of the general closure of growth should increase the 
appeal of maximum limits and perhaps revive our populist heritage. If we 
really want decentralized decision making and participatory democracy 
rather than a plutonium-powered corporate kleptocracy, some such limit 
is essential. Yet there is still ample room for the principle of differential 
reward for differential effort and contribution. A jealous homogeneity is 
not the goal. 

The politically precarious nature of the current distribution of wealth 
and income has been noted by Arthur Okun: 

Neither rights 10 ownership of any class of phy~icat assets nor ri~hts to afrcr 
tax income are given constiturional safeguards; in principle they could be 
curbed drastically by a voce of 51 percent of the elected rcprcscnrarivcs of the 
public. And a majority could easily wish to curb them drastically. The bollom 

•This illusion will ~considered in Chap1cr S. Sec csrcciolly p. tt8. 
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h~lf of all .~ntui~an fam ilies has only about one· twe ntie th of all wealth and 
r,>ughly • quarter ui all in,·umt. How then &.lues capita lism survive in a 
<.ltmo.:ra.:y'! !Okun, t~75, p. 31] 

The question should be:: How docs such inequality survive in a democ· 
ra,·y. whether .:apitalist or socialist? 

There are probably two reasons: the first and simplest is that money 
buys \'Otes. anJ the second is that the bouom half is confused and divided 
reg:~r~.ling its own best interests and is mystified by the functioning of our 
~.:onomic system. Nevertheless. if the educational and political effort 
cooiJ be made. the basi.: arithmetic is favorable to limiting the domain of 
inequality. Okun calculates that less than 2 percent of GNP could raise 
e,·ery family of working age to half of mean fami ly income (about 
$7.000 as or 1976). and he is "templed to declare that every working age 
American family can and should be guaranteed half the average income" 
(p. 108). Okun docs not consider a maximum income, but I am templed 
to add t.h:11 no American family should have more than five times the 
a'uage income (about $70.000). Okun's otherwise excellent book is 
badly ftawed by his refusal to take seriously any not ion of limits to 
economic growth , Hence the absence of any consideration of a maximum 
income. 

All three of the institutions we have discussed are capable of gradual 
applicat ion during the transition to a steady state. The birth quota docs 
not have to be immediately set at negative or zero growth, or even at 
replacement, but could begin at any currently prevailing level and gradu· 
ally approach replacement or lower ferti lity. Initially the certificate price 
would be zero, and it would rise gradually as the number of certificates 
issued to each person was cut from, for instance, 1.1, to 1.0, to 0.9, or to 
whatever level is desired. The depletion quotas could likewise be set at 
present levels or even at levels corresponding to a slower rate of increase 
than in the recent past. They could be applied first to those materials in 
shortest supply and to those whose wastes are hardest to absorb. Initial 
prices on quota rights would be low but then would rise gradually as 
growth pressed against the fixed quotas or as quotas were reduced in the 
interest of conservation. In either case, the increased scarcity rent would 
become revenue to the government. The distribution limits might begin 
near the present extremes and slowly close to a more desirable range. 
The three institutions are amenable to any degree of gradualism we may 
wish. However, the distribution limits must be tightened faster than the 
depletion limits if the burden on the poor is to be lightened. All three 
control points are price·system parameters and altering them docs not 
inte rfere with the static allocative efficiency of the market, as will be 
shown in the following chapter. 
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But is it also the case that these inst itut ions could be totally ineffec
tive. Depletion quotas could be endlessly raised on the grounds of na
tional defense, balance of payments, and so forth. Real estate and con· 
struction interests, not to mention the baby food and toy lobbies and the 
military, might convince Congress to keep the supply of birth licenses 
well above replacement level. People at the maximum income and wealth 
limit may succeed in continually raising that limit by spending a great 
deal of their money on TV ads extolling the Unlimited Acquisition of 
Everything as the very foundation of the American Way of Life. Every
thing would be the same and all justified in the sacred name of growth. 
Nothing will work unless we break our idolatrous commitment to mate
rial growth. 

A definite U.S. policy of population control at home would give us a 
much stronger base for preaching to the underdeveloped countries about 
their population problem. So would the reduction in U.S. resource con· 
sumption resulting from depletion quotas. Without such a base to preach 
from, we will continue io waste our breath, as we did at the 1974 Popula
tion Conference in Bucharest. But more will be said on this in Chapter 6 . 

Thus we are brought back to the all-important moral premises dis
cussed in Chapter 2. A physical steady state, if it is to be worth living 
in, absolutely requires moral growth. Future progress simply must be made 
in rerms of the things that really count rather than the things that are 
merely countable. Institutional changes are necessary but insufficient. 
Moral growth is also necessary but insufficient. Both together are neces
sary and sufficient, but the institut ional changes are relatively minor 
compared to the required change in values. 
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EFFICIENCY IN THE 
STEADY-STATE ECONOMY 

Preposterous as it may seem at first blush, it is probably 
true that. even if all the timber in che United States, or 
all lhe oil. or gas, or ant hracice, were owned by an 
absoluce monopoly. encirely free of public comrol, 
prices 10 consumers would be fixed lower than che 
long-run incerem of the public would justify. 

John lse (1925) 

In Chapter 2 the distinction was made between growth and development. 

Using the identity service - servicke x h stoc; , "growth" was de-
throughput stoc t roug put 

lined as an increase in tota l service result ing from an increase in stocks 
und throughputs, with the two efficiency ratios on the right ·hand side of 
the identity held constant. "Development" was defined as an increase in 
either or both of the e fficiency ratios, with stocks held constant. Since by 
definition growth is ruled out in the steady state, all progress must take che 
form or qualitative development or increases in maintenance efficiency 

( 
stock ) . (service) F h' . . -1- - 1- - and in service efficiency --k- . or t cs reason. 11 IS 

I lroug lpUt ' SIOC 

worth our time to consider further these two con(·o:pts of efficiency and to 
break them down imo subcategories. 
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Eflki.:r~<:y <'an be defined as the ratio of benefit to cost. Cost, in turn, 
is l'asily •.k lin.:J as " opportunity cost" or "the sacrificed benefit of the 
best alternative fl1rgon.:. " The problem , therefore, is to de.fine benefit, 
anJ "e haw :~lre:~Jy de tined benefit as savice. Efficiency, then, is a ratio 
of s.:rvi.:e g:~ined 10 service sacrificed. In Figure 3 (p. 35). the cost of 
economic growth w;c; represented as ".:cosystem services sacrificed" and 
b.:ndit as "artifact services gained," with throughput providing the con
n&:<'ling link between the two. Thus 

~ r"fi··~ , _ benefit _ artifact services gained 
~ "'~n"y - --- - -

cost ecosystem services sacrificed 

Sa..:rificed .:cosysrem services are certainly com but, it may be objected, 
nor the: only cost. There are also disutility of labor and forgone consump
tion during accumulation. In the steady state there is no accumulation, so 
we can ignvre costs of "abstinence" or "waiting" that are implied by 
accumulation. The disutility or disservice of labor is more troublesome, 
bur we can follow the practice of Irv ing Fisher and subtract disservices of 
bbor irom artifact services, and treat the numerator as net artifact 
services gained. On the basis of this simplification we can define effi. 
ciency as it is defined above, and by means of an expanded identity 
anal}ze the single ratio into four component ratios: 

artifact artifact ecosystem 
services services artifact stock 
gained gained stock throughput 

X 
sacrificed - X X 

ecosystem artifact th roughput ecosystem ecosystem 
services stock stock service 

sacrificed sacrificed sacrificed 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

Each of the four ratios on the right of the ident ity expresses a dimen
sion of efficiency. 

(I) Artifact service efficiency. The efficiency of a given amount of 
stock in satisfying wants (yielding services) depends on its allocation 
among different artifact embodiments and uses (commodity mix) and on 
the distribution of the stock among alternative people. Allocative effi. 
ciency is defined on the basis of a given distribution of wealth and 
income. The issue of distribution is usually treated as a question of 
justice not efficiency. Since this first category is the one economists have 
focused their attention on, we will treat it in more detail later . But first 
let us recognize the three neglected dimensions of efficiency. 

(2) Artifact maintenance efficiency is essentially the turnover or renewal 
period of the artifact stock. The more durable, repa irable, and recyclable 
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the stock, the longer th ings last; lhen the less mainlenancc: and replace
ment they require and the greater is maintenance efficiency. Service effi. 
ciency reflects 1he intensity of service of the stock per unit of time, while 
maintenance efficiency reflects the number of units of l ime over which 
the artifact cominues to yield services. Artifact maintenance efficiency is 
served by minimizing the throughput required to sustain a given stock. 

(3) Ecosystem maintenance efficiency reflects the degree to which the 
ecosys1em can maintain a supply of throughpul on a sustainable basis, 
that is, without a depletion of the natura l stocks. It depends on the 
replaceability or renewability of the environmental sources and sinks. 
Ecosystem maintenance efficiency is increased by using solar energy and 
renewable resources and by not overloading natural waste-absorplion 
capacities. Also, maintenance efficiency is increased by using relatively 
abundant materials (even if nonrenewable) in preference to scarce mate
rials. Ecosystem maintenance efficiency is diminished by using scarce 
materials, by using exotic man-made chemicals, by exploiting renewa
bles beyond their sustainable yield, and by overloading biogeochemical 
cycles beyond their capacity. When renewable resources are exploited 
at a sustainable rate, a continual source of lhroughput is attained wilh 
practically no reduction of ecosystem stock. 

(4) Ecosystem service efficiency depends on allocation and distribution, 
as in rat io I, but this time on the allocation and dislribution of loss rather 
than of gain. Is th.e loss of ecosystem stocks allocated among pans of 1he 
ecosystem in such a way as to minimize 1he total loss of ecosystem 
services? Are 1hese lost ecosys1em services evenly dislributed among the 
people or do 1hey fall entirely on one group? Are the people who bear the 
cost of lost services the same or different from the people who receive the 
benefits for the sake of which the costs were incurred? While the price 
system is of great importance in handling the allocation and distribution 
of services derived from artifact stocks, it is very limited in its ability to 
deal with the allocation and distribution of sacrificed ecosystem service~. 
These costs are allocated and distributed mainly through a web of ecolog
ical interdependence that lies ou1side the market. 

Technology can increase all four ratios, but it confronts limi1s. Ra1ios 
2 and 3 are limited by ihe entropy law: nothing lasts forever; there is no 
such thing as a 100-percent renewable resource; depletion and pollution 
can never approach zero. Ratio I is limited by diminishing marginal 
utility; rat io 4 is limited by the law of increasing marginal costs, greatly 
complicated by the discontinuities arising from ecological thresholds and 
complex interdependencies. No doubt there arc tradc-offs among the 
various dimensions of efficiency. For example, the durability of a fiber
glass boat is greater than that of a wooden boat (higher artifacl main
tenance efficiency), but fiberglass is made from nonrenewable resoun:cs 
(lower ecosystem maintenance efficiency). 



All f;>ur Jim.:nsions of .:frkien.:y are served by the depletion quota 
au,·tion. Limiting th.: v~.>lume of throughput at lc:ast slows down the rate 
at whi.-h e.:;>s~·st..-m servi.:..-s are sa..:rilkeJ (rat io 4). It allows us to incur 
th.:se l,>s~s in a more .:autwus manner. ahhough it does not by itself 
soh.: the problem of how best ll> allocate anJ distribute ecological costs. 
Ho\\<."Ver, at lc:ast it allt,ws us to fact: the question. The depletion quota 
s.:rstem .:an be used It) shift dependence from nonrenewables to renewa· 
bks. thus in.:rc:asing ratio 3. Higher resource prices resuhing from the 
1.JU,>ta give an incent ive to increase durability. repairability, and recycla· 
bility. thereby raising ratio 2. Higher prices also improve the allocative 
siJe of artifact efficiency (ratio I) by forcing consumers to eliminate 
low·pnority uses , The distributive side of service efficiency is adversely 
affe.:~ed by higher prices. but that can be more than compensated for if 
the s.:ar.:ity rents are captured by the government and reallocated to the 
poor. :IS was suggested in Chapter 3. 

E.:on0mists have focused their aitention on artifact service efficiency, 
and the result of their analysis is summarized below. With in this category 
the subJimension of allocative efficiency has rece ived most anention. 
while d iStributive efficiency has been classed as a question of justice 
rlthcr than dficiency. The central concept is that of Pareto optimality. A 
Pareto optimal allocation occurs when no consumer. given his income, 
could be made better off by a reallocation of any factor of production to 
any alternative use, or by any voluntary exchange of goods. ln other 
words. the total stock is optimally allocated, since a position that cannot 
be improved upon is by definition an optimum. 

There are. however, infinitely many Pareto optima-one for each of 
the infinitely many possible distributions of stock ownership. The dis· 
tribution of the ownership of capital stock, and the distribution of the 
income flows generated by that capital stock, will clearly have an impor· 
rant effect on the intensity of total services yielded by the stock to all 
people. Common sense tells us that when the stock is so unequally dis· 
tributed that the frivolous wants of the rich take precedence over the 
basic needs of the poor, then we could get more service from the same 
stock by redistribut ing some of it from the rich to the poor. However, this 
is not usually treated by economists under the heading of efficiency but 
rather of social justice. Since "service," the basic reason to be of eco· 
nomic activity, is unmeasurable, it is held that we really cannot be 
sure that the service derived from the rich lady feeding cream to her 
overweight cat is less than the service yielded by the same stock in the 
form of milk fed to the poor woman's undernourished child. This would 
require "interpersonal comparisons of utility," which are unscientific, 
because we have no measure of utility or service. Each individual, by 
introspection and e11perience, is entrusted to judge whether he himself is 
better off or worse off as a result of any chaoge (though he cannot say by 
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precisely how much), but no one is allowed 10 say that A is improved by 
more than 8 is harmed, at least not in the context of efficiency. lnterper· 
sonal welfare comparisons are considered a maHer of justice ilnd are to 
be dealt with by people other than economiSIS. 

Logically th is is not an indefensible position. Ideologically and p~y
chologically, however, it has resulted in sweeping distribution out of 
the economist's spotlight of efficiency and under someone else\ rug of 
justice. Interpersonal comparisons of utility are not as entirely lacking in 
empirical base as is claimed. After all, we all suffer in the same way 
from the same diseases; are poisoned by the same poisons; made healthy 
by the same diets; cured by the same medicines; and delighted by the 
same beauties of art, music, and the natural world. At the margin. 
personal tastes differ, but infrdmarginally the similarities are overwhelm
ing. Does a leg amputation hurt Smith more than a pin prick hurts Jones? 
Of course it does, and it is pure sophistry to feign ignorance of the 
answer. Minimizing pain is a more operational goal than maximizing 
pleasure precisely because of the basic . inframarginal character and 
commonality of pain. We are all hurt in much the same way by the same 
things, so that interpersonal comparisons are much easier for minimizing 
pain than for maximizing pleasure. 

If we assume that people count equally and that the marginal util ity of 
income diminishes for each person, then the presumption is that an equal 
distribution of wealth and income would maximize the interpersonal sum 
of utility or service. But as Joan Robinson has pointed out, economists 
have been strangely reluctant to question "an economic system in which 
so much of the good juice of utility is allowed to evaporate out of 
commodities by distributing them unequally" (Robinson, 1962, p. 54). 
There is, of course, the problem of incentives (would income remain 
constant if equally distributed?) and of differing degrees of irksomeness, 
danger, and effort required by different necessary tasks, so that equality 
in a more inclusive sense requires some degree of inequality in monetary 
income and wealth distribution. Furthermore, the goal of total cqualiry 
can become a pathological quest for a jealous homogeneity at rhe lowest 
common denominator, as in Kurt Vonnegut's (1950, p. 7) fantasy of 
the Handicapper General who assigns equalizing handicaps to all - the 
strong and swift have sandbags tied around their necks to slow rhem 
down to average, and the intelligent have buzzers implanted in rheir 
heads that randomly go off and interrupt their thoughts, bringing their 
concentration span into line with average intelligence. To avoid the ab· 
surdities of too much equality as well as too much inequaliry. we ~hould 
think. in terms of limits ro inequality; of a range within which inequality 
is necessary, efficient, and just, and beyond which it is unnecessary. 
ineflicieni, and unjust. The distributist inst itution discussed in Chapter 3 
aims at such a balance. 
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In sum, uistributivo: eflideno.:y means not wasting the service-yielding 
powu of tho: stoo.:k by allowing it to be too unequally distributed so that 
the trivial wants oi some take pre.:edc:nce over the basic wants of others, 
while: at the same time not making a self-defeating fetish out of equality 
by refusing to re.:~•gnize and reward real differences in effort, skill, 
lo.:ation, danger. lnd other conditions affecting work. 

An int.:resting question is what range of difference in wealth and in· 
come is optimal'' My own guess is that a factor of ten range should be 
enough. Tho: maximum income in the civil service is around $36,000, 
and the minimum is prol:>ably at least $6,000; the range of kinds of jobs 
is probably as great as ex iSIS in the economy as a whole. Thus if a factor 
of si.\ difference is sufficient for the civil service, I wonder why a factor 
of ten would not bo: sufficient for the whole economy. By way of compari
son. in 1968 in the United States, the richest 10 percent had incomes 
two:nty-seven times as high as those of the poorest 10 percent. The range 
bo:tween the richest and poorest I percent would, of course, be much 
greater (Budd, 1970. p. 253). Lester Thurow ( 1977) calculates that cur
ro:ntly the richest 10 percent in the United States have incomes about 
fifteen times those of the poorest 10 percent. while the comparable ratios 
for Sweden and Japan are seven and ten, respectively. Just where the max
imum and minimum limits should be in absolute terms can be worked 
out by trial and error once the principle of limits is established. The lim
its, of course. have to be consistent with the total amouni of income, the 
total population, and the shape of the distribution curve between the limits. 

The concept of allocative efficiency is the one that economists have 
emphasized and analyzed most fully. The result of that analysis is that, 
given certain assumptions. a price system (market system) leads to effi
cient allocation in the sense of Pareto optimality defined above. For this 
reason. considerable reliance was placed on the market in the institutions 
outlined in the previous chapter. Since the market is so thoroughly mis
understood by its opponents and so highly overrated by its friends, it is 
worthwhile here to review the as.sumptions and logic that lead to the 
conclusion that markets achieve allocative efficiency. 

On the Allocative Efficiency 
of Competitive Markets 

Let us analyze the price system by deriving and interpreting a basic 
market equation . The analysis is based on the three most common as
sumptions in economics; the behavioral and psychological assumption of 
diminishing marginal utility; the technological assumption of diminishing 
marginal physical product; and the institutional assumption of perfectly 
competitive markets (including the assumptions of individualistic max
imizing behavior and absence of external costs and benefits). What is 
important here is not the existence or measurability of "utility," nor the 
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precise meaning of marginal "product." It is sufficient to consider the!>e 
rwo ''laws" as heuristic expressions of the commonplace that individuals 
satisfy their most pressing wants first , and that producers first employ the 
best qualities and most efficient combinations of factors known to them. 
We could also substitute the Jaws of diminishing marginal rate of sub· 
stitution and transfonnation, in which the heuristic analogy uses only the 
property of order of numbers without need of a unit. But the cardinal 
hypothesis is didactically simpler, so we will make use of it. The car
dinalist-ordinalist controversy is mostly inflation, as are all attempts 
to measure utility. Even if utility could be measured, what difference 
wou.ld it make? My utility is still qualitatively different from your utility, 
and the ethical problems arising therefrom would not be resolved by a 
"utilometer." 

The following symbols are employed: 

MU: the marginal utility of good x to consumer n. 

P, the market price of good x. 

Pa the market price of factor a. 

MPP: = the marginal physical product of factor a 
when used to make good .t. 

We assume any pair of goods x and)\ any individual n, and any factor 
a. Hence the analysis will hold for all pairs of goods, all individuals, and 
aU factors. 

The basic market equation is the double equation: 

MU; P, MPP;. 
--~~ = - D 

MU, Py MPP 1 

First we will demonstrate that the basic market equation follows logi· 
cally from our assumptions. Next we will explain what the equation 
means and why it is important. 

To derive the basic market equation we need appeal only to the common 
sense equimarginal principles of maximization. The left-hand equality is 
the condition for maximum consumer satisfaction (equal marginal utility 
per dollar in all alternative uses, • usually written 

MU: MU=. 

P, Py 

MU~ !.IU: 
• Jr p;-- > ;;-;-·· lhen consurn« n could lake a dollar awa} fnlm c.pen~iourc <>n y an~ 

sptnd ll on .r. end. in so doing would gain more utilicy from more .r th3n he lo'' front 1u~ v. 
thus increasing total utilicy. As the suh)litution or x for > conrinuc~ . cqu:•ht~ '"' ar· 
proacht c.J. because lhc taw or diminhhing mJr~inal utility rtfb us lh3l .1~ ml.'rc '"' llro 

purchased ~fU: falls, ond oslessy is purchoscu MU: rises . Fuuher subsoiouri~n of.• ror y 

ceoscs when equalioy Is reached. 
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The righc-hanJ cqualicy can b.: derived by noling chat in pure competi
cion che followir~ ~o·ondicion holds for u/1 firms chat use a to produce x: 
P. = P, • MPP •. The product P • • MPP: represenls the marginal rev
enue deriveJ from employing another unic of factor a co produce good x. 
P. is ch.: marginal .:osc of anocher unit of a. When marginal cost equals 
marginal revenue:. che protit-m;aimizing amount of a is being employed. 
Lik.:wisc: . for all firms using a to produce y. we have condition P 0 = P 1 • 

MPP~. In ochc:r words. protic muimizacion requires lhat all factors be 
.:mployed in I.JUantitic:s such chac the price of each factor equals the value 
of ics marginal product. • Since P. is the sam~ for all firms. it follows 

• • P, MPP1 thacP, ·MPP. = P, ·.At/PP , . and that-=--•• which is che right-hand 
P, MPPJt 

.:quality in the basic equation. 
In v.ords che basic market equation says that prices of any two com

modities are Jirectly proportional to their marginal utilities and inversely 
proportional to the marginal products yielded by an increment of any 
fa.:tor . The inverse proportion between prices and marginal products 
could be stated as a direct proportion between prices and marginal costs. 
This is so because the MPP; is the amount of y given up when we 
reallocate one unit of faccor a from y-production to x-production. The 
true cost of x is the amount of y sacrificed in producing more x. Hence 
MPP: is. in real terms. the marginal cost of x. Hence the equation states 
that prices of any two commodities are directly proportional to both their 
marginal utilities and their marginal costs. 

On the left end of the basic equation we have the conditions of relative 
desirability (uciliiy funccions), chal is, psychological forces and informa-

. MU: · h . I f h I . I b . . tton.--. rs 1 e common margrna rate o psyc o ogrca su sutuhon at 
MU, 

which all consumers arrive by maximizing uiilily subject to given prices 
and given individual incomes. On the right end of the equation we have 
conditions of relative possibility (produccion functions), that is, techno-

o 

logical forces and inforrnation.MPP ~ is the common marginal rate of tech-
MPP, 

nical substitution at which the producing sector anives by maximizing 
profits subject to given prices. Prices form the COMecting link between 
relative desirability and relative possibility, ~ supply and demand 

in the market.~is the marginal rate of market substitution. The equality 
P, 

• Reasoning as ~fore. if P. < Ml'l'~. P,, then if the producer employs another unit 
of factor a his rtvenue rl', · Ml'P~! will increase by more than his costs (P . }. Hence it is 
profitable to employ the e•tra unit of a. But as more and more a is employed. we know 
from the law of diminishing marginal physical product (diminishing returns) that MPP• 
will fall. When equality is attained, proftu are no lon&er increased by usin& more a. son~ 
more is used. 
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-/1\-
Figure 6 

of these three rates of substitution means that the rates at which any 
consumer is willing to substitute commodities are equal to the rates at 
which he is able to substitute them, either by trade or through production. 

Perhaps a more instructive way to state the same idea is to nore that 
from the basic equation it follows (by cross multiplication of the lim and 
last ratios) that MU, • MPP: = MU

1 
• MPP;. In words, this states 

that the marginal utility of factor a in its x· use is equal to !hat of its 
y-use, as judged by consumer n. • Given the generality of our definitions, 
ii follows that no consumer is able, given his income, to increase his 
utility by reallocating any factor to any alternative use. An allocation of 
resources that cannot be improved upon is, by definition, an optimal 
allocation. This sort of "optimum" is totally consistent with conditions 
of mass misery and social injustice. but it does represent the best attain· 
able without redistributing wealth and income, and is usually called .a 
Pareto optimum. There are infinitely many Pareto optima just as there 
are infinitely many possible diSiri.butions of wealth and income. 

To elucidate the role of prices in finding the optimum, let us first 
remember that what is essential in defining the optimum is the equality of 
the first and last terms in the basic equation. The middle term. relative 
prices, serves as a kind of adjustable fulcrum, keeping the two end rcrms 
in balance, as illustrated by the "see-saw" analogy shown in Figure 6. 
More precisely, the equality of the two end terms results from the axiom 
that things equal to the same thing are equal to each other, the "same 
thing" being relative prices. This "same-thing" or fulcrum function of 
prices has been called the "parametric function of prices" (Lange. 
1938), because its operation depends on everyone treating price as be
yond his control, as a parameter. Since no one can adjust prices to his 
plans, everyone must adjust his plans to prices. Prices arc the same for 
all, and plans adjusted to the same prices become adjusted to each other, 
that is. balanced or made consistent. If the existing set of prices docs not 
produce a balanced adjustment of plans, then the imbalances will show 
up as shortages or surpluses. which will cause prices of short items to 

• Note that the units of the product are (utility/.< ) (,t/o) ~ utilicy/n . The cquacion st>ces 
that the utility yielded at the margin by factor o in its x·uS< is <qual to cbac or ics y·use, 
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ris.: :111d prk ... s of surplus ito:ms to fall, thus tending to eliminate the 
trnt>alan..: ... s. Th~r.:f,,ro:. tho: plans of producers and consumers are lc:d by 
the parametri.: fun.:~ion of prico:s to a sta te: of balana, which is also a 
Part'ft> <>f'Iimum. 

Tc> underst:~nd the paramo:tric function of prices more fully, we must 
<:tlnsida two subsidiary functions of prices- the information and incen
ti\'e fun.:ti<'ns . Instead of asking millions of consumers what their prefer
en.-.:s are ~>.:tween all pairs of goods at the margin, producers get this 
iniclmt:uic>n simply by consult ing market prices! Instead of consumers 
asking thousands oi produ.:tion engineers what are the terms on which 
alh:rnati\'t: gc>c>ds are available at the margin. consumers get this infor
mattt>n frt•m market prices! The price system is thus able to sound out 
and .:llmmuni.:atc: the scattered, piecemeal knowledge ellisting in the 
minds l.li all .:onsumc:rs and producers about their preference functions 
and produ.:tilln functions as well as about ephemeral circumstances of 
wne and place. Thus prices summarize and communicate the frac
tion:ll iud. in:Hticulate ends-means st ructure of society as a necessary 
prt:.:t,ndition for allocating means in the service of ends. This knowledge 
of ends and means is never "given" in any operational sense. Like the 
gold in the ocean, it is there but of no value without some means of 
g~uing at it. The ~fficiency of the price system in using and communicat· 
ing this dispersed knowledge is its most remarkable feature, and yet it is 
the most n.:gl.:cted by price theory (Hayek, 1945). In addition to collect
ing and communicating the necessary information for allocating re
sources. the price system also provides the incentive to act on that infor
mation. sin'~ only by so doing can consumers mallimize satisfaction and 
producers maximize profit. 

The above discussion has. following tradition, treated prices as very 
Hcxible relat ive to preferences and technology. Tha.t is. price changes 
are considered accommodating, while psychological and technological 
changes are treated as autonomous. It is obvious, however, that psy
chological and technological changes can a lso be accommodating, 
with prices assuming the autonomous role. In the real world of less than 
perfect competition, prices may become rigid for institut ional reasons 
(oligopolistic price fixing, unions. etc.) or for legal or just-price reasons 
(price supports and ceilings, etc.), in which cases nonprice market ad
justments assume greater relative importance. In terms of our basic equa
tion. we have two general types of nonprice market adjustment; altering 
the marginal rate of psychological substitu tion (through advertising) to 
induce the consumer to buy more x at the fixed price (oflcn cancelled out 
by similar advertising in favor of y ); and altering the marginal rate of 
technical substitution (through research) so that, by lowering costs, more 
x can be profitably supplied at the filled price. These two types of ad
justment are obviously of great importance in the real economy. In terms 
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of the see-saw analogy, we can leave the fulcrum fixed and adjust the two 
weights to al!ain balance. Vast resources are devoted to advertising and 
to research and deve lopment. Traditional theory, taking wants and tech· 
niques as given, thus leaves out two of the three possible mechanisms of 
market adjustment. Nevertheless, it is clear that the basic equaeion can 
be used to describe the market under conditions of producer or govern· 
ment sovereignty (rigid prices) as well as under consumer sovereignty 
(flexible prices), or any combination of the two. II is important to realize 
that as long as the basic equation holds , whether accompanied by price or 
nonprice adjustments or both, it defines a Pareto optimum. As long as 
everyone individually treats price as given (whether rigidly or fte~.ibly so 
in the aggregate) the parametric function of prices still works to attain a 
Pareto optimum. In the producer sovereignty (rigid prices) case. we have 
simply altered tastes and technology and have redistributed income. 

The conclusions, of course, are totally dependent on the assumptions. 
The laws of d iminishing marginal utility and diminishing marginal physi· 
cal product (diminishing returns both physically and psychically) are 
rather solid and can be easi ly defended by assuming their negation and 
showing that it leads to absurdities . Suppose a law of increasing (or 
constant) marginal utility. The consumer would spend his first dolla r on 
the good yielding most sat isfaction. The second unit of the good would 
yield as much or more satisfact ion, likewise for the third, and so on. The 
consumer would spend his entire income on one commodity! S imila rly, if 
the marginal physical product of labor or capital increased in agriculture. 
then the whole world's rice crop would be grown on the single most fer· 
tile acre. Such implications are grossly counterfactual and provide sol id 
support for the two assumptions. 

The problems arise with the assumption of perfect competi tion and the 
difficulties of institutionalizing this assumption. The condition of having 
many small buyers and sellers requires trust busting and limits to big· 
ness, which is provided in the distributist institution of Chapter 3. This is 
nothing new. We have a long cradition favoring trust busting and compcli· 
tion . The early Chicago school of economists argued that there are only 
two ways to regulate the economy: competition and planning. Compeci· 
tion should be favored wherever possible, even at the expense of often 
exaggerated economies of scale. Where natural monopolies exist and 
economies of scale are enormous, the monopoly enterprise should be 
nationalized and run as a public corpora tion . To be avoided at all coscs is 
the attempt to establish private monopolies and then to regulate them in 
the publ ic interest, lest che industry end up rcgulacing the rcgulacors 
(Simons, 1948). T his is an unworkable hybrid, neither fish nor fowl , yet 
it is wha t we now have. 

The market system also assumes that all costs and benefits ge t rcOcctcd 
in money prices. When this is patencly fal se, as it increasingly becomes 
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llunks to ,"':onomi.: growth. th~n the accounting of some of the relevant 
.:osts anJ b<n.:tits must take pla~c outside the market, and corresponding 
limits must be pla.:el.l on the markel. How can th is be done without 
obstru.:ting the kgitimat.: and efficient funct ions that the market does per· 
form'? In Chapter J it w;~s arguel.lthatthree institut ions were required: deple
tion l.jU,,ta au~tions. distributive limits, and a limit on aggregate births . 

.-l.s arguel.l earlier. growth in population , in artifact stocks, and in the 
ne.:essary entropic throughput results in the increasing importance of 
at>solute scan:ity, which is manifested in the increasing prevalence of 
e.~tcrnal costs. The biophysical system becomes more generally sensitive 
w partkular interferences as the web of general interdependence is 
stretched ever tighter by growth in the population of people and arti facts. 
As a subsystem b<comes a larger component of a total system, it has a 
larg.:r area of interface with the total system and experiences more con
straints and feedbacks. The maintenance of these increasingly large 
popul:llk,ns requires technologies that use enormous quantities and exotic 
qual ities of material throughput and provoke unfavorable reactions from 
the biosphere . which we classify as ··external" costs for no better reason 
than because we have made no provision for them in our economic 
theories. For example , there is nothing exotic or "external" about C02 , 

yet it is being produced in such enormous quantities that it could affect 
the heat balance and climate of the earth (greenhouse effect). DDT and 
plutonium are exotic materials that we have been pushed into using by 
the demands for more food and more energy for more people. These two 
substances did not even exist until the 1940s. The biosphere evolved over 
billions of years without ever having had aoy evolutionary experience 
with DOT or plutonium. Consequently, the biosphere is tota lly unadapted 
to these substances. and their la rge-scale , or even small-scale, introduc
tion cannot fail to be disruptive. Barry Commoner (1971) wants to blame 
technology for environmental ills and exempt population and per-capita 
consumption growth as minor factors. But nothing could be clearer than 
that growth itse lf is a major driving factor behind technological adven
turism (Ehrlich and Holdren, 1972). 

The market will certainly favor the introduction of exotic materials 
whenever it is profitable, and continued growth will surely make it profit· 
able. Some economists advocate imposing taxes on ecologically disrup· 
tive activ ities so as to make them unprofitable. This, as we have seen, 
goes by the revealingly contradictory name of " internalizing external· 
ities.'' It is, taken by itself, a recipe for frustration and failure. If we 
liken the market economy to a two-year-old child, and the biosphere to a 
liv ing room ful l of irreplaceable antiques and complell TV and stereo 
equipment, then the internalization scheme would be analogous to telling 
tbe two-year old that he will get his hands slapped once for breaking a 
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vase, twice for a lamp, and so forth , and then following him around and 
slapping his hand after he has damaged the furniture . A better procedure 
would be to build the largest feasi ble playpen in the living room tnd 
leave the child free to do what he wants with the limited resources with in 
the playpen. This situat ion is analogous to the strategy of imposing quan· 
titative limits on aggregate throughpu t, aggregate births , and distribu
tional inequality. Conservative limits are set within which the market can 
safely function, and then the marke t is left alone. Distributional justice, 
ecological balance, and population restriction are matters that are too 
imponant to be left to determination by a market tha t is simply unable to 
take conscious account of such costs because the costs arc usually not 
obvious, are delayed, and do not fall mainly on the decision maker. They 
involve time horizons and interdependence horizons beyond those of 
rational ind ividuals acting independently. 

Concluding Reflections on Efficiency 

Some ecologist.s have defined an economist as a person who is seeking the 
optimal arrangement of deck chairs on the Titanic . The market will see 
to it that the deck chairs and umbrellas are optimally allocated, but it 
will not keep us from running into icebergs. The great advantage of the 
market is that it frees us from concern with the mass of day-to-day 
allocation problems and allows us to use our limited policy-making ca
pacity to avoid the really big mistakes. II would be a foolish waste of 
effort and an intolerable imposition of microcontrol to refuse to use the 
market. But to trust the market to make decisions that are truly beyond 
its range can be suicidal. The market cannot, by itself, keep aggregate 
throughput below ecological limits, conserve resources for future genera· 
tions, avoid gross inequities in wealth aod income distribution, or prevent 
overpopulation. 

The institutions of Chapter 3 were designed to face these issues and 
impose corresponding aggrega te limits on the market but to leave all 
particular allocations to the market. Instead of internalizing external 
costs, the idea is to externalize them, that is, to take from the market 
sphere the possibility of incurring costs that it is unable to perceive or 
evaluate. Benefits and costs that do not register themselves as conscious 
short-run pleasure or pain at an individual level but that are organic, with 
interdependencies far exceeding market relationships, must be dealt 
with outside the market and must result in constraints on the market. 
Internalization of external ities attempts this, but in a way that seeks to 
reduce all forms of nonmarket interdependence to market interdepen· 
dence reflected in prices. Extcrnalization deals with natural nonmarket 
interdependencies oo their own terms of quantity rather than price and 
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··onununi.:ates "'ith the m:trket via quantitative n:stncuons rather than 
riggeu pr i.:c:s. The limiteu aggregate 4uantities will cause higher market 
pri.:es. but the pvli.:y \'ariablc is external quantity limits rather than 
internal price manipulati<>ns. As n<>ted in Chapter 3, the ecosystem is 
aft'ecteu by <jUantity. not price. and it is therefore safer to let errors and 
unexpe.:tc:u .:hanges b.! retlected in price movements rather than quamity 
m<>vc:ments. Only aggrttgau quantities are limited: the allocation of the 
aggregate: amount oi e:u:h resource among alternative users and uses is 
still ueterminc:u by the market. 

A r:uher stri.:t distinction !><!tween allocative and distributive effic iency 
has t>c:en maue. However. there are some important interconnections be
tween the tw~' - Factor prices are determined according to allocative effi. 
cien.:y. but iactor prices, along with distribution of ownership of factor 
amounts. det.:rmine the distribution of income. and the distribution of 
in,·ome influences demand. which influences factor prices. Thus distribu
ti'e eflkiency is intluenced by allocative efficiency. What is not so orten 
recognized, yet in my view is more important, is that distributive effi. 
cien.:y can also affect allocative efficiency. In our society, labor and 
capital. the two funds or renewable-stock factors of production, represent 
major so.:ial classes as well as physical components of production. Each 
class possesses considerable monopoly power and strives to protect its 
distributive share of total income by keeping its price (wages and return 
to capital) as high as ir can. In a capitalist market society, even with 
monopoly. the wage of labor :~nd the rate of return on capital are related 
to the margin:1l product ivi ties of labor and capital respectively. To a 
considerable degree, these two marginal productivities are in contlict. 
Cheap and abundant labor increases the marginal product of capital, 
while ch~ap and abundant capital increases the marginal product of 
labor. The two classes are in basic conflict. 

But there is a third factor, the flow factor of natural resources. This 
factor is also associated with a social class-the landlord class. Land
lords were the most powerful social class in feudal times, but in modern 
capitalism they are the least powerful class, and whateve.r power they 
might exert toward raising resource prices is undercut by the government. 
which is the largest resource owner and which follows a policy of cheap 
resources in order to benefit and ease the conflict between the two domi· 
nant classes. labor and capital. The way to raise both labor and capital 
productiv ity is to have cheap and abundant natural resources. Naturally, 
this will result in lower resource productivity, and landlord interests will 
be hurt. But landlord income is rent, which by definition is a payment in 
excess of supply price-unearned income. Resources have no cost of 
production, only a cost of extraction or collection. This cost of extraction 
is the necessary supply price. But resources also earn pure scarcity rent 
or royalties, which is unearned income, and this make.s it difficult to 
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defend high resource prices on ethical grounds when compan:d to the 
sweat and skill of the laborer and the initiative, risk. and managerial role 
of the capital ist. However, in today's world a good part of tho: in•ome of 
labor and capital is also rent resulting from their monopoly power. 

The distributive share struggle has resulted in a clear victOry of the 
uneasy capita l-labor alliance over landlords or resource owners. But the 
implica tions for efficiency of the resulting low price of resource~ need~ to 
be considered. The nonrenewable component of this flow is very large in 
an industrial society and represents the limitative or ultimately scarce 
factor in the long run. Labor and capital can be reproduced a~ long as the 
resource flow holds out. Efficiency requires maximiting the productivity 
of the scarcest factor. We seem instead to be minimizing resource pro· 
ductivi ty in order to maximize the current incomes of labor and capital. 
There is clearly an enormous conflict here. As will be seen in Chapter 5, 
some economists seek to avoid the conflict by declaring capital a perfect 
substitu te for resources, by denying that natural resources are scarce, or. 
in the extreme, by denying that such resources are necessary at all. Such 
evasions a re totally inept. 

The steady-state institutions of Chilpter 3 attempt to meet the issue 
head-on by recognizing the need to maKimize resource productivity and 
consequently to raise resource prices. This means higher scarcity rents on 
resources; however, instead of resulting in a private windfall to land
lords, these scarc ity rents a re captured by the government through the 
depletion quota auction. The public revenue resulting from these scarcity 
rents on resources can be redistributed as desired , but the suggestion 
offered in Chapter 3 was to use them to finance the minimum-income 
feature of the distributist institution, thereby equalizing to som.e degree 
the d istribution of income. This plan resolves the conflict between dis· 
tributive efficiency and allocative efficiency that has evolved under pres
ent institutions. 

The tendency to sacrifice resource efficiency in the service of c:~pitill 
and labor income does not totally resolve the capital-labor conflict, but it 
docs soften it considerably. We might SilY that exploitation of nature by 
both laborers and capitalists has to some degree replaced the exploitation 
of labor by capital or at least restrained it. Quotas on resource usc will 
sure ly sharpen the old Marxian c lass conllict between labor and capital 
and will certain ly be unworkable without a complementary distribut ist 
institution. Similarly, a distributist institution (minimum income) re
quires a limitation on population . If we refuse to allow people to ~tarve, 
yet are unwilling to limit fertility and population growth. then we merely 
generalize poverty. As Mill states, "Society can feed the necessitous. if it 
takes their multiplication under its control; .. . But it cannot with im
punity take the feed ing upon itself and leave the multiplying free" (11!81, 
p. 447). 



In sum. th.: institutk,ns of Chaph:r 3 provide a context conducive to the 
improvement of ca.:h tYJ>e of eflkicncy. Maintenance efficiency is pro
m,lled by higher res,,ur.:e prices. which encourage greater durability, 
nwro: re.·y.:ling. and more use of renewable resources and solar energy. 
Sen·ke eflkicn.:y is likewise stimulated, because the stock is constant 
and the only 11ay Ill auain a higher intensity of want satisfaction is to 
impro,·c: serl'ke eftkien.:y by increasing either allocative or distributive 
drkiency. ln.:n:a$.:-d efficiency rather than increased throughput will be 
the f,~Cus lit the protit motive. Allocative efficiency is achieved by the 
market. .:onrlned to its proper sphere. Distributive efficiency is attained 
outside the market via the distributist institution. Moreover, the impair
ment of the serl'iceability of natural systems is prevented by limiting the 
throughput. so as to keep market-determined physical processes from 
riding ro.>ughshod over life-sustaining biophysical processes. The birth 
quota system prevents all other gains from being overwhelmed by num
bers of people. 

The Study Group on Technical Aspects of Efficient Energy Util ization 
(Am.:ri.:an lnst ilUte of Physics. 1975) has developed the concept of sec
ond law efficiency. which is the ratio of the least available work that 
could have done the job to the actual available work used to perform the 
same job. The concept is task-oriented rather than device-oriented. The 
more usual concept of efficiency (first law efficiency) is device-oriented. 
Of the total amount of available work put into a device, what percentage 
comes our in the desired. useful form? There remains the further question 
of whether another (perhaps not yet invented) device could theoretically 
give the same useful output with a smaller input of available work. And 
what is the least input of available work that could accomplish the task 
without viol:uing the second law? This concept is relevant to our discus
sion, because it provides an approximation to our efficiency ratio of 

service . If we take service as equivalent to the periormance of a 
throughput 
well-defined task. and throughput as equivalent to available energy used 
up. then the concept of second law efficiency would seem to give an 
oper<~tional approximation to this notion of efficiency. The physicists' 
study found that energy resources are presently being consumed at a 
second law efficiency of only 10-15 percent and concluded that such a 
periormance is "nor only wasteful; it is inelegant. " Much room exists for 
improving efficiency, and in the SSE there would be abundant incentives 
for such improvement. 

Some insightful observations on efficiency have been made by eco
nomic historian Richard Wilkinson (1973), who tells us that develop
ment is the adaptive response a society makes when it outgrows its 
resource base and productive system. For Wilkinson, development histori-



cally is " primarily the result of attempts to increase the output from the 
environment rather than produce a given output more eflidently" ( 1973, 
p. 4). The price of growing beyond our ecological niche is that the 
workload increases. As the workload increases, the development of labor· 
saving techniques becomes necessary. These adaptations do not neces· 
sari ly increase efficiency above what it was before the adaptation became 
necessary. As often as not, they are accompanied by a decrease in the 
real efficiency of societies, that is, the new methods require more ef
fort and supporting resources to satisfy the basic needs of the larger 
population or the same population in the face of whatever environmental 
deterioration made the change necessary. A plow culture is not more 
efficient than a bush-fallowing hoc culture. Culling and turning the turf 
costs more work, requiring draft animals and the indirect work that goes 
into their maintenance. Industrial ization requires mineral resources that 
are less accessible than vegetable or animal resources and requires in
creasing amounts of labor and 1 ran sport. As long as there was abundant 
agricultural land for growing fodder, horses were more efficient than 
steam locomotives. The coal-burning locomotive was an adaptation to 
having outgrown the renewable resource base of agricultural land and 
timber-an iron horse that ate abundant, but nonrenewable and labori
ously acquired, minera ls . Wilkinson tellingly points out that the United 
States did not adopt British coal-burning technologies as soon as they 
were known, as we would expect if these techniques were more effic ient, 
but waited instead until wood became scarce in the United States. Wood 
was more efficient than coal and horses more efficient than locomotives, 
until society outgrew its resource base. Thus historical economic devel 
opment has not been pulled by the magnet of increasing efficiency but has 
been pushed by the necessity to increase total ou tput as growth in popula
tion and per-capita consumption break the preexisting equilibrium with 
the resource base or ecological niche. For Wilkinson, efficiency seems to 
refer to the amount of labor required to meet basic necessities. Within 
ecological equilibrium there is a tendency for efficiency to increase , bu t 
in moving from one resource base to another, that is, between ecological 
equilibria, efficiency often seems to fall. 

If economic development has been pushed by growing scarcity. and if 
it does not necessarily increase efficiency, then how can we maintain that 
it is a priori a good thing? This query is especially pertinent for class 
societies, which, as Wilkinson notes, throw the burden of increasing 
workload on to the lower class as one means of adaptation. Could we not 
make a good case for seeking to maintain ecological balance as an alter
native to further growth and development, once some sufficient material 
standard has been attained? Docs not the analysis point toward popula
lion control and consumption limits? Wilkinson notes that .. Restraint on 



the growth of popul;ui,ln and proJu,•t ion seem to be an ecological neces· 
si1y" (p. 19.'). and iurther remarks that "the continuous expansion of 
gross national proJu.:1 ... should perhaps be regarded more as a reflec
tion oi the rising real ''lSI of living rather than an indication of increasing 
wei iarc" (p. I 85 I. 

Thus ii Willl.inson 's interpre tation of the his1orical process of devel
opmenl is nlrre<:l. i1 would lend support to the position that conventional 
growth has not prom01o:d efficiency and that efficiency is more likely to 
in.:rease under steady-state conditions. though not indefinitely. 

Our current notions of efficiency are grossly confused. We usually 
measure only 1he efficiency of the fund facto~. labor and capital (exclud
ing .:onsumer goods). GNP divided by number of laborers or by value of 
the stud; of producer's goods are the usual measures. GNP is a flow, 
ro:lk.:ling mainly the flow of throughput , an indelt expressed in value 
uni1s. but measuring change in a flow of physical quantities. Thus the 
greatc:r the flow of 1hroughput (the faster depletion, the more pollution, 
1he sooner consumer goods wear out, the more time people devote to 
production), 1he higher is "efficiency." In other words, this notion of 
efficiency measures the efficiency with which we destroy what is valu
able! The steady-state concept of efficiency seems much more sensible. 
Stod:.s should be " sat isficed," throughput minimized, and service 
ma:\imized. given the sufficient and ecologically sustainable level of 
s1ocks. The enormous irra1ionality of present economic instilutions was 
underlined during 1he recession and oil shortage of 1974 by a perceptive 
comedian . "The best thing you can do for your country," he said, "is to 
junk. your present car, buy the biggest new car you can afford. and then 
don't drive it. ·• Or, as poet Wendell Berry has put it: 

And so when we examine 1he principle of efficiency as we now practice il, 
we see that il is not really efticienl a1 all. As we use the word, efficiency 
means no such lhing. or it means shorHerm or 1emporary efficiency; which is 
a contradiction in 1erms. It means hurrying 10 nowhere. h means lhe profli· 
ga1e waste of humanity and nature . It means 1he grea1est proli1 10 the gre111es1 
liar. What we have called efficiency has produced among us, and to our incal
culable cost. such unprecedented monumen1s of tlesaructiveness anti wasle us the 
strip-moning industry. the Pentagon, 1he federal bureaucracy. and the family 
car [Berry, 1973, p. 21. 
ln view of the lack. of attention given to the Ultimate End and ultimate 

means. it is not surprising to find that efficiency in the use of ultimate 
means to satisfy the Ultimate End is a concept more honored in the 
breach tha.n in fulfillment . We trea t ultimate means as if they were not 
scarce. We ignore the issue of the Ultimate End yet illogically pay lip 
service to "priorities,~ which are necessarily confused if we deny the 
exis1ence of an ordering principle. Efficiency is a ratio, and if we are 
confused about the denominator and refuse to think about the numerator, 
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then it should not surprise us that efficiency is often inefficient. The link 
between growthmania and confused thinking about efficiency will be 
further considen::d in Chapter 5. Such anomalies as these will eventually 
discn::dir growthmania and lead to adoption of the steady-state paradigm 
with its more sensible concepts of efficiency. The following chapter pro
vides a more extended catalog of the absurdities of growth economics. 
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A CATECHISM 
OF GROWTH FALLACIES 

Th< pan played by orthodo" et"onomists, whose com· 
mon sense has been insufficient to chet"k their faulty 
logic, has been disastrous to the lutes! acl. 

J. M . Keynes (1936) 

The lim question asked of any critic of the status quo is: What would you 
put in its place? In place of the growth economy we would put a steady
state economy as elaborated in Part I. But such a theoretical alternat ive 
is not of great interest unless the re is dissat isfact ion with the business
as-usual growth economy. If you have eaten poison, it is not enough to 
simply resume eating healthful foods. You must get rid of the specific 
substances that are making you ill. Let us, then, apply the stomach pump 
to the doctrines of economic growth that we have been force-fed for the 
past four decades. Perhaps the best way to do that is to jump right into the 
growth debate and consider critically some fifteen to twenty general 
progrowth arguments that recur in various guises and either eltpose their 
errors or accommodate their valid criticisms. 
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First a preliminary point. The verb "to grow" has become so overladen 
with positive value connotations that we have forgotten its first literal 
dictionary denotation, namely, "to spring up and develop to maturity." 
Thus the very notion of growth includes some concept of maturity or 
sufficiency, beyond which point physical accumulation gives way to phys
ical maintenance; that is, growth gives way to a steady state. It is impor· 
tant to remember that "growth" is not synonymous with "betterment." 

Can't Get Enough of That Wonderful Stuff 

The American people have been told by no less an authority than the 
President's Council of Economic Advisors that, "If it is agreed that 
economic output is a good thing it follows by definition that there is not 
enough of it" (Economic Report of the President, 1971, p. 92). It is 
evidently impossible to have too much of a good thing. If rain is a good 
thing, a tom:ntial downpour is , by definition, beuer! Has the learned 
council forgotten about diminishing marginal benefit and increasing mar
ginal costs? A charitable interpretation would be that "economic" output 
means output for which marginal benefit is greater than marginal cost. 
But it is clear from the context that what is meant is simply real GNP. 
Perhaps this amazing nonsequitur was just a slip of the pen. At another 
point in the same document the council admits that "growth of GNP has 
its costs, and beyond some point they are not worth paying" (p. 88). 
However, instead of raising the obvious question-What determines the 
optimal point and how do we know when we have reached it?-the 
council relapses into non sequitur and quickly closes this dangerous line 
of thinking with the following pontification: "The eKisting propensities of 
the population and policies of the government constitute claims upon 
GNP ilself that can only be satisfied by rapid economic growth" {p. 88). 
Apparently, these "existing propensities and policies" are beyond discus
sion. This is growthmania. 

The theoretical answer to the avoided question is clear to any econ
omist. Growth in GNP should cease when decreasing marginal bene· 
fits become equal to increasing marginal costs, as was discussed in 
Chapter 2. But there is no statistical series that attempts to measure the 
cost of GNP. This is growthmania, literally not counting the costs of 
growth. But the situation is even worse. We take the real costs of increas· 
ing GNP as measured by the defensive expenditures incum:d to protect 
ourselves from the unwanted side effects of production and add these 
expenditures to GNP rather than subtract them. We count real costs as 
benefits. This is hypergrowthmania. Obviously, we should keep separate 
accounts of costs and benefits. But to do this would make it clear that 
beyond some point zero growth would be optimal, at least in the short 
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run. Such an admission is inconvenient to the ideology of growth, which 
4uite trans.:enJs the onlinary logi<: of elementary economics. More pre· 
..:is.:ly, it is g_,lod growthmanship strategy 10 admit the theoretical elliS· 
tem:e of su.:h a point way out in !he future, but somehow it must always 
be thought of as far away. The ideological reasons for this are clear and 
have to do with the problem of distribut ion of output in an economy in 
which ownership of land and capital is highly concentrated and embodies 
lab<>r·saving to:~:hnology. Full employment at a living wage requires high 
aggreg:11e Jo:mand. which requires high net investment to offset the large 
savings mad.: possible by concentrated income. High net investment sig· 
nitks r:~piJ growth. 

The Hair of the Dog that Bit You 

One of the most popular arguments against limiting growth is that we 
neo:d more growth in order to be rich enough to afford the costs of 
ckaning up pollution and discovering new resources. Economist Neil 
Jacoby says ... A rising GNP will enable the nation more easily to bear 
the costs of eliminating pollution" (1970, p. 42). Yale economist Henry 
\\'alli.:h makes a similar point: 

The environment will also be better taken care or if !he economy grows. 
i'01hing could cut more dangerously into the resources that must be devoted 
to the Great Cleanup than an atiempt to limit resources avai lable for con sump· 
tion. By ignoring the prohibitionist impulse and allowing everybody to have 
more. v.e shall also have more resources to do the environmental job [W<tl· 
lich. 1972. p. 62). 

No one can deny that if we had more resources and were truly richer, 
all our economic problems would be more easily solved. The question is 
whether further growth in GNP will in fact make us richer. It may well 
make us poorer. How do we know that it will not, since we do not bother 
to measure the costs and even count many real costs as benefits? These 
critics simply assume that a rising per-capita GNP is making us better 
off, when that is the very question at issue! 

If marginal benefits of physical growth decline while marginal costs 
rise (as elementary economic theory would indicate), there will be an 
intersection beyond which further growth is uneconomic. The richer the 
society (the more it has grown in the past), the more likely it is that 
marginal benefits are below marginal costs and that further growth is 
uneconomic. That marginal benefits fall follows from the simple fact that 
sensible people satisfy their most pressing wants first, whether in alterna
tive uses of a single commodity or in alternative uses of income. That 
marginal costs rise follows from the fact that sensible people first exploit 
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the most accessible land and minerals known to them, and that when 
sacrifices are imposed by the increase of any one activity, sensible people 
will sacri fice the least important alternative activities first. Thus marginal 
benefits of economic activity fall while marginal costs rise. Were thh not 
the case, our previous "economic activity" would not have been economic 
-less pressing wants would have to have taken priority over more press· 
ing wants, and the level of welfare could have been increased by realloca
tion with no increase in resources used. 

The best attack on this simple argument is not to question the slopes of 
the benefit and cost curves but to argue that the curves themselves con· 
tinually shift apart so that the intersection always stays ahead of us, and 
thus growth remains economic. But there are physical limits to efficiency 
(how far down cost curves can be shifted), and our rush toward exotic 
growth-permitt ing technologies, such as fission power and breeder reac
tors, is more likely to push the cost curve up than down, once all coSIS 
are counted. Moreover, our efforts to push the benefit curve up by creat· 
ing new wants too rapidly and too arti ficially are more likely to pull 
down the benefit curve than to push it up. But even ignoring the possibil· 
ity that the curves could shift in perverse directions, and assuming 1·ery 
unrealistically that the benefit curve will forever shift upward and the 
cost curve downward, there is sri//the question of timing. Why must the 
curves always shift before we reach the intersection? Might not technical 
progress occasionally he delayed? Might we not find it optimal to cease 
growth temporarily while waiting for the curves to shift? Or must we go 
beyond the optimum, just to keep up the momentum of growth for the 
sake of avoiding unemployment? Once we have gone beyond the op· 
timum, and marginal costs exceed marginal benefits, growth will make 
us worse off. Will we then cease growing? On the contrary, our expcri· 
ence of diminished well·being will be blamed on the traditional heavy 
hand of product scarcity, and the only way the orthodox paradigm knows 
to deal with increased scarcity is to advocate increased growth-this "'ill 
make us even less well off and will lead to the advocacy of still more 
growth! Sometimes I suspect that we are already on this "other side of 
the looking glass," where images arc inverted and the fa~1er we run the 
"behinder" we get. 

Environmental degradation is an iatrogenic disease induced tly the 
economic physicians who attempt to treat the basic sickness of unlimited 
wants by prescribing unlimited production. We do not cure a treatment· 
induced disease by increasing the treatment dosage! Yet members of the 
hair-of-the-dog-that·bit-you school, who reason th:ll it is impossitllc to 
have too much of a good thing, can hardly cope with such subtleties. If 
an overdose of medicine is making us sick, we need an emetic, not more 
of the medicine. Physician, heal thyself! 
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Consistent In.:onsistencies 
and Avoiding che Main Issues 

Growthmo:n are forever claiming that neicher they nor any other econ· 
omist worth his salt has ever confused GNP with welfare. Consider, how
e•·e r. the f<>llowing four statements from the same article (Nordhaus and 
Tobin , 1970): 

(I l Gruss National Product is not a measure of economic welfare ... . 
ma.w.lizatilln of GNP is not a proper objective of economic: policy .. . . 
E~vnomists all know that . . . [p. 6]. 

l~l Although GNP and other national income aggregates are imperfect 
me~sures oi wdiare. the broad picture of secular progress which they convey 
remains aitu correction of their most obvious deficiencies [p. 25]. 

• l3 • But ior all its shortcomings. national output is about the only broadly 
based inde~ of economic welfare that has been constructed [p. I, Appendi~t 
A). 

• (~l There is no evidence to support the claim that welfare had grown less 
rapidly than NNP. Rather NNP seems to underestimate the gain in welfare, 
chkfty because of the omission of leisure from consumption. Subject to the lim· 
itations of the estimates we conclude that the economic welfare of the-average 
American has been growing at a rate which doubles every thi rty years [p. 12]. 

It is asking too much of context and intervening qualification to recon· 
cile scatement I with statements 2. 3, and 4. Either GNP (or NNP) is an 
index of welfare, or it is not. The authors clearly believe that it is (in 
spite of the first statement). They offer many sensible adjustments to 
make G:-.IP a beuer measure of welfare on the assumption that, although 
imperfect, it is nevertheless a measure of welfare. But all of this avoids 
the fundamental objection that GNP-flow is largely a cost. Wants are 
satisfied by the services of the stock of wealth. The annual production 
flow is the cost of maintaining the stock and, though necessary, should be 
minimized for any given stock level. If we want the stock to grow, we 
must pay the added cost of a greater production flow (more depletion, 
more labor, and ultimately more pollution). Depletion, labor, and poilu· 
tion are real costs that vary directly with the GNP-throughput. If we must 
have some indices of welfare, why not take total stock per capita and the 
ratio o f total stock to throughput flow? Welfare varies directly with the 
stock, inversely with the flow. Beyond some point, the benefits of addi· 
tions to the stock will not be worth the costs in terms of additional 
maintenance throughput. A suggestion along these lines was made in 
Chapter 2, following the lead of Irving Fisher. 

•These two statements were evidently omitted in the final 1972 published version. 
Reference is to the Deccm~r I \170 National Bureau of Economic Research mimeographed 
conference paper. The omissions make the contradiction less obvious but do oot remove il. 
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Kenneth Boulding has for many years been making the point that Gross 
National Product is largely Gross National Cost and has never been taken 
seriously. If this way of looking at things is wrong. why does not some 
economist deal it a decisive refutation instead of avoiding it? Certainly it 
is not a minor issue. 

The source of this flow fetishism of orthodox economics is twofold. 
First, it is a natural concomitant of early stages of ecological succession 
(Odum. 1969). Young ecosystems (and cowboy economies) tend to 
maximize production efficiency, that is, the ratio of annual How of 
biomass produced to the preexisting biomass stock that produced it. Ma
ture ecosystems (and spaceman economies) tend to maximize the inverse 
ratio of existing biomass stock to annual biomass flow that maintains it. 
The latter ratio increases as maintenance efficiency increases. Economic 
theory is lagging behind ecological succession. The other reason for flow 
fetishism is ideological. Concentrating on flows takes attention away from 
the very unequally distributed stock of wealth that is the real source of 
economic power. The income flow is unequally distributed also. but at 
least everyone gets some part of it, and marginal productivity theory 
makes it appear rather fair. Redistribution of income is libcr.tl. Redis
tribution of wealth is radical. Politically. it is safer to keep income at the 
center of analysis, because not everyone owns a piece of the productive 
stock, and there is no theory explaining wealth distribution . Putting 
stocks at the center of analysis might raise impolite questions. 

Crocodile Tears from 
Latter-Day Marie Antoinettes 

Economists and businessmen with no previous record of concern for the 
poor have now begun to attack steady-state advocates as upper-class 
social climbers. who, having gotten theirs, now want to kick the ladder 
down behind them and leave the poor forever on the ground ftoor. There 
may be such people, and certainly they should be condemned . But most 
advocates of the steady state accept and proclaim the absolute necessity 
of limits to inequal ity in the distribution of both weahh and income. 
Indeed, many people who have long favored less inequality in the dis
tribution of weallh on ethical and polit ical grounds have reached the 
same conclusion on ecological grounds. II is the orthodox growthmen 
who want to avoid the distribution issue. As Wallich so bluntly put it in 
defending growth, "Growth is a substitute for equality of income. So 
long as there is growth there is hope, and that makes large income 
differentials tolerable" (1972). We arc addicted to growth because we 
are addicted to la rge inequalities in income and wealth. What about the 
poor? Let them eat growth! Better yet, let them feed on the hope of 
eating growth in the future! 
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w~ have been growing for some time, and we still have poverty. It 
should b.: obvivus that what grows is the reinvested surplus, and the 
b.:n~tits of growth go to the owners of the surplus, who are not poor. 
Sum.: of the: growth JiviJc:nJs !fickle down, but not many. The poor are 
giv.:n the sop of iull employment-they are allowed to share fully in the 
ect,nomy's basi~ toil but not in its surplus-and unless we have enough 
growth tv satisfy the dividend recipients, even the booby prize of full 
c:mploym.:nt is takc:n away. 

On the: issuo: of growth and poverty, Joan Robinson noted: 

?\or only subjccrive poverty is never overcome by growth, but absol ute 
povury is in.:reascd by i1. Growth requires technical progress and techn ical 
pr<'grcss liters the composition of the labor force, making more places for 
c:Ju.: Jtcd W<>rkers and fev.·e r for uneducated, but opportunities to acquire 
qu3liri.:ath>ns are kc.pt (with a few exceptions for exceptional ta lents) for 
th->sc: families who have them a lready (Robinson, 1972. p. 7] . 

Admiuing the Thin Edge of a Big Wedge 

"We know that population growth cannot continue forever" (Nordhaus 
and Tobin. 1970, p. 20). This is certainly a true statement. It is also the 
thin c:dge of a wedge whose thick end is capable of cracking the growth 
onhodo.ty in half. This results from the fact that, in addition to the 
population of human bodies (endosomatic capital), we must also consider 
the population of extensions of the human body (exosomatic capital). 
Cars and bicycles extend man's legs, buildings and clothes extend his 
skin. telephones extend his ears and voice, librar ies and computers ex· 
tend his brain , and so on. Both endosomatic and exosomatic capital are 
necessary for the maintenance and enjoyment of life. Both are physical 
open systems that maintain themselves in a kind of steady state by con· 
tinually importing low-entropy matter-energy from the environment and 
exporting high-entropy matter-energy back to the environment. In other 
words, both populations require a physical throughput for short-run 
maintenance and long-run replacements of deaths by births. The two 
populations depend upon the environment in essentially the same way. 
The same biophysical constra ints that limit the population of organisms 
apply with equal force to the population of extensions of organisms. If 
the first limitation is admitted, how can the second be denied? 

This simple logic has recently imposed itself on the population of 
books in college libraries (Gore, 1974). Academic library collections 
have for several decades been growing at a rate that doubles holdings 
every fifteen years. Microfilm technology has not substituted for bulkier 
acquisitions but has led to extra acquisitions. If we admit that every 
college cannot afford a Library of Congress, and that even that library 
cannot grow forever, we must accept some kind of a steady-stale library. 
That is , some sufficient number of holdings must be maintained constant, 
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and whenever a new book is added an old one must be discarded . Up to 
this point there is no escape from the simple logic of the problem. 

Difficulties arise in setting the aggregate "binh" and " death" rates 
and especially in deciding which books are to be acquired ilnd which are 
to be sacrificed. If to add a new book we must throw away an old one, 
then the new one must be judged beuer than the old one. This is surely a 
healthy discipline and will result in an improvement of the quality of the 
total stock of books. But the problem, as ever, is how to judge quality. A 
legitimate difference of opinion arises between the consumer sovereignty 
school (get rid of those books that are checked out least often) and the 
library responsibility school (rely on the judgment of librarians and 
scholars). This is a difficult issue and probably requires compromise. But 
what is certain is that the issue must be faced. No library can continue to 
buy books indefinitely and never discard any. What is true for books is 
true for cars, buildings, bicycles, and, of course, for human bodies. At 
some point, more births must be balanced by more deaths. 

Misplaced Concreteness 
and Technological Salvation 

Technology is the rock upon which the growthmen built their church. 
Since rocks and foundations are concrete entities, it is natural that growih· 
men should begin to endow technology with a certain metaphorical 
·concreteness, speaking of it as a thing that grows in quantity. From there , 
it is but a short step to ask whether this thing has grown exponentially, 
like many other things. and to consult the black art of econometrics and 
discover that indeed it has! Next, we can conceive of technology as a 
sort of antibody to the pollution and depletion germs. Ultimately, we 
conclude that depleting and polluting activities (production and con
sumption) can continue to grow exponentially, because we have a prob· 
lent-solving antiparticle, technology, which can also grow exponentially! 

Is this progression an unfair caricature? Consider the following state
ment from a review of Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972) by two 
economists and a lawyer: 

While the team ·s world model hypothesizes exponential growth for indus
trial and ogricullural needs, it places arbitrary. noncxponcmial, limits on the 
technical progress that might accommodate these needs . 

. . . It is true lhat e!lponential growth cannot go on forever if technolog)' 
dots not keep up-and if that is the case we mighl save ourselves much 
misery by stopping before we reach the limits. But there is no parlicular 
criterion beyond myopia on which to base that speculation. Malthus was 
wrona; food capacity has kept up with population. While no one knows for 
certain, technical progress shows no signs of slowing down , The best econo· 
metric estimates susgestthat it is indeed growing exponentially (Passe II ct al.. 
1972, p. 12]. 
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Th~ s.: few s~nt.:ncc:s ar.: very valuable in that they unite in one short 
)-pa~e so many of the rnis,·on,·eptions of orthodolt growthmen. Note that 
te..:hn,•ltl£Y has bt:come an e~ponentially growing quantity of some thing 
that sol\'es probkms bur does nor crea te any. Note the clear implication 
that .:xpon.:nt ial growth could go on forever if technology (that problem· 
sohing ant ipartide) can keep up. Can it in fact keep up? Consul! the 
entrJils of a nameless .:conometrician and, behold! It has in the past, so 
it prob;~bly will in the future. Most econometricians are more cautious in 
view of the f;~ct that technological change cannot be directly measured 
but is m.:rdy the une.\plained residual in their regressions after they have 
induJed as many measurable factors and dummy variables as they can 
think of. Sometimes the residual technology component even includes the 
dfe.:t of in.:reased raw material inputs! Note also the blind assertion that 
M;~lthus was wrong, when in fact his predictions have been painfully 
verified by the majority of mankind. But then majorities have never 
.:ounted. Only rhe arricul:lle, technically competent minority counts. But 
ewn ior them Malthus was not really wrong, since this mincrity has 
heeJed his advice and l imited its reproduction. 

The idea that rechnology accounts for half or more of the observed 
in.:rea.se in output in recen1 times is a finding about which econometri
cians themselves disagree. For example, D. W. Jorgenson and Z . Gril· 
liches found !hat M if real product and real factor input are accurately 
accounted for, the observed growth in total factor productivity is negligi· 
ble" (1967). In other words, the increment in real output from 1945 to 
1965 is almost totally explained (96. 7 percent) by increments in real 
inputs. with very little residual (3.3 percent) left to impute to technical 
change. After taking account of critical reviews of their study, Jorgenson 
and Grilliches admitted the likelihood that a greater role was played by 
technological change but reaffirmed their basic conclusion "that total 
factor input. not productivity change, predominates in the eltplanation of 
the growth of output .. (Jorgenson and Grilliches, 1972, p. Ill). G. S. 
Maddala found that for the bituminous coal industry "growth in labor 
productivity can be explained almost totally by a rise in the horsepower 
per worker . Thus what formerly was considered as technical change now 
appears as a process of factor substitution" (1965, p. 352). Such findings 
cast doubt on the notion that technology, unaided by increased resource 
ftows, can give us enormous increases in output. In fact, the Jaw of con· 
servation of matter and energy by itself should make us skeptical of the 
claim that real output can increase continuously with no increase in 
real inputs . 

Norman Royall. a far more perceptive reviewer of The Limits to 
GrC1Wth, has noted a similar confusion and lucidly comments on it: 

Some critics of "Limits .. berate the authors for not including e~ponentially 
growing technical knowledge as a si~th constituent of the World Model. Such 
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criticism elaborately misses the point. The other live conslituenls h~ve rul, 
physical refcren1s 1ha1 can be ~uantified: populalion can be counted, barrels 
of petroleum consumed can be enumerated and part per million of abra~ive 
chemicals in 1he smog of Los Angeles can be measured . 

Sheer "knowledge" means no1hing for 1he world system until it enters one 
of the other live constituents, and the tacit assump1ion thai all 1echnical 
knowledge necessarily enters as a good is unwarranted . Is !he lechnical 
knowledge that performance of gasoline engines can be improved by adding 
tetraethyl lead to their fuel a "good"? [Royall, 1972, p . 42). 

In other words, the projections of physical growth trends already include 
the effects of past technical "progress" as these effects were registered in 
the five physical referems of the model. The tacit assumpt ion is that the 
influence of technology on the physical world will, in the fu.ture, change 
in ways similar to the way it has changed in the past. 

We need not accept The Limits to Growth in its entirety; it is clear, 
however, that whether or not technology has grown exponentially is 
largely irrelevant. The assumption of some critics that technological 
change is exclusively a part of the solution and no part of the problem is 
ridiculous on the face of it and totally demolished by the work of Barry 
Commoner ( 1971). We need not accept Commoner's extreme emphasis 
on the importance of the problem-causing nature of post-World War II 
technology (wilh the consequent downplaying of the roles of population 
and afftuence) in order to recognize that recent technological change has 
been more a part of the problem lhan of the solution. The key quest ions 
are: What kind of technology is part of the solution? What type of 
institut ional sieve will let pass the good kind of technology while block· 
ing the bad kind? This issue was dealt with in the discussion in Chapler 3 
of the depletion quota auction, which provides such a sieve in the form of 
higher resource prices. 

Two-Fac10r Models with Free Resources and 
Funds That Are Nearly Perfect Substitutes for Flows 

Economists routinely measure the productivity of the fund factors. labor 
and capital (and Ricardian land). But the productivity of the Oow factors, 
natura l raw materials and inanimale ene rgy, are seldom even spoken of. 
much less calculated. This reflects an assumption that they are nN really 
scarce, that they are the free and inexhaustible gifts of nature. The only 
limit to the ftow of product is assumed to be the capacity of the fund 
factors to process the inputs and tum them into products. Nordhaus and 
Tobin are explicit on this point: 

The prevailing standard model of growth a~sumes that !here arc no limils 
on 1he feasibility of expanding the supplies of nonhuman agen1~ of produc· 
lion. It is basically a two·factor model in which produc1ion depends only on 
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lstNr and r~proJudbk C3pir•l. Land and resources. che chird member of rhe 
dassi.:alcriad. hav~ s~nerully be~n dropped INoruhaus anu Tobin, 1970, p. 14). 

How is this negle(t <>f resou~e flows justified? According to Nordhaus 
and Tobin, "the ta.:it juscilication has !><!en chat reproducible capital is a 
near perfe.:c subscicuce for land and other exhaustible resources" (p. 15). 
If faccors are near perfect subscitutes. then there is, of course. no point in 
considering them separate factors . From rhe poinl of view of economic 
analysis they are identical. But it is very odd to have such an identity 
~tween factors whose very dimensionality is different. Capital is a fund, 
material and energy resou~es are flows. The fund processes the flow and 
is the instrument for transforming the flow from raw materials to com
modities. The two are obviously complements in any given technology. 
But allowing for technological change does not alter the relationship. 
The usual reason for expanding (or redesigning) the capital fund is to 
pro.:ess a larger, not a smaller, flow of resources, which we would expect 
if capital and resources were substitutes. New technology embodied in 
new capital may also permit processing different materials, but this is the 
subslirution of one resource flow for another not the substitution of a 
capital fund for a resource flow. 

1\ordhaus and Tobin state that the "lacit assumption of environmen
talists is that no substilutes are available for narural resources" (p. 15). 
They consider this an exrreme position, but what substitute is rhere for 
natural resources? They offer "reproducible capital"; however, in addi· 
tion to requiring natural resources for their very reproduction, capital 
funds are clearly complemenrs to resource flows, not substitutes. The 
fact that one resource flow may substitute for another, if the capital fund 
is redesigned to allow it, is no basis for saying that the generic factor of 
capital is a substitute for the generic facror of narural resource! After we 
deplete one resource, we redesign our machines and set about depleting 
another. The assumption is thai in rhe aggregale resources are infinite, 
that when one flow dries up rhere will always be another, and that 
technology will always find cheap ways 10 exploit the next resource. When 
the whales are gone, we will hunl dolphins, and so on until we are 
farming plankton. The ecologists tell us rhat it will not work, that there 
are other limits involved, and even if it would work, who wants it? But 
Nordbaus and Tobin see linle connecrion between economic growth and 
ecological catastrophe: "As for the danger of global ecological caras
trophe, there is probably very liule that economics can say" (1970, p. 
20). As long as economic growth models continue to assume away the 
absolute dimension of scarciry, this is quire true and is simply another 
way of saying that current growth economics has uncoupled itself from 
1be world and has become irrelevant. Worse, it has become a blind guide. 
But il need nor remain so. 
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But Resources Are Such a Small Percentage of GNP 

Perhaps another "justification" for ignoring resoun:es is the small value 
component of GNP they represent. In 1968 minerals production repre· 
sented 1.7 percent of GNP and total fossil fuels , 2.0 percent (G01:1ler, 
1972, p. IS).• Why is it that our price system imputes such a small share 
of total value produced to resources and such a large share (the remain· 
der) to labor and capital? Does this vindicate the assumption that re
sources are ultimately not scarce? Or does it simply mean that they are 
underpriced? I believe the latter is the case .. and that this underpricing 
results from the relative power of social classes that conditions the func
tioning of the market. Specifically, labor and capital are two powerful 
social classes, while resource owners, for good reasons, are not. Let us 
see how this rigs the market in favor of low resourte prices. 

In the short run, we have a given technology and given amounts of the 
fund factors, labor and capital. It takes time to change the capital stock 
and to change the size of the working-age population. Suppose we desire 
to increase the incomes of both capital and labor in the short run. Since 
the incomes of capital and labor are tied to their respective produc
tivities, it becomes necessary io increase these productivities. Under 
short-run assumpt ions, the only way to increase the productivities of both 
fund factors is to increase the ftow factors of raw materials and power. 
As the ftow of resoun:e throughput is increased with a given fund of labor 
and capital, the productivity of the resoun:e ftow must, by the law of 
diminishing returns , decrease. All three productivities cannot increase in 
the short run. It is clear that the ftow factor's productivity is the one that 
is going to be sacrificed, since in the short run it is the only one whose 
quantity can be increased. Furthermore, even in the longer run, with all 
factors variable but no technological change, it is clear that resoun:e 
productivity will also lose out. The tie between labor productivity and 
labor income, plus the monopoly power of labor unions, will keep labor 
productivity from being sacrificed. The tie between capital productivity 
and profit, along with the monopoly power of large corporations, will 
keep capital productivity from being sacrificed . 

•The "optimistic" conclusion of Goeller's paper is thll " assuming reesonabl< man· 
ogcment the resou rce base of the •orrh is sufficient to maintain the f>rtS•nt stou of 
material arRuence of the Uniud Stotts. and to share it to som• m•oning/11/ d•~ru ,.ith the 
rest of the ,.orlci. for at least the ne.c hundred yearl" (p. I ; my italics). In other word,. if 
we mo•c rapidly and efficiently to a steady slate at present levels. and draw on all tht 
world's resources. and limit our sharing with the rtst of the world to s<>me .. meaninr.ful 
degree," our syStem could continue for the nut hundred years! Such optimism m•~•s 
pessimism redundant. 

••It would be interesling. following lse 's suggestion noted in Chapter ~. to cakulott 
th(' value of nonrenewable rt'sourccs priced al the pr-ice of lhcir ntarcsc n:ncwa hlr ~uh· 
stitute-for c .. mple. pctroltum priced at the Btu cqui-alcnt of, say. wOO<! akohoL No 
doubt the picture would be very dirrtn:nt. 
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Capital anJ labvr are the tw~• social classes that produce and divide up 
the firm's proJu..:1. They llrt' in basic conflict but must live wgether. They 
minimtL<' c,•ntlkt by growth ~nd by throwing the growth-induced burden 
of Jintinishing returns ont,, n~sour~e productivity. How do they get away 
with ir! In earlier times it might not have worked; a strong landlord class 
"'uuld have had an interest in keeping resource prices from falling too 
low. But today we have no such class to exert countervailing upward 
pressure "" rc:source prices. Although resource owners do exist and they 
do prefer higher to lower prices, other things being equal, it remains 
true that no so.:ial class is as effective in promoting resource productivity 
as the: .:apitalists and laborers are in promoting the productivities of thei r 
respc:.: tive fa.:10rs . 

SupP"se we allow for technological change in the long run. Now it is 
p\1s~ible for all three productivities to increase. But how likely is it? 
Given the desire to increase incomes of labor and capital, innovations 
that in.:n:ase these two productivi ties will have first priority, while those 
that indease mainly resource productivity will not be stimulated. Given 
low pri.:es ior resources, it will not matter much to entrepreneurs what 
happens 10 resource productivity. And surely it is easier to invf.nt a new 
tc:chnology that increases the productivity of two factors than to invent 
one that increases all three productivities. 

Should we , by a kind of reverse land reform, reinstate a landlord 
class'? Landlord rent is unearned income, and we find income based on 
ownership of that which no one produced to be ethically distasteful. No 
one loves a landlord. Adam Smith tells us that landlords Jove to reap 
where they have never sown, and not many lament the historical demise 
of the: landowning aristocracy. But not all the long-run consequences of 
this demise are favorable. Rent may be an illegitimate source of income, 
but it is a totally legitimate and necessary price, without which efficient 
allocation of scarce resources would be impossible. Henry George said 
let rent be charged but then tax it away. Socialists, after trying io get 
along without rent, now say charge some rent but pay it to the govern· 
ment, who is now the landlord. In the United States neither of these 
things has happened. The largest resource owner, the government, has 
followed a give-away and low price pol icy. both on re.sources it owns and 
on those, such as natu.ral gas, whose price it regulates (Energy Policy 
Project. 1974 , Chapter II). It has done this to favor certain capitalists, to 
promote growth, and to ease the labor-capital conflict and win votes in 
both camps. 

Moreover, imports of resources from underdeveloped countries, which 
have not yet learned how to use them, have naturally been cheap because 
of the low short-run opportunity cost to the exporting country. This pat
tern is now changing, but in the past it has been a factor in keeping 
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resource prices low. Some resources are owned by capitalists, who are 
likely to be much more interested in maximizing growth and minimizing 
connict through low resource prices than in making profits on sales of 
resources. In fact, the capitalist's ownership of resources will generally 
be for the purpose of lowering the cost price of those resources to him~elf 
as capitalist, by means of vertical integration, in order to increase the 
returns to capital. Capital is the dynamic, controlling factor. It is not for 
nothing that our economic system is called "capitalism" rather than 
" resource-ism." 

Evidence for th is generalization is provided by the following statement 
from the National Commission on Materials Policy: 

The venically in1egra1ed structure of lhe virgin materials industries dis· 
courages scrap use even when it is inexpensive. Their internalized opera1ions 
and long term contracts tend to slabilize virgin material costs and lead to 
day·to·day decisions based more on constraints of prior investment and cus· 
tom than on current price [National Commission, 1973. p. 40-16]. 

The phrase "constraints of prior investment and custom" means keep· 
ing returns to capital high by keeping the accounting price of resources 
in vertically integrated "internal operations" so low that even cheap 
scrap is unattractive by comparison. 

Let us consider briefly two similar analyses of resource productivi ty. 
Karl Man had the following to say regarding the effect of capitalist 
production on soil productivity; 

Capitalist production ... disiUrbS the circulation of mauer between man 
and the soil. i.e .. prcvems rhe return ro rh~ soil of irs elements consumed by 
man in the form of food and clothing; it therefore violates conditions neces· 
sary ro the lasting fertility of the soil. ... Moreover, all progress in capita lis· 
tic agriculture is 1 progress in the art, not only of robbing the laborer, but of 
robbing the soil; all progress in increasing che fcrtilicy of che soil for a ~i,·cn 

time is a progress toward ruining the lascing sources of thai fertility. The more 
K country starts ics devc:lopment on the foundation of modern indu$lry, like 
the United Slates, for exam ple, the more rapid is the process of descruccion! 
Capilalist production. cherefore. develops technology. and the comt>in ing "'· 
gecher of various processes into a social whole, only by sappint: chr origin•l 
sources of all weahh-soil and the laborer [Marx, 1967, p. 505]. 

Marx sees capitalists exploiting the soil as well as the laborer. Our 
analysis sees capit~l and labor maintaining an uneasy alli;rncc by shifting 
the exploitation to the soil and other natural resources. It follows thai if 
some institution were to play the role of the landlord class and ra ise 
resource prices, the labor-capital connict would again hccomc se\'erc; 
hence the radical implications of the ecological crisis and the need I'M 
some distributist institution, as we already noted in Chapter 3. 
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A more re.·cnt analysis of r.:sour.:c proJuctivity. in the case of electric 
po~w. was maJ.: by Barry Commoner. He found the productivity of 
de.:tric power to be falling in all inJividual industries considered and 
falling e,·en ntl>rc in thc total economy, as power-intensive indus1ries 
Jisplac.:J othu indus~ries in n:lative importance. His empirical findings 
sugg.:s1 10 him nn 

~ppuently una,·oidabk d ikmn>J created by an effort to reduce overall power 
<kmanJeJ by inJustriJI produ.:tion; either tota l production is curtailed. or 
pow~r proJu.:th·ity is devated; but if the latter course is taken, labor pro
du,'ll\11~ must b.: reduced[ • I. Thus , whichever course is taken. the effort to 
redu.:e po"er demand would appear to clash head on with one or both of the 
t"'O la.:t,>rs that are wid.:ly regarded as essential to the stability or the United 
States e,·onomi•· system-inaeased production and increased labor pro· 
Ju~li ,it~ . 

These .:,>nsiderations raise the possibi lity-which it is to be hoped econo· 
mim " ill tn,estigate - that continued exponential increase in power con· 
sumption is not an accidental concomitant of industrial growth. but is 
rather a lunctional necessity for the continued operation of the United States 
ccon<>mic system, as it is presently orgJnizcd. If this should prove to be true. 
th~n th~ ulti mat~ social choice signified by the power crisis becomes very 
stark . On~ 'ourse is to continue the pres~nt exponential growth in the supply 
oi tl~.:lrk power. and risk our future on the ability to contain the huge mass 
of resultant ch~mical . radioactive. and thermal pollution. The other is to slow 
down the rat~ or power consumption. and accept as a necessary consequence 
that th~ economic system must be changed [Commoner. 197 1b. p. 31 ). 

The relative social power hypothesis presented as an explanation of 
low resource prices and productivities might be considered as a theoreti· 
cal complement to Commoner's empirically based generalizations and 
conjectures. Social conflict is minimized in the short run by low pro
ductivity of the entire throughput, which is a consequence of high pro
ductivity (and income) for labor and capital. If we opllo avoid the risk of 
containing large masses of material, chemical, thermal, and radioactive 
pollution, not to mention aesthetic, moral, and social costs. we must 
limit growth in throughput. What is the most efficient and least painful 
way to limit throughput'? In Chapter 3 it was suggested that the best way 
10 limit throughput is with a depletion quota auction. Commoner (1976) 
leaps to the conclusion that socialism is the only answer, but such a 
conclusion does not follow at aiL 

• This is apparently an empirical gentfaliution by Commoner, based on an obstfved 
in•erse relationship between power productivity and labor productivity during the period 
t946-196S (see Commoner, 1971b, 6g. 3), 
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Present Value and Positive Feedback 

It is sometimes argued that the market automatically provides for conser
vation by offering high profits to farsighted speculators who buy up 
materials and resell them later at a higher price. There are at lea>~ two 
things wrong with this argument. 

First, exponentially growing eKtraction leads to "unexpectedly" sud· 
den eKhaustion. Suppose the doubling time of the cumulative tot~! 
amount extracted is on the order of 30 years. as it apparently is for many 
resources, and that there is enough of the resource to last for 300 years at 
present growth rates. At the end of 270 years the resource would only be 
half depleted . Yet i.n the final 30 years it would go from half to total 
depletion. Most resource owners probably find that surprising. For linear 
trends, the past is a good guide to the future. For exponential growth, the 
past is a deceptive guide to the future. 

The second problem is that the future profit must be discounted to its 
present value. The investor has the alternative in an expanding economy 
of depleting now and investing the short-term profits in another line that 
will earn the expected going rate, which will be close to the growth rate 
of the economy. The discount rate he applies to future profit is the same 
as the rate at which he would expect his reinvested short-term profits to 
grow. This expected rate is determined largely by the current rate and by 
recent changes in the current rate. The result is that h igh and increasing 
current growth rates, based on high and increasing current depletion 
rates, lead to high and increasing discount rates applied io future values. 
The last condition in turn leads to a low incentive to conserve, which 
feeds back to high current depletion and growth rates, high discount 
rates, and so forth. Present value calculations thus have an element of 
positive feedback that is destabilizing from the point of view of conserva
tion. Financial prudence usually advises depleting now and investing 
short-term earnings in depleting some other resource. The presumption 
again is infinite resources . There will always be more material and 
energy resources available to feed the march of compound interest. with 
its consequent discounting of future values and disincentive to conserva
tion. This tacit assumption sometimes becomes explicit, as in the foll•m·
ing stacement from che president of a great oi l company: 

The facr seems robe that rhe first (rcsourcc] storehouse in whi,·h m~n Cnun.J 
himself was only one of a series. As he used up what was p iled in that lirsr 
room, he found he could fashion a key ro open a door into a much larj!er 
room. And as he used up rhe contents of this la rger room , he disco,·ercd there 
was another room beyond, larger still. The room in which we stand al che 
middle of che twentieth century is so vast char irs walls arc heyon.J sij!hl. Yer 
ir is probably still quire ncar the beginning of rhe "·hole series of ~re>rchou 'c' . 
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It i,; nul in~on.:ri•·able chac !he rnrirc glube-carch. ocnn and air-rcpresencs 
raw maccr ial f<>r mankinJ Ill ucilizc wich more and flll>tC ingenuily and sk ill 
l'lu,•crJ in OrJ~<Jy. I 'J.5J . p. ~S). 

Such is also rhe assump1ion of orlhodo)( grow1h economics. Even if 
1his visi<>n wert .:<>~CI. we should add 1ha1 even1ually we mus1live in 1he 
same morns .,. .. w,,rk in. Li•·ing in intimate contact with garbage and 
noxk,us was1c:s is a by-pnxluc1 of grow1h. But op1imists will argue that 
th~rt is another infinite series of ever larger ga.rbage dumps! The whole 
.:on.:cp1Ual basis of 1he growlh faith is equivalent to a generalization 
,,f 1h~ .:hain-lcttc:r swindle. There will always be five new resources 
for c\cr~· depk1c:d rtsour,e. The current beneficiaries of the swindle, 
1hose a1 1he beginning of 1he chain. try hard to keep up the illusion 
anwng !hose doublers a1 the: end who are beginning to wonder if there are 
r.~a ll~ sufti.:knt resources in 1he world for 1he game 10 continue very 
much longer. 

't'outh Culture and Frustrated Pyramid Climbers 

A stalionary population is a part of a steady-state economy. Assuming 
prtsc:nt mortalily rates. the auainmem of a stationary population would 
imply an increase in the average age of the population from the current 
twen~y-sevc:n 10 about thirty-seven years. This raises fears of social senil· 
ity . .:xc.:ssive conservatism. loss of adaptability and dynamism, and so 
forth . This hardly seems a reasonable fear, even for devotees of the 
"Pepsi generation." We need only compare Sweden, with one of the 
oldest age structures. to Brazil, with one o f the youngest. It would cer
tainly b.: stretching things a bit to say that old Sweden is a reactionary, 
noninnovat ive gerontocracy, whi le young Brazil is a progressive, innova
tive country run by young people. We might just as well argue thai Brazil 
values youth less than Sweden because its infant mortality rates are 
higher, and therefore Sweden is more youth-oriented than Brazil. Such 
arguments are simplistic at best. 

The stationary populat ion "pyramid" would be shaped more like a 
house (rectangular up to about age fifty, where the roof begins and 
rap idly tapers to a peak). But the structu re of authority in hierarchical 
organizations remains a pyramid. Thus there would, in the fu ture, be less 
of a congruence between advancing age and advancing position. More 
people would grow older at lower levels of au1hority, and many ambitions 
would be frustrated. The observation is a highly interesting one and no 
doubt has important sociological implications. But they are not all nega
tive by any means. More individuals will learn to seek personal fulfill· 
ment outside hierarchical organizatiOI'S. Within such organizations, 
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fewer people wil l be automatically promoted to their level of incompe· 
tence, thus thwarting the so-far relentless working of the "Peter Princi· 
pie." Perhaps giant bureaucracies will even begin to dissolve and life will 
reorganize on a mo~ human scale. 

Pascal's Wager Revisited 

The growthmania position rests on the hypothesis that technological 
change can become entirely problem solving and not at all problem creat· 
ing and can continually perform successively more impressive encores as 
resources are depleted. There is sufficient evidence to make reasonable 
people quite doubtful about this hypothesis. Yet it cannot be definitely 
disproved. There is a certain amount of faith involved, and faith is risky. 
Let us then take a completely agnostic position and apply the logic of 
Pascal's wager and statistical decision theory. We can err in two ways: we 
can accept the omnipotent technology hypothesis and then discover that it 
is false, or we can reject it and later discover that it is true. Which error 
do we most wish to avoid? If we accept the false hypothesis. the result 
will be catastrophic. If we reject the true hypothesis, we will forgo 
marginal satisfactions and will have to learn to share, which, though 
difficult, might well be good for us . If we later discover that the 
hypothesis is true we could always resume growth. Thus even in the 
agnostic case. it would seem prudent to reject the omnipotent technology 
hypothesis, along with its corollary that reproducible capital is a ncar
perfect substitute for resources. 

The Fallacy of Exponentially 
Increasing Natural Resource Productivity 

In a previous section we considered the orthodox position that the pro· 
ductivity of reproducible capital increases exponcnlially. thanks 10 expo
nential technological progress. The problem noted was !hat exponcnlial 
technological progress. as measured in two-factor production functions. 
is usually accompanied by exponential increases in resource throughput 
(depletion and pollution), which remain outside the analysis. II is of lillie 
comfort to contemplate increasing productivity of labor and capital if it 
is at the continuing expense of resource productivity and if resources arc 
the ultimately scarce fac tor. Robert Solow has defended {:fllwth by di· 
rectly appealing to increasing resource productivily. Solow .:oncludcs rhat 
"there is really no reason why we should not lhink of the productivity of 
natural resources as increasing more or less exponentially over time" 
(1973, p. 51). This remarkable conclusion, if true . would be a bO•'" to 
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lh<>s.: wh<> J<h'<><:at.: limiling 1he throughput of resources. because it 
"'''uiJ m.:Jn that su.:h a limit is totally consistent with continued exponen
tiJI growth in GNP ami is thc:refore not such a radical proposal. The 
r~sourc.: tlow <:<>ui J be stabilizc:d and GNP could continue to grow expo
n.:n tially as r.:s,>un:.: productivity (i.e., GNP/resource flow) increased 
cxpc>ncntiall). Why. then. do.:s limiting the resource flow provoke such 
sm>ng <>ppc>siti<>n from growth economists? 

Th.: argum,·nts Solow pn:sc:nts to support his conclusion are highly 
int.:rcsting. li the productivity of labor is measun:d by GNP/labor. he 
rc:~sons. the produ.:tivity of iron is measured by GNP/iron output. that of 
aluminum by GNP/aluminum output, and so on. He calculates what has 
happ.:n.:J to the: productivities of a number of particular resources be
twc.:n 1950 and 1970 and finds that some (iron, manganese, copper, 
kaJ. zin.:, bituminous coal) have increased, while the productivities of 
oth.: rs (ni.:kel. petrolc:um) have remained the same and those of still 
others (aluminum. naturol gas, electric power, columbium) have fallen. 
On the: fa.:e of it, the evidence supports no generalization about resource 
pr,>Ju.:rivity at all, t!\'en accepting Solow's definitions. But even more 
Jamaging is a hard look at the facile analogy between labor productivity 
anJ .:oal produ.:tivity, columbium productivity. and so forth, insofar as 
partkular resource productivities are supposed to add up to, or convey 
somt! notion of. aggregate resource productivity, which is what Solow's 
condusion ct.:arly requires that it should do. 

First of all, if the amount of labor used goes up, ceteris paribus. the 
productivity of labor goes down. If the quantity of all resources used 
go.:s up. tho:n. ceteris paribus. the productivity of aggregate resources 
likewise go.:s down. But the productivity of a good many particular 
resources will still increase if the GNP happened to increase faster than 
the quamity of that resource used. Furthermore, the increase in GNP is in 
pan made possible by the more rapid increase in quantity used of those 
particular resources whose productivities consequently fell over the given 
period. Solow recognizes this effect: "One of the reasons the productivity 
of copper rises is because that of aluminum falls, as aluminum replaces 
copper in many uses" (p. 5 I). This observation by itself could have 
restrained Solow from drawing his conclusion. 

The meaning of these "resource productivities" is further obscured: 
"Sooner or later. the productivity of oil wil l rise out of sight, because the 
production and consumption of oil will eventually dwindle toward zero, 
but real GNP will not" (p. 51). Presumably, when production and con
sumption of oil approach zero. oil productivity will become infinite! The 
conclusion to be drawn is certainly not that increasing productivity com
pensates for diminishing supply of resources-otherwise we would be 
better off wi th nearly zero output of petroleum, which is absurd. Rather, 
the warranted conclusion is that Solow is playing around with meaning
less numbers that support no conclusions at all. 
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Solow himself presents a good reason for doubting that there has been 
much resource-s<~ving technological progress: 

First of all let me go back to the analogy between natural resources •nd 
labor. We are not surprised to learn that industry quite con~ciously tries to 
make inventions that save labor, i.e. , permit the ume product co be made 
with fewer man-hours of work. After all, on the average, labur costs •mount 
to three-fourths of all costs in our economy. An invention that reduces labor 
requiremems per unit of GNP by I% reduces all costs by 0 .7~%. Natural 
resource costs are a much smaller proportion of total GNP. someth ing nearer 
~%. So industry and engineering have a much stronger moti•·e to reduce labor 
requirements by I% than to reduce resource requirements hy I%, assuming 
-which may or may not be true-that it is about as hard to do one as the 
other [Solow, 1973, p. 52]. 

We can agree with Solow that a well-functioning price system induces 
substitution aod that this tends to dampen any overshoot and collapse 
behavior. But if that is his only point, then he is merely kicking at an 
open door and certainly does not need to "think of the productivity of 
natural resources as increasing more or less exponentially over time." 

In his Richard T. Ely Lecture to the American Economic Association, 
Solow went as far as to proclaim not only the conditional possibility, but 
the empirical likelihood that "the world can, in effect , get along without 
natural resources" (1974, p. II). Solow elaborates that this is so if we 
have a "backstop technology," such as breeder reactors, which will mean 
that "at some finite cost, production can be freed of dependence on 
exhaustible resources altogether" ( 1974, p. II). Apparently, the world 
cannot get along without all natural resources, as he first suggested, but 
only without exhaustible ones. Just how to build and maintain a back
stop technology of breeder react~ (the only eKample offered) without 
exhaustible resources such as copper, zirconium, tungsten, and iron, not 
to mention initial stocks of enriched uranium or permanent depositories 
for radioactive wastes, is not explained by Solow. No doubt it is true that 
at "some finite cost" we could live on renewable resources, as mankind 
essentially did before the industrial revolution. But the finite cost is 
going to include a reduction in population and in per-capita consumption 
levels or, at the very least , a cessation of further growth. This is accepted 
by the steady-state view but not by Solow and other victims of the 
infinite substitutability fallacy, who are forced to lower the deus r.f 
mochina of backstop technologies onto the stage in order to save the 
awkward plot of growthmania. Even a perfect backstop technology. one 
that would deliver energy ••too cheap to bear the cost of metering:· to 
recall the early promises of fission advocates, cannot save the ever grow· 
ing economy. In fact, "free" energy would simply enable the growth· 
maniacs to destroy the biosphere more quickly. Within the context of a 
SSE, free energy would be a blessing, but in the present growth context it 
would be a curse. 
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The: c:xplkit bc:lief in the unlimited produ.:tivity of natural resources 
and the: unl imitcJ substitutability of othc:r factors for natural resources 
has led economist Nicholas Gc:orges.:u-Rocgen to the following verdict on 
Solow and the many other c:.:onomists for whom he is the distinguished 
spokesman: 

On~ must hJ\c a '~ry erron~ous •·ic:w of the economic process as a whole 
not h> sec: th~t there a~ no material factors other than natural resources. To 
nlJintJin furthc:r that .. the world c~n. in effect. get along without natur~l 
ro><'Ur~es .. i> w i~norc th( <.lift'erence between the actual world and the Gar
Jcn oi EJcn (Gc:orgcscu-Roegcn. 1975. p. 361]. 

The: Evc:r E.\panding Service Sector 
:~nd .. Angelized GNP" 

.~dvo.:Jtc:s of growth frequently appeal to the increasing importance of 
s~r' i.:c:s. '' hich. it is assumed, can continue to grow indefinitely. since 
'u.:h a.:ti,·itic:s are presumably nonpolluting and nondepleting. Thus 
"hilc: lgri.:ulturc and industry will be: limited by their necessary poilu· 
ti,>n :1nJ depletion ftows. services are allegedly not so limited and will 
.:ontinue to grow. Therefore, an ever larger fraction of total GNP will 
origtnate in the service sector. and consequently the pollution and deple
tion flows per aver.~ge dollar of GNP will fall cont inuously. Presumably, 
we will approach a nonphysical "angelized GNP." 

There are two fatal Haws in this picture. While it is true that some 
activiti.:s are more throughput-intensive than others, it is not clear that 
these activities are always services. nor is it clear that the differences are 
very great on..:~ indirect effects are incorporated. Eric Hirst found that 
"seHices asso.:iated with food used almost as much energy as did farm
ing and processtng .. (1974. p. 135). It is likely that when we add all the 
indirect as well as the direct aspects of service activities (inputs to ser
vice sector. inputs to inputs of service sector, etc.), we will find that 
services do not pollute or deplete significantly less than many industrial 
activities. That most services require a substantial physical base is evi
dent from casual observation of a university, a hospital, an insurance 
company. a barber shop. or even a symphony orchestra. Certainly the 
incomes earned by people in the service sector will not all be spent on 
services but will in fact be spent on the average consumer basket of both 
goods and services. 

The second ftaw in this view is that there are limits to how high the 
proportion of services to goods can rise in the product mix without 
provoking a shift in the terms of trade in favor of goods and against 
services to such an extent that goods production would again expand and 
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service produclion contracl. Historically, employment in the service sec
to r has grown relative to total employment, because productivity and 
lotal output of industry and agriculture have increased vastly. Once total 
output of physical goods is restricted, service sector growth will be in· 
creasingly restra ined by a progressive deterioration in its terms of trade 
vis-a-vis physical goods. 

It is true that "In 1969 a dollar's worth of GNP was produced with 
one-half the materials used to produce a dollar's worth of 1900 GNP. in 
constant dollars" (National Commission on Materials Policy, 1973, p. 
3-3). Nevenheless. over the same period total materials consumption 
increased by 400 percenl. We must resist being carried away by the 
halving of the material content of a GNP dollar. Remember the man who 
bought a new stove that cut his fuel bill in half and then reasoned that he 
could cut his fuel bill to zero by buying another such stove! More sig· 
nificant than the halving of the materials per dollar of GNP is the qu intu· 
piing of the absolute material throughput and the similar increase in 
energy throughput over the same time period. 

The idea of economic growth overcoming physical limits by angelizing 
GNP is equivalent to overcoming physical limits to population growth by 
reducing the throughput intensity or metabolism of human beings. First 
pygmies, then Tom Thumbs . then big molecules, then pure spirits . In· 
deed, it would be necessary for us to become angels in order to subsist on 
angelized GNP. 

Kelso and the Second Economy 

One of the moM charitable. yet soft-headed manifestations of growth· 
mania is Louis 0. Kelso's and Patricia Heuer's Two Factor Tht'ory: 
How 10 Turn Eighty Million Workus IIIIo Capi1alis1s on BorrOI!'t'd Money 
( 1967). Kelso's rejection of full employment as a sufficient goal and 
his recognition that a system in which the vast majority are property· 
less workers and only a small minority a rc capitalists should be called 
proletarianism rather than capitalism go stra ight to the importanc i$· 
sues. However. having arrived at the hear! of the matter. he founders 
on twin rocks of redistribution and grow1h; in auempt ing to avoid 
the Scylla of red ist ribut ion he crashes headlong into the Charybdi$ of 
growthmania. 

Kelso's idea is to give all workers a second income based on .:apital 
ownership. Instead of saving to accumulate capital, workers borrow 10 

purchase stock and then earn dividends which allow them to pay off the 
loan and become sole owners of the stock with a net income from capital. 
Gradually, workers become capital ists . The notion is disarmingly sirnplc 
and no doubt could work for some individual firms, but when generalized 
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tc> th.: wh,>k .:.:c>nomy it runs intc> insurmounlabl.: problems. First, the 
... wkers bcHTow at the: going int.:rest rat.: ami earn the going rate of 
return on sto.:k thai must bt lligher than the interest rate for the scheme 
to Wclfk. Fc> r th.: mt.: c>f return on sto.:ks in general to be high, the 
ec'c>nomy must bt growing tapidly in real terms. Kelso specifically as
sum.:J a growth rate s.:,·.:ral times the th.:n current rates of 4 percent. His 
support.:rs envi>ion rJtes on the onlo:r of I 2 percent, which would mean a 
dc>Ubling c>f real GNP in less than six years. Kelso assumes without 
argum.:m that such rates are physically possible for extended periods. 
That by its.:lf dooms the scheme. 

There is still another problem. Why should capitalists accept the work
.:rs as unnc:.:ded tinan.: ial middlemen? Why would not capi talists buy the 
new stod themselves instead of lending to workers (to finance workers' 
sto.:k pun:hases) at a lower rate than they could earn by buying the stock 
thems.:lves':' In a competitive market the rate of return on capital would 
tend to equality with the interest rate and thus eliminate or hold to a 
m10irnum that differential upon which the whole plan depends. Kelso's 
plan depends on the government's arranging tax incentives for capitalists 
to make it more profitable for them to lend to workers thiln to buy the 
stock themselves. This is not only a kind of hidden redistr ibution but may 
bt a redistribution from workers to capita lists, instead of vice versa. If 
the government makes it more profitable for capitalists to lend to workers 
than to buy the stock that the workers are buying, then the capitalists are 
getting a better rate of return, counting tax advantages, than the workers 
are. These tax breaks are, in effect, subsidies to the capitalist thai must 
be financed through the tax system-a subsidy or a lower effect ive tax for 
capita lists means a higher effective tax on the remainder of the popula
tion (or else reduced government services for all). The ne t effect is that 
the capitalists will become bigger capitalists faster than the workers will 
become little capital ists . Hardly a populist program, even assuming the 
12 percent real rate of growth that would make the scheme environmen
tally disastrous regardless of whether its redistributive effects were pro
gressive or regressive. The apparently regressive effects simply add insult 
to injury. 

That Kelso has gained such a following is testimony to the power of 
wishful thinking-more for all with sacrifice by none. In Chapter 3 we 
discussed a set of institutions that could provide a kind of second income 
derived not from capital but from scarcity rents captured by the govern
ment through the auctioning of depletion quotas. The receipts could be 
redistributed as a social dividend, or rather a social royalty, which, it was 
suggested, should go mainly to the poor in the form of a minimum 
income. Rent is the best source of income to redistribu te, from the point 
of view of efficiency as well as of equity. But it offers no magic formula 
for turning eighty million workers into capitalists on borrowed money! 
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The More-ls-Beuer Concepl of Efficiency 

Advocares of !he steady-state economy are often accused of paying insuf· 
ficient auenrion to the idea of efficiency. But could it be that orthodox 
economists are themselves rather muddled on the concept'? That certainly 
seems to be the case in an otherwise valuable book by Arthur M. Okun 
(1975), who states that "efficiency means getting the most out of a given 
input." That is fair enough for a short definition, but Okun conrinues: 

This concept of efficiency implies that more is beuer, insofar as the "more" 
consis!s of i1ems that people want to buy ..•. I, like other economists, accept 
people's choices as reasonably rational expressions of what makes them Miler 
off. To be sure. by a different set of criteria, il is appropriate to ask skepti· 
cally whether people are made beuer off (and lhus whether society really 
becomes more efficient) through 1he production of more whiskey, more 
cigareues. and more big cars . . .. Are there criteria by which welfare can be 
appraised that are superior to the observation of choices people make' With· 
out defense and without apology, let me simply state that I will no1 explore 
those issues despite their importance. That merely reflects my choices, and I 
hope !hey will be accepted as reasonably ra tional [Okun, 1975, pp. 2, 3]. 

The first of several problems with this view is that the maxim "more is 
beuer" does not follow from the definition of efficiency. We could give 
an equivalent definition "efficiency means gelling the same output with 
less input," and then argue that efficiency implied that "le.ss is better." 
insofar as the "less" consists of items that people would like to avoid 
buying if only they could. The nonsequitur is enormously revealing and is 
not removed by specifying that "more" consists of items people want to 
buy. This simply confuses the defin ition of efficiency with the doctrine of 
consumer sovereignty. Once efficiency has been defined, we may argue 
that consumer sovereignty will increase it or decrease it, depending upon 
whether we accept any higher criteria for judging welfare than " the 
observation of the choices people make." Choices do not reveal much 
about welfare unless we know the alternatives available. And economic 
growth often narrows the range of alternatives. Is it any wonder chat 
people choose automobiles if public transport is not available? If we 
really accept no higher criceria for judging welfare than the choices people 
make, then any behavior is as good as any other and it is meaningless to 

ta lk about r ight and wrong choices, o r even about mistaken choices. 
Anything is right by virtue of the fact that it was chosen! Okun is ai least 
consistent, because he justifies his refusal 10 face the issue by saying, 
"That merely reflects my choices, and I hope they arc accepted as 
reasonably rational." I see no reason why they should be acccp«cd as 
"reasonably rational" (whatever that means) or as anyching other than 
self-imposed blinders that economists habitually wear in order to an1id 
facing up 10 some hard issues. 
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Bur Okun has nor finished adjusting his blinders: "I have greater con
,.i~·li<Jn in ignoring a so:c<Jnd 1ype of n iti<:ism of 1he 'more is belter' 
.:on.:o:pt <Jf dtkien.:y" (p. 3). This criticism turns out to be ihe "dooms
day s.:hool." whi.:h worric:s lhat .:xco:ssive economic growth will plunder 
anJ p<JIIurc: rh.: c:arrh. This "i.:w is banished with a laudatory reference to 
Nordhaus anJ ro Solow, whose views were crilically considered above 
anJ found wanting. 

To take: a furthc:r c:.umpl.: of loose thinking, agricultural efficiency has 
lr.!dilionally b.:c:n measured by yield per acre or per man-hour of labor. 
Th.:se yields have: b.:en enormously increased by !he growing use of 
ferriliurs. insc:cricides. and inanimate energy, all of which are mainly 
n<Jnrenc:\4ablc: mineral inpu1s. The efficiency of energy use. or yield per 
Btu. has bo:en falling in U.S. agricullure. Nonrenewable minerals are lhe 
scarce: fa.-:1or in 1h.: long run . Elemen1ary economic logic tells us 1hat we 
should ma.,imize the efficiency of the scarcest factor. Labor is renewable 
and 1hc: f.:rtil ity of 1he soil is la rge ly renewable if properly managed; 
minuals and fossi l fuels are not renewable. The long-run economic 
inruest of mankind requires lhe maximization of mineral productivily. 
Yet we have sacrificed mineral productivity in order 10 increase !he re
lums 10 labor and capi1al (including land). This has resulled in higher 
incomes for labor and agricullural capitalisls at the direct expense of 
long-run maintenance efficiency. The concepts of efficiency developed in 
Chap1er 4 do not lead to the anomalies and confusions of the "more is 
better" school. 

Misleading Views on Misallocation and Growth 

Many growth economists (Beckerman, 1974, p. 20) have argued that in 
order to prove that the growth ra1e is excessive it is necessary to show 
that the resource misallocation at any point of lime takes the form of 
excessive investment. This reflects a commonly held position among 
economists that the market will automa.tically limit growth at some opti· 
mal rate. But we must first ask just what "misallocation," or more 
specifically "excess investment," means in the context of the statement. 
It means that more is being invested and less consumed out of current 
production than would be the case under freely competitive markets and 
consumer sovereignty. Misallocation is defined with respect 10 the com
petitive market equilibrium of the plans of savers with the plans of 
investors. not wi1h respect to physical relations of the economy with the 
ecosys1em. Excessive "disinvestment" of geological capital (depletion), 
excessive pollution and destruction of ecosystems, and excessively oner
ous technologies are all consistent with the condition that savers in the 
aggregate are planning to save just what investors in the aggregate are 
planning to invest. The market seeks its behavioral equ.ilibrium without 
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regard for any ecological limits that are necessary to preserve biophysical 
equilibrium. There is no reason to expect that a short·run behavioral 
equilibrium will coincide with a long-run (or even a short-run) biophysi· 
cal equilibrium. In fact, it is clear that under present institut ions the 
two will not coincide. The behavioral equilibrium between planned 
saving and planned investment nearly always occurs at posit ive levels 
of net saving and investment. Positive net investment means growth. 
which means an increasing throughput and increasing biophysical 
disequilibrium. 

Orthodox growth economists are likely to reply that if only we could 
internalize all true ecological costs into money prices, then market 
equilibrium would coincide with ecological equilibrium. This is a bit like 
Archimedes saying that if only he had a fulcrum and a long enough lever 
he could move the world. Even granting the impossible task of internali· 
zation, all that means is that all relative scarcities are properly evaluated . 
Growth could continue and absolute scarcity could become ever greater. 
even though relative prices were at all times perfect measures of relative 
scarcity. As was shown in Chapter 2, correct relative prices can help us 
bear the burden of absolute scarcity in the least uncomfortable way but 
cannot stop the weight of the burden itself from increasing. 

Excessive growth is sometimes thought of by economists as a misallo· 
cation over time-the present is sacrificing too much current consump· 
tion to capital accumulation for the future. Conservationists looking at 
the same rapid growth allribute it to too little concern for the future. 
evidenced by rapid depletion of resources. Who is right? h depends on 
which is the limitative factor, capital stocks or resource flows. If re
sources are superabundant and capital scarce. the economist is right. As 
we have repeatedly seen, many economists effectively assume infinite 
resources. If resources are scarce , then the conservationist is right. The 
future inherits not only a positive bequest of more capital but also a 
negative bequest of depleted mines and polluted sinks. And refineries and 
supertankers are not very productive capita l if there is not much pe
troleum left. 

The intergenerational costs of growth arc not at all clear. hut as time 
goes on it would seem that the negative hequest o f accelerated entropy 
increase would weigh increasingly heavily since low entropy is the ulti
mate means upon which all technologies depend . The market is not ahlc 
to alloc:lle goods temporally over more than one gencratit>o. Indeed, 
when different generations (different people) arc involved. the is~ue is 
one of distribution not allocation. Future people cannot bid in present 
markets. Current markets cannot reflect the needs of fu ture people, ex
cept as they are represented by concerned people in the present, whose 
concern rarely exceeds one or two generat ions. As Gcorgcscu-Rt>cgcn 
{1975) points out, markets arc temporally parochial, and consequently 
market prices cannot reflect the long -run val uc of resources any mMe 



than the: markc:t pri,·c:s :11 an art auction held in Wink, Tc:xas would 
tktc:rmin~ the: true: value of the: Mona Lisa. If prices are to measure 
valu.:s. all incuestc:t.l pa rtic:s must be allowed to bid. For the future this is 
impossibk. Thc:n: is no ''bjc:,·tivc: market criterion for determining proper 
inh:rgc:ner.ll it>nal allocation nor. consc:quently. for speaking of misalloca· 
tion . In any .:as.: the proper word is "misdistribution." 

Moreover, n·c:n within the present many natural values cannot be 
pri~eJ in markets at all. Consider the instructive case in which a juke box 
in a stut.lc:nt caleteria disturbed some students who preferred silence. 
They petitioned ior the removal of the offending machine. The music 
lo,ws rc:plieJ that the juke bo!l was a democratic machine, like a free 
market. and if the disgruntled did not like what they heard they could 
vote with their money to hea r something else. The object ion, of course, 
.,.as that the silence-lovers· money could not buy silence. The clever 
solution was to include a three-minute silent disc among the choices. 
This solution is notable for its uniqueness; in most cases, s ilence, clean 
air and water, and so forth cannot be purchased in discrete unit.s by 
individuals, and their values cannot be defended against their opposites 
in competitive markets. They must be protected by physical boundaries 
that restrict the domain of the market without crippling the functioning of 
the market within its limited domain. This is the mode of operation of the 
three institutions proposed in Chapter 3. 

The direct reply to the in it ial assertion then is: No, it is not necessary 
to show that e!lcessive investment e!lists in order to argue that the growth 
rate is excessive. There are other criteria more basic than those of a 
competitive behavioral equilibrium for defining excessive growth. These 
are biophysical criteria that cannot be internalized in market prices. 
Market equilibrium under present institutions usually implies biophysical 
disequilibrium. Nor can the market handle intergenerational distribution. 
All interdependencies over time and space cannot be fit to the procrustean 
bed o f an unrestricted price system. 

What Second Law? 

It was argued in Chapter 2 that growth economists were confused about 
ultimate means, or low-entropy matter-energy. It might be useful here to 
document a few examples of economists' disregard for the second law of 
thermodynamics. 

In an anicle defending growth, Harvard economist Richard Zeck· 
hauser tells us that MRecycling is not the solution for oil, because the 
alternate technology of nuclear power generation is cheaper" ( 1973, p. 
117, n. 11). The clear meaning of the sentence is that recycling oil as an 
energy source is possible but just happens to be uneconomical, because 
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nuclear energy is cheaper. The real rea.son that energy from oil, or any 
other source. is not recycled is of course the entropy law, not the relative 
price of nuclear power. This nonsensical statement is not just a minor 
slip-up that we can correct and forget; it indicates a fundamental lack of 
appreciation of the physical facts of life. No wonder Zeckhauser is un
convinced by limits to growth arguments; if he is unaware of the entropy 
law he could not possibly fe.el the weight of the arguments against which 
he is reacting in his article. 

An article entitled "The Environment in Economics: A Survey" begins 
with the words: "Man has probably always worried about his environ
ment because he was once totally dependent on it" (Fisher and Peterson. 
1976, p. 1). The implication is that man is no longer totally dependem on 
his environment, or at least that he has become less dependent. Presuma
bly, technology has made man increasingly independent of his environ· 
ment. But, in fact, technology has merely substituted nonrenewable re
sources for renewables, which is more an increase than a decrease in 
dependence. How could man possibly become more independent of his 
environment without shutting off exchanges with the environment or re
ducing depletion and pollution, rather than increasing them? For man to 
exist as a closed system, engaging in no exchanges with the environment, 
would require suspension of the second law. Man is an open system. 
What was man three months ago is now environment; what was environ· 
ment yesterday is man today. Ma.n and environment are so totally in
terdependent it is hard to say where one begins and the other ends. This 
total interdependence has not diminished and will not in the future. 
regardless of technology. 

The statement, already cited, by Barnett and Morse that "Nature im
poses particular scarcities, not an inescapable general scarcity," is about 
as clear a denial of the second law as could be imagined. To drive the 
point home they add: 

Science by making the resource base more homogeneous. eu~es the reStric
tions once thought to reside in the lack of homo~cnei1y. In a nco-Ricardian 
world, it seems, the particular resources with which one starts increasin&IY 
become a matter of indifference . . .. Advances in fundamen1al science have 
made it possible to take advantage of the uniformity of energy/mauer-a 
uniformity thai makes il feasible without preasSi@nable limit to escape the 
quantitative constraints imposed by the characler of the ea rth'~ crust I Barncn 
and Morse, 1973, p. II) . 

(tis , however, not the uniformity or matter-energy that makes for useful 
ness, but precisely the opposite. It is nonuniforrnity, differences in con· 
centration and temperature, that makes for usefulness. If all materials 
and energy were uniformly distributed in thermodynamic equilibrium, 
the resulting "homogeneous resource base" would be no resource at all. 
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Th~r~ \\vuiJ b<: a n>mpk!c at>s~n,·c of poh:ntial for uny process, in· 
duJin~ Iii\: . .-\s nt>tcJ in Chapt~r :!, th~ (l.'<lnomist's notion of infin ite 
,ubstitutihility b<:a rs som~ rcscmblan<'( to the old alchemists' dream of 
~t>nn~n in!:! t>a,.: n1<:1 als inlo pr.:o:ious nh.'lals. All you have to do is rear
ran~.: atvms! Sui the P<lll:nt ial for rearranging atoms is itself scarce, so 
th~ m.:rc f;Kt that cv~rything is made up of the same homogeneous build· 
ing t>Jo..:ks J,>.:s "''t at>olish scan:ity. Only Ma.xwell's Sorting-Demon could 
tum a pik M atl.lnls into a resource, and the entropy Jaw tells us that 
l\laxwcll's Do: nwn do.:s not el\ist. 

Zero Growth and the Great Depression 

One ,,f the more dis ingenuous arguments against the SSE was put for· 
"arJ t>y the editors of Fonune, who stated that "the country has just 
gl.lne through a real life tryout of zero growth" (1976. p. 116}. This was 
the period 1973-1975, a period remembered " not as an episode of zero 
growth but as the worst recession since the 1930s." 

Forrune identifies a SSE with a failed growth economy. A condit ion of 
nongrowth can come about in two ways: as the fail ure of a growth 
e.:onomy. or as the success of a steady-state economy. The two cases are 
as different as night and day. No one denies that the failure of a growth 
economy 10 grow brings unemployment and suffering. It is precisely to 
avoid the suffering of a failed growth economy (we know growth cannot 
continue) that we advocate a SSE. The fact that an airplane falls to the 
ground if it 1ries to remain stationary in the air simply reflects the fact 
that airplanes are designed for forward motion. It certainly does not 
imply 1hat a helicopter cannot rema in stationary. A growth economy and 
a SSE are as different as an airplane and a helicopter. Growthmania 
reigns supreme when even the fai lures of a growth economy become 
arguments in its defense! 

Conclusions from the Growth Debate 

To a large degree, the growth debate involves a paradigm shift or a 
gestal t switch-a change in the preanalytic vision we bring to the prob
lem. Conversion cannot be logically forced by airtight analytical dem· 
onstrations by either side, although dialectical arguments can sharpen 
the basic issues. But as the growing weight of anomaly complicates 
thinking within the growth paradigm to an intolerable degree, the 
steady-state view will become more and more appealing in its basic 
simplicity. In any case, orthodol\ economics will not easily recover from 
the weaknesses that some of its leading practitioners hav.:: revealed in their 
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efforts at self-defense. It is, to say the least, doublful thai "the world 
can, in effect get along wilhout natural resources." But il is certain lhat 
the world could do very well indeed without "the orthodox economists 
whose common sense has been insufficient to check their faulty logic." 
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ENERGY AND 
THE GROWTH DEBATE 

The decisive conflict of today is not between capitalists 
and communists, not between rich and poor, but be
tween the mass producers of plutonium and us who 
merely wish to survive. 

Hannes Alfv~n (1974) 

Probably the most impressive index of our blind commitment to growth is 
the price we are willing to pay to keep growing. Reaction to the energy 
crisis has been essentially to seek more energy at any cost. Fission power 
and the breeder reactor have been given top priority as the best energy 
source for the future (The Plutonium Economy. 1975). But the case for 
continued energy growlh is very weak. Let us consider the tivc common 
arguments usually raised against any proposal to limit energy growth: 

(I) "Energy growth is necessary to maintain employment." This is 
wrong for several reasons. First, the energy sector is the most capital
intensive sector of the economy and offers the least new employment pet 
dollar invested of uny major sector. The massive capital inve~tmcnts 
required to maintain historical growth trends would put enormous pres
sure on the interest rate and choke off many other investments, most of 
which would have provided more direct employment than that pro~ided 



by <n.:r~y pmdu,·til)n . Th< net .:IT<.:t on employment is thus likely to be 
negative. As h1r the multiplier c:ffec ts of the large investment, these are 
in nl) way p<.:uliar tl) <nergy in\·tstmencs and would result from any 
<'-'p.:nJiture l)f '"'"''T Thc:refl)re, ic is special pleading to appeal to mul
tipl i.:r eff,•,·ts. The argument that inanimate energy is often a necessary 
<:l)mpkment w lab<>r is mis leading unless it is pointed out that energy 
als<> substi tutes f<>r human labor. The intensive use of energy is likely to 
in.:rease the proJucril-iry of those laborers employed but to decrease the 
numba \)f labl)rers employed. The productiv ity of all laborers (employed 
anJ unempl\)yed) could ..:onceivably dec rease as the use of inanimate 
energy in.:rea:><!d. 

(:!) -unless energy production grows. the poor will be forever frozen 
at low levels of energy consumption and will never have the benefits of 
·energy slaves.' or household appliances." This argument is not conv inc
ing. lx.:ausc: the rich consume far more energy than the poor, and there is 
nl) evidence that che add icional energy will go to the poor. The way to 
help che poor is to put more money in their hands through a minimum· 
income program. perhaps in the form of a negative income tax. As the 
poor spend che money on energy or whatever, it will trickle up into the 
profits of producers and will induce expansion in the output of things that 
the poor want to buy. The "tricklc:-up" approach is a much more sensible 
way to hdp the poor than the "trickle-down" theory and would permit 
energy growth for the poor. Yet the energy growth advocates seem to 
prefer the trickle-down approach. 

(3) "We need more energy because our population growth requires it." 
This argumenc has force up to a point: specifically, that the energy growth 
rate should be as high as che population growth rate-currently less than 
I percent per year. Even so, I consider ch is more an argume nc for slowing 
populacion growch chan for increasing ene rgy growth. 
(~)"We need energy growth for defense and mil icary decerrence. ~ We 

already have considerable overkill, so I wonder why we need more. Fur
thermore, there are cogent reasons for believing that continued growch in 
energy demand makes us less secure, because it is increasing oor dcpen· 
dence on foreign councries for imports and is leading to ihe proliferation 
of nuclear reactors and stocks of plutonium tha t increase our vulnerabil
ity to both foreign enemies in case of war and to domestic terrorists, as 
well as co accidents. 

(5) "We need energy growth to clean up the pollution and recycle the 
wastes that have resulced from pasc economic growth and will result from 
fucure growch. We need co grow so cha t we w ill be rich enough to afford 
che cost of cleaning up.~ The firs! problem is that che associacion becween 
energy growch and economic growch, even a.s conventiona lly measured, is 
very loose. We can have economic growth. a t leas.t up to a point. wichout 
further energy growch. The second problem is the assumpcion that furcher 
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economic growch, as conventionally measured, is in face making us richer 
in some meaningful sense. 11 may be making us poorer-the milrginal 
costs of furcher growth may be greater chan the marginal bene/its. GNP is 
taken as a measure of bene/its, when in fact it is a mi.Jttun: of cost~ and 
bene/its. To assume that increasing GNP really makes us beuer off, and 
thus more able to pay the increased costs of cleaning up, is ju~t a way of 
begging che quescion. Cleaning up and repairing or substitut ing for natu· 
ral services that have been disrupted are tlremsell-es ~:osts, not the can· 
ceiling ouc or elimination of a cost. 

The above argumencs, fallacious on cheir own cerms, all take it for 
granted that the supply of energy muse be increase!!. The ahernacive of 
restraining demand is not considered. 

One test o f sanity is to put a man in a sealed room with the water tap 
open. As the room begins 10 till up with water, a sane man will cu rn off 
the tap. The insane will go to work wich mops and buckets and call for 
the production of more mops and buckets. Not only do we seem co have 
chosen che mop and bucket approach, we have picked the nuclear mop 
and bucket. 

In addicion 10 giving an extra push to the nuclear juggernaut, the 
energy crisis has scared people into accepting lower emission standards 
on air pollution, more strip-mining. more big pipelines and superports , 
Ecologist George Woodwcll has noted an ironic resuh: 

Reckless efforts to "solve" an energy problem that is unsolvable in che 
curren1 contexl of growlh lhreacen to speed destruclion of renewahlc re
sources . Acid rains are a good example. Relaxation of air pollution slandards 
for sulphur will result in concinuation of lhe 1rend of rising acid i1y in r~in 1n 
lh~ Northeast. There is little doubc that a decade or mor~ of precipilalion with 
a pH of between J.O and 4.2 will reduce 1hc net production nf forc;t ~ and 
agriculcu re. A 10 pen·enc loss of net production in 1hc New Engl:1nd '131<'' 
would be the equivalent of the power output of 15 1000-megawatt rca.:w". 
Would the people of New EnglanJ agree 10 supply such a sub,idy to chc n·,c 
of the country if they had a ~hoke? 

There is no simple technical or socia l solucion co chc >honagc of cncrfy. 
Growch in energy consumption in chc paucrn of pasl year> i$ o\'er ft>r the 
present. In :uldition. biotic flows of energy arc now bcinJ: los•. nftcn irrcwr· 
sibly; the biota is bcin~ mined. En,·irnnmcntal prohlcms arc nol simpl) ch'''c 
of adj usting lcchniques of energy produc1ion to reduce intru,ion> ,,n the 
environment : thC)' a lso include the preser~at ion of 1he Oo"' t>f cnaj:y
including food. maccrials . and services-through !he biola to m;l n. The'"''"· 
age of fossil fuels presents a challenge to technolt>~i,ts en tinJ mMe cffkocnl 
ways of exploiting biotic energy Oows on a rcnewah)c ha>h ...• Fa,olilics 
comparable to those of a major nacional laboracory sht>uld he d,.,.,,,«J h> the 
problems genera led by !he worldwide spread of b~tllk irnro,·cri~hmt'nl th:oc " 
caused in large degree by current races of exploicacion t>f m>nrcncwablc cncr~v 
sources. {Woodwell, 1972]. 
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What is ch.: b.: netic we arc reaping from chis costly mining of che bioca? 
Ac chc margin ic cvuhi noc ~ much and might well be negative. Consider 
that Swed~n·s per·capica energy consumpcion is one·half and Switzer
land 's is only on.:-third that of che United Scates. Even if we believe that 
Americans are bcu.:r off than Swedes and Swiss (a debatable view), it 
would ~ absuni to argue that Americans are cwo or three times beller 
off. Likewise. pcr-.:apita consumption of electr ical energy in the United 
Sta tes in the early 1970s was twice that of the early 1960s. Has that re
.:.:nt doubling made much difference to welfare? Has it increased or 
de.:r.:ased welfare'? At the margin. it does noc seem that our extra energy 
consumption i.s very productive of well-being. 

Fission power is both an expensive white elephant and a dangerous 
Trojan horse. Even its proponents consider it a Faustian bargain (Wein· 
~rg. 1972). They see the historical trend of rapid energy growth pro
ject.:d into the fuiUre and treat it as if it were a con scant of nature, like che 
speed of light. a fixed reference to which everything else must be fitted. 
Trend is elevaced co destiny. How can we meet our destiny (i.e., stay on 
the projccted curve)? Only fission power can save us from falling behind 
destiny's timetable-at least that is how it once appeared. Now it is 
recognized that fission will be rather slow in coming on line, and numer
ous responsible people are calling for a moratorium. 

Let us consider the case for a nuclear moratorium, and begin our 
discussion with scatements by two Nobel laureaces: 

The decisive conflict of today is not between capitalists and communists , 
not between rich and poor. but between the mass produce~ of plutonium and 
us who merely wish to survive (Hannes Alfven, Nobel laureate in physics, 
Pugwash Conference, 1974). 

I fear that when the history of this century is wriucn. thai the greatest 
debacle of our nation will be seen not to be our tragic involvement in South· 
east Asia but our creation of vast armadas of plutonium, whose safe contain
ment will represent a major precondition for human survival. not for a few 
de,ades or hundreds of years. but for thousands of years more than human 
civilization has so far existed [James D. Watson, Nobel laureate in medicine, 
1974). 

Are these two scatemencs exercises in rhetorical hyperbole? A brief list· 
ing of a few faces abouc plutonium is sufficient to convince ourselves that 
chey are, in truch, sober judgmencs that simply cell it like it is. Consider 
the follow ing: 

(I) Plutonium-239 is the most toxic clement ever handled in quantity 
by man. How toxic? Dispersed as fine panicles one micron in diamecer, one 
pound of plutonium represencs the pocential for 9 billion lung cancers. 

(2) Plutonium is «he principal ingredient in an atomic bomb. It takes 
on the order of twenty pounds to make a respectable bomb. Lots of 
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people know how to make a bomb and could do so if they had the 
plutonium. Much more than twenty pounds is presently unaccounted for 
in the physical inventories. 

(3) The half-life of plutonium is 24,000 years. Thus any large-scale 
contamination of the biosphere with plutonium must be considered per
manent and irreversible. 

(4) In the fully developed plutonium economy projected by the former 
AEC, the annual handling of plutonium would be on the order of 200,000 
pounds. Thus even 99.999-percent containment would mean two pounds 
loose, which is more than enough for an enormous disaster. In other 
words, 100-percent efficient containment is imperari1•e. What has man 
ever managed to do with I 00-percent efficiency even for a year, let alone 
for millennia? 

(5) The commercial value of plutonium, and especially its black mar
ke t value, will be very high. much more per ounce than , say, gold or 
heroin. Has there ever been any substance of great value that man has not 
managed to steal? 

In shon, plutonium is very bad stuff and deserves its namesake , Pluto, 
the god of the underworld. If we go nuclear we will have a lot of 
plutonium around for incompetents and psychopaths to play with. No 
wonder Watson and Alfven are alarmed! 

It is true that Nobel laureates can also be cited in favor of nuclear 
power-Edward Teller and Willard Libby to name two-and, in any 
case, issues cannot be decided merely by counting Nobelites on each 
side. The unden iable fact, however, is that a lot of very capable people 
disagree very strongly on the desirability and safety of nuclear power. In 
the face of such profound disagreement, it is irresponsible, to say the 
least, for public utilities to trumpet, at rate payers' expense no less, 
Reddy Kilowatt's mindless commercial slogan "nuclear power is safe:· 
and to proceed to build nuclear plants as fast as they can in advance of 
public debate and democratic expression of opinion . The more responsi
ble procedure would be to call a moratorium on further nuclear plant 
construction for several years, to provide time for reflection. debate, and 
discussion. 

The call for a moratorium is based mainly on seven specific arguments 
against fission power. All seven arc important and relevant. but not all 
are equally conclusive in showing the need for a moratorium. The first 
four fall short of being conclusive, even when taken together. The last 
three, however, are each conclusive and taken together arc overwhelm
ingly decisive. 

Thermal or hear po/lurion. Although all types of power plant ~ unav
oidably produce waste heat, nuclear plants produce more waste heat per 
kilowatt-hour than do conventional plants. But this d isadvantage can 
probably be corrected by engineers. if they spend the money. It is an 
example of a problem that is subject to a technical fix . 
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Evc:ncually. chc:rmal pollucion will provide: ll limit to global energy use 
anJ will rc'luin: that we: mallimile Jc:pc:nJc:n.:c: on solar energy as well as 
a.:hic:vc: zero c:nc:r~y gwwth. Ao:.:oniing co Dr. Alvin Wc: inberg (1974), 
this must surely happc:n within 200 years, and quite probably within 
1hircy 10 tifcy years. if man is to avoid unacceptable meterological disrup
lion. But I mc:ntion this only 10 put it aside, since it applies to any 
cc:rresrrial energy source, not just nuclear. 

Loll' ·/1!\'t!l routillt! re/t?ast?s of radioactivity from power plants and fuel 
rt?pn,ct?ssillg plants. This is a serious cause for concern and is specific to 
nudear powc:r. But thanks to the efforts of two former AEC scientists, 
Gl)fman and Tampl in {1970). the standards have been tightened 100-fold. 
The: AEC and 1he nuclear establishment fought Gofman and Tamplin 
evc:r~· seep of the way. but they lost. Low-level rad ia tion is not good for 
us. and C:\'en the new limits may be too permissive. Nevertheless, this 
problem may have a 1echnical fix if sufficient money is spent. In fact, 
sm:lll·particle pollution from coal may be just as bad or worse. So I leave 
this issue 10 one side also. 

Radiation exposure to uranium minus. There is a very high incidence 
of lung cancer among uranium miners, and thai is certainly a grave social 
cost. But again. I set it aside. because it may be subject to a technical 
fi.x. if the money is spent to automate the mines. Coal miners die of 
pneumoconiosis, or black lung. which may be just as bad. 

Shortage of uranium. The cumulative lifetime requirements of ura
nium needed to operate the 800 nuclear reactors commonly projected 
by the year :woo amounts to about 4 million tons. The United States' 
potential uranium supply. counting hypothetical uranium resources up to 
the S30 per-pound category. is about 2.6 million tons. There have been 
no significant discoveries of uranium in the United States since 1965, 
despite intensified search {Kazman, 1975; Day, 1975). Does it make 
sense to build reactors that may not be able to operate for their full 
life1imes because of uranium shortage? The only economic advantage 
nuclear power has is lower fuel costs, and continued skyrocketing of 
uranium prices erases even that advantage. Of course, we may discover 
more uranium. we may have a breakthrough in uranium mining or breeder 
reactor technology. but it hardly seems prudent to count on these mere 
possibil ities. Should not nuclear proponents be required first to find the 
uranium before committing bil lions in capital for the construction of 
reactors that could easily be made anything from uneconomical to totally 
worthless because of a lack of fuel? 

These four arguments can be debated pro and con and, though impor
tant. are not decisive in making the case for moratorium now. Let's turn 
now to the three decisive arguments. 

Possible environmental contamination by large amounts of radioactive 
wastes. As yet, there is no solution to the permanent storage of high-level 
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radioactive wastes that must be isolated from the environment for 
thousands of years with essentially perfect containment. Some say bury 
wastes in ice caps, others say rocket them into the sun (a truly insane 
idea), and some say put them in salt domes in Louisiana and Texas. 

I doubt that this problem has a technical solution, but many think it 
does. If it does, then let us find the solution first before we produce any 
more long-lived radioactive waste. We should declare a moratorium until 
this problem is solved, if it can be solved. 

The chance that the enormous inventory of radioacth·e materials in the 
reactor core might be accidentally released to tile environment. This is 
the problem of a reactor core meltdown that could result in an enormous 
disaster. The Brookhaven report put the maximum damage at 3,000-
4,000 deaths and $7 billion property damage. An updated 1965 version 
of that study, which was kept secret by the AEC until 1973, when it was 
pried loose by a lawsuit, set the maximum at 45,000 deaths and $17 
billion property damage, and contamination of an area the size of 
Pennsylvania. 

Obviously, a single accident that could inflict even $7 billion in dam· 
ages is inherently uninsurable. Not even a coalition of the country's 
largest insurance companies would underwrite more than $110 million on 
nuclear plants. Another $450 million is provided by the government at 
tax payers' expense. Anything beyond S560 million is uninsured risk 
borne by the public at large. Normally, when a commercial venture is too 
novel and too large scale in its possible effects to be able to get adequate 
liability insurance, it simply does not take place. But this first line of 
defense against industrial irresponsibility was simply bypassed by the 
Price-Anderson Act that arbitrarily limited liability to the small amounts 
mentioned. If nuclear power is so safe, why isn't adequate insurance 
available? One of the often neglected costs of rapid growth is that our 
artifacts evolve in scale and quality too fast for us to accumulate actua· 
rial experience sufficient to calculate the probability and cost of their 
malfunction. Thus sound insumnce is rendered impossible when the na
ture and scale of our activities change too rapidly. 

One reason nuclear plants cannot get more insumncc coverage is that 
the emergency core cooling system designed to prevent a meltJo"·n has 
never been successfully tested. Another reason may be that the alleged 
low probabilities of an accident given in the Rasmussen report (19Hl arc 
seen by aciuaries for what they are-subjecti\·e estimates. not the objec
tive relative frequency of actual occurrences needed for sound insurance. 
Since purposeful acts are omitted from the Rasmussen analysi~. the re
sults are of little value. ln fact, physicist Donald Geesaman ( 1974) has 
argued that, in the absence of purposeful acts . the probability of a nu· 
clear meltdown is zero, since without purposeful acts there could be no 
reactors in the first place. Geesaman further comments: 
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R~a..:l,>r a..:.:iJ~nls will happ~n when men want them to happen. The Second 
La" l.lf Th<rml.l<lynami,·s is an o:kganl way of stating that it is easier 10 

Jc>II•'Y ,>rJa than it is 10 n>nsuu.:t it. Sabotaging or destroying a reactor is 
n~,·cs.~ri ly a minl.lr tc..:hnol••gkal task compar~d 10 building one. The re is a 
cc..:hnl.llogy ,, f Jisof\kring l.lrJu. In a rdative sense it is a low technology and 
it ,·~nn,>t be i~norcJ [Geesaman, 197~. p. 3). 

Even a mt're .:and!.: held by an ~l~ctrician to test for wind currents was 
suftkient to a.:.:i~kntally stan a fire at the TVA's Brown's Ferry nuclear 
station that r~sulted in the shutdown of two reactors and might have led to 
a meltdown. 

Tlrt> pvHibiliry tlull terrorists or psychopaths may sabotage a reactor 
vr stt>ul plutonium. This is the argument mentioned at the beginning. 
Managing plutonium with 100-percent efficiency is humanly impossible. 
But the attempt to make humans perform with superhuman efficiency 
and ~Jis.:ipline will warp our institutions in drastic ways. Already. in order 
to dc:al with the security problems of plutonium recycle, the former AEC 
has suggested the need for a federal police force and for relaxation of 
certain protections of privacy in order that personnel security checks can 
be more stringent. To prevent traffic in heroin, police have asked for 
no-knock search laws. To prevent traffic in plutonium, such laws proba
bly would be necessary. In the presence of nuclear blackmail. the imposi
tion of martial law would be a foregone conclusion. In order to minimize 
risks and transport, there must be a concentration of as many nuclear 
facilities as possible in one place-hence nuclear parks consisting of 
fifteen to twenty reactors with support facilities . Such concentrations of 
power could not be left in private hands. The security problems imposed 
by plutonium would require the militarization of our economy, and the 
first step would be nationalization of key points of the nuclear fuel cycle, 
including public utilities. 

It has not been generally appreciated that the dynamics of currently 
planned rapid growth in nuclear plants could make the whole nuclear 
program a net consumer of energy perhaps until the end of the century. 
This is so because, during construction periods of seven to ten years, 
nuclear plants are naturally net consumers of energy. Rapid growth 
means that there will be many plants under construction relative to 
operating plants, and if the number is too high (if growth is too rapid), 
the net energy produced by finished nuclear plants will be more than 
offset by the energy construction requirements of new plants (Price, 
1974). This point would, of course, apply to the too rapid construction of 
any kind of power plant, not just nuclear. 

Inevitably, we are told that we have no alternative. It is either nuclear 
power or back to caves. This is nonsense, but even if it were true some of 
us· would prefer caveman life to life in a radioactive police state. It bears 
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repetit ion that Sweden and West Germany have roughly one·half the 
per-capita energy consumption of the United States , yet people there live 
very well. "Whatever exists is possible" is an axiom we need to re
member. The Ford Foundation Energy Policy Project (1974) has shown 
very clearly that continued energy growth at past rates presents fa r 
greate r problems than does moderate or zero energy growth. The feasibil
ity of even lower rates of energy growth, accompanied by a doubling or 
more of energy efficiency, has been ably argued by Amory Lovins 
(1976). 

Ask a nuclear engineer why we can't eventually get along using mainly 
solar energy and adapt our technology and li fe styles to its benign re 
qui rements of decentralization and low-intensity use, and he will tell you 
that that presents insurmountable problems. Even though it is done by all 
other species, including those with no central nervous system and hence 
no brain at all, l iving on solar-energy income is just too big a challenge 
for our technologists. But ask him how he intends to solve any of the 
truly impossible problems just d iscussed , and he will tell you that science 
can do anything! 

As indicated earlier, energy demand project ions have played an impor
tant role in convincing many people of the necessity of fission power. The 
conventional ~double every ten yea rs" projections of electric power de
mand were based on a historical period in which the average rea l price of 
energy was fall ing. Between 1945 and 1969 the real price of elect ricity 
fell by 50 percent (Chapman et al., 1972). In 1970 the rea l price of 
electriciiy began to rise, and consequently projections based on a con
tinuously fall ing price are sure to be upset. But there are also some more 
subtle preconceptions and altitudes in forecasting that merit discuss ion. 

No one tries to predict what he will do tomorrow. Instead he decides 
what he will do tomorrow, and, subject to comingeocics beyond his 
control, he carries out his decision. The domain of prediction does not 
include events under the control of the prediction maker. If it did. he 
could always ensure that his predictions were correct. We plan those 
events subject to our control, and we predict events that are not subject to 
our control. We may predict astronomical events, or the behavior of other 
people, or the contingencies that may limit our future opt ion~ indepen
dently of our own wills; those events that we control arc planned. not 
predicted. 

Pred iction sounds objective and scientific, while ~planning~ sounds 
subjective , arbitrary, and even socialistic. Hence the propcn~ity to say 
prediction when we rea lly mean planning. T he dangers of such confusion 
are greatest in a reas of collective behavior, where some events arc he yond 
the control o f individuals (subjec t to prediction) but are controllable oy 
the society as a whole (subject to planning). Energy usc is one such 
difficult area. Society can decide its energy use, just as an individual 
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d,~s and au~mpt to shapt! th~ future, or it can treat it as a problem in 
predkting other p.:opt.:s' aggregate behavior and seek to outguess the 
future. 

Suppose that a forecast shows that the future will very likely be X. 
r-:~.\t it is sh,lwn that for X to happ~n. the necessary conditions Y and Z 
must also hap~n. Then it is concluded that to ease the transition toward 
our "d~stiny, ·· X. we must strive for Y and Z. But as often as not, either 
Y or Z or both tum out to be not only necessary but also sufficient 
conditions for X. so thai in preparing for the predicted future we in fact 
bring it to pass. The prediction is self·fulfilling because it was. from the 
beginning. more in the domain of planning than of prediction. Such 
sdf.fulfilling predictions represent implicit social planning and should 
not st~al the mantle of objectivity by appropriating the favorable conno· 
tations of the word "prediction" and avoiding the unfavorable ones of the 
more proper word "planning." If 1he Edison Electric Institute makes a 
projee~ion of energy demand for the year 2000, and the number is such 
that supply can meet it only with a crash program of building breeder 
reactors. and we undertake such a program, then barring technical fail· 
ures and nuclear war. the Edison Electric Institu te's projection will be 
borne out. Whether breeder reactors (or coal burners) should be built is 
not at issue here. The point is that such a question should be decided 
openly and politically and not by the stealth or confusion of treating 
recent trend as eternal destiny and investing the concept of demand with 
an i m~rial authority beyond its true meaning. 

An eumple of the quasi·planning involved in energy forecasting is 
seen in the sensitivity of the AEC's cost-benefit analyses of breeder 
reactors to variations in energy demand forecasts. According to Thomas 
B. Cochran: 

Other cumnt long range electrical energy demand projections (besides that 
of the FPC's 1970 National Power Survey which forms the basis of the AEC's 
projections), using independent forecasting tech niques based on historical 
{national) trends in GNP growth, income and (gas and electricity) price etas· 
ticities. and per capita consumption. suggest that the 1970 analysis pro
jections overestimate future electrical energy demand. The true demand could 
easily be 25 percent, and possibly 50 percent below the "probable" projec
tion in the 1970 analysis for the year 2000. If the true demand is 25 percent 
less, then the projected discounted net benefits of the LMFBR program 
{assuming the rest of the economic and technologic projections remain un
changed from the AEC's most probable estimates in the 1970 Analysis) are re· 
duced by one-half; if the actual demand is onc·half the probable projection, the 
net benefits vanish, due to lower energy tlemand alone [Cochran, 1974, p. 221 ). 

T he point is that the major technological decision of our generation 
(Weinberg. 1972), the one with the most far-ranging social and environ
meotal impacts, binges on an energy-demand forecast whose error term 
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encompasses a range of values that could completely reverse the cost
benefit decision. Make one projection and we get breeder reactor~. make 
another equally plausible projection and we forgo (or escape) them . The 
distinction between planning and forecasting becomes very funy. 

The breeder reactor cost-benefit decision is, in addition, very sensitive 
to the discount rate at which present and future values are compared . The 
discount rate is itself a kind of forecast-a forecast of the average rate of 
re turn on new investment during the planning period, which serves as a 
measure of the opportunity cost of capital. Cochran points out that: 

The AEC used a 7 percent discount rate to compute present value benefits 
of the LMFBR program. With a 10 percent discount rate favored by many 
economists and now required by a 1972 Administration directive, the net 
benefits reported by the 1970 Analysis are reduced by 77 percent [Cochran, 
1974, p. 221). 

Once again, the element of implicit planning is inherent in the projec
tion. Project a capital opportunity cost of 7 percent and the breeder is 
"economic"; project 10 percent and it is " uneconomic." It is no use 
pretending that those who make the projections are ignorant of, or disin
terested in, the implications of their projections for economic policy 
making. 

The implicit planning and self-fulfilling prophecies involved in fore
casting are recognized, indeed formalized, in the concept of "indicative 
planning" used by the French and by some other European governments. 
Indicative planning is distinguished from imperative planning in !hat 
projected production targets for differenl industries are not enforced by 
the state (as in 1he Soviet Union) but are merely projected as a set of 
self-consistent guidelines. If every industry strives to produce the amount 
projected by the planners and balanced out with their inpu1-output ma
trices, then no one will be disappointed in his expectations because !he 
planners have made sure that their projections are consistent. Thus if one 
industry expects that most others will follow the indica1ed projections, 
then it will be in that fum's interest to follow the projection also, for by 
doing so it will avoid unprofitable surpluses or shortages. The job of I he 
government is to follow 1he projections in its own sphere and to convince 
everyone else to do the same by methods short of coercion. 

While the United States does not practice indicative planning offi. 
dally, it is becoming apparent that there is an implicit indicative planning 
being practiced by corporations and governmenl agencies that make pro
jections of energy demand as if it were an external event located entirely 
in the domain of prediction and not overlapping in10 the domain of plan
ning. If the state refuses to engage in planning, that simply means that 
utilities and other corporations do the planning for us, no1 that we avoid 
planning. 
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Tht' t.:nJ.:u,·y Ill treat <.kmanJ as t'l((lgenous is perhaps anocher !rap of 
chinking <>nly in m.:chanistk terms. Tho: economy is seen as an au1ono· 
mous machine thai in.:xor.1bly gener.Hes energy requirements or demands. 
lo k.:cp !he ma..:hine running, we mus1 predicc ils ellogenously deler· 
mineJ .:n.:rgy app.:l ite and then see co it by all means thai supplies are 
ade~uat.:. lnst.:ad of perpetuating !his mechanistic vision, we should 
1hink vf !he .:c .. >nomy as an organism in coevolution wilh ils environment, 
subje.:t 10 biophysical conslraints, and obliged 10 adjust to those con· 
straims . .:ith.:r by conscious effort or by blind nemesis. 

As dis.:ussed in Chap1er 2. the economy, like an organism. lives on a 
.:ontinual lhroughput of matter and energy taken from the environment in 
the form of Jow-en1ropy raw materials (depletion), and returned to the 
en"ironment in the form of high-entropy wasce (pollution). The biomass 
of an organism. or a population of organisms, grows to some ma1ure or 
equilibrium size. The throughput then functions to maintain the size and 
slru.:ture of 1he organism and is no longer the source of physical grow1h. 
The skill. knowledge, wisdom, love, and general welfare embodied in an 
organism may continue to inc rease even af1er physical growth has 
stopped . In I ike manner, the populations of human organisms and arc if aces 
cannot grow foreve r but must cease growing ac some level representing 
maturily or equilibrium. Beyond this point, economic growth must take 
place under the constraint of a constant population of people and ar
tifacts, that is, births equal to deachs and physical production equal to 
physical consumpcion (or depreciacion). Skill. wisdom, technical compe· 
cence, love. and so on may continue to increase, and may lead to 
economic growth, depending on how it is measured, but gross physical 
accumulation of bodies and arcifaccs will have to cease. The throughput 
flow (depletion -+ pollucion) is the cost of maintaining the population of 
people and arcifac ts and is not to be maximized, but rather minimized, 
subject to 1he requirement tha t the equilibrium stock of people and ar
tifacts be maintained. Our current theories and insti lutions seem to con
sider the throughput flow (approximated by real GNP) as someching to be 
mallimized. as a benefit in itself ra1her than as che cost of maintaining a 
stock that yields benefits. If che stock can be maintained with a smaller 
throughput, we are better off noc worse off. This steady-state paradigm 
(already discussed in Chapter 2) represents a radical shift from the scand· 
ard grow1h paradigm. Nevenheless, it seems more logical and realistic, 
even !hough less appealing to politicians, in whatever walk of life, who 
prefer co promise more and more forever and ever. Probably the energy 
sector will be the first to have to come to terms wich th is steady-state or 
zero growth point of view. 

As methods of demand forecasting have become increasingly arcane, 
che general public has once again been reduced to the status of layman 
under a priesthood of curve-titters and multiple-regression testers. We 
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probably hold multiple-regression 1echniques in higher venerat ion than 
lhe ancien! Greeks held divination by consultalion of chicken c:nuaih, 
bul lhe record of modern numcrologisls is probably no beuer, eJ<.\:cpt in 
the case of self- fulfill ing prophecies. 

Demand projections usually auempt 10 measure the quantity of a given 
energy resource a given country or state will want, need . or re!juirc in 
some futu re year if the price of energy retains more or less its present 
relationship to o1her costs and if the abil ity to usc and 10 supply lhe 
resource is not otherwise constrained. This no1ion of demand might beuer 
be called "requirements," so as not to confuse it with the economi~ts' 
concept of demand. For the economist , demand is a relationship between 
the price of a commodity and the quantity purchased at lhat price over 
some time period. Demand is a funclion, not a quantity. Furthermore. 
requirements should not be confused with "quantity purchased or de
manded," a concept that assumes a given price and all other influences 
constant. Nor should requirements be confused wi th "aggregate de
mand ," which is simply the sum of all eJ<.penditures made during some 
time period . None of these demand concepts requires any specification of 
purpose. beyond the mere intent of making a purchase. 

By contrast, the notion of requirements (or needs) is totally undefined 
until the purpose is specified, that is. requirements for n·har? Let us 
define "energy requirements" as the energy resource flows necessary to 
maintain or achieve a popular ion of a certain size. living ar a certain 
standard of per·capira energy consumprion . during a certain prriod of 
time, using certain kinds of redrnology. It makes no sense at all to speak 
of energy requirements without having specified, ar least in general 
te rms . these four elements of purpose. Alternatively. if we sp.:ak of 
energy requirements, we must be making assumptions. expl icitly or 
tacitl y, about each of these four elements. What are the mos1 common 
assumptions made and what are the most prudent assumptions to mak.: 
about each element? 

Probably the most common assumption is to eJl trapolate recent grnwrh 
rates of population and per-capita consumpt ion, assuming some arbi
trary. round-numbered time period and assuming constant 1echnolngy or a 
constan t direc tion of technological change (i .e., rhat 1echnolon will 
change in the future in ways similar 10 1he way it has changed in rhc 
past). The result is that total requirements grow as the producr M pnpula
rion and per-capita consumprion growth, usually exponentiall y. and 
energy requirements for maintaining such growth become overwhelming 
within the time period chosen. The conclusion is that such rcquircmcncs. 
in all likelihood, cannot be met. This means rhar rhc foru a.uumrHionJ af 
purpose are inco11sisrenr and o11e or more mu.rr hr 111{)(/ifil'd. 

One way out is to shorten the time perivd, usually with argumcnls 
about the futility of looking very far ahead, and perhaps by arguing th;ll 
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ar a 7-pcrr.:nt r;~t.: llf <.lis.:,lunl whar happens more than fifteen years from 
now wtll anJ shoulJ .:arry lint.: wcight in current dc:cisions. Discouming 
.:an •·asil) l:l.:.:<llllC a pseuJ,hdcntilk way of making rhe erhical judgment 
thar rht furure is not worrh anyrhing. This refers to only one reason for 
<.lis.:ounring. n:undy. pun: rime preference. Discounting for uncertainty 
(rh.: furure is usu;~lly less certain than 1he present) remains a matter of 
common pruJcn..:c (a biro in the hand is worth 1wo in rhe bush, because 
oi un•atainry. bur a sure bird roday is nol necessarily worth rwo sure 
birds in rhc furure). Anorhc:r way out is to assume new. qualitatively 
Jij)'.:r<'tll kinds of lerhnological progress rhat will reduce per-capita and 
per-JoiiJr .:n.:rgy requiremems as fast as growth increases population and 
per-1.·apil:l G:>IP. Yet another way out is to assume reduced, eventually 
uro. r;~1es of growth of population and per-capila consumption. Finally, 
there arc the peacemakers and middle-of-the-roaders who argue that we 
ought to do a little of each: don't 1ry 10 look too far ahead, have more 
f:lith in technology. and lake comfon in the decreasing raie of population 
gro<\lh and !he likely slowdown in economic growth. But, sensible 
though it seems. this eclectic approach is not terribly satisfactory. 

Although wc: should avoid "living in the future" and being overly 
con.:emed about it. nevenheless. some reasonable inrerest in seeing to it 
1hat there will be a future for the human race is a very legitimate concern 
of the present. If present actions endanger that future, even if not with in 
the "relevant time frame ... it is not satisfactory to simply refuse to follow a 
logkal chain of cause and effect beyond a decade or a generation. Nor is 
the counsel to have faith in technology very reassuring. The notion that 
technology has grown ex.ponemially and that this somehow compensates 
for e.'ponential growth in pollution and depletion is, as we have seen in 
the previous chapter. totally misleading. In the first place. technological 
change cannot be measured directly and is merely inferred from the 
permissive role that it has played in making possible an ever larger 
throughput (depletion and pollution). The technological change in the 
post-World War II period has been part of the problem not part of the 
solution . What we must appeal to is a qualitative change in the nature of 
technological progress, not a mere conlinuation of alleged quantitalive 
trends of the recent pas1-and 1hat requires a very strong faith indeed, 
especially since improvements in resource productivity probably will 
come at the ex.pense of labor and capital productivity and will force the 
issue of income distribution into greater prominence. 

Material and energy requiremems to maintain the human body seem 
fixed, although really they are not. With known technologies of selective 
breeding, we could reduce the size of human beings considerably. Even
tually we might achieve a race of mini-Tom Thumbs, making room for 
more people, and finally we might become totally immaterial, a race of 
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angels, infinitely many of us. Probably there exists some minimum 
energy and material requirement for human consciousness, beyond which 
we become extinct rather than angels (or devils). Although no one advo· 
cates such a thing, this fantasy is instructive because some people who do 
not believe in angels nevertheless seem to believe in •·angel commodi· 
ties,"-that is, that technology can reduce the energy and material con· 
tent of a dollar's worth of GNP indefinite ly as growth continues, to the 
point where it becomes ··angel GNP." 

It would seem that the fundamentally most sensible adjustment to 
make among the four assumptions is to recognize that population and 
per-capita consumption must eventually be stabilized and that technolog· 
ical change should be relied on only for buying time-both time to make 
the adjustment to stable consumption levels and time in the sense of tilt 
life span of the stable system itself. The point that emerges is that the 
four elements of purpose, in relation to which energy requirements must 
be defined, are each subject to limits. Population cannot grow fore.,.er. 
per-capita consumption cannot grow forever, the relevant time period 
cannot be shortened forever, and technology cannot reduce material and 
energy intensity forever. Nevertheless, there are short· and middle-run 
trade·offs among the four elements. 

What combination of values of the four variables is optimum? That is 
fundamentally an ethical question. Even if we could precisely and objec
tively specify the terms of the trade-offs, the choice of the optimum 
combination within the feasible set would still be an ethical choice. But 
unless we have made this choice we cannot answer the question "energy 
requirements for wlzar?" and thus we cannot give any empirical con· 
tent to the concept of energy requirements. Therefore, if we are going 
to construct a scenario of future energy requirements, it is absolutely 
necessary in the strictest logical sense to begin with a series of ethical 
propositions. Attempts to ride roughshod over this requirement, whether 
out of embarrassment at making tthical statements or eagerness to arrive 
at a number. are completely illogical and worse than useless. 

One ethical proposition concerns the relevant time period-how long 
into the future do we care about? The iacit choice of our current growth 
mind-set is short run; if not "after me the deluge." then the altitude is at 
least "what has posterity done for me recently'>" The alternative here 
recommended is the long-run view of stewardship for the indefinite fu· 
turc; that is, let us try to take good enough care of the ecosphere (keep 
our consumption demands well below the ecosphere's maximum cap:~cit~) 

so that it will last a long time. Exactly how long we do not need w know. 
The view is sometimes expressed tha t the best thing the present .:an do for 
the future is to grow and bequeath the future a larger .:apital swck . But 
the simultaneous bequest of depleted natural resources could reduce the 
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prt,Ju,·tivity llf that .:apital stuck so that the net inheritance is dimin· 
ishcd-not ru m~n t ion the negati\·t inheri tance of polluted air and water 
ami J isrupr~J e.:usystems. 

A scnmd ethic:~l proposit ion is that there is or should be such a thing 
Js <'m>ugla . It will not be easy ro agree on exactly how many people or 
what standard of ,·onsumption is enough. The good life has minimum 
tnergy and mJtuial requirements that may not be too hard to agree on. 
But beyond that minimum more consumpt ion increases welfare only up 
to a furthtr, k ss definable, maximum poin1. 

:\ third ethi<:a l principle is that the claims on resources of those who 
are below the minimum should take precedence over the claims of those 
who are well above the minimum and cer tainly over the claims of those 
v.ho are above: the maximum and whose tastes have become so jaded that 
they must be artfully cajoled into further consumption. It has been sug
gested that as long as any are below the minimum. then the muimum 
should be no grearer than the mean per-capita amount available. The 
similar maxim that no one has a right to luxury while his fellow man 
lad's necessities is a commonly citc:d principle of Christian ethics as well 
as of other ethical tr.~ditions. 

A four1h ethical proposi tion is that the minimum requirements of 
people already born should take precedence over the population's repro
ductive desires in excess of replacement, or over a less than replacement 
bir1h r.~te if existing population size is too large. 

If we accept these propositions, then our scenario for future energy 
requirements will have as its "for what" something like the following 
purpose: A stationary population should be maintained at a roughly sta· 
ble aver.~ge per-capita level of consumption that is bounded by a min
imum and a maltimum. The aver.~ge level should not be so high as to 
require destruction of the ecosphere in other than the very long run . The 
spread between maximum and minimum should be sufficient to com
pensate for difrerences in work conditions and effort but should be con
siderably less than the present range. which is beyond any functional 
justification and tends to subvert the democrat ic process by excessively 
concentrating economic power. A technology should be developed that 
uses resources much more sparingly than presently and that strives to sub· 
stitute renewables and solar energy for nonrenewables to the el'.tent 
possible. Since technological progress cannot be foreseen. no particular 
degree of technological progress should be anticipated in defining fu tu re 
energy requirements; after technological progress has occurred, energy re
quirement figures can be readjusted. Inst itut ions capable of bringing about 
this scenario were discussed in Chapter 3. 

All forecasts are based on the belief that the future is to some elttent 
discernible. Most forecasts require the stronger assumption that the fu
ture is discernible from evidence fou nd in the recorded past. Many fore-
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casts assume that the future is in some ways discernible from purely 
numerical evidence in the recorded past. Since forecasting has ~hihed 
from the prophet and seer to the statistician, the visionary element has 
been downplayed and the numerical element has received nearly exclu
sive emphasis. There is an approach that blends the visionary and the 
numerical in a fruitful way, the approach of considering alternative 
energy scenarios, as applied by the Ford Foundation Energy Policy Proj
ect (1974). 

The basic assumption of the ''numerological" forecasts is that the 
future is related to the past by means of a stable numerical relationship. 
Pure novelty, d iscontinuity, and emergence of the qualitat ively different 
are ruled out. This is a metaphysical assumption and may lead to a kind of 
blindness that forecaster Daniel Yankelovich calls the McNamara Fallacy: 

The first step is to measure whatever can be easily measured. This is okay 
os far as it f!Oes. The second step is to disregard that which cannot be 
measured or give it an arbitrary quantitath·e value. This is artificial and 
misleading. The third step is to presume that which cannot be measured easily 
is not really very importanl. This is blindness. The fourth step is to say what 
cannot be measured really does not eKist. This is suicide [quoted in Hayes, 
1974]. 

A further bias is inherent in the quantification of subjective prob
abilities. Thomas Schelling has written of "a tendency in our planning to 
confuse the unfamiliar with the improbable. The contingency we have not 
considered looks str.mge; what looks strange is thought improbable; what 
is improbable need not be considered seriously" (quoted in Hayes. 
1974). 

A basic conservative bias is imparted to some forecasting by the as
sumption of no d iscontinuity o r emergent novelty. Most forecasting is 
paid for by big business. that is, by "the establishment."' by persons and 
institutions that have something to conserve. These sponsors purchase the 
computer time and provide the often proprietary data withou t which the 
forecaster would be unable to practice his "science ... Sponsor and 
forecaster a re locked in a conservative symbiotic embrace: To the extent 
that the future is like the past only more so, the forecaster will make 
more accurate predictions. and the sponsor will be reinforced in the 
belief that whate\'er system had the wisdom to put him at the top must l'>c 
a part of the eternal constitution of nature and certainly not a rand('lm 
fluke of capricious history. But this "mirror. mirror on the wall" bias is 
not limited to the establishment. Environmentalists and conscr"ationists 
l ikewise have a tendency to forecast a self-justifying and sclf-concrat
ulatory future. Hence the modern tendency to confuse trend with destiny 
and the prevalence of self-fulfilling predictions in which the future is 
implicitly planned under the guise of neutral scicntilk forecasting . 
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True science . by contrast, auempts to disprove its predictions, not to 
nllke them com.: true, and strives in so far as possible to avoid altering 
the system under study. Perhaps forecasting is limited by a generalized 
H.:iscnb.:rg un,·ertainty principle: Any auempt to predict the future is 
likdy to alter the future. Or as Karl Popper has argued. prediction may 
be subject to an imposs ibil ity theorem; Future events are partly deter
mined by the .:ontent of future knowledge; the mind cannot predict today 
what it will know tomorrow (else it would already know it today); there
fore future e\ents cannot be predicted . The best that can be hoped for is 
to rule out some events that appear to contradict natural laws. 

Th.: above: logical problems and conservative biases in forecasting are 
a'oided in a more forthright and humbre approach to the futu re-that of 
elaborJting allernative possible energy scenarios, tracing out their impli
.:ations, and then asking which total package is most desirable. This 
approach squarely faces up to the basic question of requirements for 
.. ·hut.' elaborated earlier. 

An enormous literature on the subject of energy has grown up in recent 
y~rs . This brief chapter has not attempted to review that literature but 
merely to rel01te the energy question to the growth debate. From previous 
chapters. it is clear that solar energy would be the major source in the 
SSE. Fission power was discussed because it is such a good el\ample of 
how growth, whether actual or projected, forces us to adopt dangerous 
technologies that would never be acceptable and would never be needed 
with sm011ler populations living at less lavish stand<~rus of per-capita en
ergy consumption. 
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7 

DEVELOPING ECONOMIES 
AND THE STEADY STATE 

An increlSe in the nte of growth tends to ~ggr~vate 
both e~ternal dep~ndence and in1ernal exploitation. 
Thus higher rates of growth. far from reducing under· 
development. tend 10 .. orJen it. in the sense of tendtng 
to mcrease social inequalities. 

Celso Funado ( 1974) 

It is absolutely a waste of time as well as morally backward 10 preach 
steady-state doctrines to underdeveloped countries before the overdevel
oped countries have taken any measure to reduce either their own popula
tion growth or the growth of their per-capita resource consumption. 
Therefore. the steady-state paradigm must first of all be adopted and 
applied in the overdeveloped countries . That does not mean, however, 
that the underdeveloped countries can be left out of consideration. For 
one thing. the underdeveloped countries are not ever going to devel
op (recall the " impossibility theorem·· of Chapter I) unless the over
developed countries moderate their demands on world resources and 
absorption capacities. One of the major forces necessary to push the over
developed countries toward a SSE will be Third World outrage at their 
overconsumption. In addition. underdeveloped countries will have to 
revise their expectations downward regarding their own growth. Although 
per-capita consumption levels are too low and must still grow, popula· 
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tion size need not grow and must, in fact, be significantly slowed down 
as a precondition for increasing the growth rate of per-capita consump· 
tion. Investment can be used either to increase the standards of a given 
population or to increase the population at given standards. Under· 
developed countries must, regardless of the actions of overdeveloped 
countries, reduce their population growth. 

The starting point in development economics should be the "impossi· 
bility theorem" mentioned in Chapter 1: that a U.S.-style high mass 
consumption economy for a world of 4 billion people is impossible, and 
even if by some miracle it could be achieved, it would certainly be short 
lived. Even less realistic is the prospect of an ever growing standard of 
consumption for an ever growing population. The raw materials concen· 
trated in the earth's crust and the capacity of ecosystems to absorb either 
large quantities or exotic qualities of waste materials and heat set a limit 
to the number of person-years that can be lived in the "developed state," 
as that term is understood today in the United States and in the Third 
World. 

This impossibility theorem is arrived at by common sense reasoning 
and does not depend on opaque computer models with their "counterin· 
tuitive" results . Models such as those sponsored by the Club of Rome are 
useful and informative. but the steady-state position is not dependent on 
them. Just as in the Middle Ages all Holy Thought had to be expressed in 
Latin, so in the Age of Analysis all Correct Thought must, it would 
seem, be expressed in the binary language of computer codes. There is a 
real danger of the computer model becoming a large black box con
taining a giant syllogism that carries us with the speed of light from 
dialectically fuzzy premises to analytically precise conclusions. While I 
have great admiration for the work sponsored by the Club of Rome 
(Meadows et al.. 1972; Mesarovic and Pestel, 1974). I nevertheless think 
that we are wise to resist assurances of truth unless we can grasp the 
entirety of argument in intellectual intuition and see it illuminated as a 
whole by the natural light of reason. Complex computer models arc aids 
to, but not substitutes for. this kind of more intimate understanding . 

As a simple intuitive demonstration of the impossihility theorem . con· 
sider the following. If it requires roughly one third of the world\ annual 
production of nonrenewable resources to support that 6 percent of the 
world 's population residing in the United States in that de\'clnpcd wndi· 
tion to which the rest of the world is thought to aspire, then it ftlllnws that 
present resource !lows would allow the extention of the U.S. ~tandard to 
a maximum of I 8 percent of the world's current popul:uinn. with n<llh ing 
left over for the other 82 percent. And without the ser"it:l'~ rendered h~ 
the other 82 percent. the rich I 8 percent would ha"c so much \\'t>rJ.. ttl J,, 
that they could not possibly do it and. even if they could. they w(luld 
have no time or energy left over to enjoy tln~ir rkhcs. h 1s .:kM that " 
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middlc:-dass U.S. stano.lard is possible for much less than 18 percent 
b.-cause it J~pcnds on having many poorer people available to do the 
dirty work; a signilkant share of resources must be devoted to sustaining 
th~m. <l'<n at their lower level. and hence woulc.l not be available to 
support t~ high consumption levels of the hypothetical 18 percent. 

It will bo: obje~:ted by some that the solution is simply to increase world 
res~>urce rtvws by some factor such that world resource use per capita will 
e'lual U.S. resource use per capita. That factor turns out to be about 
six. • In order to increase world resource flows sixfold, the rest of the 
woriJ •••ould have to auain the U.S. level of capitalization and technical 
e~tr:.11:ting and pro.:essing capacity. This enormous increase in capital 
would rc<Juire a long period of accumulation; moreover, even if it could 
bo: Jone o\'ernight. it would require an immense increase in resource 
flows Juring that short accumulat ion period. To supply the rest of the 
worlJ with the average per-capita '"standing crop" of industrial metals 
already embodied in existing artifacts in the ten richest nations would 
require more than si!lty years· production of these metals at 1970 rates 
(Brown. 1970). 

But neglecting the enormous resource requirements of increasing the 
capiul stock. for how long could the biosphere sustain the deplet ion and 
pollution generated by even the sixfold increase in the throughput of 
materials and energy required to maintain the miraculously accumulated 
capital? There is much evid~nce that present rates of usage are irreversi· 
bly damaging ecological life-support systems. Furthermore, a siKfold 
increase in net, usable throughput implies a much greater than sixfold 
increase in gross throughput and environmental impact, due to the law of 
diminishing returns. To mine poorer grade and less accessible minerals 
and to dispose safely of large quantities of wastes will require enormous 
increases in energy and capital devoted to mining, relining. transporta· 
cion. and pollution control. To get our sixfold increase in net energy and 
materials throughput. the gross throughput must increase by much more 
than sixfold. There is a limit to the process of throwing ever larger 
quantities of capital into the exploitation of ever poorer, more remote, 
and more dangerous sources of energy and materials. 

Nothing illustrates the amazing shallowness of orthodox development 
economics more convincingly than the realization that it has been for the 
last twenty years auempting an impossible goal. Yet the establishment 
worldwide of the Western , middle-class material lifestyle has been the 
explicit goal of most of our aid and development programs. As a means 

"L<t M b< the factor. R be annual world rc~oure< production; 4 bi llion is thr world 
populat ion, and 210 million is thr U.S. population: th<n: 

M·R 0.3JR -. M • 6.35 
4 )< 10" 2.1 X 10" 
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10 tha t end, as well as an end in itself. rich countries are urged to 
continue growing. According to former chairman of the Council of 
Economic Advisers. Dr. Paul W. McCracken, "The action most urgently 
needed in the world economy is for the st rong economies to be willing to 
accept higher levels of living. Their reluctance to do so seems to be of 
Calvinist ic proportions" ( 1975). In oiher words, the rich mu~t consume 
more for the sake of the poor! How could such a respected economht 
make such an apparently absurd statement? Or, more instructively. what 
premises must be accepted for McCracken's statement to be reasonable? 
If resources were unlimited in supply, and the only limiting factor in 
economic growth were aggregate demand, and if the distribution of in· 
come did not maHer as long as the absolute incomes of all were increas· 
ing, and if we look only at the short run-then the statement would be 
reasonable. Keynesian pump·priming is evidemly the paradigm within 
which McCracken views world development. 

Bul these assumpt ions are grossly unrealistic. Resource supplies are , 
in fact, increasingly limited; distribution is as important as absolute 
levels; we cannot ignore the long run, and the rich can remain at their 
more than sufficient material standard without necessarily being Cal· 
vinists. The rich should not be urged to devote their leisure to senseless 
consumption. Better that they should consume less. freeing resources for 
the poor, who can create their own markets by selling neccssitic~ to each 
other, instead of having to sell ever more extravagant luxuries to the 
jaded and harried rich. 

From the impossibility theorem it follows that the important develop· 
ment quest ions for the remainder of the century will be: 

(I) How will the limited number of person·years of "developed liv ing" 
be apportioned among nations and among social classes within nati<lns? 

(2) How wi ll the total be divided between the present generation and 
all future generations? 

(3) Could not the total number of person-years lived from now until 
exiinction be increased by having a smaller number of people ~imuhanc· 
ously alive in each generation, thereby avoiding some of the pcrmancnt 
destruction of re newable resources and life support systems that rc~ults 
when their short·run carrying capacity is overstressed? 

(4) Could not our standards of per-capita consumption he lnwcrcd in 
exchange for an increase in person-years lived? 

(5) Should the burden of Sl'arcity fall mainly on the present m the 
future? On the standard of pcr·capita consumption, or the numl>t:rs ,,( 
people? On the rich or on the poor? 

Lest we think that these questions arc unanswerable, it should he noted 
that varying answers have been given in recent Unitcd Nations ,·onfn
ences in ~tockhohn (Environment), Bucharest (Pnpulatitllll . anu Rt>lliC 

(Food). The leaders of the overdeveloped countries seemed "' say thai the 
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increasing worh.f bun.Jcn of scarcity should fall on numbers of people in 
Third World countric:s. Let the poor limit thei r populat ions. The leaders 
of the: undudcvdopcd .:ountries sc:emed to be: saying that the burden 
should fall on the high per-capita .:onsumption of the overdeveloped. Let 
the rich limit their consumption. Both seemed willing to pass as much of 
tho: bun.lcn as possible on to the future. 

If we herokally assume: goodwill on both parts, the solution is simple; 
without goodwill there is no solution at all. The overdeveloped should 
limit consumption growth (and populat ion growth). and the underdevel· 
oped should limit population growth, while increasing per-capita con
sumption only up to equality with the stabililed or reduced levels of the 
ovc:rde,·f!lopc:d countries. Both groups should move to a steady state at a 
common lc\'el of capital stocks per person and stabilized or reduced 
populations. Wdfare or service can still increase with improvements in 
d'tici.:ncy as discussed in Chapter 4. 

In principle, the: solution is so simple. Why then does it strike us as so 
hopelessly utopian and unrealistic? Partly because of lack of goodwill 
internationally-it is hard to be optimistic about nations limiting goods 
whc:n they cannot even agree to l imit the production of "bads," to end 
the arms race. It could easily happen that increasing scarc ity will lead 
nations to devote rnore rather than less resources to weapons, in order to 
appropri:lle by force the remaining resources from other count ries . With 
proliferation of nuclear weapons to underdeveloped countries. however. 
this may become an expensive conquest. 

In addition to lack of goodwill internationally, the existence of class 
conflicts within each group of nations makes our simple solut ion "un
realistic." The overdeveloped countries will not want to limit con sump· 
tion. because growing consumption is what buys off social conflict and 
keeps attention diverted from the divisive issue of distribution of wealth 
and income. In the United States growth is a substitute for redistribut ion. 
The leaders of underdeveloped countries are often not anltious to limit 
the populations of their own lower-class majorities, because cheap and 
abundant labor is a benefit to the owners of land and capital. the ruling 
class. which of course limits its own progeny. Cheap labor means higher 
profits that can be reinvested for faster growth and thus more rapid 
attainment of international power and prestige for the elite (Daly. 1970). 
If we were just a little cynical we might suspect that the reluctance of 
some Third World elites to support population control. or even family 
planning. bore some analogy to the reluctance of foxes to advocate birth 
control for rabbits. 

Thus internal class conflicts, as well as international enmity. will make 
agreement difficult and wi ll predispose both parties to a,·ccpt the wishful 
thinking of technological optimists who advocate that we have faith in 
the Great Breakthrough that will invalidate the impossibility theorem. All 
that is needed, they say, are large r research and development budgets. 
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greater offerings to the Technological Priesthood who gave us the Green 
Revolution, Nuclear Power, and Space Travel. That these technological 
saviors have created more problems than they have solved is conveniently 
overlooked. The mythology of technological omnipotence h by itseH 
very strong, but when backed by class interests in avoiding the radical 
policies required by the steady state, it becomes a fuli-Oedgcd idolatry. 

As long as we remain trapped by the ideology of competitive growth, 
there is no solution. We are reminded of the South Indian monkey trap, 
in which a hollowed-out coconut is fastened to a stake by a chain and 
filled with rice. There is a hole in the coconut just large enough for the 
monkey to put his extended hand through but not large enough to with· 
draw his list full of rice. The monkey is trapped only by his inability to 
reorder his values, to recognize that freedom is worth more than the 
handful of rice. We seem to be in a similar position. The value of growth 
is rigidly held in first place, and we are trapped into a system of increas· 
ing environmental disruption and gross injustices by our inability to reor
der values, to open our fist and let go of the growth paradigm. Although 
it is hard on rational grounds to be optimistic about our gell ing out of the 
growth trap, we must, nevertheless, adopt an existential altitude of hope, 
without which no efforts at all would be made. Hope and despair are 
existential attitudes that we bring to the world from within our being. 
Optimism and pessimism are rat ional eJ~pect ations about the probable 
course of events. Therefore, it is possible to be a hopeful pessimist 
without contradiction. 

The split in point of view between the overdeveloped and underdevel
oped is in some ways new but has its roots in the old division between 
Marll and Malthus. The Marxian and Malthusian traditions represent the 
major competing explanations of poverty in Western thought (Daly, 
1971). The difference between them is rellected in the two meanings of 
the word "proletariat," and the differing theories of poverty implicit 
therein. The literal Latin meaning of proletariat is "those with m~ny 
offspring." and the full ancient Roman ~cnsc of the word i~ ·• the lowest 
class of a people. whose members. poor and exempt from taxes. were 
useful to the republic only for the procreation of children." The correla
tion between proletarian and prol ific is implicit in our very language and 
is given explicit theoretical development in the Malthusian tr:Jdition. The 
second meaning of proletariat is the Marxian definition as "non.lwncrs of 
the means of production. who must sell their labor power to the capitalist 
in order to live." By Marx's time the literal meaning ()(the wMd had 
been lost, and it was used as a synonym for "the laboring cla~s. the pn11r. 
the common people ... Marx's definit ion completed the alicnati<>n of the 
word from all connection with its literal meaning. lmplidt in the 1\!arx
ian definition. and explicitly devclopt•d in Marxian thought. is the thl'My 
that poverty results from the social relations of production not from the 
proliferation of the proletariat. 
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Bur are these two "iews really mutually e.~clusi\'e or logically incom
patible '! If we l'Onsider that poverty m.:ans "low per-capita income of a 
dass" and that p<r·,·apita in~ome is the ra tio of total income ( Y) to total 
population tP) for the class. then we can say, as a first approximation, 
that the Malthusian trJdition <!)(plains low YIP by pointing to a large or 
rapidly growing den<>minator and its causes. In contrast, Marxians ex· 
plain the poverty of a class by showing why the numerator is low or 
growing Yery slowly. or e\'en declining. To the extent that Y and P are 
inc.lep.!ndent. the two explanations are complementary. Certainly there 
are limits to the independence of Y and P. Given Y, there is a maximum P 
which can subsist and a minimum P technically necessary for the produc
rivn of the given Y. But within the limits set by subsistence and techno)· 
ogy 1 which grow wider with time). the two terms of the fraction can vary 
in relative independence, and instead of Marx versus Malthus we have 
Marx and Malthus. Even when Y and P cannot be treated independently, 
there still c:xist complernentarities between the Marxian and Malthusian 
.,.jews, since there is no reason that we cannot recognize two-way causa
tion. with both Y and P capable of autonomous change. 

The big conflict between Marx and Malthus does not lie in any logical 
incompatibility between their theories of po\'erty, but in an ideological 
incompatibility between their pet remedies. Marx's remedy calls upon 
worker solidarity and overthrow of the capitalist system. Since the pro· 
letarians are the grave diggers of capitalism, it will not do to restrict 
their numbers, at least not until after the revolution. Malthus, by con· 
trast. took capitalism as given and urged individual prudence, restraint, 
and responsibility in marriage and reproduction as the way to combat 
poverty. The neo-Malthusians urged contraception, while Malthus fa· 
vored abstinence. For Marx, overpopulation was relat ive to capitalist 
institutions. For Malthus, overpopulation was absolute, defined by the 
limits imposed by nature independent of human social arrangements. 
Once again there is no logical conflict between the views. We can easily 
recognize the e11istence of both absolute and relative overpopulation. To 
deny either in defense of the other is nonsensical, though frequently done 
in ideological debate. To explain poverty, which is low per-capita income, 
YIP, for a class. the Marxian tradition e11plains class differences in the 
numerator {income) as result ing mainly from a class monopoly on owner· 
ship of the means of production. The Malthusian tradition explains class 
differences in the denominator as resulting from the practice or nonprac· 
tice of birth limitation, or ownership versus nonownership of the means 
of limiting reproduction. The "means of limiting reproduction" includes 
not only contraceptive knowledge and devices but also the minimum 
cultural level of education and self-discipline necessary for their effective 
use-just as "means of productionft means not only machine.s, but also 
the technical and managerial will and ability to use them. Could not this 
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simple union of the two historically dominant theories of poverty be 
made to yield a more useful and informative set of categories thaD we 
presently have? 

We have defined poverty as a low YIP for a class; but as yet we have 
not defined a "class." Our definition of class is not in terms of numerical 
size of per-capita income, so that all members of the class would be 
homogeneous with respect to size, but rather in terms of underlying 
social characteristics (differential property ownership and differential 
fertility), which largely determine the size of YIP. Our resulting cate· 
gories, homogeneous with respect to fertility and property ownership, 
will contain varying levels of per-capita income, but these differing per· 
capita income levels are not the result of differential property or 
fertility (except at a narrow within-category level) and are determined by 
chance differences in intelligence, opportunity, preference, and so on.• 
Hence within categories, we would expect families to be distributed 
much more normally about a mean per-capita income representative of 
that class, since the fac tors mainly responsible for skewness, differential 
property and fertility, have been held constant. By following the implica
tions of the previous section and moving from a monistic to a dualistic 
conception of both Y and P, we can make a large gain in within-category 
homogeneity at a relatively small cost in terms of multiplying categories. 

The Marxian tradition insists on distinguishing two kinds of Y -that 
which goes to laborers largely as wages, Y.,, and that which goes to 
capitalists largely as returns to properiy, Y P . Hence Y = Y •. + Y P. 

These two categories of income follow different laws of growth and 
embody the fundamental Marxian criterion for class division. Income to 
laborers and income to property owners are both functionally and ethi· 
cally different and should not be indiscriminately lumped together. 

The neo-Malthusian tradition distinguishes two kinds of P-thosc who 
control reproduction, P ,. and those who do not , P n· Hence P = P ( + 
P •. These two populations follow different laws of growth and embody 
the fundamental neo-Malthusian criterion for class division. That they 
really form two statistically distinct populations, at least at an interna
tional level, has been shown by a United Nations study (1963). A fre · 
quency dimibution of countries by gross reproduction rate (GRR) is 
strikingly bimodal. Developed countries have a GRR of less than 2.0. 
while underdeveloped countries have a GRR greater than 2.0, with al· 
most no countries falling in the dividing range around 2.0. For high· 
fertility countries the unweighted mearo GRR was 2.94 , whi le for the 

• From a welfare viewpoint. the uistcnce of cffccrivc choice is mort im{K'rlanl chan tht 
numerical level Of 8 family's ptr•Cipita income (tht family may ChnoSC hi@h lti>Ur< or 
mllly children in preference to a hi&h per-capita income). Posscssiun and control of thc 
means or production and the melDs or limilins reproduction arc nce<ssary to make thc<c 
choices caeetive. 



lvw·f<'nil ity <'<>Untri<'s it was I A I. or less than half as large. The differ
<'n<'.: t>o:tw.:c:n th<' tw,, mc:ans ( 1.53) is ov.:r twenty-one: times the: standard 
crrur (0.07l. dc:arly shvwin~ that w.: are dealing with two distinct popu
btivns and that tho:: lin.: of Jistinction is <'ontrollc:d versus unconuolled 
fc:rtilitv. 
Furthermo~. the fact that, ::u the international level, the division of 

.:ountri<:s by ic:rtility .:rit.:ria and the division by wealth or level of devel
vpmcnt .:rit<'ria tend to coin.:ide. is highly significant. The study found a 
remarkably high inverse relation between income and fertility on an 
intt'mational level when the world was divided into two fertility blocs . 
Almost all countries with GRR > 2.0 are in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America . Almost all countries with GRR < 2.0 are in the developed 
parts of the world. and practically no countries have GRRs in the 
n.:ighborhood of the 2.0 dividing point. The exceptions (high-fertility 
Albania and low-fertility Israel, Japan. Argentina, and Uruguay) only 
tend to prove the rule, since for their regions they are not only demo
gr~phic exctptions but also economic exceptions and still conform to the 
rule of inverse association of fertility and economic development. How
e,·er. -.·irhin each bloc there appears to be no association at all between 
fertility and level of development. 

With two kinds of income, Y,.. and Y,. and two kinds of population P < 

and P •. we have four possible types of per-capita income: Y,IP" Y,IP •. 
Y _IP,. Y _IP •. To each of these types corresponds a social class with its 
own per-co:~pita income distribution. If we knew the size and the rates of 
growth, and the percentage of the population contained in each of these 
four per-capita income classes, we would have a vastly better picture than 
that obtained by lumping everything together. The first category, Y ,IP" 
combines control of production and reproduction and is characteristic of 
an upper class or stable bourgeoisie-stable because, with both popula
tion control and property, they are unlikely to fall into the proletariat. 
The last category. Y ,.,IP ~· is characteristic of a stable proletariat. With no 
property income and uncontrolled fertility, there is little chance of ris ing 
out of the proletariat. The intermediate categories represent transitional, 
unstable phases. The proletarians who control fertility may accumulate a 
small capital and rise out of the lower class. The bourgeois family that 
fails to control fertility may dissipate its capital and fall into the luwer 
class. 

Most growth models in the contemporary literature trace Lhc path of 
aggregate YIP {or just aggregate Y) according to various assumptions and 
are quite incapable of distinguishing among the infinitely many combina
tions of the four components that could correspond to any given aggre
gate per-capita GNP. The tacit assumption. if these models are to be 
included in the economist 's tool kit rather than in his toy box. is that the 
average per-capita incomes of the four classes increase more or less 
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proportionately. If not , then an important element of change i~ being 
omilted. A case in point is northeast Brazil, the largest poor area in the 
Western Hemisphere, which has had an annual growth rate in per-capita 
income of around 3.4 percent in the 1960s (Daly, 1970). But almost all 
of this growth has taken place in the upper-class per-capita income IYpl 
P, ) with that of the lower-class category (Y ,,,P .J remaining constant at 
best, perhaps even decreasing. At the same time, the percentage of the 
total population in the latter category has been increasing while that in 
former was decreas ing! Conventional growth models thus leave out the 
most important feature of economic change in this region. The fourfold 
typology easily encompasses both even and uneven growth and is sensi
tive to the di fferences between them. 

If we reject this fourfold disaggregation of per-capita income, we must 
do it on one of two grounds: I. Disaggregat ion is not necessary, in which 
case it must be argued that equal growth of the fou r per-capita incomes is 
a real ist ic description of the process of economic growth for all coun
tries. This, as just indicated. can be refuted. 2. Disaggregation is desira
ble, but the particular Marxian-Malthusian disaggregation here advo
cated is not a good one. Then, of course, we would be obliged to offer a 
belter one. Thue may well be a beuer disaggregation, but it is argued 
below that the Marxian-Malthusian criteria have a very high degree of 
un iversal ity and deep-rootedness. 

"The first principle of all human history is, of course, the existence of 
living human individuals," we are informed by Marx . The continued 
existence of liv ing human individuals is the result of the two life-sus· 
taining processes of production (to mainta in human organisms) and re
production (to replace human organisms). These two processes, then, 
are the most basic in society, and differential control over them gives us 
the first principles o f division into social classes. The two processes arc 
the basic fon:e functions that genemte class di ffere nce~ . Product ion pro
vides the means for the short-term maintenance (and enjoyment ) of life; 
reproduction proviues for the long-term continuation (and enjoyment) M 
life. The basic social unit in the productive process is the firm and in th~ 
reproduc tive process, the family. In neither case is it the individual. who 
is a middle-run d isequilibrium process; tha t is, he dies. But the firm and 
the family do not necessarily die and may be viewed as l on~·term 

equilibrium processes capable of indefin ite, though not eternal. $elf
replacement. 

Given the two fundamenta l life processes, let us note some way~ in 
which they are analogous. Production is essentially rcpnlduCi iCin 0f 
commodities by commodities. Reproduction is the pwdul"tion of people 
by people. We have two self-renewing sets, people and comnwditics. 
which are dependent on each other for their self-n:newal. Both pwce~scs 
requ ire specia l i~at ion and division of labor, both arc time con~uming. 
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Th~ biok>gkalt~rm ··g.:station ~rioJ'' is widely used in economics. The 
first P''litkal e.:,momist, William Petty. could not resist calling land the 
mother anJ labor tlte father of wealth. and since earliest t imes the fertil· 
ity or' soil and the fcnili ty of woman have been associated. The aggregate 
stocks vf people: and commoditio:s both have birth (production) rates and 
Jeath (.:onsumption) rates. age structures, and life e.xpectancies (durabil
itiesl. From a stri.:tly physical point of view. the maintenance of these 
two sw..:ks is :~.:..:omplished by the same process: the importation of low
entropy matter-energy from the environment and the exportation of 
the same quantity of high-entropy mauer-energy (waste) back to the 
en"ironment. Both ~ople and commodities are entropy converters. ca
pable of mutually Je~ndent self-renewal as long as the supply of low 
entropy holds out. This much is familiar from the discussion of Chapter 
~. in which the SSE was defined in terms of the same stocks of people 
and artifacts . 

The important question from a social viewpoint is: Who controls these 
two processes and to what purpose? Our social classes are defined on the 
basis of differing participation in and control over the two processes 
of produe~ion and reproduction . Control over production is. under 
capitalism. vested in capital. in the broad sense of property. He who 
owns the means of production by and large controls the process of pro
duction and directs it to his own purposes. Property hires, organizes. and 
d irects labor. Our two classes are laborers and property owners-the 
fundamental Marxian division of classes. To what end do capitalists con· 
trolthe process'? To the ma.,imization of their private profit, according to 
the classical economists, to Marx, and to the neoclassical economists. 

Control over the reproductive p rocess has likewise been vested in the 
owners of the means of reproduction, that is, under capitalism in men 
and women, who own their own bodies. Under slavery the control over 
reproduction was still vested in the owner, who was. of course, the 
master not the slave. But the control of reproduction has, for the majority 
of mankind throughout history, been left to the natural consequences of 
the sex urge as unconsc iously conditioned by social custom. Only since 
the middle of the nineteenth century has there been, and only for a 
minority. an effective rational barrier between the sex act and its natural 
outcome in proliferation. That the desire for (but not possession of) such 
a rational barrier. effective contraception, is a cultural and historical 
universal has been admirably demonstrated by Norman E. Himes in his 
classic Medical History of Contraception ( 1936). The attainmenL of this 
desire is relatively recent and still limited to a minority of the world's 
people. The incompleteness of what Himes termed the "democratization 
of contraception" means that the owners of the means of reproduction 
really do not control the process in any rational sense, because they do 
not possess effective means of l imiting reproduction. 
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On the frontispiece of his classic study, Himes has 1he following quota· 
lion from Lippert: "The far the r a notion reache ~ back inlo primitive 
limes for ils origin, 1he more universal must be ils eJtlenl, and its power 
in hisw ry is ro01ed in this universality." II is 10 H ime~ · grea1 credi1 10 

have shown that, contrary to popular opinion, 1ne desire 10 conlrol con
ception is a cultural and h istorical universal-not a recent prod uc1 of 
birth-control propaganda. The control of numbers (effecled by abonion 
and infanticide as well as by conlraception) is even more universal, 
extend ing in all probability back 10 our prehuman ancestors. It is hardly 
necessary to argue the un iversality of property. Bo1h individual and col· 
lcclive property holding have been 1raced back lhrough human history 
and into the animal kingdom in the instincl of territorial ily. 

In sum, 1he deep-rootedness and universalily o f the two criteria is 
apparent. Can we imagine more basic lines of division for defining social 
classes than differen1ial control over lhc 1wo bas ic life processes? Is it at 
all surprising that in the history of economic though!, each of 1he 1wo 
great tradi tions o f explaining poverty should have seized upon one of 
1hese criteria as providing 1he key to understand ing and combating pov
erty? That the two trad itions should have been seen as mutually exclusive 
substitutes rather 1han as complements is an unfortunalc historical c ir
cumstance 1hat economists mus1 now strive to put right. 

To show how, in spite of severe data limitat ions, these ca tegories might 
be usefully applied. let us consider the case of northeast Brazil in the 
1960s, which in terms o f conventional development criteria has been a 
great success (Daly, 1970). Total GNP for the region has grown at be
tween 6 and 7 percent (say. 6 .5) annually, with population growing at 
around 3.1 percent annually and per-capi1a income thus growing at 
around 3.4 percent-well above the hemispheric goal of 2.5 percent 
expressed at the Punta del Este conference. Add the fact of sparse density 
and there appears to be no population problem at all. 

But let us apply the concepts just considered in order to go behind the 
misleading average and ask what is happening. io each type of per-capita 
income und the correspond ing social class. As a first approximation. k t 
us take Y .,IP < and Yp/P. to be empty categories; that is. there is a high 
inverse correlation between wealth and fertili ty. In other words. by our 
definition there is no middle class-only a stable bourgeoisie (YpiP,.J and 
a stable proletariat (Y .,IP .J. If we consider that a typical comple ted 
bourgeois family has four surviving children, while a typical completed 
proletarian family has eight surviving c hildren, then Mer one generation 
(say 25 years) the bourgeois family doubles (4 children ~ 2 parents) and 
the proletarian family quadruples (8 children ~ 2 pa rents) . If over the 
same 25-year period the total income of each dass grows at 1he same 
6 .5-percent rate at which the total income of both classes taken tOf!C'Iher 
has been growing, then the total income of each class will have increased 



by a fa.:tllT ,,r ( 1.065)1 3 = -' .8. Th~rc:for~. the p~r·capita income of the 
bour~Nis family will haw in,·rc:as~J. ovu one generation, by a factor of 
-' .Sf~ = :!A; th:Jt of the pruktarian family will hav~ increas.:d by a factor 
of ,,nly .. . Si 4 = 1.:!. 

Ewn this rn~:tger in..:rc:ase of :!0 p.:rcent over 25 years for the proleta
rians Jisapp~ars when we n~.:all our very optimistic assumption of equal 
growth r.ues for the total in..:ornes of the two classes. Tot:tl income of the 
pwletariat surc:ly g rows at lo:ss than the aver:tge 6 .5 percent. while total 
incnm.: of the! bourgeoisie surely grows more rapidly. This is because the 
proletariat lacks bargaining power due to nonownership of property, lack 
of lab,,r unions. and lack of education; and because inflation tends to 
~n.:rit prop.:ny in..:ome at the e.,pense of labor income and to benefit 
those who ha\'e access to credit. Thus it appears extremely likely that the 
per·.:apita income of the prole ta riat has not increased at all, while that 
of tho: bourgo:oisie has increased very rapidly indeed. The bourgeoisie 
becomes richer and relatively less numerous; the proletariat remain~ 
equally poor and becomo:s both absolutely and relatively more numerous. 
Looking at aggregate per-capita GNP, we can see only "economic 
growth ." Looking at the fourfold disaggregation forces us to dist inguish 
bet>\een growth in the sense of " improvement" and growth in the sense 
of "swdling." And we are led to recognize the key role played by differ
ential fertility in the dynamics of swelling. The ra ther more important 
role of differential property ownership has been more generally recog
nized intellectually, even if avoided politically. 

Finally. in a world increasingly polarized into right and left, might not 
the inclusion of the true insights of both the Marxian and neo·Malthusian 
traditions in our informational categories go at least some distance to
ward un iting these factions to a common development effort? The under
lying moral viewpoint capable of embracing the best in both traditions is 
that stated in Mark 2:28: "The Sabbath was made for man. not man for 
the Sabbath.'' If this rule applies to sacred institutions, then it must apply 
with even greater force to secular institutions. The institutions. laws, and 
conventions governing the dual life·sustaining processes of production 
and reproduction are to serve man. not vice versa. Man was not made to 
sen·e Mammon-nor the goddess of fertility. 

Let us take a fu rther look at the specific case of Brazil as representa
tive of the conflict between development and the environment. At interna
tional conferences Brazil has been noted for hard-line stands against any 
environmental constraints on economic development. Brazil also has 
achieved one of the highest growth rates in the world. This accomplish· 
ment can be viewed from at least three very different perspectives-the 
neoclassical, the neo-Mandan, and the neo-Malthusian. Old economic 
doctrines never die, they just add the prefix "neo" and continue their 
subversive or apologetic existences. 
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Keynes warned us that economists are more powerful than common
ly real ized: "Practical men who believe themselves to be quite: exempt 
from any intellectual inHuences, are usually the slaves of ~orne defunct 
economist. Madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling 
their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a f.:w years back'' (1936, p. 
383). Prior to 1964 in Brazil , both neoclassical and neo-M;m:ian "voices 
in the air" spoke to those in authority. Since the revolution of 1964 the 
neo-Marxians have been placed beyond the pale. Neo-Malthusian~ have 
never been a dominant force anywhere, especially not in Brazil. Their 
inclusion here is based not on their past importance but on my est imate 
of their future importance. The neoclassical paradigm thus has, for now, 
a virtual monopoly on official Brazilian economic thinking. Neoclassical 
economics has been applied with originality and imagination and, within 
its own terms, has been highly successful. Let us examine the nature of 
the Brazilian neoclassical development strategy first in a sympathetic way 
and then give it a more critical look from the nco-M:lrxian and neo
Malthusian perspect ives , especially the Iauer. 

The current technocratic military regime in BrJzil has based its dc\·el
opment strategy overwhelmingly on its ability to mainta in a very high 
rate of growth in real GNP, arguing that this would make unnecessary 
any direc t confrontation with the pol itically divisive issues of red ist ribu
tion (exi t neo-Marxians) and population control (exit neo-Malthusi~ns, if 
any). If GNP continues to grow at 10 percent per year, it will double 
every seven years , quadruple every fourteen years, and so forth . Surely. 
it is argued, the poor will benefit more from this rapid doubling than from 
any " premature" or "emotional" redistribution, which would kill incen
tives and lead to economic stagnation. It is considered natural that in
come distribut ion should become more unequal in the early stages of 
rapid growth-after all, universal poverty is highly egalitarian and any 
movement away from that posi tion is bound to have nonuniform effe,·ts 
and therefore increase the inequality of income distribut ion. As fnr the 
nearly 3-percent rate of demographic growth that the "dcmophohcs ~ 
fear. that too is "solved" by economic growth . If the 10-pcrccnt ra te of 
GNP growth is maintain~d. then a 3-percent rate of demographic growth 
means that per-capita GNP will grow at about 7 percent and douhlc C\'cry 
ten years. If, by heroic and e~pcnsive effort , the populatilln growth rato.' 
were cut to I percent per year, then per-capita income woul<l grow at 9 
percent and doubt.: every eight years instead of every ten ycars-rh>l a 
significant difference and certainly not worth the cnornwus cffMI. fk· 
sides, people are needed to colonize the Amazon, which i' viewed a~ a 
great potential source of ag ricul turJI and mineral wealth anti as a tcmpta· 
tion to greedy foreigners. Fu rthermore , the "dcmographi•· transitit>n 
thesis" holds that as incomes incr~asc. the l:>irth rate :luromatically rend, h> 
fall , so that rapid economic growth is it~df the best hirth·n>nln>l pnlk~·. 



In sum. r:lpid growth in aggreg:~te GNP is the turnpike to development, 
anJ reJistributi,m anJ ienility reduction are bumpy. din-road detours 
th:lt will at best slow the journey down and at worst rallle the car to 
pie.:es. The best str.uegy is to stay on the turnpike and pay the relatively 
c:heap toll. 

Reality is always more l'Omple)( than our descriptions of it, and I would 
not d.:aim that this br ief sketch does total justice to Brazilian development 
policy. but I believe it captures the essential strategy. There are, however, 
counterc:urrents. Everyone recognizes that income distribution became 
more .:oncentrated Juring the intercensal period 1960-1970, and the 
regime has expressed concern. The literacy program (MOBRAL) and 
some educational and social welfare expenditures have no doubt benefit
ted the poor. Some inftuent ial Brazilians (Mario Simonsen and Ruben.s 
Costa. for e)(ample) have long argued for a voluntary fam ily-planning 
program. Moreover. Brazil ratified the Bucharest World Plan of Action 
on Popul:Hion . It remains to be seen whether that is an index more of the 
vacuity of the action plan than of Brazil's intention to worry about popu
lation growth (''Brasil admite." 1974). 

The successful policies undertaken to promote growth include: tax 
incentives for e)(pOrts and for investment, especially investment in poor 
regions; reduction of inflation and monetary correction. or "inde)(ing'' 
to com~ct the worst distortions of the remaining inflation; adjustable 
e~change rates and frequent minidevaluations to discourage foreign ex
change speculation; welcoming foreign capital from a diverse mix of 
countries; administrative enforcement of tax laws; and other measures. I 
will not describe these policies in detail, since it is clear enough that the 
goal of growth was being achieved (at least until the oil crisis of 1974). 
Rather, let us take a closer look at that goal itself and judge its adequacy 
from our other two perspectives. 

We need not be Marxian to appreciate the importance of the main 
points of what I have called the neo-Marxian tradition. The major em
phasis of that tradition is on social justice and on breaking the monopoly 
of economic and political power of the elite class. Brazil is governed by a 
military dictatorship. In recent elections most Brazilians, in spite of the 
benefits of economic growth, cast their somewhat meaningless ballots for 
the opposition party. Social justice has not been served by the worsening 
distribution of income. In 1960 the poorest 80 percent of the population 
received 46 percent of total national income, while in 1970 they received 
only 37 percent. Correspondingly, over the same period the share of the 
richest 20 percent increased from 54 percent to 63 percent, while the 
richest I percent increased its share from about 12 percent to about 18 
percent (Simonsen, 1972. p. 51). To put it bluntly, the great majority of 
the population has, since the revolution, gotten both a reduced share of 
the national product and a reduced voice in national affairs . Hence the 
popular saying, "Brazil is doing well, but the Brazilian is doing badly." 
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But is the Brazilian majority getting worse off absolutely a~ well as 
relatively? Between 1960 and 1970 the absolute income of the lower 80 
percent taken as a whole increased by 8.4 percent, while that of the 
richest 20 percent increased by 55.4 percent. For the richest I percent 
the increase was 103.2 percent (Simonsen, 1972, p. 53). Within the large 
category of the poorest 80 percent, there were no doubt many people 
(especially in poor areas like the northeast) whose absolute real incomes 
did not rise at all. or actually declined. But the data are too global to 
permit more than a guess at the actual numbers. However, the falling 
purchasing power of the real minimum wage (actual inflation has been 
greater than the anticipated inflation used in calculating the minimum 
wage adjustments) suggests that many of the poor are getting worse off 
absolutely. 

h is sometimes argued that the pursuit of growth will eventually re
quire a more even distribution of income in order to have a mass market 
in which to sell the growing output. This is not very convincing, for two 
reasons: First, there are export markets available. Second, the upper 20 
percent of Brazil 's 110 million people consists of 22 million consumers 
(almost equal to the entire population of Argentina), who can provide 
adequate markets for each other, with liule need to sell much beyond rice 
and beans to the lower 88 million. As growth continues, the product miA 
shifts more to luxuries and consumer durables and away from basic 
necessities . The increase in luxury consumption of a minority at the 
expense of the basic needs of the majority is, of course, the real meaning 
of income inequal ity and the real cost of a "trickle-down" development 
policy. 

The one thing that the poor definitely get more of than the rich is 
children. Completed family size differs probably by a factor of about 2 
between the richest 20 percent and the poorest 80 percent. That is a crude 
estimate, but it is unmisiakably clear, as we have already seen . that 
differential fertility is an important determinant of per-capita income 
distribution, a point generally ignored by neo-Marxians and neodassi
cals alike. It seems that differential population growth in BrJzil has 
promoted aggregate economic growth at the expense of the lower .:lass. 
The high fertility of the lower class serves to perpetuate an unlimited 
supply of labor at a constant low wage. This helps to keep profits high. 
and, since most investment comes from profit earners. the rcsuh is nwrc 
investment and faster growth than would be the case if l:~hor were ":ar<'c 
and wages were being bid up. The cheap service of abundant lab<>r is a 
key part of the Brazilian growth pa11ern and is ,,r cn.,rnwu' hcnefic 1<• 

the upper and middle classes, who have not only cheap laht1r for their 
factories and foundaJ but also cheap domestic servant s f,n thc•r 
households. Jonathan Swift observed a similar c:onditit~n in hb time. E~ 

plaining how his rational Houyhnhnms limited their rcpr~>d ucti<ln t<l 
one of each sex, Swift wrote, "But the race of infcri<lr Hclilyhnhnms t'rcd 
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up to b< savants. is not su strktly limito:d upon th is article; these are 
allowc:J h> pmJu.:c: three: of ea,·h sex II) b< domestics in the noble 
familio:s'' (Swift, 195~. p. 16t>). 

But wh.u of the: •kmogrJphic transition thesis that fertility falls as 
in.:ome in.:reasc:s·• For un.: th ing. the real income of the masses hardly 
~ems to b< rising at all, and for another the thes is itself may be just 
wishlul thinking. Rising per-capita income may be as much the result of 
lowered ti:rtil ity as the ~·ause, and the expectation that a process that took 
place over centuries in Europe will be repeated in the Third World in a 
matter of decades inspires skepticism. Death control did spread in a 
maner of decades, but procreating is a much more popular activity than 
dy ing. and social values that evolved during a history in which mortality 
was high . must. for survival, favor high fertility. A lowering of fertil ity 
will take a long time at best and may never take place if governments sit 
ba.:k and wait for some automatic transition to occur as a by-product of 
e.:onomic growth (Teitelbaum. 1975). It is a fact that illiteracy has declin
ed .,. ith economic growth, but on the basis of that commonplace no one in
vents a "literacy transition thesis" and counsels Brazil not to waste money 
on :'>IOBRAL because economic growth will automatically induce literacy! 

The neo-Malthusian view has recently been generalized from a demo
graphic focus to a concern for total ecological balance among population, 
resources. and environment . Since the Brazilian strategy is so heavily 
com mined to rapid growth, it is a question of great. interest whether and 
for how long a growth rate of 10 percent can be sustained by the natural 
ecosystem of which the Brazilian economy is a subsystem. What is polit
ically and economically expedient may tu rn out to be biophysically unac
ceptable. Very little study has been devoted to this question, because it is 
considered a nonproblem. The official view is that, Min relation to the 
special human carrying capacity of the earth, it is obvious that it is 
infinitely greater than present levels" (Osorio de Alameda, 1973). Since 
the growth-based strategy would be rendered untenable by any imminent 
limits to growth in the fonn of steeply rising costs resulting from miner
als depletion, environmental pollution, or ecological d isruption, the re
gime simply declares by fiat that any such limits are infinitely remote. 
Any research that might cast doubt on this "obviousM fact is not likely to 
be welcomed, just as economic and demographic research on fertility is 
limited by a kind of taboo (Lyra Madeira, 1971, p . 42). This denial of 
the problem is hardly surprising, since most politicians in the United 
States take the same attitude and dismiss any argument that growth must 
be limited as Mdoomsaying." 

Admittedly, Brazil is a large country with abundant resources and 
plenty of space in which to spread the inevitable pollution resulting from 
production and consumption. But the resource and waste-disposal de
mands of other countries also impinge upon Brazil and provide an impor-
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tant reason for the large inflow of foreign investment that has been a 
major factor in rapid growth. Such investments offer foreign countries 
an alternative to importing raw materials and further polluting home 
environments-a prospect tnat is doubly auractive to polluted and re
source-poor countries, sucn as Japan. Ironically, Brazil already i~ ex· 
periencing the environmental problems of overdevelopment before it has 
solved the traditional problems of underdevelopmenl. With the help of 
West Germany, the most intractable of all problems of overdevelopment, 
managing fission power, will soon increase Brazil's prestige while de
creasing its national well-being, The enormous ecological destruction 
being wrought on the Amazon jungle in the name of development has 
been admirably documented by Goodland and Irwin (1975). Therefore, it 
is simplistic to argue that pollution replaces hunger and that rapid growth 
has substituted lesser for greater evils. The problems of underdevelop· 
ment and overdevelopment do not cancel out; instead, they add together 
or perhaps even multiply. 

A famous formerly exiled Brazilian, Celso Furtado, is one of tile few 
economists to have recognized the increasingly apparent contradiction of 
our present concept of development: that an upper-middle-class standard 
of per-capita resource consumption for the current world population of 4 
billion is simply impossible (Furtado, 1974). 

Tile Brazilian elite suspects that "environmentalism" is part of a plot 
to stifle their growth and thwart the destiny by which Brazil is "con
demned to greatness." Certainly it is unreasonable to eKpect the poor to 
limit their resource consumption until after the rich have limited theirs. 
This applies not only between rich and poor nations but also between 
social classes within nations. 

Perhaps the real goal of "development'' in Brazil has nothing to do 
with individual welfare of the majority and everything to do "·ith na· 
tional power. The mercantilists proclaimed this goal openly, and perhaps 
the regime is really more neomercantilist than neoclassical. If the goal is 
to maximize the economic and military power of the "nation" (meaning 
the current elite ), then nothing more need be said. We can assume that 
we know other peoples· rea l goals and then imerpret contradictory behav
ior as an aberration or a mistake. Or we can assume that behavior is 
always rational and consistent and that the real goal. which may be senet 
or even unconscious, is exactly what the behavior implies. According to 
which view we adopt, the regime will appear either ncol'lassi.:al M 

neomercantilist. But if the goal is to increase the welfare of the maj,>rity 
of Brazilians in the present and future gcncrati<•ns. then it seem~ clca1 
that Brazil will have to get off the rapid-growth turnpike aml f,>lh>w the 
slower, bumpy road of redistribution and population control. At least 
those two elements of the steady·state program arc already r.:fc,·ant to 
Brazil, and probably to a number of other Third World countries as well. 
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Whit.: no! r~ferring specilkally 10 Brazil, Raul Prebisch, head of 
ECL\, ro:c:emly .:.,pressed 10 a U.S. audi~ncc: a cc:nain disenchantmem 
wi1h grow!h in La1in Amc:rica: 

Rd'eren\Ce has been made co the so-called high rates of growth that are 
p.:lS>ible in latin America. I do no1 share 1he rejoicing over !his prospecl. 
ln..JecJ the high rates of growth !hat have been anained by some countries are 
a.:companicd by 3 growing disparity in income d isu ibu tion and by the lack of 
ability of !he economic system 10 absorb wilh salisfactory produclivity the 
"ontinuous in.:remcnt in !he labor for.:e. 

The ontroJu.:tion of the consumption socie ty means 1ha1 we are "benefit· 
ting" from all ohe "delights" of your patterns of consumption such as pollu
tion. irresponsible use of nonrenewable resources, growing congestion in the 
cuies. an..t erosion of some human values that we would like 10 preserve 
[Prebis.:h, 197-4, p. 40). 

Tht growth elhic will have 10 end sometime, and the neo-Malthusians 
will h:lVt !heir day, perhaps sooner 1han anyone thinks. But in the mean
time it seems inevilable lhat the rhythmic crescendo of the GNP samba 
will drown out 1he somber Greek chorus of ralional foresight. Now lhat 
the Brazil ians have learned 10 heal us al our own game of industrial 
growlhmanship. il seems r;uher ungracious 10 declare 1hat game obsole!e. 
We can sympathize wilh Brazilian disbelief and suspicion regarding the 
moti\'eS of the neo-Malthusians. Bul !he dialeclic of change has no rule 
agains1 irony. 

The purpose of this chapler has been no1 10 offer a treatise on the Third 
World but merely to show thai while the SSE has, qui1e appropriately, 
been discussed mainly in the contexl of overdeveloped countries, it is not 
at all irrelevant 10 underdeveloped countries. As Richard Wilkinson has 
noted: 

Predictions of when the resources which modern industrial technology de
pends on will run ou1 are usually within the same time scale as the predictions 
of when many underdeveloped countries may reach industrial maiUrity. The 
industria l nations cannot avoid having 10 change their whole resource·base 
and technology for a second time, bul some of the pre-industrial nations 
might manage 10 avoid making more than one change [Wilki nson, 1973, p. 
216]. 

Hopefully, lhe underdeveloped are not condemned to repeal !he mis
lakes or 1he overdeveloped. 
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CONCLUSION: 
ON BIOPHYSICAL 
EQUILIBRIUM 
AND MORAL GROWTH 

The real sci(nce of political economy. which has yet to 
be distinguished from the bastard science. as medicine 
from witchcraft, and astronomy from astrology. is that 
which teaches nations to desire and labor for the things 
that lead to life: and which te~chcs them to scorn and 
destroy the things that lead to destruction. 

John Ruskin ( 1862) 

From the pn:ceding chapter, it is clear that the twin sacred cows of 
property and fertility both must be demythologized. As was shown in 
Chapier 3, both a distributist and a population-control institution are 
required. For too long, the Population Establishment, financed by the 
very wealthy, has been either blind or hostile to the valid criticisms aimed 
at it by lertist radicals. Conversely, the Marxians, in their eJtccssive zeal 
for grand dialectics and revolution . have neglected to oppose the class 
exploitation inherent in the very incomplete democratization of bi rth 
control. The steady-state point of view gives due recognition to both 
traditions. Along with the Marxians, it insiSIS that there must be limits to 
inequality, and that social justice is a precondition for ecological balance 
in all but totalitar ian societies. Birth control without property reform 
will, at best, reduce the number of poor people but will not eliminate 
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poverty. With the Malthusians, the steady-state view recognizes that 
without population control of both human bodies and their wentions in 
physical ar1ijacts, all other social reforms will be cancelled by the grow· 
ing burden of absolute or Malthusian scarcity, discussed in Chapter 2. 

Many radicals decry any call to limit population or wealth as long as 
enormous resources are being squandered on weapons. Their point can· 
not be avoided. The B·l bomber, for example, would require between 
300 mill ion and I billion gallons of fuel per year. By comparison, it 
required only 325 million gallons to run all the buses in alllhe cities and 
towns of the United States during 1974 (Hayes, 1976, p. 14). The obvi
ous first step toward an ecologically sane economy is to stop building up 
oor capaci1y for destruction. In the face of the enormous dissipation that 
results from our perverse values and goals, it seems a waste of time to 
worry about !he minor losses due to !ethnical flaws in our economy. Why 
strain out the gnat if we are going to continue swallowing the camel? 
In addition to optimizing the arrangement of deck chairs on the Titanic. 
economists are too often caught up in the devil's game of suboptimi· 
zation-of figuring out how better to do that which should no! be done 
in the first place. A job that is not worth doing is not worth doing well. In 
economists' jargon lhe marginal benefit of an improvement in purpose 
is enormously greater than the marginal benefit of an improvement in 
technology. And the marginal costs are enormously lower. 

The more we study the emerging world crisis, the more apparent it 
becomes that solutions that could work require large value changes and 
that solutions based on existing values will not work. Like the monkey in 
the South Indian monkey trap , we are held prisoners by the excessive 
rigidity of our convent ional values. Social scientists seem to regard any 
appeal to changing values as an infraction of the rules of their game . 

. They are committed to finding technological palliatives achievable by 
minor social engineering within the context of existing values and only 
slightly malleable institutions. But disarmament, ecological balance, and 
social justice are interrela ted goals that requ ire sound values and righ t 
purposes that can only come from moral growth. 

At th is point, the economist shrugs his shoulders and says, maybe so, 
but who knows anything about moral growth, who can define "sound 
values" or "right purposes"? As a minimum and often sufficient defini· 
tion, we might describe "sound values" as those that do not promote the 
indiscriminate destruction of terreslrial life. As argued earlier. minimiza. 
tion of suffering is a more operational goal than maximization of plea· 
sure. But the question itself is more revealing than any answer to it. If we 
bel ieve that sound values and right purposes cannot be defined and 
agreed upon, that such knowledge is impossible of attainment, then we arc 
in serious trouble indeed. If one purpose is as good os another, then the 
only question of interest is how to achieve the goal (any goal) efficiently. 
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But even cftkicnq· loses its meaning, because it demands. at a min
imum. that gn:ater goals not be sacrificed in the achievement of lesser 
goals. We must bc willing to rank goals before we can speak of effi
cic:n.:y. To rank goals. we must have an ordering principle or an Ultimate 
End. We must also rank various degrees of attainment of different 
goals-alllwugh food is a mon: pressing need than clothing, we will 
value basic dothing higher than marginal increments of food beyond an 
already sufficient diet. The only time efficiency does not require a rank
ing oi goals is when then: is only one goal. Singleness of purpose may be 
puri ty of heart on the religious plane, as Kierkegaard said, and as is 
implied in the necessary concept of a single Ultimate End if goals are to 
be ranked . But singleness of purpose at the more concrete and mundane 
ltvel is fanaticism . Build the biggest bomb possible and forget the 
costs-indeed if there are no other goals sacrificed, then there are no 
costs , and building the biggest bomb possible becomes a purely tech
nological operation, with technological efficiency the only criterion. 
But, realistically, even at the apparently technological level, multiple 
goals creep in, and valuations and tradeoffs appear. For example, even 
the milir.ary would not want the biggest bomb possible but the biggest 
bomb that could be delivered by airplane or rocket. Now explosive power 
and lightness of weight become competing goals. and economic aspects 
emerge even here. What do we want from a bomb? Efficiency, even at the 
lowest levels. requires that we know what we want , that the questions of 
relative values have been settled . We need a higher value (potential 
megadeaths inflicted) by which to measure the subvalues of explosive 
power and lightness of weight. Attempts to be efficient regarding only a 
single specific goal, or without any concept of a highest good by which 
goals are ranked, is an enterprise suitable only for morons and fanatics. 

In Chapter I it was argued that economics has overlooked ecological 
and moral facts of life that have now come home to haunt us in the form 
of increasing ecological scarcity and increas ing existential scarcity. Much. 
of this book has been dedicated to coming to terms with ecological 
scarcity, though it was frequently noted that this could not be accomplished 
without moral growth, without also coming to terms with existential 
scarcity. For the early economists, the imponant test of economic 
institutions and policies was their likely effect on man's character. 
Adam Smith caut ioned about the stultifying effects of specialization 
and wrote the Theory of Moral Sentiments. The mechanistic and behav
ioristic dogmas have banished all such ghosts of subjectivity from the 
chrome·plated mechanism of highly tooled analytic thought. Introspec
tion and concern for the ~withinness" of things, and even of people. has 
been rejected as unscientific. But an economist is a person and knows by 
the most direct experience, unmediated by the sometimes deceptive 
senses, what it is to be a person. A physicist can know about atoms only 
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what his nmplified senses tell h im; he would be pleased to experience the 
withinness of being an atom, if only he could. To declare the knowledge 
attained by introspection invalid ls the grossest of unscientific prejudkes, 
indicat ing that many social scientists merely mimic the methods of tht phy· 
sical sciences while understand ing nothing of the basic spirit of scien.:e. 

The locus of moral values is within, and our focus exclusively on the 
exterior has led to a superficial view of human behavior and economic 
life that neglec ts moral values and the necessary guides, controls, and 
restraints that shared values provide. Of course, people can also be en· 
slaved by false values and superstitions, but in combating false values 
not enough care has been given to protecting true values from the 
blindly wielded ax of the reductionists, behaviorists , and rela tivists. The 
political consequences of the indiscrimina te gutting of interior values 
was forseen by Edmund Burke: 

Men are qu alified for civil liberty in exact proportion to their disposition to 
pu t moral chains upon their own appetites. Society cannot exist unkss a 
controlling power on will and appetite be placed somewhere, and the less of i1 
there is within, the more there must be without. II is ordained in the eternal 
constitution of things. that men of intemperate minds cannol be free. Their 
passions forge 1heir feuers (quoted in Ophuls, 1973). 

An overpopulated and overconsuming community that is press ing the 
carrying capacity of its local and global ecosystems must, for survival, 
come under the authority of a controlling power. The less of that power 
we find within, the more it will have to come from without. The political 
logic of Burke; the centralizing logic o f modern large-scale. high· 
information, and high-energy technology; and Skinnerian behaviorist 
views are all pointing directly to a totalitarian state. The st raightest route 
to such a s tate, as argued in Chapter 6, is via the "plutonium economy. ~ 

In the words of physicist Dean E . Abrahamson: 

The decision on nuclea r power will determine how our fu1ure society will 
look. The perceived impotence of 1he powerless when confronted with fur<·e~ 
which appear to be beyond their control is one o f the basic factors kadinj: to 
alienation in our socie1y. This is as true for the small. poor nat ion in the world 
communi1y as it is for the individual in lhc industrial ized state. Nuclear power 
presents to the alienated minority and the pollr nalion alike a means t<> ~rratly 
amplify their political power. What measures will be deemed ncccs,arv to 
cope with the constraints posed by nuclear power with its ennrmous qu~nt itic' 

of highly rad lo:tcl ive waste materials and with the evu present danj:cr' "'"'· 
ciated with nuclear fuels? It is obvious that society c<>uld not tolerate d"rup· 
tive nuclear events. The response to nuclear power will be the !!• rrisM sta te 
[Abrahamson, 1974). 

If the garrison state is to be run efficiently, then behavioral control tech
nology will be required, and the conditioners with their ratomorphic 
view of man will take charge. 
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What is the pn:sum.:J t>l!n.:rit that justifies these enormous costs? A 
C<lOtinucJ incn:as.: in growth and consumption b<!yonJ any need, for the 
sake oi rillin!! an .:.xi_.;tcntial voiJ with more hours of senseless employ
ment to proJu.:c nwn: items o f senseless consumption, plus the avoid
an,·.: ,,j sharing as the true .:ure for puvcrcy. The sins of present injustice 
arc 10 t>c washed away in a sea of fulure abundance vouchsnfed by the 
amazing grJ.:e of compound in teres! and technological razzle-dazzle. To 
maintain exponential growth we need fission power. If we canno1 share, if 
we .:annut even .:on.:eive of having enough, !hen we must grow and pay 
the .:osts of fission power . .. Men of intemperate minds cannot be free. 
Their passions forge the ir fwers." 

As argued in Chapter 6 . !he so-called cost-benefil analyses used to 
justify rission power on "objective" grounds are, at best, arbitrary and, 
at worst. conscious deceptions. One of !he leading experts on cost-benefit 
analysis states: 

II is my belief thac benefit-cost analysis cannoc answer chc mosc important 
policy questions associac~d with the desirability of develop ing a large-scale, 
fission -based economy. To e;(pect it to do so is to ask it to bear a burden it 
cannot sustain . This is so because the questions are of a deep l'tllirol charac
ltr. Bcndit-cost analyses certainly cannot solve such questions and may well 
obs.7ur( th(m (Kneese. 1973. p. I ] . 

Another example of !he misuse of cost-benefit analysis (or even straight 
economic calculalion) comes in !he dollar comparisons of solar-energy 
costs wi1h 1he cos! of energy from fossil fuels. At the current margin, 
fossil fuels are cheaper for mos1 uses. Do we then conclude that solar 
energy is uneconomic? Not unless a good move in checkers is also a good 
mo\·e in chess. Different rules of the game are involved. Living off 
temporary geological capital is just a different ballgame from living off 
permanent solar income. The latter game accepls permanence and 
ecological discipline as rules of the game; 1he former does no!. Of 
cou~. i t is easier 10 live off capital than off income, for as long as the 
capital lasts. That hard ly need be disputed! The real issue is no! 
economic, but ethical: should we undertake the discipline of l iving on 
income, or should we just consume capital while it lasts? The choice 
between oil and gas (bolh fossil fuels) , or the choice between photovol
taic and biomass conversion (both solar) is the proper domain of eco
nomic calculation. But the choice be1ween solar and fossil fuels is of 
a different order, more "heroic" or ethical in nature than "economic" in 
the usual sense of marginal calculation. 

Why do we insist on ignoring the ethical character of so many major 
economic decisions? Why this compulsion to substitute mechanical calcu
lation for responsible value judgment? Perhaps it's because our mechanis
tic paradigm has reduced values and ethics to mere matters of personal 
taste, about which it is useless to argue. Qualily involves difficult judg
ments and imposes self-definition and responsibility. Quantity involves 
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merely counting and arithmetical operations that give everyone the same 
answer and impose no responsibility. Thus university deans make promo· 
tion decisions by counting words published and numbtr of cita lions 
rather than by anempting a qualitative judgment 11.bout the true wonh of 
a scholar's work, which is bound to cause some disagreement. Counting 
is an easy way out-a retreat from the responsibility of th inking and 
evaluating quality. 

An especially important role in the quantitative short-circuiting of 
responsibility is played by randomness. Randomness is , in fact, an excel· 
lent moral scapegoat. Consider that some 50,000 Americans are killed 
annually by the automobile. Suppose that the specific identities of these 
people were known in advance. To save 50,000 specific individuals. we 
might lower speed limits drastically and re turn to bicycles for local 
transportation. To save 50,000 unknown, randomly determined individu· 
als, we do nothing. If a soldier kills specific women and children at close 
range with a rifte we are horrified; if a bomber pilot kills many more 
women and children, whose numbers are predictable but whose identities 
are unknown before the fact , we are only vaguely upset. In eighteenth· 
cemury England people who abhorred infanticide nevertheless consigned 
unwanted children to foundling hospitals where the death rate was known 
to be exceedingly high. "Thou shalt no t kill thy specific identified 
brother, but mayest murder random persons at will, in order to achieve 
thy 'progress,' however shallowly defined." How much economic growth 
is based on this expanded version of the shorter, less sophisticated com· 
mandment? I would not argue thai we should never do anything that will 
predictably increase dea ths (since then we should not even have been 
born), but only that such decisions arc ethical, existential, and heroic, 
not economic. We cannot throw responsibility for such collective existen· 
lial decisions on to the moral scapegoat of randomness with its phony 
numerical calculations. 

Tbe way in which these phony calculations work is via "economics of 
ignorance and scale," as John U. G. Adams (1974) has scathingly illus· 
trated. Consider what happens when we apply the concept of Pareto cffi. 
ciency to the cost-benefit analysis of a project involving the predictable 
loss of life. Let Vi be the compensatory money payment to indiviJualj to 
make him indi fferent to the proposed project. That is . if j is to be hurt t>y 
the project, then Vi is what he must be paid to accept it, and it carries a 
minus sign; if} is to be benefited, v1 is what he must be paiJ to f<,rgn thc 
project, and it carries a plus sign. If the algebraic sum for all indh·iduals 
(£V1) is positive, then there is a potential Pareto improvement: that is , 
the winners could compensate the losers and still be t>e11er off. 

Suppose now that individual j would be killed as a result of the pre>}ct·t. 
Consistency with the Pareto criterion requires that he be compensated for 
the loss of life according to his own valuat ion. Since most people would 
put a very high or even infinite cash value on the remaining years of their 
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lives. th<' resull is that any pn,jc.:t inv<llving pn:dil:table loss of specific 
lives wouiJ fail th<' test 1>t Paret11 impn.>vemcnt am.l could not be justified 
by .:vst-beneth analysis. Thb is so ~ven if more lives are saved than lost 
by the pRljc:.:t, sin.:e thc:re is no way for thuse saved to compensate those 
kilkJ. anJ any .:;srKdling out by the analyst of lives saved against lives 
lost violatc:s the Pareto rule of no interpersonal comparisons. 

It is obvious that many projects justified by cost-benefit analysis do 
result in the predictable loss of life. This is true for any projects that 
in.:rease air or gruund traffic. radiation exposure, or air pollution. for 
cxampk What allows cost-benefit analysts to "justify" such projects? It 
is c:ssc:nrially th~ fact that we never know in advance the identities of the 
spc:.:ific ptople who will be killed. The result is that we never have to 
comp~nsat~ anyone for his certain loss of life but instead we must com
pensate n·uyone for the additional risk to which he is exposed as a result 
uf th~ project (Mishan. 1971 ). If the population is large. the individual 
risk be.:omes v~ry small, perhaps below the minimum sensible. so that 
everyone is indifferent to such a negligible risk and no compensation at 
all is required. and the project passes with honors. 

Not~ that in theory we have passed from a case requiring infini te com
pensation to a case requiring zero compensation. simply by throwing 
away injorma1ion. that is. by remaining ignorant of the specific identities 
of the victims. This is odd, to say the least. In practice, of course. we 
never have the specific identities of victims beforehand, but that fact does 
not resolve the theoretical anomaly. The population subset most at risk 
could often be specified but usually is not. so that the risk often appears 
more diluted than it really is. Many economists would treat the zero
compensation case as the more rational social decision and give thanks 
for the veil of ignorance on which approval of the project depends. But 
then we must say that in this case extra information, even if freely given, 
would lead to a less rational social decision. No one can be happy living 
with that paradox. Nor are we comfortable with the fact that a mere 
increase in population size could reverse the decision by diluting the 
per-person risk to a negligible threshold. Adams sarcastically calls these 
effects "economies of ignorance and of scale" (1974). 

These economies of ignorance and scale are so vexing to common 
sense that we are led to look for a false step in the reasoning that gave 
rise 10 them. I believe thatlhere is a false step. which allows randomness 
to function as a moral scapegoat. In the change from known to unknown 
identities of victims, it was assumed that th is logically impl ied a switch 
from compensating some individuals for cenain death to compensating 
each individual for the additional risk 10 which he is exposed. But this 
does not logically follow from the mere introduct ion of randomly deter
mined identity. What follows logically is only that we must compensate 
all individuals for the certainty that a predictable number of their com-
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munity will be killed, identities yet to be determined . This is not the 
same as compensating each person for the increased risk that he will be 
killed. To arrive at the Iauer proposition, we need to make the assump· 
tion that people care about only their own skins. Only with that extra 
assumption is the laner propositio11 equivalent to the former . 

lr people care only about their own skins, then there can be no com· 
munity in the first place; however, assuming there were, the mere intro· 
duction of randomness could be sufficient to enable a life-taking project 
to meet the Pareto test. But if we go to the other extreme of an assumed 
community of complete brotherly Jove, in which the first rule was .. love 
your neighbor as yourself" and the second was "everyone is everyone 
else's neighbor" (not exactly novel ethical ideals), then each individual 
would have to be paid an infinite compensation to make him indifferent to 
the sacrificial deaths of his unidentified brothers. Instead of passing the 
Pareto test as a result of ignorance, the project would fail by an infinitely 
greater margin than it did in the first case, because now everyone requires 
infinite compensation , not just the victims. The cost-benefit analyst can· 
not make interpersonal comparisons, but citizens can and do in all cases. 
It is the differing criteria by which these comparisons are made by citi· 
zens in evaluating their own welfare that is crucial. The key issue is one 
of ethics, not economics, much less randomness. 

In sum, it was not the random element or veil of ignorance that by 
some mathematical sleight of hand reduced an infinite compensatory 
payment to zero. Rather, it was the tacit assumption that people care only 
about their own skins. Admiltedly, people are not saints, but they are not 
totally selfish either. The upshot is that random variables do not solve 
moral problems, at least not for anyone who is capable of feeling 
brotherhood for a random person. Cost-benefit analysis should be used to 
illuminate rather than to obscure moral responsibility. 

Decisions involving predictable loss and gain in human lifet ime are 
existentially difficult and cannot be made easy by resorting to phony 
calculation. No doubt such decisions are sometimes unavoidable. but 
when they become too frequent is it perhaps indicative of some deeper 
defect in our institutions and values that we should so often be faced with 
such impossible decisions? Maybe it is a symptom of having pursued 
growth too singlemindedly-of having painted our.;elvcs into a comer 
from which there is no ethical way out. 

The recognition of the enormous costs of economic growth is. of 
course, not new. The British economist A. C. Pigou quotes Dickinson's 
Letters of John Chinaman: 

In short, tbe anention of the German people was so conccntr~tcJ on che 
idea of learning to do, that they did not care. as In former time~. for lcar~ing 
to be. Nor does Germany stand alone in chis cha~c; as witness chc foll<>•.-in~ 
description of modern England wriucn by an Englishman from chc standpoint 
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,,fan Oricoual sp~.:I :IIM. "8y )'<>Ur works y<>u may b~ known. Your rriumphs 
on 1h~ mc.:hani.:al arts are th< ob\'ers< of your failure in all lhat culls for 
spiritual insi!!ht. 1\la.:hincs of cwry kind you ,·an make and usc 10 perfection; 
but Y<'U .:ann,>t build a h<>US< <>r write 11 poem. or pa int a pi.:turc; still less can 
y11u ""rship or aspor< ... Y<>ur <>utcr man as well as your inner is dead; you 
arc blind and deaf. Rali<>.:inar ion has laken the pla.:e of perception; and your 
wh,>k Iii< is an in linite syllogism from premises you have not examined to 
.:ondusi<>ns y<>u have not anticipated or willed. Everywhere means. nowhere 
an end. So.>.:iety is a huge engine and that engine itself our or gear . Such is the 
pkture your .:ivilization presents to my imagination. " There is. of course. 
c~abs~ra1ion in 1his indietrncnt; bu1 !here is also truth . At all events it brings 
t>ul vivodl~ 1he poin1 which is here a1 issue; that efforts devoted to 1he produc
tion oi p<<>ple who are good instrumems may involve a fai lure to produce 
people who are good men (Pigou, 1932. p. 13]. 

If Pigou were writing about the United States in the 1970s rather than 
England in the 1930s. would he consider "John Chinaman's" indictment 
an 1!:\aggeration or an undematement? Certainly, economic theory has in 
fact become one infinite syllogism from unexamined premises to unreal is
tic conclusions. Ratiocination, preferably in the form of mathematical 
manipulation and e le.:tronic data processing, has taken the place of ~r
ception and understanding of basic concepts. All of this flurry of symbols 
and printouts lends an air of scientific respectability to unimaginative 
demonstrations of the obvious and painstaking documentations of the 
insignificant. 

Arthur J. Cordell has commented perceptively on the data barrage: 

Today information can be uansmiued at 240 words per minute via teletype. 
It is es1im~1ed that compu1er to computer transmission will soon be at 86,000 
words per minute . Add to 1his the barrage of information beamed via TV and 
radio and consider that hu man beings can process only about 250 to 1.000 
words per minute. In an anempt 10 understand ever more by generating more 
information we overload our capacily to integrale or assimilate what we are 
doing. The barrage of information has led society to a condition where i1 is 
"data rich but perceptually poor." We have all the numbers bul can't seem to 
make sense out of them. 

The quest for information appears to lead 10 a condition which could be 
described as "information neurosis." We can't get enough primarily because 
we don't know wha1 we are looking for or why we want it. We just have a 
vague feeling that more information is better than leH information [Cordell. 
1972]. 

What is true for information is true for other economic goods
namely, we cannot get enough primarily because we do not know what 
we are looking for or why we want it. As argued in Chapter 2, ultimate 
means have been treated as if they were limitless, and the Ultimate End 
as if it were unreal. Or as "John Chinaman" said, "Everywhere means, 
nowhere an end." The economy is still a "huge engine and that engine 
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itself out of gear." What is new is that the engine has become so power
ful that it now can destroy the biosphere wholesale, rather than ju)t 
p iecemeal, as in Pigou's time. Hypertrophied power is in search of 
atrophied purpose, and the power is sufficient for self-destruction . h is 
uuerly insane to go on increasing power while denying the claims of right 
purpose. 

The steady-state paradigm is far from a sufficient answer to the ques· 
lion of right purpose. It is merely a strategy to correct some past mistakes 
before we are destroyed by their cumulative effects. It recognizes the 
error of omission in our past treatment of ultimate means and of the 
Ultimate End. It attempts to establish institutions that do not depend on 
continual growth. It recognizes that ultimate means are scarce in an 
absolute sense, and that the Ultimate End is such that, beyond a certain 
level, it is not served by further physical production. 

Whenever life denies us the good we had expected, it seems to present 
us with an alternative good that we did not expect. If we think only of the 
unfulfilled expectation, then we will overlook and waste the unexpected 
possibil ity of fulfillment. Although we are being denied the rather shal · 
low expected good of continuing economic growth, life is offering us the 
unexpected alternative of stabil ity on the material plane, which will free 
our freshest energies for growth in those infin ite moral and spiri tual 
dimensions that intersect our finite lifespan and its finite material base. 
To s tubbornly persist in chasing the expected good at the e}(pense of the 
offered good would be the greatest possible folly-a folly that the Proph· 
et Isaiah warned about some three millennia ago: "'Why do you spend 
your money for that which is not bread, and your labor for that which 
does not satisfy? ... Incline your ear and come to me: hear. that your 
soul may live'' (!sa. 55:2). Sufficient wealth efficiently maintained :tnd 
allocated, and equitably distributed-not ma}(imum production-is the 
proper economic aim. 
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THE STEJ\DY-STATE 
ECONOJ\1~: 

ALTERN~TIVE TO 
GROWTliMANIA. 

Introduction 

The economy grows in physical scale. but the ecosystem docs not. Therefore, 
as the economy grows it becomes larger in relation to the ecosystem. Standard 
economics does not ask how large the economy should be relative to the 
ecosystem. But that is the main question posed by steady-state economics. 
Standard economics seeks the optimal allocation of resources among alterna· 
tive uses and is. at best, indifferent to the scale of aggregate resource usc. In fact 
it promotes an ever-expanding scale of resource use by appealing to growth as 
the cure for all economic and social ills. While not denying the importance of 
optimal allocation, steady-state economics stresses the importance of another 
optimum-the optimum scale of total resource use relative to the ecosystem. 
These contro~Sting visions are represented in figure 7. 

What Is a Steady-State Economy? 

A steady-state economy (SSE) is an economy with constant stocks of artifacts 
and pwplc. These two populations (artifacts and people) are constant, but not 
static. Pwplc die, and artifacts depreciate. Births must replace deaths. and 
production must replace depreciation. These "input" and "output" rates are to 
be equal at low levels so that life expectancy of people and durability of artifacts 
will be high. Since the input ftow of matter-energy equals the output ftow when 
both populations are constant, the two ftows may be merged into the concept of 
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STANDARD ECONOMICS 

StandDrd ~conomics considers ~wr-growing cycks cf produ.ctiOtt and c:onnurrpdoll bu1 
does fiiJI COtiSider the role of the supporting ecosystem. Such a vit!W c:an t!I'IC~ an 

t!cononry that can ullimllkly strain w surrocuuling environmtnt. 

STEADY-STATE ECONOMICS 

Steady-state t!COIIOfnic:s c:onsiden cyc:ks of prodllclion and consumption that take rhe 
surroruvllng ec:osystnn into account and try to ochiew a srou of eqllilibrium with ir. 

Figwe7 

Soun:e: "'lbwards a New Ecooomic: Model ," Bulk/in of the Atomic Scimlisrs. April 
1986. 
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··rhwughpul." The throughpul flow begins wi1h depletion. followed by produc
tion, depn:ciarion, and tinally pollulion as the wasles are returned to the 
cm·ironmenl. The ~nomy mainlains iiSelf by I his throughput in the same way 
thai an organism mainrains iiSelf by its meLabolic flow. Both economies and 
organisms musl live by sucking low~ntropy maner-energy (raw malerials) 
from rhe cnvirunmem and expelling high-entropy matter-energy (wasle) back to 
1he cnvironmenl. 1 In the SSE rhis throughpul mus1 be limited in scale so as 10 
be within the n:g.:n.:r.uive and assimila1ive capaci1ies of the ecosys1em, insofar 
as possible. 

11 is important to be clear abou1 what is not coos1an1 in 1he SSE. Knowledge 
and 1.:chnology are no1 held constant. Neither is 1he distribution of income nor 
the alloca1ion of resources. The SSE can develop qualilatively but does no1 
grow in quanliLative scale. jus1 as planet earth, of which the economy is a 
subsys1em. develops without growing. Neoclassical growth models notwith
Sianding. the surface of 1he earth does not grow at a rate equal to lhe rate of 
imen:s1! Neilher can the physical s1ocks and ftows !hat make up lhe economy 
.:ontinue for long to grow at compound interest. As Nobellaureale chemist and 
underground economist Frederick Soddy no1ed long ago:2 

You canno1 perm311enlly pit an absurd human convention, such as the spontaneous 
increment of debt (compound inlerest), against the natural law of the spoolalleous 
decrement of wealth (entropy). 

The concept of the SSE can be clarifi.ed by analogy to a steady-state library, 
an idea that has attracted the attention of some librarians who realize that their 
slock of books cannot continue to grow exponentially. A steady-slate library 
would have a constant slock of books. Whenever a new book is added, an old 
one must be gotten rid of. The rule would be to add a book only if it were 
qual iwively better 1han some other book whose place it would take. The 
sleady-sLate library would continue to improve qualitatively, but its quantitative 
physical scale would remain constant. Likewise for a steady-state economy. 
The end of physical accretion is not the end of progress. It is more a precondi
tion for future progress, in the sense of qualitative improvement. 

One might object to this argument on the grounds thai conventional eco
nomic growlh is not defined in physical units but in terms of GNP. which is in 
unitS of value, not Ions of steel or barrels of oil. It is quite true thai GNP 
is in value unitS, because this is necessary to aggregate diverse physical units by 
means of a common denominator that bears some relation lo the degree to 
which diverse things are wanted. Nevertheless. a dollar's worlh of GNP. just 
li.ke a dollar's worth of gasoline or wheat, is an index of physical quantities. In 
calculating growlh in real GNP. economists correct for price changes in order to 
capture only changes in quanlity. It is also 1rue thai GNP includes services, 
which are not physical things. But a service is always rendered by something 
physical, either a skilled person or a capital good, over some time period. 
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Growth in the service sector does not at all escape physical constraints. In any 
case the SSE is defined in physical terms, 1101 a.s zero growth in GNP. 

What Is Growthmania? 

The above definition of a steady-state economy stands in great contrast to the 
regime of economic growthmania characteristic of the modern world. Eco
nomic growth is currently the major goal of both capitalist and socialist 
councries and, of c~. of Third World countries. Populat ion growth is no 
longer a major goal for most countries, and in fact a slowing of demographic 
growth is frequently urged in spite of considerable retrogression on this issue by 
the Reagan administration. But the usual reason for urging slower demographic 
growth is to make room for faster economic growth. Economic growth is held to 
be the cure for poverty, unemployment, debt repayment, inftation, balance of 
payment deficits, pollution, deplecion, the population explosion. crime, di
vorce, and drug addiction. In short , economic growth is both the panacea and 
the summum bonum. This is growthmania. When we add to GNP the costs of 
defending ourselves against the unwanted consequences of growth and happily 
count that as further growth. we then have hyper-growthmania. When we 
deplete geological capital and ecological life-support systems and count that 
depletion as net current income, then we arrive at our present state of terminal 
hyper-growthmania. 

World leaders seek growth above al l else. Therefore to oppose growth. to 
advocate a SSE, is not something 10 be done carelessly. One must prescn1 good 
reasons for believing that the growth economy will fail and also offer good 
reasons for believing that a SSE will work. That is 1he aim of the remainder of 
this article. 

Origins of the Growth Dogma 

How did we come to believe so strongly in the dogma of economic ~trowlh? 
What vision of the world underl ies th is commi1men1 to continuous expansion, 
and where does it go wrong? 

Open any standard introductory le)(t in economics. and in the lin;t rhapll'r 
you will lind a circular ftow diagr.~m . In this diagram. exchange value cmt><>J
ied in goods and services nows from firms to households and is called national 
product, while an equal flow of C)(Change value embodied in fact on; of pnxlu•·· 
tion returns from households to firms and is called national inc<lme. The pio:turc 
is that of an isolated system. There arc no innows or ou1nows conne,·t in~ 1hc 
circular ftow to its "other," the environmcnl. 

If we think only in terms of abslracl exchange value. the piciUrc i~ reason
able. If we think in terms of money, lhe physical token of el\chan~<-' value. the 
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pictun.- is not unn:ason;ablc:. but is no longer strictly com:ct because. although 
money ftows in a l'ircle. on c:ach cin:uit it wears out a bit. New money must be 
minted or printed to make up tor worn-out money. Thus there is a physical 
thrt>ughput ass..'ll:iated with this circulation of currency. Yet we may argue that 
with money the dn:ular How is dominant and the throughput is incidental. But 
when we shift to real goo<.ls and services making up national income, the real 
physical processes of production and consumption. then the throughput is 
dominant and the circular ftow is incidental. Yet we find leading textbooks 
proclaiming that "The flow of output is circular, self-renewing, and self· 
feeding" and that "the outputs of the system are returned as fresh inputs."l One 
wonde~ what "iresh" could possibly mean in this context of an isolated circular 
llow'? The authors were trying to explain how the circular flow is replenished so 
it can go on for another roun·d. But in an isolated system, replenishment must be 
internal. A self-replerushing isolated system is a perpetual motion machine! 
Replenishment requires a throughput. Abstract exchange value may circulate in 
an isolated system because it has no physical dimension. Money may be thought 
of :as flowing in a circle even though some throughput is required. But real 
production and consumption are in no way circular. They are based on a linear 
throughput beginning with depletion and ending with pollution. An economy is 
an open system, not an isolated system. Connections to t.he larger environment 
cannot be abstracted from without losing the most essential fact. 

In the circular flow vision, maner is arTanged in production, disarranged in 
consumption. rearTanged again in production, etc. Nothing gets used up. The 
first law of thermodynamics can be appealed to in support of this vision: matter 
can be neither created nor destroyed, only reananged. Econorruc growth is just 
a question of speeding up the circular flow, and if nothing is used up there are no 
limits to growth. there is no problem of replenishment from the outside. 

Of course this picture flatly contradicts the second law of thermodynamics, 
which says. in effect, that the capacity to rearrange indestruct ible building 
blocks is not itself indestructible. It gets used up irrevocably. As we have seen, 
the standard vision sees the eco.nomy as a perpetual motion machine. 

The gravity of such a contradiction for any theory is indicated by Sir Arthur 
Eddington:• 

Tllc law that entropy increases- the Second Law of Thermodynamics-holds. I 
think. the supreme position among the laws of nature. If someone points out to you 
thai your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with Maxwell's equations
then so much the worse for Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be contradicted by 
observation-well. these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your 
theory is found to be against the Second Law oflllcrmodynamies. I can give you no 
hope: there is nothing for it but to collapse: in deepest humiliation. 

Economists, however, are not without some excuses for their predicament. 
They do not really deny that raw materials come from the environment, or that 
waste returns to the environment. But economic theory developed at a time 
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when I he environment was considered an infinite sour~ and sink because it W'<IS 

so large relative to the economy. Sin~ !he throughput ftow went from an 
infinite source to an infinite sinl< it involved no scarcity and could, presumably, 
be abstracted from for purposes of economic theory. But economic growth 
means that !he scale of the economy gets bigger, and it is now no longer 
reasonable to treat it as infinitesimal relative to the ecosystem. It is time for the 
concept of throughput to displace the circular flow from the center stage of 
economic theory. s 

If such a restructuring of economic theory is to be avoided, then the assump
tion of infinite sources and sinl<s must be in some way maintained, or else a 
substitute premise that has similar logical consequences must be found . The 
latter strategy has been more common and consist.s in discovery of an "ultimate 
resource," which is both infinite in amount and infinitely substitutable for other 
resources, and therefore has the same limits-abolishing effect as the original 
premise of infinite sources and sinks for physical resources. This "unlimited 
resource" is variously referred to as technology, information, knowledge, or the 
human mind. Anyone who asserts the existence oflimits is soon presented with a 
whole litany of things that someone once said could never be done but subse· 
quently were done. Certainly it is dangerous business to specify limits to knowl· 
edge. But it is equally dangerous to presuppose that the content of ne"' 
knowledge will abolish old limits faster than it discovers new ones. The discov
ery of uranium was new knowledge that increased our resource base. The 
subsequent discovery of the dangers of radioactivity did not further expand the 
resource base, but contracted it. Before gening carried away with the idea thai 
the human mind is an "ultimate resource" that can generate endless growth.lct 
us remember that, while certainly not reducible to physical or mechanical terms. 
the mind is not independent of the physical body. "No phosphorous. no 
thought," as Frederick Soddy put it. Or as U:lrcn Eisley reminds us. "The 
human mind, so frail, so perishable, so full ofinexhaus1ible dreams :1nd hungers. 
burns by the power of a leaf.'' Minds capable of such insight ought to be capable 
of showing more restraint toward leaves and phosphorous than is usually exhih· 
ited by our growth-bound economy. Mere knowledge means little to the ceo
nomic system unless it is embodied in physical structures. As Bouldin~; reminds 
us, capital is knowledge imprinted on the physical world in the form of improh· 
able arrangements. But knowledge cannot be imprinted on any kind of matter hy 
any kind of energy. The constricted entry point of knowledge into the physi<·al 
economy is through the availability of low-entropy rc.~ourccs. No low~nlrop~ 
resources, no capital-regardless of knowledge, unless the second law of thcr· 
modynamics is abolished. 

It has been said that the best measure of a scienti~t's inlluencc is how long he 
can hold up progress in his own discipline. By this measure. the editors nf the 
major economics journals are probably the most inlluential scicntisl~ of all 
time! Continuing to study economics only in terms of the circular llow mndcl i> 
like studying organisms only in terms of the circulatory syslcm. without ever 
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mcnliooing lhc digt'slive ll".tl't. Yet !hut is wh111 1he mainline professional 
journals. in their dogmalio: ,·ommitmenl 10 grow1h, insist on. 

Money Fetishism 

Money fe1ishism is a panicular case of what Alfred North Whitehead called the 
"falla.:y of misplaced concreteness," which consists in reasoning at one level of 
abs1r.1c1ion. bul applying the conclusions of I hat reasoning to a different level of 
abstr.lcl ion. It is to argue that since abstract exchange value flows in a circle, so 
d~XS real GNP. Or since money can grow forever at compound interest, so can 
real weal I h. Whal is true for the abstract symbol or token of wealth is held to be 
true for concre1e wealth itself. This is money fetishism . 

Man. and Aristotle before him, poinred out thai the danger of money 
fetishism arises when society shifts its focus from use value to exchange value. 
Simple commodity production, the sequence of C-M-C' (commodiiy-m<>ney
otber commodity) begins and ends with a concrete use value embodied in a 
commodity. Money is merely an intermediary facilitating exchange, the object 
of which is to acquire an increased use value. C' is a greater use value than C, 
but both are limited by their specific purposes. One has, say, greater need for a 
hammer than a kn.ife. but has no need for two hammers, much less of fifty. As 
simple commodity production gave way to capitalist circulation the sequence 
shifted1o M-C-M' (money-commodity-more money). The sequence begins and 
ends with money capital, and the commodity or use value is an intermediary 
step in bringing about the expansion of exchange value. M' is greater than M, 
representing growth in abstract exchange value, which does not impose its own 
concrete limits. One dollar of exchange value is not as good as two, and fifty 
doUars is better still, and a million is much better, etc. Unlike concrete use 
values, which spoil or deteriorate when hoarded (due to entropy), abstract 
t:(change value can accumulate indefinitely without spoilage or storage cost. In 
fact exchange value grows by itself, it earns interest. But as Soddy told us, we 
cannot permanently pit an absurd human convention against a law of nature. 
The physical limit to growth at the micro level imposed by the absurdity of 
accumulating use values has been bypassed by accumulating exchange value 
(money and interest-bearing debt). But unless the aggregate of real concrete 
wealth can grow as fast as the accumulations of abstract exchange value, there 
will be a devalua~ion of exchange value (inflation) or some other form of debt 
repudiation or confiscation in order to bring accumulations of exchange value 
back into equality with accumulations of real wealth. 

Money fetishism and growthmania are alive and well in a world in which 
banks in wealthy countries make loans to poorer countries, and when the debtor 
countries cannot make the repayment the banks simply make new loans to 
enable the repayment of interest on old loans, and thereby avoid taking a loss on 
a bad debt. The exponential snowballing of the debt that results when new loans 
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are needed to pay interest on old loans cannot continue. The faith is th~t 
somehow real growth in the debtor countries will also snowball. The interna
tional debt crisis is a clear symptom of the basic disease of growlhmania. Too 
many accumulations of money are seeking ways to grow uponentially in a 
world in which the physical scale of the economy is already so large rela~ive to 
the ecosystem that there is not much room left for exponential growth of 
anything having a physical dimension. 

The paper economy offers more scope for "growth" than the real economy. 
Mergers, takeovers, "greenmail," llU-avoidance schemes, and other forms of 
rent seeking seem more profitable than production of commodities. Accoun· 
tants, investment banlcers, and tax lawyers make more money than engineers 
because manipulating abstract symbols is easier than rearranging concrete 
materials into more useful structures. M-M' replaces M-C-M'. Commodity use 
values disappear altogether and with them all natural limits to the expansion of 
exchange value. The "paper economy" is the result. 

Limits to Growth: Biophysical and Ethicosocial 

Biophysical conditions limit the possibility of economic growth even in cases 
where growth may still be desirable. Ethicosocial conditions limit the desir
ability of growth even in cases where growth is still possible. 

Three interrelated conditions-finitude, entropy. and complex ecological 
interdependence-combine to provide the biophysical limits to growth. The 
growth of the economic subsystem is limited by the finite size of the total 
ecosystem, by its dependence on the total system as a source for low-entropy 
inputs and a sink for high-entropy waste outputs, and by the intricate ecological 
connections that are more pervasively disrupted as the physica.l scale of 1he 
economic subsystem grows relative to the enveloping ecosystem. Moreover. 
these three limits interact. Finitude would not be so limiting if everything could 
be recycled, but entropy prevents complete recycling of matter and forbids any 
recycling of energy. The entropy law would not be so limiting if environmental 
sources of low entropy and sinks for high entropy were infinite, but both are 
finite. The fact that both sources and sinks are finile, plus !he entropy law. 
means that the ordered structures of the economic subsystem are main1aincd at 
the expense of creating a more than offsetting arnounl of disorder in the re~t of 
the system. If the part of the system that pays the entropy bill is rhe sun (a~ in 
traditional peasant economies). then ... -e need nor worry. But if rhc disorder i~ 
imposed mainly on parts of the terrestrial ecosystem (as in modern indumial 
economies), then we need to eounl the cost of !hat disorder. 

This disordering of the ecosystem (depletion and poilu! ion) inlerfercs wi!h 
the life-support services rendered to the economy by o!her specie.~ and by 
natural biogeochemical cycles. The loss of these services should surely he 
counted as a cost of growth, to be weighed a gains! benefits at the mar~ in. Bur. as 
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"" have alr.:ady s.:en. our national accounts do nol do this. Indeed we now 
l.'tlUnt the e:Hr..l «•>nomic activity made necessary by the loss of free natural 
s.:rvit'es a.~ further gnlwth. If the source of our drinking water becomes 
pullu1ed. then we need more purification plants, and up goes GNP. 

Even when growth is still biophysically possible, other factors may limit its 
dc:sir~bil ily. Four cthicosocial proposit ions limiting the desirability of growth 
are considered below. 

( I ) The desirability of growth financed by drawdown of geological and 
ccologi<:al capital is limited by the opportunity cost imposed on future genera
lions. Since future po:ople cannot bid in present markets, we cannot reasonably 
c:xpo:ct current resource prices to reflect opportunity costs beyond ten or fifteen 
years in the future. 

(~l The desirability of growth financed by takeover of the habitats of other 
spo:cies is limited by the ell.tinction or reduction in number of sentient subhu· 
man spo:cies whose habitat disappears. The loss of natural services rendered by 
these spo:cies (their instrumental value to us) was considered under the heading 
of biophysical limits. The issue here is the intrinsic value of these species as 
cemers of sentience and creatures of God. It is not suggested that subhuman 
spo:cies' "utility" should count equally with that of humans, even if it were 
possible for these creatures to bid in the marketplace. But surely their feelings 
of pleasure and pain deserve a weight greater than zero in our cost-benefit 
analyses. Even Jeremy Bentham, from whom economists took their utilitarian 
philosophy, was of this opinion. 

(3) The desirability of aggregate growth is limited by its self-cancelling 
effects on individual welfare. Growth in rich countries is, at the current margin, 
dedicated to the satisfaction of relative rather than absolute wants. Welfare 
increments are more a function of changes in relative position than of absolute 
level of consumption. After some level of absolute income is reached, we must 
agree with J. S. Mill that ... Men do not desire to be rich, but to be richer than 
other men ... Aggregate growth cannot possibly make all people richer than 
other people! Relative improvement is a zero sum game in the aggregate. 

(4) The desirability of growth is limited by the corrosive effects on moral 
capital of the very ani tudes that foster growth, such as glorificatioo of both self· 
interest and the technocratic-reductionistic world view. On the demand side of 
the market. growth is stimulated by greed and acquisitiveness. On the supply 
side. technocratic scientism proclaims limitless expansion and preaches a re
ductionistic, mechanistic philosophy that, in spite of its success as a research 
program. has serious shortcomings as a world view. As a research program, it 
furthers power and control, but as a world view it leaves no room for purpose. 
much less for any distinctioo between good and bad purposes. "Anything goes" 
is a convenient moral slallce for a growth economy because it implies that 
anything also sells. Expanding power and shrinking purpose lead to uncon
trolled growth for its own sake. To the extent that growth has a well-defined 
purpose. it is limited by the satisfaction of that purpose. For eumple. if growth 
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were really for the sake or the poor, we would limit it to producing things 
needed by the poor, and would stop when the poor were no longer poor. But if 
growth must never stop, then we must never define our purposes too clearly, lest 
they should be attained and we lose our reason to grow! 

The Issue of Optimal Scale 

If growth must never stop, then neither should we measure the costs of growth 
in our national aecounts, lest we discover that they become equal to the benefits 
at the margin and thus define an optimal scale beyond which it would be 
antieconomic to grow! By discovering the existence of such an optimal scale, 
we would threaten ourselves with a question to which we do not know the 
answer: namely, how can we shift from a growth economy to a steady-state 
economy without risking economic collapse'? II is nonsensical to advocate 
growing beyond the optimum, but politically risky to advocate nongrowth. 
What to do? 

The answer given by some neoclassical economists is, ''don't worry, the 
market will automatically keep us from growing beyond any optimal scale even 
if such were likely, which it is not because technical progress pushes aside all 
apparent limits to growth." 

For all its vinues, technological advance cannot escape the entropy law. nor 
can the market register the cost of increasing its own scale relative to the 
ecosystem. The market measures the relative scarcity of individual resources: it 
cannot measure the absolute scarcity of resources in general, of environmental 
low entropy. The best we can hope for from a perfect market is a Pareto optim~l 
allocation of resources (i.e., a situation in which no one can be made better off 
without making someone else worse ofO. Such an allocation theoret ically could 
be attained at any scale, just as it is theoretically attainable for any distribut ion 
of income. 

Most of the consequences of increasing scale are experienced as pervasi"c 
external costs. Services and amenities that were free at a smaller scale become 
scarce at the larger scale. Once the growing scale has turned formerly free 
goods into scarce goods. then it is certainly better to give them positive prices 
than to continue to bebave as if their price were zero. But there remains a prior 
question. How do we know that we were not still better off at the smaller s.:alc. 
before the free good became an economic good'~ Perhaps we arc just always 
making the best of an increasingly bad situation. The optimal allocation of 
rcS&urees (Pareto optimum) is one thing. The optimal scale of the economy 
relative to the ecosystem is something else entirely. As growth in scale for.:es u~ 
to turn previously free goods into economic goods. it swells GNP hut may 
reduce welfare, even if Lhe newly scarce goods arc optimally priced. 

There is an instructive parallel between the relation of scale to the prkc 
system and the more familiar relation of distribution to the price sySiem. II is 
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"''"II known in economic lhwry that the price system in pure competition would 
altA.in an dlidc!nt allocation of resources in the sense of a Pareto optimum. It is 
further known that Pareto optimality is independent of the distribution of 
ownership of physical resources-i.e .. then: is a Pareto-efficient allocation for 
any distribution. including unjust dist.ributions. Therefore the social goal of 
distributi\·e justice must be pursued independently of (but not necessarily in 
conrtict with) the price mechanism. Likewise. I suggest, for !he question of 
scale of throughpuc. At any stage of growth, at any scale of throughpuc, the 
price system can optimally allocace the given volume of throughput among 
alternative uses. But just as then: is nothing in the price system that can identify 
the best distribution of ownership according to criteria of justice. neither is 
there anything that allows the price system to determine the best scale of 
throughput acconting to ecological criteria of sustainability. Just as a Pareto 
optimal allocation may coexisl with a socially unjusl distribution, so may it 
co.::xist with an ecologically unsustainable scale. Indeed, there is a sense in 
which the unsustainable scale is simply an unjust distribution wich respecl co 
future generations. 

Perhaps an analogy wi.ll clarify this important point. Consider a boac. 
Suppose we want to maximize the load that the boat carries. If we place all the 
weight in one comer of the boat it will quickly sink or capsi.ze. Therefore we 
spread the weight out evenly. To do this we may invenc a pricing system. The 
heavier the load in one part of the boat the higher the price of adding another 
pound in that place. We allocate the weight so as to equalize !he cost per 
additional capacity used in all parts of the boat. This is the internal equimargi
nal rule for allocating space (resources) among heavy objects (alternative uses) 
so as to maximize the load carried. This pricing rule is an allocative mechanism 
only. a useful but dumb computer algorichm that sees no reason not to keep on 
adding weight and allocating it optimally until the optimally loaded boat sinks, 
optimally of course. to !he bonom of the sea. What is lacking is an absolute 
limit on scale. a recognition that the boat can displace only so much water, a 
rule that says ... stop when total weight is one ton, or when the waterline reaches 
the Plimsoll marlt." Price is only a tool for finding the optimal allocation. The 
optimal scale is something else. The market by itself has no criterion by which 
co limit its scale relative to its environment. Its basic thrust of exchange value 
accumulation at the micro level, amplified by Keynesian policies aclhe macro 
level. is toward cootinuous growth in GNP. which under present conventions of 
national accounting. implies a growing scale of throughpul. 

Transition from Growth to the Steady State 

A realistic discussion of a transition cannot assume a blank slate, but muse start 
with the historically given inilial conditions currencly prevailing. These given 
initial conditions I take to be the institutions of private property and the price 
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system. These basic institutions must be bent and stretched, but not abolished, 
because we lack the wisdom, the leadership, and the time to replace them with 
something novel. This consideration lends a fundamental conservaJbm to a line 
of thought that will nevertheless appear quite radical to mlUly. 

A complementary design principle for guiding our s~ulations on the transi· 
tion is to seek to combine micro freedom and variability with macro stability 
and control. This means, in practice, relying on market allocation of an aggre· 
gate resource throughput whose total is not set by the market, but rather fixed 
collectively on the basis of ecological criteria of sustainability and ethical 
criteria of stewardship. This approach aims to avoid both the Scylla of central
ized planning and the Charybdis of the tragedy of the commons. 

From the definition of a steady-state economy in the Introduction to this 
chapter, it is clear that it requires two kinds of limits: limits on the population of 
human bodies; and limits on the population of artifacts. A third limit, not 
derivable from the definition, but imponant in the interest of justice. is to 
impose limits on the degree of inequality in the distribution of ani facts among 
people-i.e., limited inequality in the distribution of income. How could these 
three limits be institutionalized so as to achieve necessary macro level control 
with the minimum sacrifice of freedom at the micro level? 

The population of artifacts could be limited by controlling its "food supply." 
the throughput. By limiting the aggregate throughput at the point of origin 
(depletion) we indirectly limit the scale of physical stocks. and indirectly limit 
pollution outflow as well, at least in a gross quantitative sense. There remains 
the important problem of controlling the qualitative na1ure of wastes (degrees 
of toxicity and biodegradabiliry) that would have to be dealt with separately by 
pollution taxes or standards. Several institutions could be used to limit deple
tion. Elsewhere I have suggested a depletion quota auction. and Talbot Page has 
suggested a national ad valorem severance tax." 

In the depletion quota auction, the resource market would become two· 
tiered. In the first tier the total amount to be extracted of each resource caccg<>ry 
would be set by a govem.ment agency and auctioned off in divisible units a~ 
rights to purchase or extract the resource up to the specified amount. Purchase 
of che depletion quoca allows entry into the second tier of chc markec. which 
would be a private competitive market. In addition to paying the rnarkcc price co 
the extracting company, the purchaser must present the previously rurl·hasc-<.1 
depletion quota rights that the firm will present co audicors at tax lime. The 
scheme sets total quantity centrally, but leaves the decentrali1.cd price sysrcm to 
determine allocation of the fixed total among alternative u~es. 

The severance tliX a.ltemative is similar. By taxing deplccion. we lower the 
throughput to some socially decermined level judged to be within ecosystem 
tolerance limits. Once again aggregate throughput is contmlled. yecthc alloca· 
tion at the micro level is left to the market. The advantage of the scvcranl'C rax is 
thaJ it is administratively simpler. Indeed, Page argues that it amount> h> 

nothing more than reversing the algebraic sign of the existing deplccion 
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:l.llowan.-es. Instead of subsidizing ckplction we would tax it. The disadvantage 
of t!K ta.'t is that the aggregate throughput is controlled only indirectly and less 
tightly than with a Jcplction quota. Quantity 11s well as price is free to vary, 
whereas in the quota system all adjustment is in terms of price. The ecosystem 
is sensitive to quantities. not pri.:cs. so the quota system is safer ecologically. 
'i:t the scwr.ance Ia.\ is surely simpler administratively and more likely to gain 
support a:> a rirst step. 

Eithc:r of these inst itution.s will have the following effects: (I) reduce the 
lc~,·els of depletion and pollution, and limit the scale of the aggregate stock of 
anifacts; (:!) raise relative prices of resoun:es, which will force greater effi
.:iency in resource use; (3) result in a large revenue or rent to the government in 
the form either of tax or auction receipts. This third consequence ties in with 
limits on inequality. 

Higher resoun:e prices would by themselves likely have a regressive effect 
on income disuibution. much like a sales tax. However this effect can be more 
than offset by distributing the receipts progressively. lnequality might be 
limited simply by seuing minimum and maximum income limits. The mini· 
mum might work along the lines of a negative income tax and be financed by 
the resource rents collected by the government. ln this way we would serve the 
goal of ecological sustainahility by limiting throughput scale, would serve the 
goal of efficiency by high resource prices, and serve the goal of equity by 
redistributing the resource rents resulting from the higher prices that in turn 
result from limits on the scale of throughput. 

The minimum income and negative income tax ideas have some political 
support. but the maximum income does not. Many fear that a maximum would 
dull incentives and reduce growth. But if growth is no longer the summum 
bonum. then incentives at the top become less important. A range of inequality 
would continue to exist to reward real differences in effort, risk, and conditions 
of work. Incentive differentials are important, and faimess in a larger sense is 
certainly not served by crying to equalize all incomes. But probably a factor of 
ten difference would be a sufficient range of functional inequality. The incen
tives argument for unlimited inequality is much exaggerated, especially in the 
United States. Japanese auto executives reportedly malte six to eight times what 
assembly-tine workers earn. American auto executives make about fifteen 
times the wage of the unionized assembly line worker. Furthermore U.S. 
workers are laid off when sales drop, while managers keep their jobs, usually 
with no cut in salary. whereas in Japan everyone shares the burden of bad times. 
It is very clear that this larger inequality has not resulted in the U.S. auto 
industry being more efficient than the Japanese! In fact it may be that the richer 
the managers become the less incentive they have to work hard, and the greater 
the resentment and uncooperativeness of worlcers who know that they will be 
laid off at the first sign of recession. 

The proper range of inequality is a subject for further research, reHection, 
and debate, once the principle of a limited range of inequality is accepted. 
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Regarding limits to population, there are many pos5ibilities, ranging from 
the coercive Chinese system to complete laissez faire. My own favorite institu· 
tion is that first suggested by Ktnneth Boulding: ellchangeablc: binh quow 
issued in an aggregate amount corresponding to replacement fertility, distrib
uted equally among individuals, but reallocated voluntarily by sale or gift. This 
plan combines macro control with micro freedom to a very high degree. 
However the idea of reproduction rights being exchanged on a maricet i~ for 
many people unacceptable, and some cannot even distinguish between selling a 
legal right to reproduce and selling a baby. How some people can get so upset 
with this proposal while accepting the current .. rent-a-womb .. practi~ and lhe 
Nobel Laureate sperm bank for single mothers is beyond me. In any case debate 
on this controversial issue detracts anent ion from the other institutions that do 
not depend on it. Therefore, for present purposes I will invite lhe reader to 
substitute his or her own population policy. 7 I mention Ibis one for logical 
completeness only. 

These proposed institutions have the advantage of being capable of gradual 
application during a transition period. Initially the depletion quotaS could be set 
high, near current levels (or sever.tnce taxes low), and applied first only to 
energy, the most general of resources. The distributive limits could be initially 
set far apart. Birth quotas could be issued in amounts not much different from 
actual fertility. Once the institutions were in place the limits could be tightened. 
like the jaws of a vice, as gradually as desi.red. Of course in a democratic 
society they could also be loosened to the point of being totally ineffective. if 
t.he political will be lacking. 

There may, of course, be better ways of stretching and bending the institu
tions of private property and the market system than the ones I have suggested. 
Butt think one is obliged to suggest something specific in the same way that an 
auct ioneer is obliged to call out an initial price to start the bidding. He doe.' not 
believe that his price will aciUally be the sale price, but without a specific 
starting point the trial and em>r feedback of bidding will never get started. Nor 
will the feedback process of critical discussion begin as long as economist~ 
think that the concept of the SSE is not wonh "bidding on''- as long as they 
remain committed to the illusion of growthmania. 

There are many further problems a.nd issues in the transition to a SSE, such 
as international trade adjustments between growing and steady-state ccon· 
omies, and legitimate Third World needs for further growth up to a sufficient 
level. The~e are important issues that merit discussion. But in a sense it j, 
premature to discuss fun her these problems of transit ion as long as we have not 
yet firmly established the case that: (I) the growth economy is unwori.;ahlc: and 
(2) the SSE is, in broad outline. a feasible and desirable alternative. 

The first order of business is to make that case as cle:~rly and cOf!entl~· as 
possible. However, that is not likely to be surficicnt. The Kcyncsi:~n rcvnlution 
did not occur because Keynes' arguments were so compellingly lucid and 
unanswerable. II was the Great Depression that convinced pcopk that somr-
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thing Wll$ wrong wiah an economic theory that denied the very possibility of 
involuntary unemployment. Likewise it will probably take a Great Ecological 
Spasm to .:011Vince people that something is wrong with an economic theory 
that d(nies the v(ry possibility of an economy exceeding its optimal scale. But 
evc:n in that unhappy event. it is sliJI necessary to bave an alternative vision 
ready to present when crisis conditions provide a receptive public. 

N<JTE: This .:lapter appeared originally as Population-Environment Balance Mono
~rup/1. 19117. 
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THE CIRCULAR FLOW OF 

EXCHANGE VALUE 

AND THE UNEAR 

THROUGHPUT OF 

MATTER-ENERGY: 

A CASE OF MISPLACED 

CONCRETENESS 

Circular Exchange Value and Linear Physical Throughpur 

Much of modem economic theory derives from the model of the circul:lf flow 
of eJtchange value found in the initial pages of almO$t every economic textbook. 
This is especially the case for macroeconomics and national income account
ing. In this familiar model, value embodied in goods and services flow~ from 
firms to households and is called national product . An equal value. reincarnated 
in factors of production, tlows back to firms from household$ and is called 
national income. The circular flow model traces exchange value (purchasing 
power) Mound its repetitive cycle, back and forlh between the two exchanging. 
decision-making units, one governing production (firms) and one j!Ovcrninj! 
consumption (households). Although the physical embodiments differ. the 
exchange value in the two loops of the cycle is the same because of th<' 
principle that both sides of a transaction have equal exchanj!C value (though 
different use values), along with the inclusion in nat ional income of residually 
defined profit as the "value" of the noncontractual "factor" of entrepreneur· 
ship. As we kllow from Say's Identity. there must always be. in the ac.grejlatc. 
sufficient income generated in the act of production to buy the total pmducr. 
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The dn·ular II<)W ,,f exchange: is couplcJ with a physical flow of matter
<'ncrgy that is '""1/ ,·ir,·ular. Tho: mancr-cncrgy tlow is ultimately linear and 
un1Jirc.:tional. beginning with the depletion of low-entropy resources from the 
,·nvir,>nmcnt anJ ending with the pollution of the environment with high
cntr<)py wastes. Materials ,·an be recycled, but since no material recycling is 
ever I 00 pc:r,·cnt ~·ompl~te and energy r~cycling is never feasible. the maner
cncrg~· tl<>W \<)r throughput) is ultimately linear-just as the ftow of a river is 
ultirnatd) linear. though it may contain oxbows, whirlpools, and eddies. It is, 
oi .:<>urs.:. tho: lin.:ar tllroughput, not the circular flow of value. that impinges on 
the .:nvir<>nmo:nt in the forms of depletion and pollution. Studying economics in 
terms ol the .:ircular flow without considering the tnroughput is like studying 
phy~iol<>gy in terms of the circulatory system without ever mentioning the 
digestive tnct. It is impossible to study the relation of the economy to the 
~osyst.:m in terms of the circular flow model because the circle flow is an 
isolated. self-renewing system with no inlets or outlets, no possible points of 
contact with anything outside itself. 1 Yet in economic theory, the circular flow 
has the spotlight. while the concept of throughput is only dimly visible in the 
shadows. Consequently, the relation of the economy to its environment is 3 topic 
that economic theory has only occasionally illuminated and often obscured. 

The above criticism applies as much to Marxist economics as to neoclassi
cal economics. Marx's models of simple and expanded reproduction are 
basically isolated circular flows. Cont.acts with the environment are played 
down because resources are held to be free gifts of nature, not a source of 
value independent of labor. Furthermore, for a materialistic determinist, 
economic growth is crucial in order to provide the overwhelming material 
abundance that is the objective condition for the emergence of the new 
socialist man. Environmental limits on growth would contradict "historical 
necessity." while 3 circular flow does not. 

The circular flow and the linear throughput are both important, and, al
though related. neither is reducible to the other. The two concepts are different 
abstractions from the same concrete reality, made for different purposes. Physi
cal scientists often complain that GNP (circular flow) is meaningless because it 
does not tell us how many tons of iron ore, barrels of oil, etc. are being used. 
Ec-Onomists complain that mere physical measures of throughput-tons of iron 
and barrels of oil - are meaningless because they say nothing about the balance 
of human cost and benefit occasioned by these diverse flows, whose relative 
importance is consequently unknown. Both complaints are in a limited sense 
true, but they both commit the fallacy of misplaced concreteness-trying to 
answer a question peninent to one level or direction of abstraction with con
cepts relevant to a different level or direction of abstraction. 2 

The verb "to abstract" means " to draw away from." We may draw away from 
an actual entity in different directions and by different distances in each 
direction. To lose track of. or mix. the levels or directions of abstraction in an 
argument is to commit the fallacy of misplaced concreteness. Of course, we 
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cannot think without abstractions, but neither can we think clearly by mi~ing 

up abstractions. 
A specific eumple of the error I am talking about is found in a popular 

te!ltbook. The student is told, with the emphasis of bold prim , thai "The ftow of 
output is circular, self-renewing, self-feeding" (Heilbroner and Thurow, 1981, 
p. 127). Note that the ftow of output, not purchasing power, is considered 
circular. The first study question at the end of the chapter is: "Ell plain how the 
circularity of the economic process means that the outputs of the system ;ue 

returned as fresh inputs" (Heilbroner and Thurow, 1981, p. 135). One might as 
well ask an engineering student to ell plain how a car can run on its own e1Jlaust. 
or ask a biology student to ellplain how an organism can metabolize its own 
e!lcreta. It would have been reasonable to ask the economics student to uplain 
how dollars spent reappear as dollars earned and how purchasing power is 
regenerated in the act of production. But to ellplain how outputs are returned as 
inputs, nay.fresh inputs, requires the student to discover the secret of perpetual 
motion. 

Correspondence with one of the te!ltbook 's authors on this question revealed 
that the authors really do not believe in perpetual motion but were simply trying 
to get across to the student the importance of replenishment-how the eco
nomic process reproduces itself and keeps going for another round. Certainly 
this is an important idea to stress. but the key to understanding it is precisely the 
recognition that replenishment must come from outside the system. Replenish
ment from within an isolated circular flow really does require peq>etual motion. 
just as the words "self-renewing" and "self· feeding" clearly imply. Curiously. 
the authors specify that the returned outputs constitute freslt inputs. What can 
"fresh" mean in this contellt of continuous reuse? The word "fresh" suggest~ 
something newly brought in from outside, which, however, would require the 
abandonment of the circular flow model. I hasten to add that I do not advocate 
erasing the circular flow diagram from all tellts but rather insist on applying it 
only to abstract purchasing power and not to real physical products or to their 
somewhat less real aggregate, "real GNP.'' 

But is it not boorish to make such a fuss about an unfortunate inexactitude in 
an elementary text and rather ungracious to boot in that the textbook is. ovcrJII. 
pretty good? First, I believe the error is generic and not just a lapse in one text . J 

The virtue of the tellt in question is that its clarity of expression mak.es ob,•iou' 
an error that is usually hidden beneath ambiguities and r.~pid change' of 
subject. Second, errors at an elementary level arc far more deserving of 
attention than those in advanced treatises because, hy vinue of hcing ITl(>rc 
fundamental, they have more far-ranging implicat ions. as we will sec later in 
this chapter. 

Perhaps the standard cumple of misplaced concreteness in economics is 
"money fetishism''-applying the characteristics of money. the token and 
measure of wealth, to concreie wealth itself. Thus if money can grow fnrc\'cr at 
compound interest, then. presumably. so can wealth: if money Oows in a cin:lc. 
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then. presumably. so ..toc:s output. Money, the physical token of abstract pur
chasing power • ..toc:s in..t.:c:d ftow in a circle. But, as Georgescu-Roegen ( 1971. 
1980) has poim.:d out, even the monetary flow, the quintessentially circular 
ftow. has a physical throughput associated with it and is ultimately linear in 
terms of its physical dimension. Monetary tokens wearoutlinle by little on each 
.:yd.: and eventually must be replaced by new materials imported from forests 
(in the case of paper money) and from mines (in the case of metallic money). 
The circular !low holds only for exchange value at its most abstract. Everything 
dse-not only real product but also the physical tokens by which the exchange 
\'1llue of wealth is measured-flows linearly, not circularly, in the fin.al analysis. 
The circular flow model has taken a characteristic of money (which is not 
strictly true even for money) and over-gener'1llized it into a basic paradigm for 
the economic process. 

Recently some economists have gone so far as to deny the relevance of maner 
and energy. Witness George Gilder (1981, p. 232): 'The United States must 
overcome the materialistic fallacy: the illusion that resources and capital are 
essentially things, whi.ch can run out, rather than products of the human will 
and imagina.tion which in freedom are inexhaustible." One more quote so there 
can be no doubt that he means it (Gilder, 1981 , p. 261): "Because economies 
are governed by thoughts. they reflect not the laws of maner but the laws of 
mind." For Gilder, the escape from the materialist fallacy is to embrace the 
angelist fallacy. Cenainly the laws of mind are important, but that is hardly a 
reason for ignoring the laws of matter. 

Recent retrogressions notwithstanding, most economists do recognize the 
existence of maner and energy and have never denied that production and 
consumption have physical dimensions. But these physical conditions have 
been thought to play only a very passive role. For example, Alfred Marshall 
noted that 

Man cannot CTeaJe m.atcrialthings-his efforts and sacrifices result in changing the 
fonn or arnngement of maller to adapt it bencr for the satisfaction of his wants-as 
his production of maierial products is really nothing more than a rearrangement of 
maner which gives it new utilities, so his consumption or them is nothing more than a 
disam.ngement of mancr which diminishes or destroys its utilities (Marshall, 1961. 
pp, 63-64). 

Marshall clearly stated the implications for economics of the first law of 
thermodynamics (matter-energy is neither created nor destroyed, only re· 
arranged). If we stop here, as most economists do, without considering the 
implications of the second law of thermodynamics, then we get a very incom
plete and misleading picture. We get the picture offered by Bamen and Morse in 
their classic Scarcity and Growth: 

Advances in fundamental science have made it possible to take advantage or the 
Wliformity of energy/maner-a uniformity that makes it feasible. without preassign· 
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able limit, to cseape the quantiwivc constraints impo5c.d by the ch&noctcr of the 
ear~ll's crust .. . Science, by malting tl\c resource base more homoeenous. er4>e5 
the resuictions once thought to reside in tl\c lack of homogeneity. In a ~Ricardian 
world, it seems, the particular resources with which ooe starts increasingly become a 
maHer of indifference !Barnell and Morse, 1963, p. II). 

In sum, Barnett and Morse believe that "Nalure imposes particular scar
cities, not an inescapable general scarcity" (Barnett and Morse, 1963. p .. II) 
This picture is much like Marshall's: matter is rearranged in production, 
disarranged in consumption, rearranged in produc1ion again. etc. Maner con· 
sists of homogeneous, indestructible building blocks (alorns and electrons) that 
we just keep recycling and rearranging (Marshall, 1961, p. 238). Looking at the 
physical basis of the economic process from the perspective only of the firs! law 
of thermodynamics tends to reinforce the circular flow model and sanction its 
generalization to levels of abstraction involving physical dimensions in addition 
to the exchange value dimension. 

But there is also a second law of thermodynamics, the entropy law, whose 
implications for economics modify this picture substantially (Georgescu
Roegen, 1971). The entropy law tells us that it is no1 1he uniformity of 
matter-energy that malces for usefulness, but precisely the opposite. It is non· 
uniformity, differences in concentration and in temperature, that make for 
usefulness. If all materials and energy were uniformly distributed in thermo
dynamic equilibrium, the resulting homogeneous resource base would be no 
resource at all. The potential for ordered rearrangemen1 would no longer exist. 

Since the rearrangement of matter is the central physical fact about the 
economic process, we must ask what determines the capacity io rearrange 
matter. Is that capacity conserved,like matter itself, or does it get used up? Is all 
matter equally capable of being rearranged? Is all energy equally capable of 
effecting the rearrangement? The answers to these questions are given by the 
second law of thermodynamics. Free or available (low-em ropy) energy is re
quired for rearranging matter (doing work), and. in the process. its capacity or 
potential-to rearrange matter is irrevocably used up. In doing work. free enerj!y is 
degraded into bound or unavailable (high-entropy) energy. Structured (low· 
entropy) raw materials are easier to rearrange (use up Jess free energy) than arc 
dissipated waste materials (slag, sludge, soot, ashes, tailings. rus1. etc.). 

The entropy law is a formal expression of what common sense has suggcstC'd 
for ages: that there is an important qualitative difference between equal qu:III· 
tities of raw material and waste material. Raw materials (resources) arc charac
terized by low entropy, waste materials by high entropy. To deny the relevance 
of the entropy law to economics is to deny the relevance of the difference 
between a lump of coal and a pile of ashes. This difference is of immediate and 
continuous imponance to economic life, indeed. to life of any kind. and thi~ 
simple observation should put to rest the tiresome canard that the entropy law i~ 
relevant only on a billion year time scale. 
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~rpo:trutors of this fallacy include George Gilder ( 198 1, p. 261) and Danish 
~ctmomisl Mogen~ Boserup, who said: 

I am lol.l rhal(lh<: sun) is huge enough 10 las! lor a few billion years which is far 
t.:yumllhe cun..'<'ivabk Jur.11ion of lh~ species homo sopi~IIS. Therefore, the enlropy 
stury. cmtruining ur llltilling as i1 may be, is irrelevam, in lhe precise sense thai 
nothing fullows from ir tor human aclion and policy, 1oday or in any future aboul 
which ~,·an s.:nsibly 1aJk and plan !Boserup, 1980, p. 49). 

There are 1tm:.: time frames worth distinguishing: first, the extremely long
run con.:ept of entropy as the ultimate equilibrium state-the final "heat 
death" or chaos; second, the immedia1e moment to moment concept of entropy 
as 3 continuous direc1ional process-a "time's arrow" and a gradient down 
which all physical processes ride; third, 1he medium-run period of rwenty-five 
10 3 hundred years over which solar low entropy remains essentially unchanged 
while sources of terrestrial low entropy can become significantly depleted. 

Let us agree with Boserup that the first meaning is indeed irrelevant. The 
reh:vance of the second meaning to economics is as elementary and pervasive as 
the difference berween raw material and waste material. Recognition of the 
third time frame would have kept Boserup from missing the point that our 
terrestrial stock of low entropy is what limits industrial growth, and that the 
enormous stock of low entropy in the sun is of limited relevance because its 
flow rate of arrival to earth in the form of radiant solar energy is constant. Nor 
would we be wise to increase that flow, even if we could, since the solar flux is 
the very basis of the fixed biophysical budget on which all species live and to 
which they have complexly adapted by coevolution over millions of years. 
Human beings also must ultimately live within that biophysical budget, even 
though it can temporarily be avoided by drawdown of geological capital and 
takeover of habitats of other species. 

The capacity to rearrange maner (free energy). as well as the stock of matter 
partially prearranged by natural biogeochemical processes to suit our purposes 
(resources). are both irrevocably used up in the economic process. Degraded 
matter and energy must be expelled from the economic process back to the 
environ.ment. New, useful, fresh maner and energy must be imported from the 
environment. Replenishment of the physical basis of economic life is not a 
circular affair. The ecosystem recycles many human and industrial wastes 
through biogeochemical cycles powered by the sun, so some waste materials 
eventually do get returned as fresh inputs. But this is an environmental service 
external to the economic process, not a part of the circular flow model of the 
economy. 

Low entropy is extracted from environmental sources and high entropy is 
returned to environmental sinks. If the environmental sources and sinks were 
infinite, then the fact that the flow between them is linear and en tropic, rather 
than circular and self-renewing. would not be very important. But the fact that 
both sources and sinks are finite means that the entropic nature of the through
put greatly increases the force of scarcity because finite sources run down and 
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finite sinks till up. and 1he Iauer cannol replenish lhe former. In the proce5s, 
olher species gel evicled from their niche as more and more of the fmi~e 
environment is converted inlo a source or a sink for the economic sys~em . As 
o1her species are displaced and eventually become extinct. human beings IO$t 
1he life-support services formerly provided by those species. 

Some Implications for Economic Theory That Arise When 
Throughput Is Emphasized and the Circular Flow 
Deemphasized 

We will look al some questions under the general headings of macroeconomics, 
microeconomics, and distributive justice. 

MACROECONOMICS 

What is the proper physical scale of throughput relative to lhe ecosystem !hat 
supplies and reabsorbs i1? How might national account.s be affecled by a shifl in 
emphasis from circular flow to throughput? 

The Scale Issue. Scale questions have been discussed in economics mainly in 
1erms of the firm. The physical scale of the whole economy relative 10 i1s 
environment, lhe ecosystem. is an issue lhat has only recemly come to 1he 
attention of economists. The trad.itional failh among economists is !hat previ
ously quoted from Barnen and Morse: "Nalure imposes particular scarcilies. 
no1 an inescapable general scarcily" (1963, p. II). 

But finitude and entropy imply a general, absolute dimension to scarci1y. in 
addilion to the particular. rela1ive dimension measured by relative prices. How 
do relative prices refteci increasing absolute scarcily resulting from J;rowth in 
the scale of the economy wi1hin a fixed environment'! The answer is. very 
imperfeclly. Mos1 of the consequences of increasing scale arc experienced as 
pervasive externalilies. diminished ecosys1em services. It is lrue lhat adjust 
menls are made. Services that were free at the smaller scale becomt ~carcc al 
the larger scale. The adjustment is to price lhese newly scarce resources either 
by eslablishing new properly righls or by shadow pricing. On,·e the growing 
scale has 1urncd formerly free goo<.ls into scarce goods, it is certainly hcttC'r w 
give them posilive prices than 10 continue behaving as if their prices were zero. 
But there is a prior queslion that has been overlooked. How do we know that we 
were not better off at 1he smaller scale, before lhe free !!ood hccamc an 
economic good? How do we know lhat we arc not just makinl! the best of an 
increasingly bad situation? 1\Jrning free goods inlo economic I!Oods will in
c.rease GNP. but it may reduce welfare. 

There is an inslructive par.allel between the relation (If scale to lhe pric-e 
system and lhe more familiar relation of dislribulion to the price system. It is 
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wdl known in .:..·onomk thwry that the price system, in pure competition, will 
auain an eflkient allo.:ation of resources in the sense of 11 Pareto optimum. It is 
funher known that Pareto optimality is independent of the distribution of 
ownership of physi.·al resources-i.e .. there is a Pareto-efficient allocation for 
:u~y distribution. including unjust distributions. Therefore, the social goal of 
distributive justi<:.: must be pursued independently of, but not necessarily in 
<'ontlict with. the price mechanism. 

I suggest the s:u11e lor the question of scale of throughput. At any stage of 
growth. at any s.:ale of throughput, the price system can optimally allocate the 
given \·olurne of throughput among alternative uses. But just as there is nothing 
in the price system that can identify the best distribution of ownership accord
ing to the criterion of j ustice. neither is there anything that allows the price 
system to determine the best scale of throughput according to the ecological 
criterion of sustainability. Just as a Pareto-optimal allocation may coexist with a 
so.:ially unjust distribution, so may it coexist with an ecologically unsustain
able scale. lndc!ed. there is a sense in which the unsustainable scale is simply an 
unjust distribution with respect to future generations. 

Perhaps an analogy will clarify this important point. Suppose we want to 
ma:<imize the load that a boat carries. If we place all the weight in one corner of 
the boat, it will quickly sink or capsize. We therefore spread the weight out 
evenly by using a price system. The heavier the load in one part of the boat, the 
higher the price of adding another pound in that place. We allocate the weight 
so as to equalize the price per additional pound in all parts of the boat. This is 
the internal, equirnarginal rule for allocating space (resources) among heavy 
objectS (alternative uses). This pricing rule is an allocative mechanism only; a 
useful, but dumb, computer algorithm that sees no reason not to keep on adding 
weight and allocating it optimally until the optimally loaded boat sinks
optimally. of course, to the bottom of the sea. What is lacking is an absolute 
limit on scale, a recognition that the boat can displace only so much water, a 
rule that says: "Stop when total weight is one ton or when the waterline reaches 
the Plimsoll mark." Price is only a tool for finding the optimal allocation. The 
optimal scale is something else. The market by itself has no criterion by which 
to limit its scale vis-a-vis its environment. Its basic thrust, amplified by Keyne
sian policies, is toward continuous growth in GNP. which, under present 
conventions of national accounting, implies a growing throughput. 

Implications for National Accounts. It is worth asking whether our commit
ment to the circular flow and GNP perhaps had its origin in A. C . Pigou's 
decision not to follow Irving Fisher 's definition of the national dividend. Pigou 
reasoned as follows: 

Professor Fisher himself takes che position chat the national dividend. or income, 
consists solely of services as received by ultimace consumers wbecber from their 
maJCriaJ or from their human environmenc. Thus a piano or an overcoat made for me 
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this year is not a part of this yellf's income. but an llddition to capital. Only the 
services rendered to me during this year by these things <~K incQ!llc .. . Thh w~y of 
loolcing at !he maner is obviously very attractive from a mathcmatital point of view 
[Pigou, 1920, p. 35]. 

Fisher's view is attractive mathematically because it does not add up unlike 
things; only the values of current services (psychic income) are added. We do 
not con Hate income with capital; we do not add up the value of the service itself 
with the value of the item that renders the service. In his concept of capital, 
Fisher included the material and human environment. Human beings render 
services to other human beings. but we count only those services; we do not add 
in the capital value of the human being in the year he was born or graduated. 
For the material environment, Fisher had in mind mainly artifacts, no1 the 
natural material environment. Concep!Ually. it would be easy to extend his view 
to cover natural ecosystem services as .... -en, although problems of valuation are 
great. But in both cases we should treat services from the material environmenl 
consistently with services from the human environment. We should count only 
service as income and that which renders service as capital. In so doing. we 
recognize that physical capital always depreciates (due to entropy) and that its 
continual maintenance and replacement is a cost. The cost of maintaining 
capital intact must not be counted as a part of the net national dividend. and all 
physical production (e1tcept net investment) is a cost of keeping capital intacl . 
Fisher's basic magnitudes, the capital stock, the service it renders. and the 
throughput it requires for maintenance, involve no circular Hows. Stock. by 
definition, does not How; service is a nontransferrable psychic e1tpericnce and 
cannot How; throughput is a How, but is unidirectional, not circular. 

But national income accounting did not develop along the lines ou1lined 
above. Pigou rejected Fisher's approach because "the wide departure which i1 
makes from the ordinary use of language involves disadvantages which seem to 
outweigh the gain in logical clarity" (Pigou. 1920. p. 35). 

Kenneth Boulding. however, has been arguing the logic of Fisher's view sinct 
1949. 

I shall argue !hat i1 is !he capital stock from which we derive ~acisfnclions. not fwm 
the additions co it (production) or !he subtnctions from i1 (consumpli<>nl: tho! 
consumption. far from being a dcsideralum. is a dcplorJble propcny of 1hc capi1al 
stock which necessitates the equally deplorable activities of production: and lhat lhc 
objective of economic policy ~tould no1 be 10 maximize consump1ion M pr<>d~><'tion . 

but rather to minimize it, i.e., to enable us to ma.inlain our capilal stock with as link 
consumption or production as possible (Boulding, 1949. p. 7Qf. 

A large part of production is really the maintenance cost or the capital stock: 
a measure of the regrettably necessary activities of depletion. pollution. and 
labor that arc required to ma.intain the capital stock against the ravages nr' 
physical depredation that inevitably occur as lhe capital is used to satisfy 
wants. Wants arc satisfied by the existing capital stock. no1 hy the rcgrcnahk 
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bur unavuidable ,·hanll:terisric of the stock ro b.:come worn our or used up. The 
~rvicc: yiddeJ annually by the stock i~ a benefit, the throughput required 
annually ro maintain the:: stock imposes costs. Benefits and costs should be 
,·ompare.J, not added up or conftatc::J into a circular flow. 

SOM E MICROEC'ONOMIC IMPLICATIONS Of' THE CONCEPT OF TliROUGHPlfT 

In the tho:<,ry of production. resources are frequently omitted as variables in the 
production function. Output is represented as a function of labor and capital 
only. Ev.:n when resources are included, the function is usually multiplicative 
(e.g .. Cobb-Douglas) so that. on paper at least, resources can approach zero 
while output remains constant if capital and labor increase in a compensatory 
fa:>hion. In the words of William Nordhaus and James Tobin, neoclassical 
theory holds that "there are no limits on the feasibility of expanding the 
supplies of nonhuman agents of production," and, funher, that ' 'reproducible 
capital is a near perfect substitute for land and other exhaustible resources" 
cNordhaus and Tobin, 1973, p. 522). 

Substitutability among factors presupposes that the factors are, to a consider
able degree. independent. This assumption is strained past reasonable bounds 
when assening that reproducible capital is a near perfect substitute for re
sources. Capital, in the sense of the term relevant to its being a variable in a 
production function, requires matter and energy (resources) for its production. 
So. of course, does labor. To t.he extent that capital is substitutable for resources 
in a specific production process, it simply implies an increased need for 
resources in those processes that produce the capital equipment. The net result 
for all sectors together need not be a reduction in total resource throughput. 

The most fundamental objection to the emphasis placed on extensive capital
for-resources substitution comes from Georgescu-Roegen's fund-flow model of 
production ( 1971 , pp. 228-253). In this view, capital and labor are agents that 
rransform the resource flow from raw material input into product output. These 
transforming agents are funds-structures that are maintained intact as a part of 
the process of production. Part of the flow of resources is transformed into 
products and part is fed back to maintain and replace the agents of product ion. 
There can be considerable substitution between labor and capital (the agent
funds), but the relation between funds and the flow (that which is doing the 
transforming and that which is being transformed) is overwhelmingly one of 
complementarity. Whatever substitutability exists is strictly marginal ,limited to 
reducing waste of materials in process. For example, one carpenter with a power 
saw may substitute for three carpenters with hand saws, but no amount of power 
saws and carpenters will enable one to build a given house with one-third the 
wood. Of course, the house could be built with brick instead of wood, but that is 
the substitution of one resource flow for another, not the substitution of a capital 
fund for a resource flow. The usual reason for adding to the accumulation of the 
capital fund is to be able to transform a larger, not a smaller. flow of resources. 



At the risk of belaboring the obvious, it should be poinled out that possi
bilities of substitution of capit.al for resources are coostro~ined by the necessity 
of a materials balance between product output and resource input. A ton of iron 
output will never require less than a too of iron ore input, regardless of 
technological advances. This much follows only from the first law of thermo
dynamics (Kneese, Ayres, and d'Arge, 1970). 

In light of these elementary observations, the statement that ''reproducible 
capital is a near perfect substitute for land and other exhaustible resources'' 
rings hollow indeed. How, then. did such deservedly respecled economists ever 
come to believe it and to ignore to such an extent the role of the throughput of 
resources in production? It is hard to place blame directly on the circular flow 
model because in microeconomics we do not think of production as circular. Yet 
I suspect that the circular flow model is indirectly at fault since this issue arose 
in the context of aggregate production functions in which ''output." being an 
aggregate. is less well-defined and is measured in terms or circular tlow-based 
GNP. 

The plausibility of the eJttensive substitution hypothesis is enhanced by the 
fact that an aggregate measure of output permits product substitution as well as 
factor substitution. But the extra scope for substitution is bought at the price of 
ambiguity in the meaning of output that unavoidably arises in moving from a 
definite single product to a vague aggregate. 

If we are ever to build macroeconomics on microeconomic foundations. we 
must face up to the limits on factor substitution at the micro level without hiding 
behind the extra dimension of product substitut.ability introduced by aggrega
tion. At the extreme. product substitution can lead to the quest for "angeliz.ed 
GNP." which results when the circular flow of purchasing power continues to 
grow while throughput declines (so that the materials and energy intensity or an 
average dollar's worth of GNP forever declines. approaching zero). We will all 
cat high-tech sandwiches consisting of ever thicker slices of information (much 
of it indigestible) between increasingly thin slices of silicon. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR 0JSTRt8VTIVE JUSTICE 

The circular flow of exchange value encounters no limit to its growth. Concrete 
goods and services are limited by the throughput, which in turn is limited by 
the capacity of the environment to sustain further increases in depletion and 
pollution. EJtchange value is measured in money. whkh is es~ntially dct>t. A 
dollar is a kind of non-interest-bearing IOU issued by the t!ovcrnment and 
accepted by the citizenry as a medium of exchange. If I own a dollar. then 
somebody "owes" me a dollar's worth of wealth. Wealth has a physkal dimen
sion, debt does not. Wealth has use value as well as exchange value. deht ha~ 

only exchange value. l\vo positive pigs are tangihle. concrete items <lf wealth. 
whi le two negative pigs (debt) arc purely abstract mathematical cmi:ies that dn 
not take up space or need to be fed. There an: no limits to the numl>c.-r <'f 
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negative: pigs that one ,·an own. D.-bt has no physical limit- only the repay
ntcnt or debt in terms or positive wealth faces the limits imposed by the 
throughput. 

The dn·ular !low or exchange value (debt) grows. and concrete wealth 
t:rows. too. unt il it encounters limits. Debt grows forever by the law of com
pound interest. t>ut wealth can grow e!!ponentially only for a finite period. Yet 
we have ao.'quired the habit o f extrapolating the process of compound interest 
into the indefinite future. Add to that the fact that evidence of physical or social 
limits w growth can always be disputed or interpreted as a temporary bot
tknt.:k or a phase of t:ransition to a "backstop technology ... and the conclusion 
is that there is really no reason why the circular flow cannot continue to grow. 

Furthermore. we still have poverty. and the only acceptable cure for poverty 
is more growth because redistribution is politically unthinkable. Even a radical 
redistribution would not make the modal income high enough to meet the 
presumed aspirations of the average citizen. The upshot is that growth must 
remain the top priority and that the circular flow must continually expand, not 
only to make us all richer in the future but also to keep us all fully employed in 
the present. If the throughput lags behind the circular flow. then we get 
int'l:uion. and if inflation becomes too onerous, then we must either slow down 
the circular flow (giving rise to unemployment) or find some technological way 
co break the bonleneck that is putting a drag on growth in throughput. A third 
way out is to adoJX the Gilder-Simon conjecture that wealth ha.s only mental 
or igins (Gilder. 1981, p. 232) or that mind is the only limiting factor because 
the physical roots of wealth are infinitely abundant (Simon, 1981, p. 47). In this 
view. the only limit to growth is arbitrary governmental restriction on the 
infinite productiviry of free minds, free wills, and free markets. 

Let us for a moment entenain the possibility that the Gilder-Simon conjec
ture is simply wrong-a thought that should not appear unreasonable in light of 
the discussion at the beginning of this chapter. Imagine, instead, that there 
really is an optimum scale of throughput relative to the ecosystem and that 
economic growth beyond that scale is in reality antieconomic growth. As 
pointed out earlier. our nat ional accounts, as currently conceived, are incapable 
of signaling the point at which traditional economic growth becomes anti· 
economic. We cannot be sure that this has already happened. nor can we prove 
that it has not. But suppose that it has happened or soon will. The implication of 
such a state of affairs is that growth could no longer be appealed to as a cure for 
poveny, as a politically palatable substitute for the unacceJXable discipline of 
sharing and population control. Sharing and population control each have 
moral and technical dimensions, as does a policy of continuous growth. How
ever, sharing and population control are fundamentally moral , not technical , 
solutions to poveny. Continued vowth by overcoming a series of allegedly 
temporary bott.lenecks is a technical. not a moral, solution. We have an inordi
nate faith in solutions by technical improvement and practically no faith in 
solutions by moral improvement. Growth seems to absolve us from the duty to 
control population and to share the earth's resources more equitably among 
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members of the present generation and between the present and future genera
tions. 

Recognition of the true role of throughput and the limitJ; that it implies for 
economic growth revokes this comfortable moral absolution. It means the 
abandonment of Barnett and Morse's intergenerat ional invisible hand. 

By devotil!g itself to improving the lot of the living, therefore, each genera~ ion, 
whether recognizing a future-oriented obligation to do so or not, tnmmits a more 
productive world to those who follow IBameu and Morse. 1963, p. 249). 

Contrast that with Georgescu-Roegen's intergenerational wealth versus lives 
tradeoff: 

Every time we produce a Cadillac. we irrevocably destroy an amount of low 
entropy that could otherwise be used for producing a plow or a spade. In other words. 
every time we produce a Cadillac, '''e do it at the cost of decreasing the number of 
human lives in the future. Economic development through industrial abundance may 
be a blessing for us now and for those who will enjoy it in the near future. but it is 
definitely against the interests of the human species as a whole, if its interest is to have 
a lifespan as long as it is compatible with its dowry of low entropy IGeorgescu
Roegen, 1980, p. 58J. 

The difference could hardly be greater. The Barnell and Morse view rein
forces, and is reinforced by, a concentration on the circular flow of exchange 
value and the first law of thermodynamics, in which the cycle keeps turning and 
nothing is ever used up. Abundant, homogeneous building blocks are arr.mgcd. 
disarranged, and rearranged ad infinitum. Georgescu-Rocgen's view stems 
from a primary focus on the throughput and the second law of thermo
dynamics, in which something essential (low entropy) is used up. The oppor
tunity cost of using it up for nonvital needs in the present is its nonavailability 
for meeting vital needs later and, hence, fewer lives in the distant future. The 
second law of thermodynamics does not, of course, contradict the first law. but 
it does contradict the circular flow model whenever the laner is applied to 
anything more concrete than abstract exchange value. 

Georgescu-Roegen suggests as a possible ethical principle that the human 
species should have a lifespan as long as is compatible with its dowry of low 
entropy. At the extreme, this would require a subsistence standard of living for 
all generations, and from the context we can be sure that this is not what he 
advocates. Rather, the maximization of longevity should be constrained hy a 
per-capita standard sufficient for a good life. 

Another approach leading to the same ethical norm is to begin with 8cn
lham's "greatest good for the greatest number" and correct its dcfkicncic~. 

One deficiency is the impossible double maximization. One of the .. greatem" 
must be changed to "sufficient." Another problem is the definition of "good." 
Let us adopt a minimal defin ition in terms of some amount of re$<)Urccs 
necessary for a good life. Finally. let us interpret "number" as cumulative 
number, all those ever to live over time. rather than number alive now or 
number simultaneously alive a1 any future time. The modified utilitarian n,>rm 
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then reads: .. Suftident po:r--·upita resoul\:e us.: tor a good life for the greatest 
num~r ovo:r tim.: ... The notioo of suflkiency is normative and dialectical and, 
.-ons.:quently, diflkult to d.:fine. But if some definition of sufficiency is ac
.:.:pted. the .:onsel.ju.:n.:e is an ethically based argument for limiting growth, 
whkh dO\'etails with the biophysically based argument. 

Thc:re are two ways to justify growth for the sake of extravagant luxury in the 
presc:nt. Tho:: soit-h.:arted, soft-headed way is to deny that there is any trade-off. 
to affirm tho:: intergenerntional invisible hand. The hard-hearted, hard-headed 
way is to admit the e.'istence of a tradeoff but simply assign very little value to 
the future. The first evasion is at variance with the facts of finitude and ent.ropy, 
:111d the se.:ond is a value judgment that is at variance with the ultimate 
biological value of survival . 

Putting throughput in the spotlight raises not only difficult ethical questions 
of distribution between generations but also highlights the issue of distribution 
:unoog nations. It points toward a kind of "impossibility theorem"; namely, that 
it is impossible for 100 percent of the world's population to attain the per-capita 
resource usage rate currently enjoyed by the 5.6 percent of us who live in the 
Unit.:d States. In other words, the U.S. economy cannot be generalized to cover 
the entire world, and to the extent that the goal of developing nations is to have 
per-capita production and consumption standards equal to those in the United 
States. their goal is, in the aggregate, unobtainable. Therefore, we must either 
rethink the meaning of development and base it on increasing total factor 
productivity. population control. and redistribution, rather than on increasing 
throughput, or we must accept the fact that development is not for everyone. 

It is worth quoting at length an attempted refutation of this impossibility 
thesis by a well-k.nown economist, Professor Lester C. Thurow, because it so 
clearly illustrates the iron grip of the circular flow model. 

In !he context of zero economic growth and other countries, a fallacious "impos
sibility argument" is often made to demonstrate the need for zero economic growth. 
The argument stari.S with a question. How many tons of this or that non-renewable 
~source would the world need if everyone in the world now bad the consumption 
standards enjoyed by those in the U.S.? The answer is designed to be a mind-boggling 
number in comparison with current supplies of such resources. The problem with 
both !he question and the answer is that it assumes that the rest of the world is going to 
achieve the consumption standards of the average American without at the same time 
achieving the productivity standards of the average American. This is, of eoune, 
algebraiea.lly impossible. The world can consume only what it can produce. When the 
~st of the world has consumption standards equal to those of the U.S .. it will be 
produ.clng at !he same rate and providing as much of an increment to the world-wide 
supplies of goods and services as it does to the demands for goods and services 
(Thurow. 1976, p. 46) . 

Professor Thurow thought well enough of this argument that he reproduced it 
in Chapter 5 of his otherwise admirable book, The Zero-Sum Sociery (1980, 
p. 118). Thurow appeals to the accounting conventions of the circular flow in 
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order to show that throughput of resources can never be 11 constrllinl. Ht tells u> 
that it is not only possible for the U.S. economy to be generalized to the entire 
world, it is "algebraically impossible" that it should be otherwise. Never mind 
about tons of nonrenewable resources and all those numbers that arc: .. de· 
signed» to be mind-boggling. Aggregate supply equals aggregate demand, and 
tha.t is all there is to it. Unfortunately for Thurow's argument, the algebra of 
circular ftow accounting identities tells us absolutely nothing about the ade· 
quacy of biophysical resources to sustain a worldwide per capita throughput 
equal to that of the United States. 

Some Concluding Remarks 

The fallacy of misplaced concreteness, the evasion of ethical issues, and the 
apotheosis of economic growth have become a way of life within the regnant 
Keynesian-neoclassical synthesis. The role played by the dominance of the 
circular ftow over the linear throughput in fostering this illusory way of life has 
been discussed. In illustrating the ease with which conclusions valid at one level 
of abstraction (ftow of exchange value) are transferred to an entirely different 
level of abstraction (ftow of matter-energy). I have quoted from a number of 
deservedly respected economists. My intention is not to belittle their accom
plishments but to remove any possible suspicion that I am auacking a straw man 
and to add an a fortiori punch to the case I am making. It is only the errors of the 
most competent that tell us something about the shortcomings of the conven· 
tional body of thought itself. The shortcoming to which I am calling anent ion is 
an eKtrerne overemphasis on the circular ftow and a correlative underemphasis 
on the throughput. Some specific consequences of this basic distonion have 
been discussed. 

How long can we economists think of ourselves a$ scientists. and how long 
will others think of us as scientists, if we persist in building. perpetuating. and 
prescribing on the basis of models that violate the most basic laws of physical 
science? Let us ponder the words of Sir Arthur Eddington. 

The law thai entropy incrcascs-che Second Law of Thermodynamics-hold,. I 
think. !he: supreme posicion among laws of nature. If wmcone point~ oul to you that 
your pellheory of the universe is in disagreement wilh MaxwcW• equations-then ><I 

mueh !he worse for Maxwell's equations. If il is found 10 be concrndicrcd t>y n!>scr· 
vation-wcll. these experimentalists do bungle chings somccimcs. But if ynur rhc<>ry 
is found 10 be against the Second Law of Thermodynamic~. l can f!ivc you no hof>C: 
there is nothing for il but to collapse in decpesc humiliation (Eddint:ton. 195.\. p. 741. 

NOrE: This chapler appeared originally in R~•·i~w nf Socinl t.<-'"'"'"Y. Dccemocr I ~K~. 
Helpful comments on earlier drafts were received from Talboi Page. Richard Nnr~aard. 
and Earl Cook, as well as from par1icipants at a sc~sion of the Southwc>1cm &·nn<\<flk 
Assoc:ialion and ala World Bank seminar. Responsibility for all poincs of vkw. 3s wdl a• 
any erro~. rests wilh lhe aulhor. 
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NOTES 

I. Wl'k:n th~ demenbry te~ts spo:ak of ''l~akages" or "injections.'' they are referring 
to puteh>L~in~ power. not nuner·energy. Furthermore, the whole point of Keyne· 
siw poli.:y is to dose tl'k: circular flow again, channeling the sum of leakages 
(S + T + M) back into an equal swn of injections (I + G + X). 

2. A. N. Whitehead (19:!9. p. II) defined the fallacy of misplaced concreteness as 
~ncglc:cting the degree of abstraction involved when an actual entity is considered 
mcn:ly so far as it exemplifies certain categories of thought." 

3. See also. for example: Edwin Mansfield. Economics. New Yorlc, 1983, p. 63; 
Cambell McCOMcU, Ecorwmics, New York. 1978, p. 54; Anderson, Putallaz , and 
Shepherd. Economics, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. 1983. p. 23. 
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ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 
FOR INTEGRATING 

ECONOMICS AND ECOLOGY 

Introduction 

Three alternative strategies for integrating economics and ecology will be 
considered: (l) economic "imperialism," (2) ecological reductionism. and (31 
the economy as a quasi-steady-state subsystem of the ecosystem. As these 
terms may suggest, the plan of this article is to criticize the first rwo strategies 
and to extol the virtues of the third. The first two approaches contain importanr 
insights as well as, in my opinion, important errors. I sec them roughly as thesis 
and antithesis, with the third view as synthesis. 

All three views have in common that they initially see the economy as a 
subset of the ecosystem. The first two Slrdlegies integrate by gening rid of rho: 
subsystem boundary. Economic imperialism seeks to expand the economic 
subsystem until its boundaries coincide with those of I he total ccosysten1. rhus 
bringing all matter and energy Rows under the regulating influence of prices. 
Ecological reductionism seeks 10 contract or erase the boundaries of the ceo· 
nomic subsystem on the supposition that the matter and energy Oows within rhc 
subsystem are entirely governed by the same principles that reign in the rest of 
the ecosystem. Furthermore. these universal principles can he stared in terms 
of energy alone. The third or steady-state view, unl ike the first t"''<'. integrates 
by insisting on maintaining a boundary and on (I) drawing it in the righl place 
and (2) putting constrainiS on 1he physical flows crossing that boundary in l>(>th 
directions. 

These distinct ions are visually represented below (Figure I!). 
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Figu~ l! Tltru altertrilt~ strat~gies for inJegrating economics and ecology. 

• S = sol:u <ncrgy 
•H = h<:ll 

Economic lmperiaJism 

A particularly str.Ughrforward st:aiement of the attitude underlying economic 
imperialism is provided by William Smart. 

The economic goal of civilization is to tum the whole natural environment of man 
from :1 relation of hostility oc indifference into a relation of utility [Smart, 1926, 
p. 131. 

This attitude still prevails, though not often stated so blunlly. Although there 
are cenainly elements of hostility and indifference toward mankind in our 
natural environment, the overwhelmingly dominant relation is one of fitness, 
else we should never have evolved. As long as this preexisting fitness of the 
environment is unperceived by economists, it will likely be destroyed in the 
imperialistic quest to make every molecule in creation pay its way according to 
the rules of pecuniary eltchange and profit maximization. Furthermore, the 
panial truth that indifference and hostility to man also eltist in nature might be 
evidence that in the true scheme of things human beings may not be the only 
source and measure of all value. Man may be the measurer, without being the 
measure, of all value. 

Economic imperialism is based on the philosophy that everything has a price 
in terms of other things. This price is the ratio at which the thing is exchanged 
for money (or some other commodity). on the average, by individuals. The 
source of value is individual wants, reflecting the consciously expected pleasure 
and pain, likes and dislikes, of the present generation of human beings, as 
weighted by the present distribution of income and wealth, and as conditioned 
by the current state of the technical ans, resource availability, and of knowledge 
in general . Those aspects of the environment that are not customarily traded in 
markets can be treated as if they were by imputation of shadow prices and cost-
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benefit analysis, or pemaps by creation and assignment of exchangeable prop
erly rlghls (e.g ., pollulion or deplelion quolas), which are then priced in 
markels as !hey are traded. Everything is commensur.1ble in terms of its abilily 
to help or hinder individuals in satisfying their wants. Since subjective individ· 
ual wants are considered infinite as well as sovereign, there is a tendency for the 
scale of activity devOted to satisfying th~m continually to expand. This basic 
neoclassical, microeconomic impetus to growth is greatly amplified by Keyne· 
sian macroeconomic policies aiming at full employment by stimulating invest· 
ment and at overcoming poverty by aggregate growth, rather than politiclllly 
t.roublesome redistribution. 

Decisions about which parts of !he ecosystem to incorporate nex1 into the 
expanding economy are made on che basis of profit maximizing or present
value maximizing calculalions using market prices and imputed shadow prices. 
Imputing shadow prices to scarce ecosystem functions represents a great ad
vanee over treating them as if they had a zero price-a habit carried over from 
the days of smllll population and production levels, when air, water. and even 
land were free goods. Once growth has rendered a formerly free good sc.arce , 
then it is bener that the newly scarce good be priced than not. Bu1 we might 
have been still bener off if we had remained al a smaller scale at which the 
newly scarce resource was not a constr.t.int and could have remained free. 
Whether the imputed price of environmenlal services is zero or positive. the 
source of value is seen in subjective individual wants, not in the objective needs 
of human beings or other species considered as biological entities bound 
together in ecological communities and social systems. The long-run objective 
conditions of survival built into the evolut ionary history of the mce are only 
dimly visible eilher as scientific hypotheses not yel empirically verified or as 
inchoate, vaguely apprehended values not yel articulated with sufficienl clarity 
to be able to constrain the growth of the economic subsystem. 

Energy analysl.s and ecologists have made an imponant criticism of this 
approach. They argue that prices, which are internal to the economic sub· 
system, should not be used to evaluate the worth of cxlcrnal Oows. or of inflows 
from the ecosystem into the economy or of outflows from the economy bac'- I n 

the ecosystem. As H. Odum points out, 

When inOow from the environment is greatest. contribulin!! most to th~ cc<'nrocny. 
the price may be least, since the source is so rich that linlc is fed back 10 proces~ h. 
For example, in 1900, oil in Texas. virgin foreSt lumber. and 3!!ricullun: from \'irJ;in 
soils made great contributions to economic vitality and growth. t>ut liulc money wa, 
p;~id for the oil, timber. and agricultural products IOdum. 1981 . p. S41. 

Prices measure marginal utility. Welfare is dc.lcrmine(j by total ut ility. Mar· 
ginal ul ility (exchange value) and total utility (usc value) an! separate concepts 
as the diamonds-water paradox shows. AI the margin d iamonds arc wonh 
much, water worth little. But on the whole. diamonds arc worth link· and water 
worth much. Should we value natural systems of water provision accordin!! w 
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lh< markc1 prio:o: (mart:inal utility) of water, or according to its total ulility'1 
Water !hal hus cms~J the boundlll'y into the human economy is rightly valued 
wi1hin 1ho: .:.:onomy of human exchange at its marginal utility. But should that 
mart:inal utilily ,•:~;chang.: value b.: used in eV'<IIuating those parts of the hydro· 
logio: .:yd.: outside the human economy. or for deciding whether to further 
.:~panJ th.: frontier.; of the exchange economy? Not unless we are prepared to 
value J i:unonds in the groond more highly than the natural hydrologic cycle, 
whi<'h would b.: r.1ther like valuing one's hair more than one's circulatory 
system. Although not many people would make such an error, on.e does find 
.:o:onomists playing down 1he importance of natural resources by pointing out 
1hat 1hey aco:ount tor only J or 4 percent of GNP-hardly a reasonable measure 
of 1h.: importance of natur<~l resources. 

There are two problems that must be sharply distinguished: (I) to decide the 
proper size of the flow from (and back to) nature-i.e., to set the physical scale 
of the economic subsystem relative to the total ecosystem, (2) to allocate a 
given tlow of maner-energy among alternative uses within the human economy. 
Economic imperialists claim that market prices can answer both questions. 
Critics concede that it can solve the second problem tolerably well, given 
compe!ition and an acceptable distribution of income, and the absence of 
pervasive externalities. There is disagreement on the first question. The alloca· 
tion problem is solved by treating price as a measure of opportunity cost-the 
value of the bes1 allernative use foregone-excluding the alternative "use" of 
leaving 1he resource in natura. Nature does not bid for resources against 
economic uses. However. by hanging a price tag on the use in natura by 
impu!ation of a shadow price. we presumably solve the problem of scale by the 
same rule as we solve the problem of allocation, namely, keep on expanding the 
scale of any use as long as the market price is greater than the imputed shadow 
price of the resource in natura. But the imputation process aims to mimic the 
market as closely as possible, and thus usually acceptS the subjective individual 
wants of the present generalion, weighted by an arbitrary distribution of 
income. as the ul1ima1e source of all value. No anention is paid to the objective 
con1ent of the valuable thing. but only to the price of the object or service as an 
abstracl index derived from whatever degree of individualistic self-interest may 
be associated wilh it, to !he usual neglect of other dimensions. 

As long as the scale of the human economy is small, so is the pervasiveness 
of externalities. But with growth in scale, the economy has a larger interface 
with the ecosystem. webs of ecological interdependence become more taut, and 
feedbacks from 1he ecosys1em to the economy. or "nonmarket interdependen
cies." become more severe and more numerous. The increasing pervasiveness 
of externalities as a result of excessive scale undermines the ability of the 
market to solve the allocation problem. 

If prices can.not solve the problem of scale of throughput, then to what 
crileria do we turn? Later in this chapter. it will be argued that ecology and 
ethics provide the basic criteria of sustainability and justice. and that a social 
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decision on scale of throughput, b'.tSed on these criteria. should be viewed ~ 
price-determining rather than price-dell:rmined. Sustainability and justice are 
object ive values , not subjective individualistic wants. and inuoducing them as 
criteria for limiting the scale of throughput also brings them to bear indirectly 
on prices, and consequently on allocative decisions as well. 

Believers in subjective individualism will see this as a plot to inflict one 
person's wants on everyone else. Since, by assumption. all preferences are 
nothing but tastes, the appeal to objective value is seen as an anempt to give 
undue weight to those who have a "personal taste" for justice and sustainability. 
If we object to the excessive takeover of habitats of other species. we will be 
invited to go buy a whale with our own money and keep it, or if we object to the 
rapid drawdown of geological capital we will be told to go buy an oil well and 
hold it out of production. ll is sterile to debate such subjective individualists 
because there are no objective criteria to appeal to in an effon to persuade. as 
long as subjective individual wants are, by assumption, the sole source of value. 
The system is both airtight and suffocating. Common as this position is among 
economists, it is by no means universal. It is encouraging to find a price theorist 
of the stature of Robert Dorfman (1976, p. 173) saying that. "In the environ
mental field, the road to wisdom is a decision process that forces explicit 
recognition that the environment has values that transcend the economic cal· 
culus." And further, " ... there are criteria, albeil difficult to express. for 
evaluating values themselves" (Dorfman. 1976. p. 163). I believe that the best 
way to force explicit recognition of values that transcend the economic calculus. 
while at the same time respecting the legitimate place of the economic cakulus. 
is to insist on separating the question of allocation of throughput from the issue 
of scale of throughput. Scale decisions are to be guided by ecology and ethics. 
not by relative prices. Allocation of the given throughput is the proper domain 
of prices. More of this later in this chapter. but for now let us turn to the 
ecological reductionisis. 

Ecological Reductionism 

Ecological reduct ionism begins with the imponani observation that the human 
economy is not exempt from the laws governing natural systems. The particular 
laws that need to be incorporated in economic thought arc. it is argued. Lhe rirst 
and se.cond laws of thermodynamics and the maximum power principle. Rc· 
garding the laws of thermodynamics. I heartily agree. The first law (conscr"a· 
lion of matter and energy) has been incorporated in the materials halancc ~nd 
expanded input-output approaches (Victor. 1972). The second law has ht:cn 
brilliantly integrated into economic theory by Georgcscu-Rocgcn 1 I Q71l. 
whose contribution has not yet received the aNent ion il merits. Ncithcr (){' thc~c 
laudable efforts, nor the excellent empirical wori( on energy input-nut put laht.:s 
or energy Row models can be considered rcductionistk. It is only with n:spcct 
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tv th~ third law. the "muimum power principle:" (and its close: relalive. the 
~ncr!(y th<"Ury ..,,-value:) that I raise the: charge: of reductionism. It is one thing to 
'a)· that ~n>m>mi<: ~ystc:ms and natural systems "per.ue under the same physical 
,·oostraints. It is Sllmething dsc: 10 say that both behave as if they were 
maxonnting th~ sam.: ob~ctivc: function. I doubt that economic and natural 
,ystcrns ma.,imiLc the same: oojective function. and I further doubt that either 
sy>tem ma.'l.imizc:s "power ... understood in its usual definition as the instan
taneous rate:. or intensity. of energy use. A kilowatt-hour might be used in 
various ways: tor one hour at an intensity of one kilowatt: for two hours at an 
ontensity of one-half kilowau. or for one millionth of an hour at a million 
kilowau ini<:nsity. Taken liter.dly. the muimum power principle would seem to 
omply that the million kilowaus for a millionth of an hour is somehow preferable 
to the other alternativo:s. But why? Does it not depend on one's purpose? 

Perhaps those who make use of the muimum power principle are not using 
the term "power" to refer to an intensity, but rather as a rough synonym for 
energy. H. Odum ( 1981. p. 32), for example, states the muimum power 
principle as follows: ''Those systems that survive in competit ion among alter
native choices are those that develop more power inflow and use it to meet the 
needs of survival." In this statement power seems to be a flow rather than an 
instantaneous rate of flow. As a How it must have a t ime dimension, and as long 
as no time dimension is given we can.not tell if the ftow is being muimized or 
no1. Also. Odum·s statement specifies that the energy inftow must be used to 
meet the needs of survival. Are there needs of survival that cannot be met by 
more energy? If so. then we do not want to maximize energy, but rather 
survival. If energy is all that is needed for survival, then we have a thorough 
energy theory of value and presumably should maximize energy over some 
unknown time period. 

The unspecified time dimension is a fundamental problem for this interpreta
tion of the muimum power principle, but, interestingly, economics runs into 
the same problem with both the profit-maximizing and utility-muimizing 
criteria. It makes no sense to maximize the instantaneous rate of profit, or daily 
profi1. Shall we then ma.ximize profits fortnightly, annually, quinquennially? 
The difficulty is only relocated by resorting to present value maximization 
where it reappears in the guise of time preference and expectations. 

The problem is that behavior that is "rational" (profit muimizing) on one 
time horizon is irrational on another. Consider the village idiot who, when 
offered the choice between a nickel and a dime always chose the nickel, much to 
the villagers' continuing amusement. When finally told that a dime was worth 
more than a nickel. he replied. "Of course, but if I choose the dime they will 
stop making the offer!" Idiocy on one time horizon is cleverness on another. 

The muimum power (energy) principle would seem to imply an energy 
theory of value. especially if energy is held to be not only necessary but also 
sufficient in meeting needs of survival. If one is to hold an energy theory of 
value. then it is good to count all energy flows, both direct and indirect. 
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embodied in the final good or service. An embodied energy il~eory of Vlllue is 
philosophically the same as an energy theory of value. It just keeps accounlli 
more accurately. 

The energy theory of value, aside from its close relation 10 the doubtful 
maximum power principle, suffers from all the contradictions of materialistic 
determinism (Daly, 198 1). The model is entirely driven by chance and neces· 
sity, with maximum power providing the selection criterion. There is no room 
for purpose or will. Odum (1981, p. 232) confronts this issue and claims a role 
for human freedom, which he interprets simply as a form of disorder. a random 
mutation to be accepted or rejected according to the selective criterion of 
maximum power. Chance and necessity still explain everything, with human 
freedom merely a servant of chance. Choice functions only as a r.u~dorn 

generator of variations on which selection can operate. 
Energy ftows, embodied energy costs. and consequently relative values and 

market prices are explained by a system that has no room for purpose or will. 
This may be a sensible model for studying many aspects of natural systems. But 
if one adopts it for studying the human economy. one is stuck from the 
beginning with the important policy implication that policy malces no differ
ence. As Whitehead remarked, uscientists animated by the purpose of proving 
that they are purposeless constitute an interesting subject for study." 

In objecting to ecological reductionism, I am not advocating an exemptional
ist view. The human economy is not exempt from the laws of thermodynamics 
or the constraints of ecological interdependence. The problem of reductionism 
arises entirely from the maximum power principle and iL~ alter ego. the energy 
theory of value. If the latter were as firmly established as the laws of thermo
dynamics, then we would be under greater obligation to accept the Joeical 
consequence of determinism. But maximum power and the energ)' theory of 
value have little empirical or theoretical suppon. and cannot even remotely be 
compared to the laws of thermodynamics. Energy theorists have made great 
contributions and merit admiration. They should not wealcen their case by 
claiming too much-and an energy theory of value is too much. To evaluate the 
hydrologic cycle relative to diamonds in the ground by relative cmhodicd 
energy is not any better than appealing to marginal utility. 

A Comparison of Economic Imperialism and Ecological 
Reductionism 

These two views have in common a commitment to monism. albeit oppo~it<' 
monisms. It is this commitment to monism, this quest for a single substam:t:' or 
principle by which to explain all value. that leads to excessive reductionism on 
both sides. Certainly one should strive for the most rcduct'd or parsimonious 
explanation possible without riding roughshod over the faces. Rut respect for 
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ba.sk la.:t~ t•f t'hanw and n<<:<s~ity on 1he one hand, and self-conscious purpose 
and will tlO lh< oth~r. kad n~< to the b.:lief that, for now at least, dualism is 
bcn~r than mt>nism of ~ithcr kind. 

Tlw ~.:t•lo!!i,·aJ n:Ju.:tit>nists refuse to recognize any source of value not 
reducible to .:ncrgy-a thoroughgoing monistic energy theory of value leaving 
out not only human purposes, but even matter. The economic imperialisrs 
re.:ognizc individual wanrs as the origin of all value, a basically subjectivist 
monism. Whatc:v<r value gers impured to ecological systems is derived entirely 
from their dfc:.:tiveness in contr ibuting to the satisfaction of subjecrive individ
ual wants. 

A dualist position recognizes rhar value has roors both in the physical world 
and in the mind. Irs physical roots are finitude and entropy. Finitude keeps all 
wants !rom being satisfied and imposes rh.e necessity of choice. Low entropy is 
the physical~juality of maner-energy that enables it 10 sarisfy our wants, that 
can only be used and rearranged. but never creared by human activily. Low 
entropy and finirude are necessary, bur nor sufficient, conditions for value. 

Nor .:ven the physical roots are reducible to energy alone-"matter matters 
roo" as Georgescu-Roegen insists. The mental roots are subjective tastes and 
perceptions of objective value (i.e., a moral principle for evaluating the relative 
vaJue of subjective tastes). Economic theory usually recognizes subjective 
rastes only. trearing !heir relative ranking as "given" or constant, thus abstract
ing entirely from ethical valuation of wants. 

The impetus of monism is so strong that the physicalists not only explain 
av.<~y mind. but also maner. arguing that all qualitative propenies of matter can 
be reduced to quantitative differences in embodied energy. The "mentalists" 
not only neglect the physical world, but rule out ethics in order to reduce 
everything to subjective individual tastes. Is there not a better alternative? 

A Dualistic View 

A dualistic view was advocated long ago by Frederick Soddy, a pioneer in 
rel:uing economics to energy and ecology: 

In each direction possibilities of further knowledge extend od infinitum, but in each 
direclion diametrically away from and not towards the problems of life. It is in !his 
middle field llw economics lies. unaffected whether by the ultimate philosophy ohhe 
elec1ron or lhe soul, and concerned rather wi1h the interaction, with the middle world 
of life of lhese two end worlds of physics and mind in their commonest everyday 
aspects, mancr and energy on lhe one hand, obeying the laws of mathematical 
pc-obability or chance as exh.ibited in lhe inanimau: universe. and, on the other hand, 
wilh the guidance, direction and willing of these blind forces and processes to 
predeu:rmined ends [Soddy, 1922. p. 6). 

Soddy rejected the monism of physical determinism: 
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I cannOt conceive ofinani~ru~te mechanism, obeying the laws of probability, by any 
continued series of successive su:ps developing the puwers of choice and reprodue1ioo 
any more than I can envisage any increase in the complc•ity of an engine resulting in 
the production of the "engine driver" and the power of iLS reproducing it~f (Soddy, 
1922. p. 7}. 

Nor did he have any patience with subjectivistic monism: 

Life derives the whole of its physical energy or power, nOt from anything sc:Jf. 
contained in living maner, and still less from an external diety, but solely from the 
inanim~te world. It is dependent for all the necessities of its physical continuance 
primarily upon the principles of the steam engine. The principles and ethics of human 
law and convention must not run counter to those of thermodynamics (Soddy. 1922, 
p. 9!. 

This dualist perspective is most important in the "middle world" of eco
nomics, of tbe inter.tction of the two end worlds of physics and mind in their 
commonest everyday aspects. Perhaps the physicist can make considerable (but 
ultimately limited) progress by abstracting from mind. Perhaps the mystic or 
contemplative can attain some degree of enlightenment from pure conscious
ness abstracted from its physical support. But the economist is too much in the 
middle ever to rely on either of these str.ltegies. 

A similar position of "practical dualism" is suggested by A. N. Whitehead: 

Our scientific fonnulation of physics displays a limited universe in process of 
dissipation. We RqUite a counter agency to explain the existence of a univc~ in 
finite time [Whitehead, 1929, p. 26). 

In other words, a limited universe in process of dissipation. unless it is 
assumed to be infinitely old, had to be created- i.e .. to be dominated by a 
process the opposite of dissipation for at least some period of time. This counter 
agency, Whitehead speculates. is '"some l·>wly. diffused form of the operations 
of Reason." By this, he means reason that has not yet evolved to self-conscious 
intensity in the human mind. We can only define the function of reason if we 
admit final causation along with the efficient causation of the entropic physical 
world. The function of reason is "to constitute, emphasize and criticize the 
final causes and strength of aims directed to them." The interoction of entropy 
and the counter agency of reason, of efficient cause and final cause. is summa
rized by Whitehead (1929, p. 29): 

Thus, the genenl fact, a.~ presented to us, ~JlPCars to be the upward trend of the 
few, combined with a slow slipping away of tbc old widespread physical order 
forming the basis from which the ascent i~ made )Whitehead. 19.29. p. ~91 . 

Whitehead then adds, "This empirical fact constitutes one of th<.' d<.'ef'('st 
unsolved mysteries" (Whitehead, 1929. p. 29). Whitehead cries co n:sl•lvc the 
dualism with polarity. First, events or occasions. not substances. an: th<.' basi.: 
reality. Substances are abstractions from the direccly experienced occasions. 
All actual occasions have two poles. the mental and the physical. The former b 
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l'harJ\'I~riLc:J by rinal .-ause, appetition. freedom, future orientation, and coun· 
tee tcnJc:n.:y ''' J(,·ay: the Iauer by o:fliciem cause, transference from the past, 
J.:rerministic habits of nature. and entropic tendency to decay. Although each 
po.>k i~ pn:li<:nt in all oceations. on.: may be: overwhelmingly dominant and the 
vthc:r negligibk Hence the: .. prJctical dualism." Further, as Soddy would 
remind us. econumi.:s is eom:erned with those middle-world actual occasions in 
whi,·h neither pole is negligible. 

Whitehead 's view seems to be that value is realized purpose, and that 
purposes are only realized at the expense of using up of physical order (low 
entropy). He takes tor granted the reality and consequences of entropy and calls 
anc:mioo to that counter tendency, reason, .. which convens the decay of one 
vrder into the birth of its successor.'' His notion of the using up of the old 
ph)si.:al order to ascend to a new order of realized purpose suggests that the old 
order is related to the new order as cost is related to benefit. Benefit is the 
purpose achieved. the ideal realized. Cost is the used up potential that might 
have been used to realize some other purpose. Cost is the finite and dissipating 
potent ial that when used for one purpose is not available for some other 
purpose. This is the economist's "opportunity cost" in a general and ultimate 
sense. The role of reason, and especially of economic reasoning, is to see that 
the decay of one order is converted into the bc:st of all possible successors. The 
domain of efficient causation should be: transformed into the domain of realized 
final causation in as efficient and stewardly a manner as possible. 

To see the economic problem in its full relation to the ecosystem requires at 
least a .. practical dualism." Monistic views, whether physical or mental, try to 
explain too much by means of too little. Why the monistic obsession? As 
Charles Sherrington noted, "That our being should consist of two fu.ndamental 
elements offers, I suppose, no greater inherent improbability than that it should 
rest on one only." 

The Economy as a S1eady-S1a1e Subsyslem of the Ecosys1em 

The economy as a steady-state subsystem of the ecosystem, or the "steady-state 
view·· for short. differs from the first two in that it is based on a dualistic rather 
than a monistic philosophy. Far from abolishing the system-subsystem bound· 
ary, it emphasizes the necessity of that boundary and advocates that the 
physical flows across it be: strictly limited. The physical connecting l ink be:· 
rween the economy and the ecosystem is the "throughput" -the entropic ftow 
of maner and energy across the boundary into and out of the human economy. 
No anempt is made to reduce .matter to energy, or vice versa. Each is accounted 
separately, although E = MC2 tells us that there is substitution at very high 
ratios of ElM. 

As argued in "Economic Imperialism" earlier in this chapter, there are two 
separate questions to be: decided regarding the throughput: (I) What should 
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determine its Iota! volume'? (2) Wha.t should dt1.ermine lhe alloca1ion of any 
given volume of throughpul among ahernative uses? The lint was referred to as 
the scale issue, the second as lhe allocution issue. The alloca1ion question can,l 
believe, be decided by the price system, subject to 1hc usual restriction, to 
which must now be added an explicit prior answer to the ques1ion of scale. The 
de.:isions about allocation remain decentralized. The scale decision must be a 
collective, social decision. In deciding the scale of tluoughput, we are basically 
making two kinds of value judgments: ( I) how far to base our econom.ic sysl.tm 
on the "takeover" of habitats of other species. and (2) how far to base 
it on the "drawdown" of geological capital lhal, if used now, is not available 
to the future. (The suggestive terms "takeover" and "drawdown" come from 
W. R. Cauon (1980).) These involve questions of justice and sustainability. If 
we carry "takeover" too far, we run into p.ractical ecological limits because 
other species have instrumental value to us in an objective way quilt indepen
dently of our subjective preferences. Also other species are thought by many to 
have intrinsic value independently of their direct or indirect usefulness to man. 
These two considerations, instrumental and intrinsic value, if taken seriously. 
would limit our takeover of the niche and "place in the sun" of other species. 
Drawdown might be considered as a kind of takeover from the future of our 
own species, a using up of a depleting dowry to satisfy the sometimes trivial 
wants of the present at lhe expense of basic needs of the future. Considerations 
of justice with respect to future. generations provides another criter ion for 
limiting throughput scale. 

Clearly, throughput cannot be allowed to grow beyond some level. But 
neither should it be reduced below some level. The present generation of 
mankind has its legilimate needs too, many of which are not being met for most 
people. This sad fact is often taken as a sufficient justification for increasing the 
pace of drawdown and takeover. But the resulting aggregate growth has not 
much relieved poverty. Wilh a limited scale of throughput, redistribution and 
population control must replace aggregate growth as the cure for povcny. Thus 
the claims of justice are not only those of the future, of other species. but also of 
present human beings. 

Drawdown and takeover are not the only wellsprings of economic !!rowrh. 
There is also technological advance, improvcmenl~ in efficiency. But ~uch 
developments require lhought, novelty, and inveslment. Growrh fueled hy 
drawdown and takeover requires less of these things- it is just business as 
usual on a larger scale. Only when scale is limited will we be forced to make 
maximum use of tC(;hnological innovation aimed at increasing efficiency rather 
than at funher increasing the rates of drawdown and takeover. 

Institutional mechanisms for limiting the throughput have l>ccn disc;u,:;c.-d 
elsewhere and will not be trealcd here (sec articles by Page. Bannon. and Daly 
in Daly, 1980). The point to be cmphasiud is that the .reraroti<m o.f the scale 
and allocation questio!IS prOl·ides a strategy for integrating ccont>mic.< anti 
ecology. and also calls for the explicit consideratiorr of rthirol •'l11ur.< in 
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,·,1/l<'<'ti>·d .v u/linx the scull'. Prk~s are inllu!!nced by the prior decision on scale 
and thus will indi~ctly ~llect th~ value judgments made in determining scale 
and bnng them to b.:ar on the allocation problem. The scale decision is price
deh:rminint!. not prke-~termined. in the same way as in standard price theory 
individual pre(eren.:cs are price-determining rather than price-determined, 
Values that trJJls,·end the .:conomic calculus (i.e .• those that are objective and 
collective) are t.'lplicitly recognized in the scale decision. and the legitimate 
roles ol the c:conomic calculus and subjective individualistic wants are re
spected in allocation by decenualized market processes. 

&onomists have long recognized that a Pareto optimum, to which a per
iectly competitive market leads. can occur at any distribution of income. What I 
am suggesting is that it can also occur at any scale. The market will theo· 
retically anain a Pareto-optimal allocation at any given scale of throughput, just 
as it will for any given distribution of income. Put differently, there is no more 
relSOn to expect the market to find the optimum scale than there is to expect it 
to find the optimum income distribution. Just as a Pareto optimum may be 
socially unjust. so may it be ecologically unsustainable. Just as we impose 
ethical constraints on income distribution and let the market adjust, so must we 
be will ing to impose ecological constraints on the scale of throughput, and let 
the market adjust. 

Pemaps an analogy will clarify this very important point. Consider a boat. 
Suppose we want to maximize the load that the boar carries. If we place all the 
weight i.n one comer of the boat it will quickly sink or capsize. Therefore we 
spread the weight out evenly. To do this we invent a price system. The higher 
the waterline in any corner of the boat, the higher the price of putting another 
pound in that comer. The lower the waterline, the lower the price. We allocate 
the weight so that the price per pound is equa.l in aU parts of the boat. This is the 
internal optimizing rule for allocating space (resources) among weights (alter
native uses). This pricing rule is an allocative mechanism only, a useful but 
dumb computer that sees no reason not to keep on adding weight and distribut
ing it equally until the optimally loaded boat sinks, optimally, to the bottom of 
the sea. What is lacking is an absolute limit on scale, a rule that says "stop when 
total weight is one ton, or when the waterline reaches the red mark." The fact 
that some individuals are still willing and able to pay the properly calculated 
relaiive price is no reason for adding pounds beyond the limit. The price is only 
a tool for finding the optimal allocation. The optimum scale is something else. 
The market by itself has no criterion by which to limit its scale vis-~-vis its 
environment. On the contrary it seems to appropriate more of the environment 
by putting a price tag on it and internalizing everything. Hence the imperialistic 
tendency of the economy with respect to the ecosystem. Hence the need for an 
independent limit on the scale of the economic subsystem. 

NOTE: This chapler appeared originally in lmegralion of EcOfiQmy and Ecology: An 
Oullookfor 1he Eighties . A. M. Jansson , ed .. 1984. 
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THE ECONOMIC GROWTH 

DEBATE: WHAT SOME 

ECONOMISTS HAVE 

LEARNED, BUT MANY 

HAVE NOT 

Introduction 

One thing economists should have learn.ed from the economic growth debate is 
the import3.11ce of defining the term "growth." By "growth" I mean quantita
tive increase in the scale of the physical dimensions of the economy; i.e., the 
rate of How of mauer and energy through the economy (from the environment 
as raw material and back to the environment as waste), and the stock of human 
bodies and artifacts. By "development" I mean the qualitat.ive improvement in 
tbe structure. design, and composition of physical stocks and flows that result 
from greater knowledge, both of technique and of purpose. Simply put, growth 
is quantitative increase in physical dimensions; development is qualitative 
improvement in nonphysical characteristics. An economy can therefore de
velop without growing, just as the planet Earth has developed (evolved) without 
growing. Neoclassical growth models notwithstanding, there is good evidence 
that neither the Earth 's surface nor the flux of solar energy grows at a rate equal 
to the rate of interest! In fact they seem not to grow at all. Yet qualitative 
evolution occuned and continues to occur. 

Two general classes of limits to "growth" in the above-defined sense can be 
further distinguished: biophysical limits and ethicosociallimits. In both cases it 
is groW1h, not development,that is limited. There may or may not exist limits to 
development. but that is another topic . Standard neoclassical economics was 
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built on the assumption that the economy is far from bolh limitli; i.e., that it i~ 
always biophysically possible and ethicosocially desirable for aggrega~e prod
uct to grow. As Abramowitz (I) put it, echoing Pigou: 

Economists have relied, however, on a practical judcmcm. namely,lhal achangc in 
economic welfare implies a change in toLal welfare in the same direction if not io the 
same degree. 

This practical judgment ceases to be true as the economy approaches either 
or both limits. The gain in economic welfare could easily be more than offset by 
a loss of natural ecosystem services provoked by the extra production or by a 
deterioration in the moral quality of society induced by the widespread use of a 
meretricious "good." Perfect internalization of all externalities would presum
ably make economic welfare coextensive with total welfare, so the economist 
might save appearances by appealing to the ever bener internalization of ever 
more pervasive externalities. However, this is reminiscent of adding epicycles 
in Ptolemaic astronomy, or more, perhaps, of Archimedes' boast that he could 
move the earth if only he had a fulcrum and a long enough lever. 

Consider a somewhat farfetched but apt analogy. Neoclassical economics. 
like classical physics, is a special case that assumes that we are far from 
limits-far from the limiting speed of light or the limiting smallness of an 
elementary particle in the case of physics-and far from the limiting carrying 
capacity of the environment and the limiting satiety of consumers' wants, in the 
case of economics. Just as in physics, so too in economics: the classical 
economic theories do not work well in regions close to limits. A more general 
theory is needed to embrace both "normal" and limiting cases. In economics. 
the need is especially great because economic growth means that the close
to-the-limits case more and more becomes the norm. The nearer we are to 
limits, the less can we assume that economic welfare and total welfare move in 
the same direction. Rather we must learn to define and explicitly account for the 
other sources of welfare that growth inhibits and erodes when it presses against 
limits. The economics of an empty world with hungry people is different from 
the economics of a full world, even when many do not yet havt: the full 
stomachs, full houses. and full garages of the "advanced" minority. 

Let us now consider in more detail the two categories of limits to groW1h and 
the nature of the welfare losses that come about when each limit i~ suc~~cd by 
growth. 

Biophysical Limits 

Three interrelated conditions-finitude, entropy. and complex l.'<.'<llngic-al 
interdependence-combine to form the fundamental biophysical limits '" 
growth. 

The economy. in its physical dimensions. is an open sullsysrem of a lar{!cr. 
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t>ut rinitc: . .:c·osystem ihat is ooth the supplier of low-entropy raw materials and 
the: at>sorber of its high·c:ntropy wastes. The growth of the economic subsystem 
os limited by the• size of the overnJI system, by its dependence on the overall 
system as a soun:e of low-entropy inputs and as a sink for high-entropy waste 
outputs, and by the: intr icate ecological connections that are more easily dis
rupted as the: sc·ak of til<! econontic subsystem grows relative to the total 
<'<'llSystem. Morecwer. these three basic limits internet. Finitude would not be 
Sll limiting if everything could be recycled, but entropy prevents complete 
re.:yding. The entropy law would not be so limiting if environmentaJ sources of 
low ~tropy and sinks for high entropy were infinite, but both are finite. The fact 
that both are tinite. plus the entropy law, means that the ordered structures of 
the: eclln.omic subsystem are maintained at the el(pense of creating a more than 
oifsening amount of disorder in the rest of the system. If the part of the 
system th:u pays the entropy bill is the sun (as in traditional peasant econ
omies) then we need not worry. But if the disorder is imposed mainly on parts 
oi the terrestrial ecosystem (as in a modern industrial economy) then we neeci 
w pay attention. This disordering (depletion and pollution) of the ecosystem 
interf.:res with the life-support services rendered to the economy by other 
species and by natural biogeochemical cycles. The loss of these services 
should surely be counred as a cost of growth, to be weighed against benefits at 
the margin. But our national accountS, by which economic growth is mea
sured. emphatically do not do this. Instead, the defensive el(penditures we are 
obliged to make to protect ourselves from the loss of these natural services are 
added in GNP. which is invariably taken as an index of welfare, in spite of 
cautionary footnotes. There is, strangely enough, no comparable accounting 
of national costs. 

Finite time, as both a physical coordinate and an experienced dimension of 
existence. must be counted as a limit along with finite space. Production, 
consumption. regeneration. recycling, etc. all take time, and what is possible 
on one time frame may be absolutely impossible on another. As Linder ( 18) has 
shown. the relative price of time in terms of goods has been increasing thanks 
to the increasing productivity of labor time, with the consequence that we 
attempt to raise the marginal return on non-work time to equal the higher 
return on work time, and succeed mainly in congesting the temporal dimension 
of existence as surely as we congest the spatial dimensions. Consequently total 
welfare may decline as economic welfare increases. 

The question of time also causes much confusion about the relevance ofthe 
entropy law as a limit, Consider the following quote from Danish economist 
Mogens Boserup (5]: 

I am told that [the sun] is huge enough to last for a few billion years which is far 
beyond the conceivable duration of lhe species homo sapiens. Therefore, the entropy 
story, entertaining or thrilling as it may be, is irrelevant, in the p!eCisc sense that 
nothing follows from it for human action and policy, today or in any fut~R about 
which we can sensibly talk and plan. 
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There are three time frames worth distinguishing: fi~t. the extremely long· 
run concept of entropy as the ultimate equilibrium state, the linlll "heat death" 
or chaos; second, the immediate, moment-to-moment concept of entropy as a 
directional process or "time's arrow" and a gradient down which all physical 
processes ride; third, the medium-run period of one generation or one aver .. ge 
lifetime, say twenty-live to seventy-live years, over which solar low-entropy 
remains essentially const.ant, while the terrestrial sources of low entropy. upon 
which industrial civilization is based. may become significantly depleted. Let 
us agree with Boserup that the fi rst meaning is irrelevant. I do not know of 
anyone who ever claimed otherwise, and Boserup cites no examples. The 
relevance of the second meaning to economics. however, is as elementary and 
pervasive as the difference between a lump of coal and a pile of ashes, between 
raw material and waste material (Georgescu-Roegen (13 )). If the qualitat ive 
difference between equal quantities of raw material and waste material is not 
relevant to economics, then what is'! And entropy is the measure of that 
qual itative difference. Recognition of the third time frame would have kept 
Boserup from missing the point that industrial growth is limited by the stock of 
terrestrial low entropy rather than by the stock of solar low entropy. which is 
superabundant but is itself irrelevant because solar energy is flow-limited; i.e .. 
its total amount may be practically unlimited, but its flow-rate of arrival to earth 
is strictly limited, and so far remains beyond our control. But even if we were 
able to increase the flow of solar energy to earth. we would be foolish to do it 
since the constant solar flux is the basis of the fixed biophysical budget on 
which all species live, and to which they have adapted by coevolution over 
millions of years. A significant change in the solar flux would result in a 
wholesale invalidation of eons of adaptation. 

Human beings must also ultimately live within that constant long-run bio
physical budget, even though economic expansion can temporarily be financed 
by drawdown of terrestrial stocks of minerals and takeover of the "place in the 
sun," or habitats, of other species. These somewhat loaded but very descript ive 
terms, "drawdown" llJld " takeover." were introduced by Canon (7) . Growth 
(as opposed to development} is largely based on drawdown and takeover. 
Clearly these two processes ultimately reach biophysical limits. but. as will be 
argued in the next section of this chapter, ethicosociallimits arc prohably more 
binding. 

Economists seem to have learned about the first Jaw of thermodynamb 
(conservation of matter-energy) and the limits it imposes. Production functions 
are now sometimes required to respect a materials balance constraint <Kneese. 
Ayres, and d'Arge (16J). But the limits to growth stemming from the second 
law of thermodynamics (entropy law) an: not yet widely understood by ewn<'· 
mists (Ayres (21, Daly (8), Georgescu-Rocgen I 13)). Probably many econo
mists have dismissed the relevance of the entropy Jaw because of the assnciat inn 
of the term with a group of energy ecologists who advocate an em1neous 
energy theory of value (Daly ( 10)) or with certain loose analogical uses 
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fr~'lu,·nlly mauc olthe ~ncmpy .:on,·ept in fields far from physic$. It is therefore 
worth stating as ~mphati<:ally as possible that the use of the concept of entropy 
h<·rc. ltlll,lwing G~of!!c:s,·u-Ro.:gen , has nothing to do with any energy theory 
•>f valuc. nor is it an economic analog to the physical concept. Rather it is the 
physio.:al con<·cpt itsdf. and its relevance to economics is that of a constraint on 
rnarl.;et valuat ion. not a substitute for it . 

Rcspo:ct for the first law goes back at least to Marshall [ 19), who noted that: 

~tan ~an not (rt:lle material things ... . His efforts and sacrifices result in changing 
the ti>m1 or arrangement of mauer to adapt it better for the satisfaction of his wants 
. . . •-' his produc1ion oi material products is really nothing more than a rearrange
m.:nt of mall(r whkh. gives it new utilities, so his consumption of them is nothing 
m<>re lh;)ll a disarrangement of maner which diminishes or destroys its utilities. 

If we stop here. as most economists do, without considering the implications 
of th<: second law, then we get a very incomplete and misleading picture. We 
just keep rearranging and disarranging indestructible building blocks. Nothing 
is used up. This picture of continuously recycling building blocks fits perfectly 
with the basic vision of the economic process as a circular flow. Maner and 
energy-like money-just keep going around in an isolated system with no 
inlets and no outlets. Since the circular flow model of the textbooks has no 
points of contact with anything outside itself, the environment cannot possibly 
constrain economic growth or influence the economy in any way whatsoever! 

However, there also exists a second law of thermodynamics, the implications 
of which modify this picture fundamentally. Since the rearrangement of matter 
is the central physical fact about the economic process, we must ask: What 
determines the capacity to rearrange matter? Is that capacity conserved, like 
maner-energy itself. or is it used up? Is all matter equally capable of being 
rtam~nged'? The answers to these quest ions are provided by tbe second law, as 
follows. The capacity to rearrange maner is variously called ~free," "avail
able,'" or "low-entropy" energy and is irrevocably used up. Structured, concen
trated {low-entropy) matter is easier to rearrange (i.e., uses up less available 
energy) than is the case for unstructured, dissipated (high-entropy) maner. In 
effecting these rearrangements, available energy is degraded into unavailable 
energy, which, as the name suggests, can no longer be used to rearrange matter. 
In reality there is no circular flow of matter-energy within an isolated system
no perpetual motion! Instead there is a one-way, linear entropic flow (through
put) from the environment (depletion) through the economy (production and 
depreciation), and back to the environment (pollution). Abstract money (e)(
change value) may flow in a circle. but the flow of concrete maner-energy 
through the economy is ultimately linear. To apply conclusions derived from a 
model of the circular flow of money to issues dominated by the linear through
put of maner-energy is a classic case of the fallacy of misplaced concreteness. 
The circular flow of mooey can indeed grow forever, just as monetary debt can 
grow at compound interest forever. But real wealth and income always have 
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physical dimensions and consequently can grow exponentially only for a lim· 
ited time. Biophysical limits are real. 

One may grant that biophysical limits are real but still doubt that they are 
near. What evidence is there that we are near enough the limits to carrying 
capacity to have to correct our classical far-from-the-limits economic theories? 
There is an abundance of evidence for whoever will look. The "Global 2000 
Report to the President" concludes that, 

At present and proj«ted growth niles. the world's population would n:ac:h 10 
billion by 2030 and would approach 30 billion by the end of the twenty·fi~t century. 
These levels correspond closely to the estimates by the U.S. Na1ional Academy of 
Sciences of the maximum carrying capacity of the entire earth. 

In case that estimate seems comfortably vague and far off, the ''Global 2000 
Report" also tells us that " If present trends continue. the world in 2000 will be 
more crowded, more polluted, less stable ecologically, and more vulnerable to 
disruption than the world we live in now." 

Evidence that global per-capita producti.on of the basic renewable resource 
systems (forests, fisheries, croplands, and grasslands) have all peaked and 
begun to decline has been presented by Brown (6). Even the present declining 
levels of productivity were reached only with the aid of large fossil fuel 
subsidies. As this subsidy is withdrawn, there will be an acceleration in the rate 
of productivity decline of renewable systems. 

Reduction in number of species is occurring at record rates, mainly as a result 
of habitat takeover (Ehrlich and Ehrlich (12)). A 20-percent reduction in total 
number of species is projected by the year 2000. 

There is no more " frontier, " no more empty continents, no more infinite 
sources and sinks. There is just the " high frontier'' of outer space, which. as far 
as we know, is more barren than any terrestrial desert and vastly more eJtpen· 
sive to get to. The idea tha.t biophysical limits to growth are near as well as real 
is not just the fabrication of "doornsayers." 

Ethicosocial Limits 

Even whi le growth is still biophysically possible, other factors may limit it~ 
desirability. Four ethicosocial propositions limiting the desirability of growth 
will be discussed: 

(I) The desirability of growth financed by dr.~wdown IS limited by the cost 
imposed on future gencn~tions. 

(2) The desirability of growth financed by takeover is limited by the ex tine· 
tion or reduction in number of sentient subhuman species whose habitat disap· 
pears. 

(3) The desirability of aggregate growth is limited by self-cancelling effects 
on welfare. 
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<-'l The t.!.:siro~bil ily <>f grow1h is limited by the corrosive effects on moral 
starn.la.n.ls of 1hc ,·cry alliludc:s rhat toster growth, such as glorification of self· 
imcn:sr and a sci.:ntislic-tcchnocnllic world view. 

Lc:1 us consider each of lhese proposilions in more detail. 

LIMITS TO Dlt."'WOOWN 

Gro..,·th supported by drawdown of geological or ecological capiral is limited by 
morJ.! <>bliga1ion 10 fuiUre generations who will have neither the minerals nor 
biological gene pool that were depleted for the benefit of the present generation. 
Ckarly 1he basic needs of 1he present always should take precedence over the 
basic needs of the fumre. since unless the former are satisfied there will not be a 
iuture generation. But should the extravagant luxuries of the present take 
precedence over the basic needs of the future? Surely the basic answer is no, 
although .... -e may disagree on just where to draw the line. But at some point, th~ 
claim of the future for petroleum to fashion plows to grow food outweighs 
the daim of the present to use that peuoleum to fly a few people across the At· 
!antic a few hours faster in a Concorde airplane. Now that is certainly a 
moral judgment. and economists avoid such judgments by appealing to the 
market where everyone's preferences count, weighted by their incomes. This 
assumes that all moral values are expressable in terms of individual behavior 
withour regard to collective or community action and that the income weights 
are acceptable. But even this evasion will not work for the case in point, 
because future generations cannot bid in present markets. Somehow the pres
enr must restrain its own consumption on the basis of moral concern for the 
future. 

Moral concern for the future can be individualist ically or socially expressed. 
Page [ 211 has elaborated two interpretations. one individualistic and one collec· 
livistic. of how the interests of future generations may be reflected in the 
present value formula commonly used to discount future costs and benefits. 
The individualist ic interpretat ion Page labels "selfish altruism." which means 
that the utility in the present value formula refers to the utility of the present 
generation only, butlhe present individuals derive some utility from contem
plating lhe welfare of future people. Therefore the present is willing to make 
sacrifices for the future. but applies a discount factor. Consequently the contem
plated welfare of people in the distant future counts less in the welfare of the 
present than does the contemplated welfare of nearer future generations. Future 
welfare is in effect discounted by present individuals to arrive at an " equiva
lent" in terms of present welfare. In the collectivist interpreration, or "disin
terested fairness" as Page calls it. the present generation as a whole collectively 
restrains its consumption in the interests of the future by putting itself in the 
future's place; i.e., by imagining an intergenerational distribution that would be 
regarded as fair by a convent ion of representatives of each generation who did 
not know in advance the place of their generation in the temporal sequence. 
This Rawlsian "veil of ignorance" leads to an egalitarian consumption rule. 
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This rule is put into effect by discounting at the rille of increase of productivity, 
rather than by the time preference rate of the first generation. as in the selfish 
altruism case. 

The disinterested fairness interpretation embodies an objective value of 
fairness in the sense of a general, operationally defined principle. The individu
alistic interpretation is based on subjective relativism- nothing need be agreed 
on by anyone (except the underlying philosophy of subjective relativism iJ.self!). 
ln the disinterested fairness approach. present drawdown and the growth 
therefrom is limited by the objective value of fairness. In the selfish altruism 
approach (standard present value maximization). drawdown is limited only by 
the subjective preferences of the present generation. The hypothetical disin
t~rested fairness approach represents an ethically based collective limit to 
drawdown. The actual selfish altruism approach may or may not exercise a 
rest.raint on drawdown, depending on the balance of individual subjective 
preferences and on the relative weights placed on them by the distribution of 
income. Of course these preferences may include some values that the individ
uals acting on them regard as objectively right. But the point is that such values 
st ill receive no more weight than someone else's velleities. Willingness to pay is 
the ultimate criterion. 

This argument can be cast in traditional terms. Since future people cannot 
bid in present markets, the market is of necessity temporally parochial and 
tends to undervalue depletable resources. A spatial analog would be the under
valuation of offshore oil leases that would result if only the residents of 
Cocodrie, Louisiana, were allowed to bid! Or to put it in even more conven
tional neoclassical terms. fair valuation depends on a fair distribution of endow
ments, or market power. But intertemporally the future's endowment is 
endogenously determined by the present's actions, so fair endowments cannot 
be assumed exogenously, before market interactions. To highlight the difficulty 
in yet another way, consider that "allocation" refers to division of resource~ 
among alternative uses for a given set of people with a given distribution of 
endowments. Different generations are different sets of people. so it is clear thai 
a concept of "intergenerational aHocation" will have to sin against the standard 
neoclassical distinction between allocation and distribution. 

Provision for future people is partly a public good. and become~ more so the 
farther into the future one looks. One reason why individuals seldom worry 
about their descendents beyond grandchildren is that il makes less and less 
sense with each generation to consider any descendant as ··yours.'" One·~ 
grandchild is the grandchild of four people in one's own gencralion. oil<'·~ 

greatgrandchild has eight such great grandparents. and onc"s nth gencr~tion 
descendant has 2n coprogenitors in the present generation. lkcause of sexual 
reproduction , future people arc a social product. not an individual product . and 
whatever responsibility we feel for them (beyond. say. great grandchildren\ 
must be put into effect through collective measures rather than through individ
ua.listic market behavior (Daly [9)). 

ln sum. obligations to future gcnerntions provide a moral limit to the ratl' 1>f 
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o.Jra-.J,>wn, anJ inJin:,·tly t1> the: r.1cc: 11f growch. How slringentchis obligacion is 
,·an t'IC Jc:t>a1c:J. My llwn view is chac pn:senc claims should dominate future 
dauns <>nly up tl> some: kv.:J of resource usc chat is sufficient for a good life for a 
pupulaci,>n chac is suscainable ac chac Je,·el. The notions of "sufficiency" and 
.. ,ustainability" unfortunacely were banished from modern growth economics 
b.:.:ause thc:y are diakc tical. i.e .. partially overlapping with their "other" and 
"''t subjed to pre~:ise analytical definicion. However, by that criterion we must 
als,, diminacc: the .:oncc:pts of " money" and "nacional product" and be content 
to rem:1in silent on all important issues. 

Ll~tJTS ro T."KEOVER 

E•·llnomic growth requires space for increasing stocks of anifacts and people 
and lor increasing sources of raw material and increasing sinks for waste 
matuials. Other species also require space, their "place in the sun." The fact 
that othu species provide life-support services to the human species gives them 
instrumental value to us. This instrumental limic was considered in the previous 
section on biophysical limits in the discussion on "ecological complexity and 
interdependence." Another limic co takeover derives from the intrinsic value of 
other species; i.e., counting chem as sentient (though probably not self
conscious) beings. which experience pleasure and pain and whose "utility" 
should be counted in global welfare economics, even though it does not give 
rise co maximizing market behavior. To deny that subhuman creatures experi
ence ple.asure and pain is not only arbitrary but also contrary to all evidence of 
our evolutionary connection with them. In addition to subhuman utility, many 
would consider "super-human utility" as well; i.e., the value God places on His 
creation and His purposes for it, which may be more subtle and inscrutable than 
simply maximizing present value for the current generation of entrepreneurs. 

The idea that the pleasure and pain of subhuman species should receive some 
weighc greater than zero appealed to Bentham (3], from whom economics 
adopted itS basic utilitarian philosophy. Bentham argued that the interests of 
inferior animals has been improperly neglected. "The question is not," says 
Bentham, "Can chey reason? Nor, can they talk? But, can they suffer?" 
Although some ecological egalitarians object to the term "subhuman" species, 
I make no apology for it because (aside from the fact that the subhuman species 
could not understand my apology) I take it as axiomatic that a person is worth 
more than a rabbic- that "a man is worth many sparrows." And yet a corollary 
of the laner proposicion is that a sparrow's worth cannot be zero. How many 
sparrows are worth a man? No one knows, though I'm sure some clever 
econometrician will not shrink from the task of imputing implicit shadow 
prices to sparrows, probably based on the market price of the insect repellent 
that could be saved if there were one more sparrow around to eat the insects. 
But even if this absurdity were accomplished, it would only be an estimate of 
instrumental value. not intrinsic value. 

Moral claims for the intrinsic worth of subhuman species should exert some 
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limit on takeover, although it is exllemely difficult to say how much (Birch and 
Cobb [4)). The idea that the market already accomplishes this limit ("whoever 
wunts to conserve whales can go buy himself one with his own money and keep 
it!") is plainly ludicrous. Preservation of subhuman species, like provision for 
the distant future, is a public good that must be served by collective action. 
Clarification of this limit is a major philosophical task, but if we wait for a 
definitive answer before imposing some limits on takeover, then the question 
will be rendered moot by extinctions, which are now occurring a1 an extremely 
rapid rate compared to past ages. Of course we already impose some limits in 
the form of national parks and wildlife refuges. But these are both insufficient 
and under constant threat of takeover. 

Takeover of the habitat and consequent extinction of another species is an 
irreversible act and therefore represents a drawdown of ecological capital and 
thus entails a cost to future generations as well. Therefore the considerations of 
the previous section are relevant here. In fact the drawdown element is even 
more serious for renewables than for nonrenewables. since the depletion of 
renewables represents a loss in perpetuity. An extra barrel of oil used today 
represents only a one-time sacrifice by some future generation. Extinction of a 
gene pool represents a loss to all future generations. 

LIMITS FROM THE SELF-CANCE.WNG EFFECTS OF AGGREGATE GROWTH 

The Easterlin Paradox has caused a number of economists to question the 
assumption that aggregate economic growth increases social welfare, even in 
the absence of drawdown, takeover, and biophysical limits. In a now classic 
article, Easterlin I II] presented evidence on the association between self-rated 
happiness and income. The "paradox" is this: in a given country at a given 
time, one finds a positive correlation between income and happiness. A larger 
percentage of rich people rated themselves as "very happy•· than did poor 
people-just as everyone would expect. But for different countries with very 
different income levels, the differences in reponed happiness are small. Like
wise, for a single country experiencing growth, there is no rise in self-rated 
happiness (i.e., the fractions reporting themselves as happy or unhappy) in spite 
of substantial increase in average income. 

How to explain the paradox? Abramowitz Il l. following Easterlin. has 
offered several explanations. The most obvious is a variation on the relativr 
income hypothesis. As J. S. Mill put it. "Men do not desire to be rich. hut to bc 
richer than other men." Or in John Ruskin's words. "The force of the guinea 
you have in your pocket depends wholly on the fault of a guinc;~ in y<lur 
neighbor's pocket." Taken literally, economists might have good reason for 
objecting to Ruskin's statement. However, it is quite reasonahlc to argue th~t 
happiness, at least at the current margin in rich countries. is a function of 
relative income, not absolute income. Since everyone's relative income cannot 
increase, aggregate growth has sclf-c:mcclling effects on welfare. Self
cancellation occurs in two ways. First, if everyone's income goes up hy ·' 
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r•:r,·o:nt. lh.:n all n.-l:lliw pusiti<mS are unchanged and there is complete cancel
ling at th<' intr<~pen>onal levd: i.e .. no one feels bcner or worse off. Second, if 
"''"'.: JX<'plc:s' relatiw in.:ome g.xs up. then that of 01hers must go down. In this 
event we: have an im.:rpcrsonal cancelling that we might expect lo be rather 
comph:h:. sin.:e the struggle: over relative share.s is n zero sum game. The only 
.... ay growth C<lulu makt: anyone happier is 10 make someone else less happy. If 
one is an .:galiwian. h.: might argue that making the poor beuer off is worth the 
prke of making tho: rich worse off, so that growth that benefits the poor is not 
subje-·t to total caned ling out. This is certainly a logical possibility, but in the 
real world what grows is the reinvested surplus that is controlled by the rich for 
tho: primacy benefit of tho: rich. The poor get the "trickle down," as it is so aptly 
calkd. 

Tho: basic social question raised by the relative income answer to the East
o:rlin Paradox is. Why grow'! Or to put the question more sharply, why grow 
beyond thc lev.:! where absolute needs have been met and where growth is 
therefore dedicated to satisfying relative needs at the margin? 

In this conteJtt it is worth recalling Keynes' I 15] comment on the distinction 
betweo:n absolute and relative needs, and the self-cancelling nature of the latter. 

Now it is ttue that the needs of human beings may seem to be insatiable. But they 
f3.11 1nto two classes-those which are absolute in the sense that we feel them 
whatever the situation of our fcUow human beings may be, and those which are 
relative in the sense that we feel them only if their satisfaction lifts us above, makes us 
feel superior to our fellows. Needs of the second class, those which satisfy the desire 
for superiority. may indeed be insatiable: for the higher the general level, the higher 
still arc they. But this is not so true of the absolute needs-a point may soon be 
reached. much sooner perhaps than we are all of us aware of, when these needs are 
satisfied in the sense that we prefer to devote our further energies to non-economic 
purposes. 

Another resolution of the Easterlin Paradox focuses on change in income 
level ra1her than the level of income itself as the determinant of happiness. Once 
one is accustomed to an income level, life becomes a routine matter of dealing 
with marginal frustrations imposed by the habitual budget constraint. Happi
ness is the temporary adjustment to a higher level of income. Unhappiness is 
the reverse. Since higher-income groups probably contain a relatively large 
percentage of people whose incomes have recently risen, while low-income 
groups contain a relatively large proportion of people whose incomes have 
recently fallen, we get the result that higher-income people are, on the average, 
happier than lower-income people, even though it is change, 001 level, of 
income thai is determining happiness. Instead of the relative income hypoth
esis, the analog here is the permanent versus transitory income hypothesis. The 
consequence of this view is, as Abramowitz points out, that "other things being 
equal we should have to grow faster in order to be happier, and we should have 
to keep on growing just to stay in the same place. Is it any wonder people feel 
caught in a ral ra~?" (Abramowitz I I]). 
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Hirsh (14] and Linder ( 18( have emphasized the rising relative price of space 
(position) and time, respectively, as self-cancelling factors in growth. Hirsh 
emphasizes the self-cancelling effects of increasing competition for a limited 
number of "positional goods"; i.e., best locations, chairmanships, etc . Ht: 
illustrates the self-cancelling by analogy to spectators at a football game who 
are all brought to their feet by a spectacular play. With everyone now standing 
on tiptoe and craning his neck, the aggregate result is that no one has any better 
view than when all were seated. Previously a high school degree was a good 
qualification for most jobs. Then the same jobs began to require a B.A. degree. 
and then an M.A., an M.B.A., or a Ph.D. Does this "upgrading" mean that 
more is being accomplished, or that we are all just standing on tiptoe to achieve 
the same benefits we previously enjoyed while everyone was sitting down? 

Linder has pointed out that the increasing product ivity of labor time means 
that an hour of time is worth more in terms of goods. In other words as goods 
become relatively cheaper compared to time, then time must become relatively 
expensive in terms of goods. Increasing goods affluence implies increasing 
time scarcity, at least in terms of the substitution effect of the increase in the 
relative price of time. The income effect works in the opposite direction, b•Jt 
seems to be much weaker than the substitution effect. So as we become goods 
rich we also become time poor, and can afford fewer time-intensive activities 
such as personal care of the aged, the sick, and of children, as well as domestic 
service. The self-cancelling feature is evident if we reflect that 

The average man. oo matter how rich he becomes. can never command the service> 
of more than one other average man-even if he spends his entire income to buy it 
(Abramowitz. 1979]. 

In sum, it would appear that aggregate growth just shifts the burden of 
scarcity onto time and relative position, which at the margin are constraints that 
are no less irksome than the previous ones of greater goods scarcity with lower 
levels of positional goods competition and time scarcity. 

Another possible explanation of the Easterlin Paradox is that satisfaction 
derived from work has become increasingly negative, or less positive. as 
growth has increased, so that increased happine-~s from more goods has been 
offset by the increasing irksomeness of rout ini:zed, specialized work 

Finally, since neither Easterlin nor anyone else can measure ahsolutc lc"cls of 
happiness, it is always possible to maintain that the average American today 
really is much happier absolutely than his counterpart of thirty years ago. und 
that the average Swede is much happier than the average Italian. regardless ,,f 
the constancy of the percentages in each category of self-evaluated happiness. 
No one can prove or disprove such a claim, but I think that most {lf us simply do 
not believe it. 

The implication of these self-cancelling effects is that growth is less imp<>r· 
tant for human wclf~ than we have heretofore though!. Con~qucntly other 
competing goals should rise relatively in the scale of social priorities. 
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l'uiUn: gcn.:r..tlit>n-'. subhuman ~~x·des. community, and whatever else has beet1 
sa,·rilkc:J in rile name: of growth, should henceforth be less sacrificed simply 
O..•,;ausc growth is kss productive of gcn.:ral happin.:ss than used to be the case 
when marginal in.·t>me was dcdicarcd mainly to the satisfaction of absolute 
w-:uus r.uhcr than relative wants. 

DI:Pt.UION L'lt' MORAL CAPITAL AS A LIMIT TO GROWTH 

~lirsh 1 1~ 1 :~rguc:s th:u. 

:\lor.llicy of chc minimum onlc:r n.-.:~ssary for the functioning of a market sysltm 
W:lS assumed. ne:ltly always implicil.ly. co be a kind of permancnr free good. a natural 
n:$<1un:~ of a nondcpleting kind. 

ElaborJting on the relation of Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments to his 
w .. alth of Narions. Hirsh points out that for Smith men could safely be trusted not 
to hann thc: community in pursuing their own self-interest not only because of 
the invisible hand of compet ition, but also because of buill-in restraints on 
individual behavior derived from shared morals, religion, custom, and educa
tion. The problem that Hirsh sees is that "continuation of the growth process 
itSClf rests on certain preconditions that its own success has jeopardized through 
its individualistic ethos. Economic growth undermines its social foundations." 

The undermining of moral restraint has sources on both the demand and 
supply sides of the market for commodities. E. J. Mishan (20] has noted that "a 
society in which ·anything goes' is ipso facto, a society in which anything 
sells." A corollary is that self-restraint or abstinence in the interests of any 
higher claims than immediate ~tification by consumption is bad for sales, 
therefore bad for production. employment, tax receipts, and everything else. 
The growth economy cannot grow unless it can sell. The idea that something 
should not be bought because it is frivolous, degrading, tawdry, or immoral is 
subve~ive to the growth imperative. On the supply side, the success of science
based technology has fostered the pseudo religion of "scientism," i.e., the 
elevation of the deterministic, materialistic, mechanistic, and reductionistic 
research program of scie.nce to the status of an ultimate World View. Undenia
bly the methodological approach of scientific maJerialism has led to great 
increases in our technological prowess. Its practical success argues for its 
promotion from working hypothesis or research program to World View. But a 
World View of scientific materialism leaves no room for purpose, for good and 
evil. for better and worse states of the world. It erodes morality in general and 
moral restraint in economic life in particular. As power has increased, purpose 
has shrunk. 

The baleful consequence of this fragmenting of the moral order, which we 
are depleting just as surely as we are wrecking the ecological order, is, as 
Mishan (201 points out, that, "effective argument (about policy) becomes 
impossible if there is no longer a common set of ultimate values or beliefs to 
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which appeal can be made in the endeavor 10 pe~uade others." J~1 as all 
research in the physical sciences must dognwically assume the cxiSI.tnCC of 
objective order in the physical world, so must research in the policy sciences 
dogmatically assume the existence of objective value in the moral world. Pol icy 
must be aimed at moving the world toward a better swe of affairs or e.lsc it is 
senseless. If "better" and "worse" have no objective meaning. then policy can 
only be arbitrary and capricious. C . S. Lewis [17) forcefully stated this funda
mental truth, "A dogmatic belief in objective value is necessary to the very idea 
of a rule which is not tyranny or an obedience which is not slavery." Likewise, 
Mishan claims that , "a moral consensus that is to be enduring and effective is 
the product of a belief only in its divine origin." In other words, an enduring 
ethic must be more than a social convention. It must have some objective 
transcendental authority. All attempts to treat moral value as entirely a pan of 
nature to be manipulated and programmed by psychology or genetics only ends 
in a logical circularity. Moral value cannot be reduced to or eJtplained as a mere 
result of genetic chance and environmental necessity, without at the same time 
losing its authority. Even if we knew how to remake moral values as human 
artifacts, we must still have a criterion for decid ing which values should be 
emphasized and which stilled in the new order. But if that necessary criterion is 
itself an artifact of humanly manipulated chance and selection , then it too is a 
candidate for being remade. There is nowhere to stand . 

Once the word gets out (and it already has) that morality has no basis Olher 
than random chance and natural selection under impermanent environmental 
conditions, then it too will have about as much authority as the Easter Bunny. In 
sum, the anitudes of scientific materia.lism and cultural relativism actively 
undercut belief in a transcendental basis for ethical value, which undercuts 
moral consensus, which undercuts the min imum moral restraint on self-interest 
presupposed by Adam Smith and most of his followers. 

Writers of theistic persuasion, such as Lewis and Mishan. or writers of 
moralistic tendency of indeterminate religious persuasion such as Hirsh, are not 
the only ones to insist on this dilemma. E. 0. Wilson (221. sociobiologist and 
scientific materialist par excellence, has clearly stated the same logical problem 
in the form of two dilemmas. 

The fi~t dilemma is that: 

The species lacks any goal external 10 its own biological narurc .. . . . Trodi1ional 
religious beliefs have been eroded, nol so much hy humilialing dispnlnfs of rhcir 
mylhologic~ liS by the growing aw:~t~:ness lhal belief~ arc really enabling mechanism' 
for survival. Religions. like olhcr human inslilul ions. evolve so a' 10 enhance lhc 
prcslige and inRucncc of !heir praclitioncrs. 

Wilson further recognizes that , " the danger implicil in lhe Iirsl di lemma ;, 
the rapid dissolution of tr:anscendental goals Iowan! which societies can nr(!a· 
nize their energies." 

Wilson is a scientific material ist and docs nor himself bel ieve in "transcen-
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Jo:nt:LI ~oals ... but he re,·ogniz.:s their important survival value in providing 
so..·ial o:ohesion . .:wn if " illusory." Rather than base: our society on "transcen
Jcmal illusions ... Wilson wants to 

&an.'h t<)r a neW 11\0r.ility based upon a mon: truthful definition of man, (to] 
dissc'\:1 the: nta,hiJ~<:ry of the mind :llld ret.race its evolutionary history. 

But h,mo:sty anu logic lead Wilson to recognize a second dilemma: 

Whi.:h is the chok."e that must b.: made among ethical premises inherent in man's 
t-iolo~kal nature . . . we must consciously choose among the alternative emocional 
gu1Jcs we have inhc:rited . 

. . , at thc: eeRier of the second dilemma is found a circularity: we are forced to 
.:house :unong the elements of human naum: by reference to value systems which 
these :>:un<e elements creared in an evolutionary age now long vanished. 

In other words. our inherited value systems are a product of random mutation 
and natural selection by the environment of the hunter-gatherer and are not 
likely to be well adapted to the environment of atomic power and genetic 
cngin.:ering. But the difficulty is even more basic: neither moral value nor 
rational thought can be trusted if it is fully explainable by arational and amoral 
causes. Random mutation and natural selection by an evolving environment, as 
currently understood. are arational and amoral events, and although they can 
cerla.inly explain much, they cannot possibly explain rational and moral 
thought itself. OtbeTWise the theory of evolution itself would be merely a 
product of genetic chance and environmental selection and would in the long 
run stand or fall not by its legitimate claim to be in large part true, but by its 
survival value. But Wilson admits that its survival value is low, indeed negative, 
because it must undercut a belief in transcendental value, which, right or 
wrong. does have high survival value in providing a basis for social cohesion 
!the first dilemma). If there is no objective transcendent.al value to appeal to in 
argument. then persuasion is impossible and conflicts of interest become more 
violent. Funhermore. reason itself cannot accept the view that it is fully 
explainable by arational events without immediately losing all authority. if one's 
thoughts are caused by arational events in a purely mechanical world (no matter 
over how long a time period), then why take any of them seriously, including 
the thought that thoughts have arational causes? 

Wilson has struggled with the same issue that bothered Mishan and Lewis. 
both cited earlier. I have emphasized Wilson's treatment in order to underline 
the fact that the dilemma is a logical one and eKists for scientific materialist.~ as 
much as for theists. 

It is well to recall the connection of this apparent digression with the theme of 
economic growth. The forces propelling economic growth are simultaneously 
eroding the moral foundations of the very social order that gives purpose and 
direction to that growth. On the demand side of the market, the glorification of 
self-interest and the pursuit of " infinite wants" leads to a weakening of moral 
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distinctions between luxury and necessity. Moral limits constraining demand 
for junk are inconvenient in a growth economy, because growth increases when 
junk sells. So the growth economy fosters the erosion of the values upon which 
it depends, such as honesty, sobriety, trust, etc. On the supply side. the 
"infinite" power of science-based technology is thought 10 be capable of 
overcoming all biophysical limits. But even if this erroneous proposition were 
true, the very world view of scient ism leads to the debunking of any notion of 
transcendental value and to undercutting the moral basis of the social cohesion 
presupposed by a market society. As internal moral restraint is eroded. then 
external police power is substituted, and the latter requires real resources taken 
from other uses to substitute for the depletion of the "free public good" of 
moral restraint based on shared values. 

At a minimum. the problem of sust.ainability requires maintaining intact the 
moral knowledge or ethical capital inherited from the past. In fact . sus
tainability really requires an increase in knowledge. both of technique and of 
purpose, suffiCient to offset, insofar as possible, the inevitable degr<ldation of 
our physical world. 

NOTE: This chapter was originally a paper wriuen in prcp;lClltion for D. round-table 
discussion on "Limits to Growth: What Have We Learned?" sponsored jointly by AEN 
AEREIAAAS on December29. 1983, in San Francisco. and was published originally in 
Journol of Enviroii/Tiental Economics olld MoMgement 14 ( 1987). The other panelists to 
whom I am indebted for comments, but who do not necessarily share the views 
presented, are Robert Pindyck, Thomas Schelling. William Nordhaus. and Allan 
Manne. I am also indebled to an anonymous referee for many helpful commencs. 
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SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT: FROM 

CONCEPT AND THEORY 

TOWARD OPERATIONAL 

PRINCIPLES 

Three conceptual issues seem to me critical for clear thinking about economic 
development and the environment in rhe nexr decade. I will begin by stating rhe 
three issues briefly, and then discuss each one in turn , along with the relations 
among them. 

The first issue is whether !he basic conceptual starting point of economic 
analysis is to be the circular tl.ow of exchange value, a~ it presently is. or the 
one-way entropic throughput of maner-energy. The Iauer concept is virtually 
absent from economics today, yet withour it, it is impossible to relate the 
economy ro the environment. It is as if biology tried to understand animals only 
in rerms of their circula10ry system, with no recognition of the fact that they 
also have digesrivc uacts. The metabolic flow is not circular. The digestive tract 
firmly ties the animal to its environment at both ends. Without di[!CStivc tracts. 
animals would be self-contained perpetual motion machines. Likewise for an 
economy without an entropic throughput. 

The throughput has two dimensions of importance: its ~ale and its alloca· 
tion. The concept of oprimal allocation among alrcrnativc uses of the total 
resource flow (throughput) must be clearly distinguished from the concept of an 
optimal scale of total resource flow relative to the environment. Under ideal 
conditions, the market can li nd an optimal allocation in the sense of Parcro. But 
!he market cannot lind an optimal scale any more than it can lind an optimal 
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dis1ribu1ion. The lan~r n:t~uin:~ lhe addi1ion of t:lhical crileria; the former 
l'l:<juires 1h~ furlh<r addili<>n of ~.:ological crileriu. The independence of alloca
lion from diSiribulitm is widdy n:cogniz~:d; 1he indt:pendence of allocation 
from s,·alc is nol widely n:cognized. bul is ~:asily unders1ood. 1 In theory we can 
doublt: I he ~>pula1ion and lb.: p.:r-capita resource use rate, or cut them in half, 
and 111< m:Jrkel will still grind ou1 a Pareto-optimal allocation for every scale. 
)(t the scale of the o:.:onomy is cenainly not a maner of indifference. A boat that 
rrio:s to ,-;JITy too much weigh! will still sink even if that weighi is optimally 
allo.:aJed. AllocaJion is one thing, scale is something else. We mus t deal with 
both. kst even 1he efficiently allocated weight of the economy sink the environ
men!. We need something like a Plimsollline to keep the economic scale within 
the ecological carrying capacity. Economics has tried to reduce scale issues to 
maners oi allocation (jus1 ge1 the prices right) and has thereby greatly obscured 
the rela1ion between the economy and the environment. While an optimal 
:l.llocaJion can result from the individualistic marketplace, the attainment of an 
optimal scale will require collect ive action by the community. 

The third issue. sustainable development, is already under intense discus
sion. Following the Brundtland Commission Report (Our Common Future), the 
concept has been endorsed by the United Nations and all its many development 
agencies and urged upon all member countries. While this discussion is greatly 
to be welcomed. it nevertheless suffers from considerable confusion. Underly
ing this confusion is the unresolved, indeed unaddressed , issue of steady state 
versus growth as the normal. healthy condition of an economy. Our growth
bound way of thinlc.ing makes it hard for us to admit the concept of throughput 
of maner-energy. because it brings with it the first and second laws of thermo
dynamics, which have implications that are unfriendly to the continuous growth 
ideology. The circular flow raises no such problems. The growth ideology is 
eJttremely aruactive politically because it offers a solution to poverty without 
requiring the moral disciplines of sharing and population control. Also the 
obvious implication of recognizing an optimal scale is that growth should stop 
once the optimum is reached-that growth beyond the optimal scale is "anti
economic growth"-i.e., growth that makes us poorer rather than richer. 
Optimal allocation has no such growth-limiting implications. 

The three issues I am raising are not difficult, arcane, or esoteric-they are 
no more than common sense-but it is hard for us to think clearly about them 
because doing so threatens the absolute priority of growth as the North Star of 
economic policy. Alt.hough the three issues are separable, they are also related. 
Once throughput is recognized as a fundamental and indispensible concept, 
then the question of its optimal scale within a finite ecosystem naturally arises, 
along with the recognition that the question is different from that of optimal 
allocation. Once we face up to the question of limiting scale, we recognize the 
collective or social nature of the task and the futility of leaving it up to the 
individualism of the market, which can deal only with allocation. We are also 
faced with the problem of criteria for optimal scale, and the most obvious one is 
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sustainability. The discussion of suslainable development will not get far with
out the recognition of throughput and the problem of its scale. 

Much confusion could be avoided if we would agru to use the word 
"growth" to refer only to the quantilative scale of the physical dimensions of 
the economy. Qualilative improvement could be labeled "developmem."2 Then 
we could speak of a steady-slate economy as one that develops without grow
ing, just as the planet eanh, of which the economy is an open subsystem, 
develops without growing. Growth of the economic organism means larger 
jaws and a bigger digestive tract. Development means more complete digestion 
and wiser purposes. Limits to growth do not imply limits to development. 

Entropic Throughput of Matter-Energy Versus the Circular Flow 
of Exchange Value 

Georgescu-Roegeo3 has pointed to "the standard textbook represen!Aition of the 
economic process by a circular diagram, a pendulum movement between 
production and consumption within a completely closed system" as proof of the 
mechanistic epistemology of modern economics. There is only reversible mo
tion, a circular ftow, and no recognition of irreversible entropic change. There is 
only mechanical time, no historical time. This does not mean that economists 
deny historical time or the entropy law-but ii does mean that they cannot deal 
with them at the most basic conceptual level of economics and have to introduce 
them in ad hoc and unintegrated ways outside the structure of formal models
i.e., as externalities. 

In addition to the inability of the mechanistic epistemology to embrace 
irreversible phenomena, there was a practical reason for ignoring the entropic 
throughput . Economists are interested in scarcity, and during the form3tive 
years of economic theory the environment W3S considered an infinite source of 
raw materials and an infinite sink for waste materials. Therefore the throughput 
was not considered scarce and W3S naturally abstracted from . Only scarce items 
entered into exchange. Free goods were appropriated without need of a transac
tion. Since exchange value nowed in a circle, the circular flow becaml! tht 
paradigm within which we sought to understand the economic proces,;. Once 
the economy reached the scale at which throughput itself became scarce. then 
the circular flow vision became economically, as well as physically. misleading.. 
It totally obscured the emerging scarcity of environmental services. The circu· 
Jar flow has no beginning and no end, no points of contact with anything. <>Utsidc 
itself. Therefore it cannot possibly register the costs of depletion and pollution 
nor the irreversible historical e ffects induced by the entropic nature of tht 
throughput. 

The concept of throughput was introduced into economics by Kenneth 
Boulding" and more fully elaborated and integrated into economic theory hy 
Georgescu-Roegen (sec note 3), who called it the "metabolic Oow" and cmpha-
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~izcJ the manilokl ,·oosC\jucnc~s of its cnr.ropic nature. Others (Kneese. Ayres, 
anJ o.J'Arge~) ha\·c paiJ rcspc.:t to the concept by way of emphasizing the 
imp.>rtano:e t>f ··material balances." thus recognizing the constraint on the 
c'\.·onomic process of the first law of thermodynamics but neglecting that of 
the s.:conJ law. The first law is consistent with the circular flow vision-the 
~~ indcstruo:tible building blocks of matter-energy could simply cycle faster 
anJ fa.~ter around the production-consumption loop. Nothing gets used up. But 
the second law says that something does indeed get used up-not matter
energy itself, but its capacity for rearrangement. Energy is conserved, but its 
capacity to do work is used up. To my knowledge, no economics teKtboolc bas 
paid anent ion to any of these important contributions. Instead. they continue t.o 
perpetuate the circular ftow vision without so much as a reference to the concept 
of throughput. •· 1 Naturally. if the very concept of throughput is not admitted, it 
will be imp<>ssible to consider the issue of its optimal scale, a theme to which 
we now iurn.8 

Optimal Allocation Versus Optimal Scale 

SWldard economics is about the optimal allocation of resources, which in this 
broad sense includes labor and capital as well as natural resources. But natural 
resources are not viewed as the components of an en tropic metabolic flow from 
and back to the environment. Rather they are seen as building blocks that are 
indestructible elements in the circular flow. Allocation of these elements among 
competing uses is the only question raised for slalldard economics by its partial 
recognition of throughput. As mentioned earlier, a Pareto-optimal allocation 
can be achieved for any scale of population and per-capita resource use. The 
concept of econor:tic efficiency is indifferent to the scale of the economy's 
physical dimensions. just as it is indifferent to tbe distribution of income. 
Equity of income distribution and sustainability of scale are outside the concept 
of market efficiency. Yet the environment is sensitive to the physical scale of the 
economy. and human welfare is sensitive to how well the environment func
tions. To allocate resources optimally at a nonoptimal scale is simply to make 
the best of a bad situation. If the economy continues to grow beyond optimal 
scale. then optimal allocation means simply to keep making the best of an ever 
worsening situation. This anomaly is absent from the circular flow vision: if the 
economy is an isolated system with no dependence on its environment. then 
naturally it can never eJ~ceed the capacity of the environment. Its sc.ale relative 
to the environment is a matter of complete indifference. But once we recognize 
the central importance of the throughput, then we must concern ourselves with 
its optimal scale as well as its optimal allocation. 

Optimal scale of a single activity is not a strange concept to economists. 
Indeed microeconomics is about little else. An activity is identified, be it 
producing shoes or consuming ice crea.m. A cost function and a benefit function 



for the activity in question are defined. Good reasons are given for believing 
that marginal costs increase and marginal benefits decline as the scale of the 
activity grows. The message of nUc:roer.onomics is to expand the scale of the 
activity in question up to the point where marginal C~IS equal marginal 
benefits, a condition that defines the optimal scale. All of microecooonUc:s is an 
extended variation on this theme. 

When we move to macroeconomics, however. we never again hear about 
optimal scale. There is no optimal scale for the macro economy. There are no 
cost and benefit functions defined for growth in scale of the economy as a 
whole. It just doesn't matter how many people there are. or how much they each 
consume. But if every micro activity has an optimal scale, then why does not 
the aggregate of all micro activities have an optimal scale? If I am told in reply 
that the reason is that the constraint on any one activity is the fixity of all the 
others and that when all economic activities increase proportionally the re· 
straints cancel out. then I will invite the economist to increase the scale of the 
carbon cycle and the hydrologic cycle in proportion to the growth of industry 
and agriculture. I will admit that if the ecosystem can grow indefinitely. then so 
can the aggregate economy. But until the surface of the earth begins to grow at a 
rate equal to the rate of interest, one should not take this answer too seriously. 
The total absence in macroeconomics of the most basic concept of micro
economics is a glittering anomaly, and it is not resolved by appeals to the 
fallacy of composition. What is true of a pan is not necessarily true for the 
whole, but it can be, and usually is. unless there is some aggregate identity or 
self-cancelling feedback at work (as in the classic examples of all spectators 
standing on tiptoe to get a better view and each cancelling out the beuer view of 
the other; or in the observation that while any single country's ex pons can be 
greater than its imports, nevertheless the aggregate of all eJtporl~ cannot be 

different than the aggregate of all imports). But what analogous feedback or 
identity is there that allows every economic activity to have an optimal scale 
while the aggregate economy remains indifferent to scale? 

In the circular flow vision there is an aggregate identity-total expenditures 
equal total receipts, one person's eJtpenditure is another person's income. Costs 
and benefits are conflated in transactions . In circular flow accounting we add up 
transactions rnther than compare costs and benefits at the margin. so the 
question of an optimal scale of the circular flow never arises. h is the through· 
put that has an optimal scale. When growth pushes scale beyond the optimum. 
we begin to eKperience genemlizcd pervasive externalities. such as the green· 
house effect, ozone layer depletion, and acid rain, which arc not correctable hy 
internali:zation of locali:zed external costs into a specific price. 

Probably the best index of the scale of the human economy a~ a pan of the 
biosphere is the percentage of human appropriation of the total world product~ 
of photosynthesis. Net primary production (NPP) is the amount of ~olar cncr~tY 
captured in photosynthesis by primary producers. lcs~ the energy used in their 
own growth and reproduction. NPP is thus the basic food resource for every· 
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thing on c:a:rth nV! c11pable of photosynthesis. Vitousek et al. 9 calculate that 25 
JXI'I.'C:nt of potc:ntial global (terrestrial and aquatic) NPP is now appropriated by 
human bc:ings. If only terrestrial NPP is considered, the frdction rises to 40 
JXr,·c:nt. Taking the: ~5-JXn:ent tigun: for the entire world, it is apparent that two 
more Joublings of the human scale will give 100 percent. Since this would 
mc:an uro .:nc:rgy left tor all nonhuman and nondomesticated species, and since 
humans cannot survive without the services of ecosystems, which are made up 
of l'ther SJXcies, it is ckar that two more doublings of the human scale is an 
ecological impossibility. although arithmetically possible. More than two dou
blings is even arithmetically imposs.ible! Furthermore, the terrestrial figure of 
~ JXrcc:nt is probably more relevant, since we are unlikely to increase our take 
from the oceans very much. Total appropriation of the terrestrial NPP is only a 
bit over one doubling time in the future. Perhaps it is theoretically possible to 
increase the earth's total photosynthetic capacity somewhat, but the actual 
trend oi past economic growth is decidedly in the opposite direction. 

Assuming a constant level of per-capita resource consumption, the doubling 
time of the human scale would be equal to the doubling time of population, 
which is on the order of forty years. Of course economic growth currently aims 
to increase the average per-capita resource consumption and consequently to 
reduce the doubling time of the scale of the human presence below that implicit 
in the demographic rate of growth. Unless we awaken to the eKistence and 
nearness of scale limits, then the greenhouse effect, ozone layer depletion, and 
acid rain will be just a preview of disasters to come, not in the vague distant 
future. but in the next generation. to 

As growth increasingly turns previously free goods into scarce goods, the 
standard solution is to put positive prices on the newly scarce goods. Once a 
good has become scarce, it is important that it have a positive price in order to 
be properly allocated. But there is a prior question: How do we know that we 
were not bener off at the previous scale when the good was free and its proper 
price was zero? In both instances the prices were right. But that does not mean 
that the scale was right. Furthermore, the new exchange value created when 
previously free goods become scarce reflects a cost, not a benefit as currently 
reckoned. The classical economis.t Lauderdale recognized that private riches 
could expand while public wealth declined. This perversity will occur when
ever fonnerly abundant objects with great use value, but no exchange value, 
become scarce and thus acquire exchange value. Although scarcity is necessary 
for value in the sense of measurable exchange value, ~the common sense of 
mankind would revolt at a proposal for augmenting wealth by creating a 
scarcity of any good generally useful and necessary to man. "II The revolt has 
~n slow in coming, but let us hope that Lauderdale was right! 

Some economists argue that futures markets and present value maximization 
automatically deal with the scale issue because the costs of excessive scale are 
merely the future costs of the present use of resources. But even in a single 
period analysis in which there is no future, there is still the possibility of having 
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exceeded optimal scale in the sense of sacrificing current ecosys~ services 
that are worth more than the current extra economic product whose production 
required the sacrifice of those services. It is true thai many of the costs of 
increasing scale do fall on the future. But neither present value maximiz.ation 
nor an imaginary futures market is adequate for taking account of these future 
costs. 12. ll 

Optimal allocation at least has a definition, however restrictive and limited in 
relevance it may be. But how do we define optimal scale? This is an enormous 
question that involves not only much greater knowledge of carrying capacity 
and ecological relations, but also much clarification and deeper understanding 
of our own purposes. Many economists keep the scale question out of sight by 
rejecting the concept of carrying capacity on the grounds that it is not clearly 
defined. But by that criterion, they should also refuse to talk about "time," one 
of the most difficult concepts of all to define. Some say it is absolute, others say 
it is relative, still others insist that it is pure illusion. Even "money" should not 
be spoken of, since what is really money. M I or M2? Or MIA? One of the 
temptations of debate is to demand an unreasonable standard of precision for 
concepts that have troublesome implications for one's position. while being 
more informal and relaxed in the company of concepts known not to raise 
impolitic questions. But there is one thing we know about the optimal scale: it 
must at least be sustainable. So for the time being we can devote our practical 
policies toward sustainability, while we puzzle over the deeper philosophical 
issues of optimal scale. 

One further criterion for optimal scale suggested indirectly by Charles 
Perrings14 is that the economy be small enough to avoid generating feedbacks 
from the ecosystem that are so novel and surprising as to render economic 
calculation impossible. Perrings begins with the first law of thermodynamics. 
pointing out thai an increasing throughput ("exactions" and "insenions ... in his 
language) provokes ever greater feedbacks from the environment (external 
costs) as the scale of exactions and insertions grows. Since we do not under· 
stand the ecosystem very well, the feedbacks from it provoked by our actions 
come as surprises to us. These surprises arc nearly always unplea.~ant ones. 
since random interferences in a complex system nearly always disrupt the 
functioning of the system and since our welfare depends on the proper function
ing of that system. Novelty and surprise begin to outweigh the calculated 
projections of the costs and benefits of the increasing scale of our activities. We 
can react to this loss of predictability in two ways: (I) increase the sphere of 
control so as to internalize the "surprises" (Boulding 's image of the ~paccm:m 
economy in which the entire life-support system is planned and controlled
i.e., everything is economy and nothing is environment . leading to what wo: 
might call "full-world economics"); or (2) decrease the scale of human inter
ference to a level such that the ecosystem can function on "automalic pilot" 
(Boulding's image of Lhe cowboy economy in which nearly everything is 
environment. and sinks are automatically recycled into sources without any 



planning t>y rh<: ,.,,wt>oy- "t•mpry-world o!conomics").. Our abili1y for centr.tlly 
planning .:n>nvmic:s <ll~S nvr inspire optimism about the likelihood of our 
su,·,·.:ss in th._. va$dy nK're dillkuh task of planning the ecosyslem. One of 1he 
ma.in .:ritaia l<>r an oplimal scale, lherefore. is !hal !he economy be small 
""'>ugh ro a\'oi.J unmanageable interference with the "ecological invisible 
hand .. ,,r automati~ pil<>t. Ecological laissez fa ire requires social control of the 
~calc of the ... ..-onomi~ subsystem. Refusal to limit scal.e because of an overex
tend.:.! bclid in providentialistic individualism (Adam Smith's "invisible 
hand"l will lead to a siluation in which even con.strained individualism be· 
.:omes impossible. because we will, like the spaceman, be faced with the 
burden of planning and regulating our entire life-support system. A full-world 
e.:<>nomy will nol have enough slack between the carrying capacity of its 
>upporting ecosystem and its actual load to permit the luxury of free-market 
trial and ~rror. The world now is too full for the empty-world economics of 
llissez iaire. The only way to retain some of the freedoms of the empty· world 
c:conomy is to control scale. 

We ..:ould. of course. simply accept the eventual destrucr i.on of life-support 
.:apacity as the price we musl pay for freedom from restriction of individual 
righls 10 grow. It is widely believed, however, by persons of diverse religious 
commilment. that there is something fundamentally wrong in treating the earrh 
as if i1 were a business in liquidation. The value of sustainability is so basic that 
it is usually tacitly assumed in our economic thinking. It should come as no 
surprise (bul often does) to learn that sustainability is built into the very 
concept of income. J. R. Hicks15 defined income as the maximum amount that a 
person or a nalion could consume over some time period and still be as well off 
a1 the end of the period as at the beginning. Hicks further argued that the whole 
practical reason for calculating income is to have a guide to how much we can 
consume year after year without eventually impoverishing ourselves. Income 
equals maximum sustainable consumption. 

Sustainable Development 

Lack of a precise definition of the term "sustainable development" is not all 
bad. h has allowed a considerable consensus to evolve in support of the main 
idea that it is both morally and economically wrong to treat the world as a 
business in liquidation. If development is to be the major policy goal of nations, 
then i1 should mean something that is generalizable both to all members of the 
present generation and to many future generations. The popularity of the nO( ion 
of sustainable development derives from the increasing recognirion that present 
panems of economic development are not generalizable. Presenl levels of per· 
capita resource consumption underlying the economies of the United States and 
Western Europe (which is what is generally understood by development) cannot 
be generalized to all currently living people, much less lo future generations, 
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without destroying the ecological sources and sinks on which economic activity 
depends. 1b The Brundtland Commission Report (Our Comnwn Future) Wal. 

wise not to foreclose the emergence of this vague but important consensus by 
insisting on a precise analytical definition from the outset. 

But the term is now in danger of becoming an empty shibboleth. For 
el!ample, many people in the development communi! y who use the term cannot 
tell you what is being sustained in sustainable development-whether a level of 
economic activity or a rate of growth of economic activity! Some, therefore, 
have become impatient with the concept and want to abandon it. That would be 
a great mistake. After all , we do not bave a precise definition of money either 
{M I, M2, M4), but we certainly cannot abandon the concept. Nor is income a 
precise concept; yet in practical affairs we can hardly do without it. Even 
though we must not e)(pect analytical precision in reasoning with dialectical 
concepts, it is nevertheless possible and very necessary to clarify the notion of 
sustainability and to offer a few first principles of sustainable development. 

Two terms are frequently used more or less synonymously: "sustainable 
growth" and "sustainable development." Earlier 1 suggested the following 
distinction: that "growth" refer to e)(pansion in the scale of the physical 
dimensions of the economic system, while "development" refer to qualitative 
change {improvement or degradation) of a physically nongrowing economic 
system in a state of dynamic equilibrium maintained by its environment. By 
this definition the earth is not growing, but it is developing. Any physical 
subsystem of a finite and nongrowing earth must itself also eventually become 
nongrowing. Therefore the term "sustainable growth" impl ies an eventual 
impossibility, while the term "sustainable development" does not. It is devel
opmentthat can have the attribute of sustainability, not growth. What is being 
sustained in sustainable development is a level, not a rate of growth, of physical 
resource use. Wbat is being developed is the qualitative capacity to convert that 
constant level of physical resource use into improved services for sati sfying 
human wants. 

The concept of sustainability is by no means new in economics, ahhou!!h th~ 
word is. As noted earlier. sustainability is implicit in J. R. Hicks's definition of 
income as the ma)(imum amount that a person or community could consume 
over some time period and still be as well off at the end of the period as at the 
beginning. Remaining eqll:llly well off means maintaining capital intact. or 
maintaining the wealth and population of the community. Growth in Hick sian 
income is by definition sustainable. Any consumption that is not sustainat>k 
cannot be counted as income. Exploiting renew:tble resources at a protit· 
maximizing sustainable yield is an applic:ttion of the 1-licksian concept nf 
income to resource management. 

How, then, can there be a problem of lack of sustainahility if that noti<>n is 
implicit in the very concept of income? The problem is that !he capital that we 
have endeavored to maintain intact is man-made capital only. There is als<> the 
important but .relatively unappreciated category of natural capital- natural 
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stocks that yidu llows of natur.ll n:sources and services without whi.ch there can 
be no pn.>1.luction. 11 In pmctice we do not maintain natural capital constant in 
the: process of production. and consequently the NNP generated is not Hicksian 
incon~<. The pn:sent System of National Accounts treats receipts from liquidat
ing natur.ll assets as income. thus giving countries the illusion that they are 
better otT than they n:a.lly ace. 

Why hls natur.ll capital been left out of our accounts? There are two main 
O:;tiOOS: 

(I) The sclle of tlle economy (population times per-capita resource use) 
relative to th~ environment used to be negligible. and consequently natural 
.::~pita! regeneration was either automatic or perceived as unimporlant because 
it \lras not a limiting factor. Between 1950 and 1986, the scale of the world 
population doubled (from 2.5 to 5.0 billion). while the scale of gross world 
product and fossil fuel consumption each quadrupled. The physical presence of 
the economy within the ecosystem was not negligible even in 1950 and is 
certainly not oow. The humanly directed flows of matter and energy through the 
economy rival in magnitude the flow rates of many natural cycles and fluxes. 
As previously noted, human beings now appropriate 40 percent of terrestrial 
net primacy productivity. In the past the limitative factor in economic develop
ment was the accumulation of man-made capital. We are now entering an era in 
which the limitative factor will be the remaining natural capital. The notion of a 
limitative factor implies less than perfect substitutability between factors-i.e., 
that factors are to some exteot complementary. This leads us to the second 
reason why natural capital has been neglected. 

(2) Neoclassical economic theory has taught that man-made capital is a 
near-perfect substitute for natural resources and, consequently, for the stock of 
nalural capital thai yields the flow of these natural resources. Even if this 
assumed near-perfect substitutability were true, it would still be necessary to 
maintain total capital (man-made plus natural) intact in calculating Hicksian 
income-i.e., the running down of natural capital would still have to be offset 
by the accumulation of an equival.ent value of man-made capital. Even this is 
not done. Moreover. substitution in economic theory is reversible, while the 
substitution of man-made for nalural capital is frequently irreversible. Contrary 
to neoclassical assumptions, natural and man-made capital are more comple
ments than substitutes. with natural capital increasingly replacing man-made as 
the limitative factor in development. 

Maintaining total capital intact might be referred to as "weak sustainability," 
in that it is based on generous assumptions about substitutability of capital for 
natural resources in production. By contrast, "strong sustainability" would 
require maintaining both man-made and natural capital intact separately. on the 
assumption that they are really not substitutes but complements in most produc
tion functions. For eumple, the man-made capital represented by a sawmill is 
worthless without the existence of the complementary natural capital of a 
forest. In the strong sustainability case. economic growth would require the 
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increase of whichever type of capital is limitative at the margin. At the 'um:nt 
margin in many countries, natural capital is limitative for sustainable develop· 
ment, yet is routinely sacrificed for more man-ma.de capital under the prevail· 
ing model of unsustainable development based on national account~ that treal. 
consumption of natural capital as income. 

We might distinguish a third concept of sustainability th3.1 I would label 
"very weak sustainability." Some authors define sustainability as the maint.e· 
nance of a constant level of utility.'' What is being sustained is now a psychic 
state rather than a physical state. This subjectivist definition incorporaLes 
psychological substitution in the utility function as well as technological substi· 
tution in the production function. In this view, we can learn to enjoy the services 
of man-made capital more relative to the services of natural capital and remain 
equally happy as the former is continually substituted for the latter (the "Dis
neyland effect"). The appeal to economists of the subjectivist view is that it 
allows sustainability so defined to fit directly into the discounted utility maxi
mizing theoretical framework of neoclassical economics. The overwhelming 
operational disadvantage is that it defines one imprecise concept (sus· 
tainability) in terms of something even less definable-utility, nay, discounud. 
future, aggregated utility!'9 It is betterto aim at something more opera1ional by 
sticking with 1he physical approach of lhe ecologist. It is impossible for the 
present to bequeath happiness or utility to the future. The only thing that can be 
passed on is natural and man-made capital (also knowledge, although that has 
to be taught and learned, not just bequeathed). The physical approach can 
provide a definition of sustainability that can be imposed as a constraint on the 
maximization of utility in neoclassical models. Sustainability should not refer 
to a psychic state, but rather to a state of the biophysical world. namely a 
condition of dynamic equilibrium between the physical dimensions of the 
economy and the larger environment of which it is an open subsystem. In this 
view the major determinant of sustainability is likely to be the physical scale of 
the economic subsystem relative to the containing ecosystem. 

An operational approach to sustainability that does nol hinge on resolution of 
the substitutability question is to adjust national accountS so as to arrive a1 a 
closer approximation of Hicksian income than that given by NNP. One way to 
do this is to subtract from NNP two categories of expenditure that mca..-urt' 
nonsustainable activities. First, subtract an estimate of the value of natural 
capital depreciation. Second, subtract an estimate of dcfen~ivc or n'grt'nahly 
necessary expenditures made to protect ourselves againsl the unwanlcd side 
effects of other production. 20 

The main idea of Hieksian income is captured in the definition of sustainahk 
development offered by the Brundtland Commis.~ion2' as development that 
"meets the needs of the present without compromising the ahility of futun: 
generations to meet their own needs." TWo questions will arise in any ancmpt " ' 
make this definition operational. First, the "needs of the present" rcquin' some 
distinction between basic needs and el!travagant wants. If needs of the present 
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indu<.l~ an aull'ml>bih: tor ~a.:h of a billion Chinese, then sustainable develop
ment is impossible. Sustainabl~ development is about sufficiency as well as 
cftki,·rn:y. &,·on<.!. the "ability of the future generations to meet their own 
nenls" may b.: interpreted as o:quiring either strong or wealc sustainability
that ~rva..,ive issue of substitutabi lity surfaces again. 

At what levd <>f community is sustainability to be sought?22 International 
tr.Jde allows one .:ountry to dro~w on the ecological carrying capacity of another 
country. yet both together might be sustainable in their symbiotic relationship. 
How does trade affect sustainability defined at the national level? This brings us 
again to tho: question of complementarity versus substitutability of natural and 
man-made capi1.3.1. If we follow the path of strong sustainability (natural and 
man-made: capital are more complements than substitutes), then this comple
mc:nta.rity must be respected either at the national or at the international level. A 
single country may substitute man-made for natural capital to a very high 
degree if it can import the products of natuJal capital (i.e., the ftows of natural 
o:sourt:es and natural services) from other countries that have retained their 
natural capital to a greater degree. ln other words, the demands of complemen
tarity can be evaded at the national level, but only if they are respected at the 
international level. One country's ability to substitute man-made for natural 
capital depends on some other country's malcing the opposite (complementary) 
choice. 

There are strong theoretical and commonsense reasons for believing that 
natural and man-made capital are complements. Natural resource stocks yield a 
ftow of natural resource inputs that is physically transformed by stocks of man
made capital and labor into a ftow of product outputs. There may be a great deal 
of substitutability between labor and man-made capital (the two agents of 
transformation) or between the various resource ftows (that which is being 
transformed). But the main relation between that which is being transformed 
and the agent of transformation must be one of complementarity, not substi
tut.ability. Otherwise we could build the same wooden house with, say, half the 
lumber and twice as many saws and carpenters. Of course one could substitute 
brick or fiberglass for lumber, but that is the substitution of one resource flow 
for another, not the substitution of man-made capital stock for a natural 
resource ftow. The agent of transformation (efficient cause) and the substance 
being transformed by it (material cause) must be complements.ll Also we 
should not forget the obvious fact that production of capital itself requires 
natural resources-the production of the "substitute" require.s the very thing 
being substituted for! For these reasons strong sust.ainability is the fundamental 
concept. Wealc sustainability is an option for a single country only in the 
context of a set of trading countries that talcen together meet the conditions of 
strong sustainability. Consequently, we must distinguish closed from open 
economy concepts of carrying capacity. ln the former, the nation must draw 
only on its own ecosystem for everything. In the latter, drawing on other 
ecosystems and economies is permitted as long as import.s are paid for by 



current eKports. Subsidies and continuing unpaid debls are el!cluded, though 
international trade is permitted. 

Sustainable development ultimately implies a st.alionary population. Pen
ultimately, however, there remain possibilities of substitution between popula
tion siz.e and resource use per capita, since it is really the product of these two 
factors that is limited by biophysical constraints. Sustainability is compalible 
with a large population living at a low level of per-capita resource use, or with a 
small population and high levels of resource use per capita. For many coun
tries, resource consumption levels are below sufficiency, yet ecological carry
ing capacity has already been eKceeded (e.g., Haiti, El Salvador). In such cases 
population control is a precondition rather than an ullimate consequence of 
sustainable development. 

Sustainable development does not imply constant technology, nor is the 
concept rendered unnecessary by technological progress. New technology can 
have positive or negative effects. Technologies that increase resource produc
tivity will reduce the pressure on natural capital stocks to yield increasing ftows 
of natural resources. New technology, which increases the productivity of man
made capital and labor, frequently requires processing a greater flow of re
sources and ihus creaies a tendency to reduce resource productivity in the 
interests of raising capital and labor productivity. Historically, technolog.ical 
progress has favored capital and labor productivity at the eKpense of resource 
productivity (e.g., declining energy productivity in agriculture resulting from 
greater use of energy per unit of labor and capital, with consequent increase in 
labor and capital productivities). Sustainable development implies a different 
direction of technical progress, one that squeezes more service per unit of 
resource, rather than one that just runs more resources through the system
one that is efficiency-increasing rather than throughput-increasing~ne that 
does not sacrifice natural resource productivity and, if necessary. will sacrifice 
labor or capital productivity instead. This will be politically difficult due to the 
tie between marginal productivity and income for all factors. In our society. 
labor and capital are much stronger social classes than are landlords (resource 
owners). Naturally each class prefers those technologies that increase its own 
marginal productivity and income. In earlier times. the landlord was dominant 
a.nd preferred labor-intensive technologies (and large populations) that in
creased the marginal product, and rent, of land. Nowadays the political demise 
of the landlord has left land (resources) withoot a social class to champion its 
higher price and productivity. Resources tend to be used lavishly in the interests 
of labor and capital productivity. This works against sustainabil ity. 

The most obvious principle of sustainable development is that rcnewat>k 
resources should be eKploited on a sustained yield basis. The choic<: among 
many sustained yield levels can be made on the criterion of profit maximi7.a
tion. In general the profit-maximizing stock level at which to maintain the 
e~ploited population will not be that com:sponding to the biologically maxi· 
mum sustainable yield. For wild populations it will be greater (assuming rising 
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,·osts of .:aplun:l; ti>r cullivaled popula1ions il will be less (assuming rising cosiS 
of maintenance). Only with constant cos1s will the biological yield maximum 
.:oin.:ide with 1he economic profit maximum. 

A major problem for sus1ainable developmenl is how 10 treat nonrenewable 
n:soun:c:s, which by defini1ion have no sustainable yield, at least on time scales 
relevant 1o human .:11perience. A way of handling Ibis problem is suggested in 
an ing~nious paper by Salah El SerafyY He shows how to divide net receipts 
from a nonrenewable resource imo an income component that can be consumed 
.:a.:h year and a capital component that must be invested each year in a 
ren.:wable asset that yields a rate of return such that, at the end of the lifetime of 
lh< oonrenewable resource (reserves divided by rate of depletion), a new 
renewable asset will have been buill up to the point at which it can yield a 
perpetual stream equal to the i.ncome component of the now depleted nonrenew
able resource. A somewhat similar principle was suggested by econom.ist John 
lse back in the 1920s, namely to use up the nonrenewable resource at a rate such 
that its pr ice will be equal to the price of its nearest renewable substitute. In 
other words. resources should be priced according to their long-run replace
men! costs. El Serafy's rule is more oriented to the operational problems of 
proper income accounting rather than pricing and does not require the identi
fication of a specific long-run renewable substitute. It does implicitly assume, 
however. that there is something useful in the real world that is capable of 
growing at a rate equal to the rate of discount used in calculating the income 
component. It would seem that that something must be some renewable re
source service. that is. the biological growth rate of renewable resources plus 
the technological rate of growth of the productivity of all resources (not the 
productivity of labor or capital, but of resources). Also, the analysis assumes a 
chosen or given rate of depletion, which is often taken by economists as that 
which is to be det.ermined. El Serafy's method does not answer the traditional 
question of what is the optimal rate of depletion, but rather tells us how much 
we can sustainably consume and how much we must invest of receipts from a 
nonrenewable resource under different discount rates, depletion rates, and 
reserves. It sets the guidelines for exploiting nonrenewable resources under a 
regime of sustainable development. 

H we take sustainable development as our guiding principle, then the projects 
we finance should. ideally. each be sustainable. Whenever that is not possible 
(e.g .. nonrenewable resource extraction) there should be a complementary 
project that would insure sustainabi lity for the two taken together. A portion of 
the receipts from nonrenewable extraction should be invested in a renewable 
asset in an annual amount such that, given the renewable asset growth rate and 
the life expectancy of the nonrenewable asset. the former will provide a 
permanent income stream equal to the part consumed annually of the receipts 
from the latter. This is the basic principle underlying the El Serafy method, just 
discussed, only here it is applied at the project or micro level rather than at the 
macro level of national income accounting. 

Al.so, if projects must be sustainable, then it is inappropriate to calculate the 



benefits of a sustainable project or policy alttrnalive by comparing it with an 
unsustainable option-i.e., by using a discount rale thai reftects ~of return 
on ahernalive uses of capital that are themselves in the majority of cases 
unsustainable. For example, if a sustainably managed forest can yield 4 percent, 
and is judged uneconomic in comparison with a discount rate of 6 percent, but 
on closer inspection the 6 -percent d iscount rate turns out to be based on 
alternative uses of capilalthat are unsustainable (including perhaps the unsus
tainable use of that same forest), then clearly the decision boils down to 
sustainable versus unsustainable use. If we have a policy of sustainable develop
ment, then we choose the sustainable alternative, and the fact that it has a 
nega1ive present value at an unsustainable discount rate is inelevant. The 
discount rate must reflect the rate of return on alternative sustainable uses of 
capital if we are to have a policy of sustainable development. The efficiency 
allocation rule (maximize present value) cannot be allowed to subvert the very 
goal of sustainable development by application of an unsustainable discount 
rate (i.e., a discount based on alternative uses of capital that are unsustainable). 

Sustainability of an investment project is a benefit . In general an extra benefit 
usually requires an extra cost. A policy of sustainable development means thai 
we are willing to pay that cost. at least within reason. The above discussion 
suggests two alternative ways of evaluating projects in a regime of sustainable 
development; the first is a halfway measure, the second is more complete. ( I) 
Use a discount rate that excludes nonsustainable projects from the alternative 
uses of capital when evaluating sustainable projects. Likewise, investments in 
nonsustainable projects should be evaluated on the basis of a d iscount rate 
reflecting only alternative nonsustainable projects. Allocation bctwcen these 
two broad categories is not addressed by this splitting of the discount !llie and 
remains undetermined. (2) A better way is to pair unsustainable projecl~ with 
sustainable ones and count only the income component of receipts in calculat 
ing rate of return on all projects. The single discount rate would then measure 
the rate of return on alternative projecL~. all of which (paired) are sustainable.~~ 
Perhaps the " pairing" of projecL~ need not be explicit. Count ing only the 
income component in calculating the rate of return on unsustainable projects 
may be sufficient, on the assumption that the capital component is invested in a 
sustainable project with a growth rate equal to the discount rate used in 
separating the income and capital components. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The major conceptual issue we must resolve in thinking about ec:on••mk 
development and the environment in the next decade is to integrate the lmc·way 
throughput as the basic starting point of economic analysis. even more funda· 
mental than the circular flow. Next is to distinguish clcwly the problem ••f the 
optimal allocation of the throughput from that ofits optimal scale. Our attention 
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will1h~nnalur.1lly to.-.:.:•m~ ti:•:us.:d l>n how to limitlhe scale IO an optimal. or at 
kasl suslainat>lc:. kvd. ~~~by giving lhe suscainable development discussion a 
bit mun: vt' a th~,>~tkal foundalion than it has had to date. From there. we can 
~gin to inv~stigat~ ,,perJiional principles of sustainability, such as those 
dis..:us~d h~~ and summarized below. 

{I l The: main prin.:iple is to limit che human scale to a level that, if not 
,>ptimal. is ac lease within carrying capacity and therefore sustainable. Once 
..:arrying ..:apa.:icy hll$ been reached. the simultaneous choice of a population 
l~vc:l and an average .. standard of living" (level of per-capica resource consump
tiool becomes necessary. Sustainable development must deal with sufficiency 
as ..-.dl as dticiency. and cannot avoid limiting scale. An optimal scale would be 
one a.t which the long-run marginal costs of expansion are equal to the long-run 
marginal benefits of expansion. Until we develop operational measures of cost 
and be~ fit of scale expansion, the idea of an optimal scale remains a theoreti· 
..:al formalism, but a very imponant one. The following principles aim at 
translating this general macro level constraint to the micro level. 

(~) Technological progress for sustainable development should be effi. 
cicncy-increasing rather than throughput-increasing. Limiting the scale of 
resource throughput would induce this technological shift. 

(Jl Renewable resources, in both their source and sink functions, should be 
e.\ploited on a profit maximizing sustained yield basis and in general not driven 
10 extinction since they will become ever more important as nonrenewables run 
out. Specifically this means that: (a) harvesting rates should not exceed regener
ation rates; and (b) waste emissions should not exceed the renewable assimila
tive capacicy of the environment. 

H) Nonrenewable resources should be exploited, but at a rate equal to the 
creation of renewable substitutes. Nonrenewable investmenis should be paired 
with renewable invest~nts and their rates of return should be calculated on the 
basis of their income component only, since that is what is perpetually available 
for consumption in each future year. If occasionally a renewable resource is to 
be depleted in a nonrenewable fashion (driven to extinction), then the same 
pai.ring rule should apply to it as for a nonrenewable resource. Thus the mix of 
renewable resources would not be static, but there would be a compensating 
re~wable investment for every divestment. 

Perhaps there are other pr inciples of sustainable development as well, and 
certainly those listed above need to be refined, clarified, and made more 
consistent between the micro and macro levels. But these four are both an 
operational starting point and a sufficient political challenge to the present 
order. Will the nations seeking sustainable develop~nt be able to operational
ize a concept from which such "radical" principles follow so logically? Or will 
they, rather than face up to population control, wealth redistribution, and living 
on income, reven to the cornucopian myth of unlimited growth, rechristened as 
"sustainable growth'"? It is easier to invent bad oxymorons than to resolve real 
contradictions. 
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NOTP.: I am indebted for helpful comments to S. Davis, S. El Serafy. P. Ehrli<:h, 
R. Goodland, P. Knight, R. Overby, and the editors ofbotbPopulotioo and DewiQ~nt 
R~view and the Hoover lnstiiUtion Conferenu. Earlier versions of partS of this d>aper 
were presented at a conference on development and environmem, sponsored by the 
Italian Ministry of the Environment , Milan, March 19811. This chaper appeared origi· 
nally in Population and Development &view, 1990; reprinted from kscurus, Environ· 
menr. and Population: Pr~sent Knowledge, Future Options, The Population Couoci.l. 
1991. 

NOTES 

I. An example of the consequeQCes of nonrecognition of the distinction between sule 
and allocation can be found in H.E. Daly, "Review of National Research Council. 
Population Growth and Economic Development: Policy Quesiioos, ~ in Population 
and Development Review, Vol. 12, No.3, September 1986, pp. 582- 585. A similar 
distinction is made in D. W. Pearce, "Foundations of an Ecological Economics." 
Ecological Modelling 38, 1987, in which he develops the idea of an ecologically 
bounded economy and argues that sustainability cannot be derived from the rnarktt 
mechanism. 

2. This distinction is not the result of any idiosyncratic redefinition. h is explicit in the 
dictionary's first definition of each term. To grow means. literally, "to increase 
naturally in size by the addition of material through assimilation or accretion." To 
develop means "to eKpand or realize the potentialities of; bring gradually to a fullc:r. 
greater, or bener state" (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Lan· 
guage). 

3. Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, The Entropy Law ond the £C'onomic ProC't'SS (Cam· 
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 197 I). 

4. KeMeth Boulding, "The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth ... in Henry 
Jarreu, ed., EnYironmental Qtu~lity in a Growing Ec-onomy (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1966). 

5. A. V. Kneese, R. V. Ayres. and R. C. d'Arge. f.cONJmics and thL Em·ir(Wrl~tit: A 

Materials Balance Approach (Washiogton, D.C.: Resources for the Future 1970). 
6. Some explicitly announce in bold prinl that "the tlow of output is circular. self· 

renewing , and self-feeding." See Roben Hcilbroner and Lester Thurow. TN Em· 
nomic Problem (New York: Prentice-Hall 1981). 

7. A recent treatise by Charles Perrings (£conmny and Em-ironment. Caml>rid!!c 
University Press. 1987) is an important theoretical contribution to .. -ard intcj!r:ttinj: 
the concept of throughput and the laws of thermodynamics with Sl>ndard c.:o
nomics. 

8. H. E. Daly. "The Circular Aow of E~change Value :111d the Line.~r Thmuj:hrut of 
Mancr-Energy: A Case of Misplaced Concreteness ... Rf'••ino.· of Social 1-:cnN>m•·. 
December 1985. 

9. Pelcr M. Vitousek, Paul R. Ehrlich, Anne H. Ehrlich. and Pamela A. Mat~m. 
"Human Appropriation of the Products of Photosynthesis ... BioS,·icn.-r. Vol. -~~. 

No. 6, May 1986, pp. 368-373. The definition ofhumllll approl'l'iation undcrlyonf 
the figures quoted includes direct u~ by human beings (fnod . fuel. fiber. timber I 
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plus th<' re<Ju,·ti,m from th<' po.>t"nciaJ dU<O to dc:grudation of ecosystems caused by 
humans. The Iauer rellcct,; <.lcfon:st.alioo, d<'sertilic81ion. paving over. and human 
conv.,rsioo to t.:ss proJu.:tivc systcms (sud\ as agricuhll~). 

10. In ,.~ <•f the scriousn.:ss of thc situation, it is distressing to lind economists of the 
calib.:r of W. J. &umol still writing complacent anicles ("On the Possibility of the 
Continued E.'pansion of Finite Resources, .. Kyklos. May 1986). Baumol Oatly 
st~t.:s that ··T(ChnologicaJ progress makes it feasible both absolutely and in eco
nomic terms to obWn ever increasing amounts of usable resource from a given 
soun:" (such a.s an oil well)" (p. 170). One suspects that such non.sense resulted 
from .:an:less editing. b.:cause the point seems to be only panially reaffirmed in 
Baumol"s conclusion that " . . . measured in terms of their prospective contributions 
to hwn:lll w.:lf=. the available quantity of the world's exhaustible resources may 
ri se forever. year after year. However, even though they may never approach 
disappearance:. the consumption of their services will eventually have to decline 
and. ultimately, approach zero asymptotically" (p. 178). To the extent that (contrary 
to the first quotation, but implicit in the second) Baumol's argument is based on the 
possibility of increasing the efficiency of resource use rather than the amormt of 
resources used (development instead of growth), then the issue is simply one of 
expectations about how far efficiency can increase. If Baumol's optimism on this 
score is correct, that will make it less painful to limit scale but will in no way make 
it possible for scale to continue growing. Indeed, in Baumol's model, scale i.s 
absent: there is no consideration of population, and resource extraction approaches 
zero (in contradiction to the first quotation) even though the contribution of re
sources to human welfare rises forever ! While the article makes many good points 
about efficiency and substitutioo, I confess that the vision of infinitesimal rates of 
depletion of resources that have become infinitely productive strilces me as mathe
matical fun and games with infinity, rather than serious economics. 

II . Lauderdale, An Inquiry inlo 1he Na1ure and Origin of Public Weabh and into the 
MeOIIS and Causes of Its Increase 2d ed. (Edinburgh: Arcllibald Constant and Co., 
1819). p. 44. 1 am indebted to Mr. George Foy fortllis reference. 

12. Talbot Page. ConservaJion and Economic Efficiency (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press. 1977). 

13. Present value maximization attempts to allocate resources efficiently over time. But 
ooce intergeneralional time periods are encountered, we escape the domain of 
allocation and must speak instead of distribution. Different general ions are different 
pe<~ple. Dividing the resource base among different people is distribution; dividing 
it among different uses for the same group of people is allocation. 11le former is a 
maner of justice, the latter of efficiency. Present value maximization (discounting) 
over intergenerational time conflates allocation and distribution. 

14. Charles Perrings. Economy and Environment. 
15. J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2nd Edition, 

1946), p. 172. 
16. This lack of generaliz.ability can be seen from the following back-of-the·envelope 

calculation. based on the crude estimate that the United Slates cum:ntly uses one· 
third of annual world resource ftows (derived from National Commission on Mate
rials Policy, Material Needs and the EnvirOflnl('n/ Today ondTomorr(IW,tWashing
ton , D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973]). Let R be CWTtnt world 
resource consumption. Then R/3 is current U.S. resource consumption, and R/3 
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divided by 240 million is present per-<apit.a U.S. resource coniumption. Current 
world per-capita resource consumption would be R divided by 5 billion. For future 
world per-capita resource consumption 10 equal present U.S. per-capita coruump
tion, assuming constant populalion, requires that R increase by~ multiple. call 
it M. Then M times R divided by 5 billion must equal R/3 divided by 240 millioo. 
Solving for M gives 7. World resource flows mus1 increase sevenfold iC aJI peopk 
are to consume resources at the present U.S. average. Current resource use rau:s are 
provoking ecological feedbacks such as the gJUnhouse effect and ozone depletion. 
Imagine the consequences of a sevenJold increase! 

But even the sevenfold increase is a gross underestimate of the increase in environ· 
mental impact , for two reasons: first, because the calculation is in terms of current 
Rows only, with no allowance for the increase in accumulated stocks of capital goods 
necessary to process and transform the greater flow of resources into final products 
(some notion of the magnitude of the extra stocks needed comes from Harrison 
Brown's estimate that the "standing crop" of industrial metals already embodied in 
the existing stock of artifacts in the 1en richest nation.s would require more than siuy 
years' production of these metals at 1970 r.stes); second, because the sevenfold 
increase of nei, usable minerals and energy will require a much greater increase in 
gross resource flows, since we must mine ever less accessible deposits and l~r 
grade ores. It is the gross Row that provokes environmental impacL 

17. Natun.l capital may be divided into marketed and nonmarketed natural capit.al. The 
former yields the flow of priced natun.l resources; the latter yields the flux of 
unpriced natwal life-support services. The term "natural capital'" is a bit awk~~owd 
because capit.tl has traditionally been defined ns produced (man-made) means of 
production. The term "land" in earlier times meant something equivalent to natur.tl 
capital, but has now lost thai meaning . The term "natural capit.al" is used to call 
auention to the fact thai then: is a stock of natural assets that yields a fl""· of 
resources and services and that require maintenance in the face of depreciation. and 
whose consumption cannot be counted as income. 

18. See for example John Pezzey, ··Economic Analysis of Sust.ainable Growth and 
Sustainable Development" (World Bank, Environmental Dcpanment Working Pa· 
per No. 15, March 19119). Pezzey is well nwarc of the difficulties discussed ohovc. 
but set for IUmself the task of analyzing sustainability from within I he neoclassical 
paradigm. Ahhough I think it is fair 10 say that Peuey aimed to demonstrate the 
usefulness of the neoclassical npproach. the basic honesty or his l'Chlllar.~hip 

resulted in what is to my mind a demonstration of its severe limits. 
19. Discounting is an operational cone(:pt when applied to money in the bank that is 

growing at a rate of interest. By extension, it can. within limits. be applied to trees 
in a forest or fish in a pond, as long as we remember that there is a limit to hov• many 
trees there can be in the forest and how many li~ there can be in the pond-v•hik 
there is no limit to how much money there ca.n be in the bank. But 10 disc<>unt 
utility, a psychic experience that cannot be accumulated or saved. and which ha~"" 
natun.l tendency to grow in any ca.~e. is 10 commit Whitchcad·s fallacy of mispla··~d 

concreteness. Funhcrmore. to aggregate this future psychic ClJlCrit-n..·c acn"' 
individuals before discounting it by a nonexistent natur.1l ~rowth rate b h> l~>sc 

touch completely with any possibility of a real-world counlcrpan to the parcr·and · 
pencil operation. 

20. This and other ways of adjusting the national accounts an: discus.cd in Ernst Lu11. 
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REVIEW OF 

THE ULTIMATE RESOURCE 

by Julian Simon 
Princeton University Press 

This book is an all-out anack on neomalthusian or limits-to-growth think· 
ing and a plea for more population and economic growth, both now and into 
the indefinite future. It is not a shotgun attack. Rather it is an attack with a 
single-shot rifte aimed at a single (but critical) premise of the oeomalthusian 
position. 

If Simon hits the target, then neomalthusian arguments collapse. If Simon 
misses the target, then all neomalthusian first principles remain unscathed, and 
Simon's progrowth arguments collapse. The critical premise that Simon attacks 
is that of the finitude of resources, including waste absorption capacities. Other 
premises from which neomalthusians argue include the entropy law and the 
vulnerability of ecological life-support services. 

Simon's theoretical argument against the finitude of resources is thai: 

The word "finite" originates in mathematics. in which context we all learn it as 
schoolchildren. But even in mathematics the word's me.:uring is far from unam
biguous. It can have two principal meanings. sometimes with an apparent contradic
tion between them. For example, the length of a one-inch line is finite in the sense that 
it bounded a1 both ends. But the line within the endpoints contains an infinite number 
of points; these points cannot be counted, because they have no defined size. 
Therefore the number of points in that one·i.nch segment is n01 finite. Similarly, the 
quantity of copper that will ever be available to us is not finite, because there is no 
method (even in principle) of making an appropriate count of it, given the problem of 
the economic definition of "copper, ~ the possibility of cruting copper or its eco-
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nomic equivalent from other mau:ri.als, and 1hus lhe Jack of boundllrie110 lhe >OUttel 

from which copper mighl be drawn. 

Two pages later he drives home the main point in connection with oil: 

Our energy supply is non-finite, and oil is an imporun1 eumple ... the numbet of 
oil wells that will even1ually produce oil, and in whal quanti1ies, is noc i.oown or 
measurable al present and probably never will be, and hence is DOl muningfuUy 
fin.ile. 

The fallacy in the last sentence quoted is evident. lf I have seven gallons of oil 
in seven one gallon cans, then it is countable and finite. If I dump one gallon of 
oil into each of the seven se<~s and let it mix fora year, those seven gallons would 
no longer be countable, and hence not "meaningfully finite," therefore infinite. 
This is straightforward nonsense. 

The fallacy concerning the copper is obscured by the strange fact that Simon 
begins with a correct distinction regarding infinity of distance and infinity of 
divisibility of a finite distance, and then as soon as he moves from one-inch 
lines to copper with nothing but the word "similarly" to bridge the gap. he 
forgets the distinction. It would be a wonderful exercise for a class in freshman 
logic to lind the parallel between Simon's argument and Zeno's paradox of 
Achilles and the tortoise. Recall that Zeno "proved" that Achilles could never 
catch up with a tortoise that had a finite head start on him. While Achilles 
traverses the distance from his starting point to that of the tortoise, the tortoise 
advances a certain distance, and while Achilles advances this distance. the 
tortoise makes a further advance, and so on, ad infinitum. Thus Achilles will 
never catch up. 

Zeno's paradox confounds an infinity of subdivisions of a distance. which is 
finite, with an infinity of distance. This is exactly parallel to what Simon has 
done. He has confused an infinity of possible boundary lines be1ween copper 
and noncopper with an infinity of amount of copper. We cannot. he says. make: 
an "appropriate count" of copper because the set of all resources can be 
subd ivided in many ways with many possible boundaries for the subset copper. 
because resources are " inlinilely" substitutable. Since copperc:mnot be simply 
counted like beans in a jar, and since what cannot be coun1ed is not finite. i1 
"follows" that copper is not finite, or copper is infinite. 

Simon has argued from the premise of an "infinite" substitulability amonl) 
different elements within a (finite) set1o the conclusion of the infinity of the !'Ct 
itself. But no amount of rearrangement of divisions within a finite ~et can make 
the set infinite. His demonstration that mankind will never exhaust its resoura 
base rests on the same logical fallacy as Zcno's demonstr.llion that Achilles will 
never exhaust the distance between himself and the tonoisc. Simon's ar~tumcnt 
therefore fails even if we grant his premise of infinite suhstilutahility. whi<'h 
gets us rather close to alchemy. Copper is after all an elemem. and the trans
mutation of elements is more difficult than the phrase "infinile sul"lstilulahility"' 
implies! Indeed, Simon never tells us whclhcr "infinite substitutabilil~.-· means 
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infinite: substitula.bi lity at t.lc:dining .:osts, constant costs, increasing costs, or at 
infinite c·osts! Of .:our.><: Simon could simply assert that the total set of all 
n:soun:es is inlinih: , but this would be: a bald assertion, not a conclusion from 
an ar~un~<nt ba.sc."t.l on substitutability, which is what he has attempted. 

Simon appeals to the unlimited power of technology to increase the service 
yiddet.l per unit of resource as further evidence of the essentially nonfinite 
natun: of n:s<lun:es. If resoun:e productivity (ratio of service to resources) were 
pot~ntially infinite. thc:n we could maintain an ever growing value of services 
with an ev~r smaller flow of resources. If Simon truly believes this, then he 
shlluld jilin those nc:omalthusians who advocate limiting the resource ftow 
pfl:\:isdy in llrdc:r to force technological progress into the direction of improv
ing total resource productivity and away from the recent direction of increasing 
tntc:nsity of resource use. Many neomalthusians advocate this even though they 
bc:li¢ve the scope for improvement is finite. If one believes the scope for 
improvement in resource productivity is infinite, then all the more reason to 
restrict the resource ftow. 

Those who are loud in their praise of Simon are the same people who would 
have bet on the tortoise, and ace now betting on infinite resources. Simon's 
ultimate criterion for the validity of an argument seems to be willingness to 
.. put your money where your mouth is." (See his grandstand offer on page 27 to 
b.!:t anyone any amount, up to aS I 0,000 total, that the real price of any resource 
will not rise.) Be suggests that the current heavy betting by speculators that the 
resource tortoise will stay ahead of the Achilles of demographic and economic 
growth is the best available evidence of the final outcome of the race. But it 
could in fact be the best available evidence that speculators are interested only 
in the sho11 run. or that there is a sucker born every minute! In any case "put 
your money where your mouth is" is a challenge to intensity of belief, not 
correctness of belief. It is the adman's customary proof by bombastic proclama
tion. 

But what about Simon's empiric.al evidence against resource finitude? It faces 
no bener than his fallacious attempt at logical refutation. Be leans heavily on 
two expert studies: "The Age of Substitutability" by Weinberg and Goeller 
(Science, February 20, 1976), and Scarcity and Growth by Barn.ett and Morse. • 
His use of these studies is amazingly selective. 

From Weinberg and Goeller he quotes optimistic findings of "infinite" 
substitutability among resources, assuming a future low-cost, abundant energy 
source. This bunresses Simon's earlier premise of "infinite" subdivisibility or 
substitutability among resources. But it does not lend support to his fallacious 
conclusion that resources are infinite and therefore growth forever is possible. 
More to the point, however. is that Weinberg and Goeller eKplicitly rule out any 
such conclusion by stating in their very first paragraph that their "Age of 
Substitutability" is a steady state. It assumes zero growth in population and 
energy use at the highest level that Weinberg and Goeller are willing to say is 
technically feasible. And they express serious reservations about the social and 
institutional feasibility of maintaining such a high consumption steady state. 
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Furthermore, the levels envisioned by Weinberg and Goeller, though cornu
copian by general consent, are quit.e modest by Simon's standards: world 
population in the Age of Substitutability would be only 2.5 times the preseoi 
population, and world energy use would be only 12 times present UM:. This 
implies a world per-capilli energy usage of only 70 percent of current U.S. per
capilli use. The very study that Simon appeals to for empirical support of his 
unlimited growth position explicitly rejects the notion of unlimited growth-a 
fact that Simon fails to mention. 

As further empirical evidence we are served a rehash of the Barnea and 
Morse study. Their finding was that the scarcity of most resources, as measured 
by per unit extractive costs and by relative prices, was decreasing rather th.in 
increasing from 1870 to 1957. Simon gives these arguments as evidence thai 
resources are infinite. 

There is no serious dispute about the Barnett and Morse numbers, but the 
conclusion that resources are becoming ever less scarce is hardly justified. The 
neomalthusians can reply that of course the prices of resources fall during an 
epoch of mineralogical bonanza. But the data cannot be decisive between these 
two views, since they cover only that epoch. 

Barnett and Morse are careful to report an important exception to their 
general find ing of falling resource prices: timber, whose price increased during 
the period. Simon's way of handling this except ion is interesting. He tir.;t 
consider.; only mineral resources and applies the criterion of price as a measure 
of scarcity, explicitly rejecting all quantity-based indices. He thus shows a 
decline in scarcity of mineral resources. Later, in the context of food. he 
considers timber. This is a fair enough context, except that he switches his 
criterion of scarcity from price to quantity of timber growth. In this way he can 
show decreasing timber scarcity by applying quantity measures. while showing 
decreasing minerals scarcity by applying price measures. 

But an equal ly shifty neomalthusian could use quantity remaining in the 
ground to prove increasing scarcity of minerals, and relative price to prove 
increasing scarcity of timber. There is a serious debate about the proper 
measure of scarcity, as the report by Resources for the Future, Scarciry and 
Growrh Reconsidered,2 demonstrates. but Simon is not engaged in that seri(IUS 
d iscussion. He grabs whatever number may be moving in the direction that lit$ 
the needs of the argument at hand and baptizes it a~ an index of whatever be i$ 
talking about. Two examples will illustrate: 

FtrSt, Simon claims, after warning us to "grab your hat. .. that rollution has 
really been decreasing rather than increasing. To test this hypothesis most 
investigator.; would probably look at pans per million of variou~ suhstan<·cs 
emitted into the air and water by human activit ies to sec if they have been ristn!! 
or fal ling over time. Simon, however. takes life expectancy as his index of 
pollut ion: increasing life expectancy indicates decreasing rollution. If t>nc 
suggests that the increase in life cKpectnncy mainly reflects improved ,·nntrol of 
infectious diseases, Simon redefines "pollutant" to include the ~mallpox ,·irus 
and o<her germs. In this way an increase in emissions of nox inu~ ~uhstan,·cs 



from the C•'l.lll\lmy ( wh:u evuyl.lne but Simon ml!ans by "pollution") would not 
regista umil after it ml.ln:: th:lll offset the: improvement in life expeetancy 
bmught abl.lut by modern medicine. Thus Simon "measures" pollution by 
burying it in an aggregate. the other component of which offsets and over
whelms it. 

The sec,mJ e.urnplt! is the: claim (we are again told to grab our hats) that the 
,·ombin.:J in.:reases of income and population do not increase "pressure" on the 
lllld. His proof: the absolute amount of land per farm worker has been increas
ing. in the United States and other countries. One might have thought that this 
was a .:onsequence of mechanization of agriculture and that the increasing 
im·estment per acre in machinery. fertilizer. and pesticides represented pressure 
on the land. not to ment ion pressure on mines. wells, rivers, lakes, and so on. 

Simon's demonstration that resources are infinite is, in my view, a coarse 
mixture of simple fallacy, omission of contrary evidence from his own ell pert 
sources llld gross statistical misinterpretation. Since everything else hinges on 
the now exploded infinite resources proposition, we could well stop here. But 
there are other considerations less central to the argument of the book that beg 
for attention. 

If. Simon notwithstanding, resources are indeed finite, then the other prem
ises of the neomalthusians remain in vigor. The entropy law tells us not only 
that coal is finite, but that you can't bum the same lump twice. When burned, 
available energy is irreversibly depleted and unavailable energy is increased 
along with the dissipation of materials. If nature's sources and sinks were truly 
infinite , the fact that the ftow between them was entropic would hardly matter. 
But with finite sources and sinks, the entropy law greatly increases the force of 
scarcity. 

Although the words "entropy" or "second law of thermodynamics" remark
ably do not occur once in a 400-page book on The Ultimate Resource. the 
concept is occasionally touched upon. There is a comment made in passing that 
marble and copper can be recycled, whereas energy cannot. This raises hopes 
that Simon may not be ignorant of the entropy law. These hopes are soon 
dashed when he softens the statement to "energy cannot be easily recycled." 
Later he tells us that "man's activities tend to increase the order and decrease 
the homogeneity of nature. Man tends to bring like elements together. to 
concentrate them." 

That is the only part of the picture that Simon knows about. But the entropy 
law tells us there is another part-that to increase order in one part of the 
system requires the increase of disorder elsewhere. and that in net terms for the 
system as a whole the movement is toward disorder. In other words, more order 
and more maner and energy devoted to human bodies and artifacts mean less 
maner and energy and less order for the rest of the system, which includes all 
the other species on whose life-support services we and our economy depend. 
Simon is quite prepared to ruin the habitats of all other species by letting them 
(and future generations) bear the entropic costs of disorders that our own 
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continuing growth entails. For Simon, however. this problem cannot exist 
because he believes resources and absorption capacities are infinite. But after 
he has once mastered the paradox of Achilles and the tortoise concerning 
infinity, his next homework assignment should be to lind ou1 about enLropy. 
Until he has done these two things he should stop 1rying to write books for 
grownups about resources and population. 

Pan II of the book is on population and is dedicated to the proposition that 
the ullimate resource is people. The more the bel!er. indefinitely. We are told 
that: "Even the proposition that population growth must stop sometime may not 
be very meaningful (see Chapter 3 on 'finitude')." We have already seen 
Chapter 3 on finitude and have d iscovered that it is sheer nonsense. I will spare 
the reader a recitation of all the propositions about population that self-destruct 
with the demise of Chapter 3. 

There is a puzzling methodological inconsistency between Parts I and II. In 
Part I Simon is the total empiricist, trusting only in the extrapolation of recent 
trends of falling resource prices. Any a priori argument from first principles 
about reversal of trends due to increasing cost. diminishing returns. the end of a 
bonanza. or even the S-shape of the logistic curve characteristic of all empiri· 
cally observed growth processes simply does not warrant consideration by this 
hard-headed empiricist. Yet in Part II we find Simon refusing to project 
population trends and relying on the theory of demographic transition to rever.;.: 
the recent trend of population growth. His own graphs, used to demonsu-ate the 
unreliability of past population predictions. also show that a simple linear trend 
would have yielded much more accurate predictions in the 1920s than did the 
then current "twilight of parenthood" theories. Once again. whatever epis
temological posture serves the immediate needs of argument is adopted. One is 
certainly free to choose whatever balance of theory and empiricism one thinks 
is most effective in getting at the truth. but the balance should not fluctuate so 
wildly, so often, and so opportunistically. 

Simon values human life. More people are bener than fewer people because 
each additional person's life has value for that person. his loved ones. and for 
society as a whole should he turn out to be a genius: an increase of 4.000 people 
is more likely to yield another Einstein, Mozart. or Michclang.clo than an 
increase of only 400 people. 

While I personally give zero weight to the notion that more births amon~ 
today's poor and downtrodden masses will increase the probability ,,f another 
Einstein or Mozart (or HitlerorCaligula?), I do agree that . other things equal. 
more human lives. and more lives of other specie~. arc better than fewer. And I 
think that most of my fellow neomalthusians would apce than 10 hi !lion JX'•'fllr 
are better than 2 billion-a~ long as the 10 billion arc not all alive at the same 
time! 

This is the crucial point: ncomallhusian policies seek to maximize the 
cumulative total of lives ever to be lived over time. at a sufficient pcr-.:apita 
standard for a good life. Simon wants to maximi1.c the numl>cr ,,r pcnplc 



simultaneously :lliw- an.J. impossibly, to maximize po:r-capita consumption at 
the same timt•. T!Jt•sc: two ,·ontradk·tory st r.llegies are possible! only if resources 
:lre infinite-. If thc:y are finite then maximizing the number of simultaneous lives 
lll<.'ans a n:duction in .:arrying capacity. fewer people in future time periods. and 
a lower .:umularivc total of lives ever lived at a sufficient standard. 

The Jitl'eren.:e is not. as Simon imagines. that he is "pro-life" and the 
neomalthusia.ns are "anti-life." Rather it is that neomahhusians have a basic 
unJ~rstanJing of the biophysical world , whereas Simon still has not done his 
homework on Zeno's paradoxes of infinity. on the entropy law, on the impor
ta.n.:e of ecological life-support services provided by other species, and on the 
impossibility of the double ma.ximization implied in his advocacy of "the 
greatest good for the greatest number." 

Simon seems ro believe that an avoided birth today implies the eternal 
non.:xisrence of a particular sel f-consciou.s person who would have enjoyed li fe. 
Bur as far as I k.now, the pairing of a particular self-consciousness with a 
particular birth is the greatest of mysteries. Perhaps birth control means that a 
particular existence is postponed rather than cancelled. ln other contexts, 
however. Simon proclaims that "birth control is simply a human right." When 
Kingsly Davis, Paul Ehrlich, or Garret Hardin advocate birth control they are 
sacrificing the unborn; but when Simon finds it convenient to his argument to 
endorse birth control, he is proclaiming a human right. 

In this reviewer's opinion. Simon's book cannot stand up to even average 
critical scrutiny. Lots of bad books are written, and the best thing usually is to 
ignore them. I would have preferred to ignore this one, too, but judging from 
the publicity accorded Simon's recent articles, this book is likely to be hailed as 
a triumph by people who are starved for "optimism." Simon himself tells us 
that the optimistic conclusions he reached in his population stud ies helped to 
bring him out of a "depression of medically unusual duration," and he clearly 
wants to share the cure. But his cure is at best a sugar pill. 

We must abandon the shallow, contrived optimism of growthmania once and 
for all. The end of growthmania is no cause for despair; it is a hopeful new 
beginning. To me the optimistic alternat ive is that of a steady state at a 
sufficient, sustainable level in which many future generations can rejoice in the 
loving study and care of God's creation. 

Further prolongation of the current compulsive quest for infinite growth, 
power. and control is what I find depressing. We should learn to be good 
stewards of what is already under our dominion rather than seek always to 
enlarge that dominion. We who have done a poor job of managing a small 
domain should not trust ourselves to take over control of an ever larger "infi
nite" domain. 

NOTE: This review appeared originally in Bulk lin of 1M Alomlc: Scienlisls. January 1982. 
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REVIEW OF POPULATION 

GROWTH AND ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT: POLICY 

QUESTIONS 

by Working Group on Population Growth 
and Economic Development 
National Academy Press 

This little book has an excellent format. It asks nine specific questions and 
offer; four or five pages of discussion and answer for each one. Most questions 
are of the form: Will slower population growth . . . do this or that? Will it 
increase per-capita income through greater per-capita availabiJity of exhaustible 
resources? Of renewable resources? Will it alleviate pollution and environmen
tal degradation? Will it increase worker productivity? Levels of schooling and 
health? Absorption into the modem sector? Will it reduce technological inno
vation and economies of scale by lowering density? And finally, does a couple's 
fertility behavior impose costs on society at large? Since this review will be 
mainly critical of the report, I want to say at the outset that it contains much of 
value. The questions asked are relevant , the answers are informative, readable. 
and brief. How then is it possible to be critical of such a report? What more 
could one want? Quite a lot, it will be seen. As physicist John Wheeler says. 
"We make the world by the questions we ask.'' There are other questions that 
make other worlds. 

The main problem with the book is that it is written wholly within the 
intellectual discipline (mental straitjacket) of neoclassical economics. Like 
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other neoclassical writings on populaJ.ion/resources/environment, this book 
suffers from a total failure to distinguish the problem of optimal allocal.ion of 
resources from the problem of optimal scale of the entire ewnomy relaJ.ive to 
the ecosystem in which the economy is physically embedded as a fully depen
dent subsystem. In this review I would like to ask the :tuthors (the Working 
Group on Population Growth and Economic Development of the National 
Academy of Sciences Committee on Population) to consider with me a tenth 
question: ''Accepting that competitive markelS allocate resources efficiently, is 
there any reason to believe that the market is also capable of finding the optimal 
scale of the economy (where scale is understood as the product of populal.ioa 
times per-capita resource use)?" The answer to tills question, I will argue, is a 
clear no. Furthermore, the world created by this question is more classical and 
Malthusian than neoclassical. 

The market can, at best, lead to a Pareto-optimal allocation of resources. 
And it can do this independently of scale. Double population size (or per-capita 
resource use), or cut it in half, and the market still grinds out an efficient set of 
relative prices and a (different) Pareto optimum. There is a different Pareto 
optimum for each possible scale of the economy, just as there is for each 
possible d istribution of income. The Iauer proposition is well known. the 
former is less frequently mentioned but equally true. Distribution involves an 
ethical question of j ustice. Scale involves an ecological queStion of sus
tainability. Neither is reducible to a problem in efficient allocation. 

One would expect that a report on population growth and economic develop
ment would deal first and foremost with the issue of optimal scale, since 
population is a major determinant of scale. But instead the issue of opt imal 
scale is not even recognized. The discussion proceeds entirely in terms of 
optimal allocation. Scale effects are conflated with the allocation issue by 
treating them as resulting from the common-property mode of market failure. 
Thus air or water pollution is seen as having nothing to do with the scale of 
population or production and everything to do with lack of property right~ in air 
or water. But let us assume, however unrealistically, that property rights in air 
have been vested in certain people and that we have perfect internaliz:~tion of 
the previous common-property external costs. Everyone is now payinf! the 
"right" price for air. Then population and per-capita resource use gro"·· and 
consequently the demand for air goes up. Everyone will then pay a higher prict> 
for air. The price is "right" in both instances as far as allocat ion is concerned: 
yet the scale issue remains unsettled. If demand for air were well below 
carrying capacity (a concept totally absent from the book) in the first instance. 
then the "right" price is zero. After demand increases due to ~rowth in ~c:1lc. let 
us suppose that air becomes scarce and the new "right" price is a positive 
number. Given the new demand, the old zero price is no longer eflicicnt- m> 
argument about that. But in which situation are we beucr off. that in which air i~ 
a free good or that in which it has a positive price? In both inst:~nccs the price:~ 

are "right" and the neoclassical economist is happy. But one must al~o ask 
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whc:thcr one: s.:ale is bo:nc:r than anolhc:r. Maybe one scale is sus1ainable and 1he 
o1hc:r not. Evcn if both are sustainable:. maybe we are beuer off with air as a free 
ttooo.lthan a1 a s.:ak :11 which air commands a posilive price. Maybe paying a 
highc:r pril'c for air aclually represents the optimum adjus1ment to an ever
worsening situalion. As the repon observes, in a differenl context, it is difficult 
to .:ompare \\'Cifare between larger and smaller population sizes because we 
have 10 give: some value: to the life enjoyment of the additional people, even if 
.:•·eryonc: lives a1 a lower level. and we have little idea of how to do this. One 
pragmatic way out is 10 think of maximizing cumulative lives ever lived over 
lime at some level of per-capita resource use sufficient for a good life. This puts 
1hc: emphasis on long-run susta.inability and nondestruc1ion of long-run carry
ing .:apacity. There is some indication that related questions may be dealt with 
in !he commissioned. but as yet unavailable, background paper by P. Dasgupta, 
whi.:h I look forward 10 reading. However. they are not dealt with in the 
published report. and for purposes of this review I have avoided the tradeoff 
bo:1ween numbers of people and per-capita resource use by defining scale as the 
product of the rwo. But one point remains clear: optimal allocation tells us 
nolhing about optimal scale. 

If the environment had unlimited carrying capacity, then there would be no 
problem of optimal scale. Since the concept of carrying capacity is not dis
cussed. one cannot be sure just what assumptions are made regarding its limited 
or unlimited nature. But, as I interpret the report, the authors reject or at least 
downplay any notion of the •·fixity of nature" as merely a "cotrunonsense 
impression" (p. 4) that has been displaced by the more sophisticated notion that 
carrying capacity is continuously expandable by economic growth. In other 
words. economic growth makes more room for more people, without at the 
same time using up ecological room to accommodate the extra production 
implied by economic growth. Natural resources may be finite, but "the most 
important resources are not natural, but artificial (plants and equipment used in 
production, openings in school systems, jobs, social institutions, and economic 
infrastructure) and so are expandable" (p. 2). Apparently limited natural re
sources can be substituted by "artificial r~ources," which are expandable 
without limit, and so carrying capacity is infinitely expandable and therefore 
!he optimal scale issue becomes unimportant in the authors' view. 

But I suggest that their view is unrealistic. More plants and equipment, 
schools, jobs, and so on require a larger flow of resources, a larger metabolic 
ftow from raw materials to waste. This constitutes more an additional load on 
carrying capacity than an enlargement of it. Technology may lighten the load of 
a given scale on environmental carrying capacity and thus in effect expand it, if 
it allows us to squeeze more welfare from a given flow of resources. But if the 
new technology is the kind that simply increases the resource flow per person, 
then it will increase the load on carrying capacity. 

The authors' discussion of expandable artificial resources compensating for 
!he depletion of finite natural resources corresponds closely to the neoclas.~ical 
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tenet that capital is a near-perfect substitute for resources- a notion th.al cannot 
withstand even a moment's reHec:tion. FtrSt of all, "artificial resources" (capl· 
tal) are themselves made from natural resources. Secood, the relation of mar· 
gina.! substitutability between capital and resources is overwhelmed by the 
relation of average complementarity. Neoclassical Cobb-Douglas type produc· 
tion functions that allow virtually unlimited substitution of capital for resources 
are clearly unrealistic. Otherwise we could make the same house with half the 
lumber but two or three times as many saws! 

In sum, the big failing of the report is the common neoclassical inability or 
unwillingness to separate scale problems from allocation problems. and the 
consequent tendency to treat issues of scale and carrying capacity as nothing 
but questions of improving allocation by bener definition of property rights. 
Population, of all issues, is intimately tied to scale and carrying capacity, and 
far too much is left out by questions that make for us a world that is indifferent 
to scale, a world in which only allocation problems exist. 

The report makes hardly any mention of Chinese population policy, which is 
a piiy because it would illustrate the independence of allocation and scale 
issues. As the Chinese are recognizing the virtues of the market in solving the 
resource allocation problem, they are simultaneously rejecting la.issez-faire 
market "solutions" to the scale problem by adopting stringent population 
controls. The Chinese, in policy at least. clearly appreciate the elementary 
theoretical distinction between optimal allocation and optimal scale that proved 
so elusive to the Working Group. 

The Preface claims that the study represents a view balanced between the 
"extreme environmentalist and extreme mercantilist" positions on population. 
and finds "little support for either the most alarmist or the most complacent 
views concerning the economic effects of population growth" (p. viii). I per· 
sonally found the trea.tment much closer to the complacent than to the alarmist 
pole, a natural consequence of ignoring the scale issue. Furthermore. scholan; 
who tend to be population "boosters" (Julian Simon, Herman Kahn. Ben 
Wattenberg) are cited frequently and respectfully, while those nearer to the 
"alarmist" end of the spectrum (Paul Ehrlich, Garrett Hardin. Nathan Kcyfit7.l 
arc not cited at all. The Limits to Growth and The Global 2{)()() Rl'p<m 3/'l' 

mentioned in passing. only to be summarily dismissed as "pessimistic" or 
"mechanical." I see no reason why the report should be "balanced" or middle· 
of-the-road since the truth need not lie halfway between current extremes. If the 
Working Group feels that the truth is closer to Simon-Kahn· Wattenhcrg than to 
Ehrlich-Hardin-Keyfitz. then by all means they should say so. But they should 
not try to have it both ways-to claim judicious 311d comfortable hi!!h middle 
ground for a position that is in fact far closer to one extreme than the other. Lc: 
me follow my own advice by flatly stating that to me Ehrlich. Hardin. and 
Keyfitz make vastly more sense than Simon. Kahn. and Wattenberg. and by 
confessing my astonishment that a committee of the National Academy 1'f 
Sciences would make the opposite judgment. Perhaps intellectual fa~hion. lik<' 
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the hemline of dresses. os.:illates between conservative mid-tibia and liberal 
mid-femur. Some l>f us who are now out of fashion are content to do as Ronald 
Reagan did and just wait a few years. But othen; have a higher degree of fashion 
cons.:iousncss and adapubility. 

The linal•:onclusion of the report is that while family planning programs will 
not by themsdves make poor countries rich, or even advance them many rungs 
up the ladder of development. such programs may increase the level of welfare 
of couples. their children, and society as a whole to the extent that there are 
negative externalities in childbearing (p. 93). The Worlcing Group certainly 
cannot be accused of overselling population policy of even the most voluntary 
ldnd. Nor can they be accused of having arrived at any conclusion that has not 
been arrived at many times before. 1 think a stronger conclusion is warranted, 
namely. that while population policy is never a sufficient condition for develop
ment. it is often a necessary condition and deserves more emphasis than it 
usually gets in development policy. By "development'' here 1 mean an improve
ment in the welfare of the bottom two-thirds of the population, not just an 
increase in average per-capita gross national product. lncidentally, one of the 
strong points of the neoclassical vision is that it does allow some insights into 
the effect of population growth on income distribution, and the brief chapter on 
that topic whetted my appetite to read the full background report wben it 
becomes available. 

In conclusion 1 would like to challenge the Worlcing Group, individually or 
collectively, to give their own answer to the "tenth question" that I have 
discussed in this review. Of course it is too late to include it in the published 
repon. but I am sure they will issue subsequent repons, and 1 urge them to 
devote some space to this question. 

saTE: Th.is review appean:d originally in Population and Developmenl Review, Sep«em
ber 1986. 
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THERMODYNAMIC AND 

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AS 

RELATED TO RESOURCE

USE POLICIES: COMMENT 

Burness et aJ. ( 1980) state that " ... the relevance of the Second Law is its 
restriction on the amount of work that one can obtain from any system. ·• While 
this is certainly a minimal statement, it nevertheless correctly suggests that the 
entropy law should be viewed as a constraint, not as an independent. sufficient 
explanation of value. II is somewhat surprising therefore, that, as the author; 
proceed to argue in favor of neoclassical business as usual and aga inst any 
special role for entropy, they should do so on the grounds that ent ropy docs not 
provide an alternative, independent explanation of value. The role of entropy :1~ 
a constraint is not mentioned again. Proponents of the view that entropy is 
relevant are invited to answer a number of questions concerning the mechanism 
by which energy (or entropy) is supposed to determine prices. 

This invitation to answer specific questions is certainly a fair and rca~,,nahk 
procedure on the authors' part . and l will respond to it in a minute. But iirst it 
must be pointed out that the authors arc looking for relevance in th<' wrnn~ 
place. In fairness it must be admitted that some ecologists (()dom. 1~71 : 

Costanza. 1981) have proposed just such an energy-based suhstitutc fM mark<'t 
valuation as the authors auack, and I share their skepticism re~arding thi, 
claim, even while valuing the work of these ecologists for other reason,. But I<' 

include Georgeseu-Roegen in this school. as the :luthors do. is quite wn'n!! and 
leads to much confusion. For an explicit disproof of the energy the My of ,·alu<' . 
see Georgescu-Roegen ( 1981 , esp. pp. 68- 70). 

Burness et at. state that, "Gcorgcscu-Rocgen claims an entropy thcMy ,,f 
value; ... however, the authors lind his arguments in this regard rn t>c ins,·ruta
ble." The reason they lind his arguments "inscrutable" is that he is nnt ;trj!uinj: 
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for an .-ntropy theory of v-<~luc:. On the: contr.~ty, he specifically cautions against 
su.:h an interp~tation. Mon::over. Burness c:t al. themselves, in another context 
(their tootnote ')), quote Gcorgescu-Roegen on the reasons why an entropy 
theory ~·f valuoc> would b< unsatisfactory! I emphasize their misreading of 
Gc:orgescu-Roegen !><cause. lir.;t, it underlies their misconception of how the 
entropy law is ~levant to economics. and second, because Georgescu-Roegen 
( I 'I 71 l is both the leading proponent of the entropy view and the only economist 
of that p.=rsuasion cited by our four authors. Thus, if they misread Georgescu
Roegen. then they have misunderstood the issue they are addressing. It is a big 
mistake to think that his arguments are at all affected by demolishing someone 
dse's "energy theory of value." 

With this preliminary out of the way, we can now turn to the main purpose of 
this note. which is to respond to the specific questions raised by the authors. 
Each of the four questions will be quoted, followed by a reply. 

[ I] Ftnt. is the relevant system of values to be one wherein individual preferences 
det~rmine values'! IC not, what is the mechanism that determines value? For example, 
= values somehow dictated on the basis of "work" in particular, or energy in 
geoeral'! 

There is no substitution of market values by calculated, nonmarket coeffi· 
cients based on work or energy or entropy. It has long been known, though 
recently downplayed, that not all values are expressible through individual 
preferences interacting under individual constraints to determine prices in a 
competitive market. In the light of the entropy law, a previously neglected 
aggregate constraint on the physical scale of the economy relative to the 
ecosystem is seen to exist. The market is, by itself, unable to reflect this 
constraint because Pareto optimality of allocation is independent of whether or 
not the scale of physical throughput is ecologically sustainable (Pearce, 1976). 
h is worth taking account of this aggregate constraint on scale only if we 
collectively value sust.ainability, a va.lue which, like that of justice, is not 
expressible at the level of individual choices in a competitive market. For the 
value of sustainability and the constraint on aggregate physical scale to be 
reflected in market prices, there must be a collectively enacted constraint on the 
aggregate flow (throughput) of matter and energy from the ecosystem through 
!he economy, and back to the ecosystem. This constraint must be set, not 
according to prices. but according to criteria of sust.ainability. Operating under 
this newly instituted biophysical constraint, the market will, at the micro level, 
come up with a different set of prices that now reflect the social value of 
sust.ainability, which, thanks to the newly recognized biophysical constraint, is 
no longer implicitly treated as a free good. 

The nature of the economic constraint imposed by the Jaws of thermo
dynamics is twofold. The FtrSt Law tells us that matter and energy inputs are not 
created ~:c nihilo, but must be extracted from the environment, and that outputs 
must return to the environment in various forms that add up to equal the 
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quantity of inputs. The S«:ond Jaw of thermodynamics says that although toW 
input equals total output in quantitative terms, there is a big qualitative differ· 
ence between the equal quantities of raw material inputs and ultima~e wasu: 
outputs. Raw material is low-entropy maller-energy, waste is high-enuopy 
matter-energy. Furthermore, both low-entropy sources and high-entropy sinks 
are finite in a finite environment, and the sinks cannot be recycled into sources 
on human time scales. Finitude would not be so restrictive were it not for 
entropy, for then finite matter and energy could be recycled ever faster. Nor 
would the entropy law be so confining were it not for finitude, since infinite 
sources and sinks would obviate any need for recycling. But if both finitude and 
entropy are rea.! (as they indeed are), then the physical scale of the economy and 
its supporting throughput cannot increase indefinitely. To put it in a nutshell, if 
the qualitative difference between equal quantities of raw material and waste 
material is not relevant to economics, then what is? Entropy is the measure of 
that qualitative difference. 

1be marlcet is sensitive to scale issues at the micro level but is insensitive to 
the macro level scale of the whole economy relative to the ecosystem. 1be fact 
that the market can substitute relatively abundant resources for relatively scarce 
ones is a great virtue but does not remove the entropic constraint. Substi· 
tutability among various types of low entropy does not mean that there can be a 
substitute for low entropy itself. 

(2 J Can one define in some precise way lhose dimensions of the First and Second 
Laws which are reftected in lllliJ"kets? If so. what is the rationale for arguing tlut they 
should be reflected? 

1be previous reply dealt with this question in part. but a few more comment~ 
seem warranted. 

What is not reflected in the market is the value of the optimal sustainable 
physical scale of the economy relative to the ecosystem. The market does not 
distinguish an ecologically sustainable scale of matter-energy throughput from 
an unsustainable scale, just as it does not distinguish between eth ically just and 
unjust distributions of income. Sustainabi lity, like justice, is a value not achiev
able by purely individualistic market processes. Yet these values can he.- rc· 
fleeted back into market prices when the market operates under collectively 
instituted macro constra.ints designed to protect these values to which the 
purely individualistic market is blind. 

A distinction should be made between "price-determined" and "price· 
determining" decisions. The criteria underlying the collective sen in!! 0f the 
aggregate constraints are ecological and ethicaL These ecological and cthkal 
decisions are price-determining, not price-determined. The allocation ~·f the 
ecologically sustainable aggregate throughput among millions ~•f alternative 
uses at the micro level is price-determined-that i~. determined hy the <'Or· 
rected prices reflecting the newly recognized collective constraint. The cntmry 
law helps us to understand the nature and necessity of this constraint on $<·ale 
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:mJ growch. Hut ic ofli:~ no altc:rnative principle: of evaluation that substitutes 
for markc:cs. 

[.11 If '"'" ,·an argue for a11 "<nc:rgy v-.Uue" that is somehow distincc from markec 
''alu~s. whac are the maniti::scat ions or signals of (from) chis value? How is che energy 
prke, <>r ochc:r value measure. determined and used in che process of resource 
all<>-:atkm and policy fonnulacion'! 

Sin,·e question 3 is predicated on contrary answers to questions I and 2, I will 
not ..:orrunent spc:cifically on it. 

HI Acknowlc:dging m:llkec imperfeccions. equicy issues, and market distonions 
relarC<J co government policies. what is the mechanism by wbich recognition of 
thc:rmodynamic laws is to resolve, or marginally contribute to resolving, these 
problems'! Policy ramifications based on economic concepts would generally lead co 
adjustments in price mechanisms (for example. subsidies, l.alles, decontrol) to adjust 
for cxcernalicies and discortions in scarcity values: What is the energy counterparc to 
thcs. markcc-relaced mechanisms? 

As already indicated in previous replies, there is no "energy counterpart to 
m:uket-related mechanisms" in correcting for the market's failure to respect the 
constntint on scale and the value of sustainability. Several market-related 
policies have been suggested for institutionalizing such a constraint, including 
a depletion quota auction (Daly, 1980), a national ad valorem severance tax 
(Page, 1980). and an energy tax-cum-rebate scheme (Hannon, 1980). 

There is no need to discuss these alternative policy suggestions here because 
the point at issue is whether the entropy law is relevant to economics, not what 
is the best policy for dealing with entropic constraints once we have recognized 
!heir relevance. There is, however, one very prevalent misunderstanding that 
should be guarded against. namely the idea that entropy and sustainability are 
"only" ethical issues and that the whole question simply boils down to a claim 
that society's values are wrong. On the contrary, entropy is a physical law, like 
gravity. and entropic con.straints (depletion and pollution) are objective facts 
evident in the present. not value judgments, and not speculation about future 
millenia. How we react to this objective condition, whether by emphasizing 
sustainabilicy or temporary extravagance as the dominant goal, is certainly a 
value judgment. One may reject sustainability C'apres moi le deluge"), but that 
does not abolish the entropy law. It just means that one has made a value 
judgment in favor of temporary extravagance. Furchermore. suppose that soci· 
ety did value sustainability as a social goal (who can rule that out?). Could the 
market by itself retlect that goal in relative prices, or does it need an institu
tional recognition of the entropic constraint? I have argued above that the latter 
is the case, that sustainabi lity, like justice, is a public good not auai.nable by 
individualistic market processes alone. We may disagree on how important 
sustainability should be as a social goal. but that hardly makes entropy into an 
ethical issue. 

Why is the entropy law still so "unpopular" wich neoclassical economists? 
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In part because they mistakenly associa!e it with an "energy t~ry of v-<llue." 
But also perhaps the answer has something to do with the nega~ive implications 
of the entropy law for any ideology based on continuous growth. 

NOTE: This article appeared originally in Land Ecorwmics. 1986. 
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A . N . WHITEHEAD'S 

FALLACY OF MISPLACED 

CONCRETENESS:EX~PLES 

FROM ECONOMICS 

Introduction 

.. It is ... beyond dispute that the sin of standard 
economics is the fallacy of misplaced concreteness .. . » 

-N. Georgescu-Roegen 

A one-sentence definition of the fallacy of misplaced concreteness is "neglect
ing the degree of abstraction involved when an actual entity is considered 
merely so far as it exemplifies certain categories of thought" (Whitehead, 1929, 
p. II ). An elaboration of this concept within the context of political economy is 
given in the following quote: 

It is very arguable that the science of poli!ical economy, as studied in its first period 
after the death of Adam Smith ( 1790), did more harm !han good. It destroyed many 
economic fallacies, and taughl how to think about the economic revolution !hen in 
progress. But il riveled on men a cenain set of abstractions which were disaslrous in 
their effect on modem mcn!ality. It dehumanized industry. This is only one example 
of a gClleral danger inherent in modern science. Its methodological procedure is 
eJtelusive and intolerant. and rightly so. II filles attention on a definite group of 
abstractions. neglects everything else, and elicits every scrap of information and 
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theory which is n:levaniiO what il bas retained. The method is lriumptusnt provided 
the abstractions are judicious. Bul, however triumphanl, tbe 1tiumph i> within limic.. 
The neglect of these limiiS leads 10 disas1rous oversights .. .. The methodology of 
reasoning requires the limiwions involved in the abstr.cc. Accordingly, the true 
ralionalism must always transcend itself by recurrence 10 the conctec.c in search of 
inspiration. A self-satisfied rationalism is in effect a form of anti-ralionalism. It 
means an arbilt31)' halt at a particular set of abstractions IWhitehe.ld, 1925, p. 200). 

What is the set of abstractions that political economy has r iveted on men's 
minds and at which it has come to a self-satisfied halt? Whitehead does not spell 
it out, but I think we know well enough. It is the abstraction of a circular flow of 
national product and income regulated by a perfectly competitive maricet, 
conceived as a mechanical analog, with motive force provided by individualis
tic maximization of utility and profit, in abstraction from social community and 
biophysical interdependence. What is emphasized is the optimal alloca!ion of 
resources that can be shown to result from the mechanical interplay of individ
ual self-interests. What is neglected is t..'le effect of one person's welfare on thai 

of others through bonds of sympathy and community and the physical effects of 
one person's production and consumption activities on others through bonds of 
biophysical community. Whenever the abstracted-from elements of reality 
become too insistently evident in our experience, their existence is admitted by 
the category "externality." Externalities are ad hoc corrections introduced as 
needed to save appearances, like the epicycles of Ptolemaic astronomy. Excer
nalities do represent a recognition of concrete experience even when its sources 
have been abstracted from, but in such a way as to minimize restructuring of the 
basic theory. As long as externalities involve minor details, this is perhaps a 
reasonable procedure. But when vital issues (e.g .. the capacity of the earth 10 

support life) have to be classed as externalities. it is time to restructure basic 
concepts and start with a different set of abstractions that can embrace what was 
previously external. The frequency of appeal to externalities is a good index of 
the overall problem of misplaced concreteness in economic theory. But there 
are more particular examples as well. 

Examples from Economics 

Perhaps the classic instance of this fallacy in economics is "money fctishi~m ... 
It consislS in taking the characteristics of the abstract symbol and measure of 
exchange value, money, and applying them to the concrete use value. lhc 
commodity itself. Thus, if money flows in an isolated circle. chen so d<> 

commodities; if money balances can grow forever at compound intcresl. then S<> 

can real GNP, and so can pigs and cars and hain:uts. No lc~~ an intcllc<:t than 
John Locke committed this fallacy in his lhcory of privale property. He at first 
argued-that one's legitimate accumulation of property was limited to what one 
could use before it spoiled. Thus the physical tendency to spoil. ru~l. rot . and 
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,Je,·ay set a kind of natural limit to accumuhuion of real wealth. But, Locke 
argued. with the: advent of a money economy that natural limit disappears 
t>c..:ause mon.:y does nl.ll spoil. and wealth can be accumulated in the form of 
"'''"':y. N..1tc: that tho: characto:ristil: of the abstract symbol (nonspoilage) comes 
to dominah: the ,·har.Jl'teristic (spoilage) of the concrete reality being symbol· 
izc:d. L,-..:ke's limitation on wealth disappears even though wealth still spoils. 
One might as well argue that butter accumulation is not limited by spoilage 
bo:cause the quantity of butter is measured in pounds, and pounds can be 
summed inddinitely in a ledger without spoiling. 

Clc:arly. the existence of millionaires does not necessarily imply rotting 
stockpiles of goods. Indeed. money balances do not imply the existence of any 
real goods at all. The willingness of the community to bold money derives from 
the inconvenience of barter and the fact that money is an indent or lien against 
futurl! production, which cannot spoil because it does not yet exisl. Thus 
spoilage still limits the accumulation of real wealth, even in a money economy. 

A more recent example of the fallacy of misplaced concreteness is provided 
by Gary Becker and Nigel Toroes (1979) in their model of intergenerational 
distribut ion of income. They attempt in rigorous fashion to extend the model of 
individualistic utility maximization over intergenerational time periods and use 
it to explain long-run changes in the distribution of wealth and income. The 
model requires a self-identical, well defined decision-making unit over inter· 
generational time. Individuals die off, so they won't do. Families won't do either 
because. although they endure, they are neither self-identical nor independent. 
Families endure only by merging and mixing their identities through sexual 
reproduction. and thus are not i.ndependent or well defined over intergenera
tional t ime. 

My great-great grandchild will also be the great-gTeat grandchild of fifteen 
other people in the current generation, identities unknown. Presumably my 
great-great grandchild's well-being will be as much an inheritance from each of 
these fifteen others as from me. Therefore it does not make sense for me to 
worry too much about my particular descendant, or to take any particular 
action on his or her behalf. The farther in the future the hypothetical descen
dant is the greater the number of coprogenitors in the present generat ion, and 
consequently the more in the nature of a public good is any provision· made for 
the distant future. To the extent that I am concerned about the welfare of my 
descendant. 1 should also be concerned about the welfare of all those in the 
present generation from whom for good or ill , my descendant will inherit as 
much as he or she will from me. Thus a concern for future generations should 
reinforce rather than weaken the concern for present j ustice-contrary to what 
is often supposed. Although we are not a.ll brothers and sisters in the literal 
sense, we are quite literally all coprogenitors of each others' grandchildren and 
more distant descendants. The thrust of these evident consequences of sexual 
reproduction is toward community and away from individualism-a thrust 
generally resisted by standard economks. especially the Chicago school of 
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which Becker is a prominent member. To avoid this thrust and keep the world 
safe for individualistic maximization, Becker and Tomes adopt the obvious if 
extreme expedient of assuming asexual reproduction! It is one thing to abstract 
from the incidental in order to highlight the fundamental . It h something else to 
abstract from the fundamental to save a model. When the concrete fact of 
sexual reproduction conflicts with the abstractions of individualistic maximiz.a· 
tion, the authors hang on to their abstractions as somehow more real. Becker 
and Tomes try to convince the reader that this absurd assumption i~ for 
expository convenience only and that nothing important hangs on it, quite 
unsuccessfully in my opinion (Daly, 1982). 

Another recent example of misplaced concreteness is evident in the book by 
Julian Simon, The Ultimate Resource (1981). Since we treat reality in terms of 
number so frequently and so successfully, some of us have come to believe that 
whatever is true for the set of real numbers must be true for everything in the 
real world. Witness Simon's argument that copper is infinite: 

The length of a one-inch line is finite in the sense that it is bounded at both end>. 
But the line within the endpoints contains nn infinite number of points; these point.s 
cannot be counted, because they have no defined size. Therefore the number of point' 
in that one-inch segment is not finite. Similarly. the quantity of copper that will ever 
be available to us is not finite, because there is no method (even in principk) of 
making an appropriate count of it (Simon. 1981. p. 47). 

Note that Simon switches from the concept of infinite divisibility to infinite 
amount, from the infinity of points on a line to the infinity of copper in the 
ground, with nothing but the word "similarly'' to bridge the gap. No doubt the 
abstract properties of numbers can be used to describe many fa..:ts about 
copper, but not every property of abstract numbers is obliged to convey a 
concrete truth about copper. 

A very important example of misplaced concreteness occurs in the neoclassi· 
cal proposition that ,;reproductible capital is a near perfect subst itute for natural 
resources." This notion has been defended by Nordhaus and Tobin ( 19721 and 
by Stiglitz ( 1979), among others. It is frequently appealed to in order to argue 
that natural resources are not a binding constraint on economic grov.·th. This 
argument confuses abstract paper-and-penci l operations on symbols in a C\•1>1>· 
Douglas production function with real world physical processes of producti••n. 
Aside from the obvious fact that concrete reproducible .:apital is itself made 
from raw materials, there is the absurd implicat ion that we could huild the same 
house with one-tenth the lumber, if only we have enough more saw' t>r 
hammers. Yet this ridiculous substitutabil ity argument has !x-en fro:qucnth 
apj>ealed to in order to show that natural resource scarcity need nt>t limit 
production growth. The fact that mathematically the produ<·t of K and R <an t>c 
kept constant by raising K to offset a fall in R (as long. as R docs n1>t !><',·,•mr 
zero), just does not mean a thing. when we talk ahout con<'rctc amt•unts ,,f 
lumber and saws needed to make a house. 
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On.: tinal l!.xample als\> has to do with resource availability. Lester Thurow 
a.rgues: 

In the c'c>nlc~t <>f lCI'I) ec'OO\lRUC g.rowth and other countries a fallacious " impos
sit>ility JI!(Unt~nf' is <>ften made to demonstrate the need for zero economic growth. 
The ~unt<:nt sta.rts with a question. How many tons of this or that non-renewable 
n:s<>UIW w\luld the world need if everyone in the world now had the consumption 
,tan<Ja.rds enjoyed by those in the U.S. '?The answer is designed to be a mind-boggling 
number in .:omparison wilh current supplies of such resources. The problem with 
ooth the question and the answer is th;u it assumes that the rest of the world is going to 
a.:hieve the .:onsumption standards of the average American without at the same time 
a.:hieving the productivity standards of the average American. This is, of course, 
;,Jgebraically impossible. The world can consume only what it can pro<.luce. When the 
rest oi the world has consumption standards equal to those of the U.S., it will be 
producing ar thc sa.me rate and providing as much of an increment to the worldwide 
suppli.!s of goods and services as it does to the demand for goods and services 
[Thurow. 1976. p. 40). 

Professor Thurow thought well enough of this argument that he reproduced it 
verbatim five years later in Chapter 5 of his otherwise admirable book, The 
Zero-Sum Society ( 1981 , p. 118 ). Thurow appeals to the abstract accounting 
conventions of the circular flow of exchange value in order to "prove" that the 
physical flow of resources can never be a constraint on economic growth. He 
tells us that it is not only possible for the U.S. standard of resource consumption 
to be generalized to the entire world, it is "algebraically impossible" that it 
should be otherwise! Never mind about tons of nonrenewable resources and all 
!hose numbers that are "designed" to be mind-boggling. Aggregate production 
equals aggregate income and that is all there is to it! Unfortunately for Thurow's 
argument, the algebra of circular flow accounting identities tells us absolutely 
nothing about the adequacy of biophysical resources to sustain worldwide a 
per-capita resource use rate equal to that of the United States (Daly, 1985). 

Even before Whitehead made it easy to recognize the fallacy of misplaced 
concreteness by defining and labeling it, the great Swiss economist, Sismondi, 
had observed the error and was compla.ining about it: 

The new English economists (classical economists) are quite obscure and can be 
understood only with great effort because our mind is opposed to malcing the 
abstractions demanded of us. This repugnance is in itself a warning that we are 
turning away from the truth when. in moral science where everything is connected, 
we endeavor to isolate a principle and to see nothing but that principle . .. . Humanity 
should be on guard against all generalization of ideas that causes us to loose sight of 
the facts, and above all against lhe error of identifying the public good wilh wealth, 
abstracted from lhe sufferings of the human beings who create it (Sismondi. 1827). 
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Conclusion: Avoiding Misplaced Concreteness 

Enough c:xamples have been presented to lend credence to Georgescu-Roegeo's 
claim, cited at the outSet, that misplaced concretenes~ is the cardinal sin of 
standard economics. Nor can these examples be dismissed as Str.lw men. I have 
quoted only from deservedly respected economists of diverse ideological bent , 
professors from such prestigious universities as Chicago, MIT, Maryland, and 
Yale. My purpose is not to impugn their professional status, but merely to argue 
that when the best economists fall so easily into the trap, we should have grea~er 
respect for the trap and guard more against it. 

How can we guard against misplaced concreteness in economics'> For one 
thing we could warn students about it in the early chapters of principles texts. as 
we already do for the fallacy of composition, post Jwc ergo propter hoc. petito 
principii, and other Latin crimes against reason. To my knowledge no text 
mentions the fallacy of misplaced concreteness. They do talk about abstr.tction. 
but only to emphasize its powers, not its dangers. 

One must admit that avoiding misplaced concreteness is not easy. We simply 
cannot think without abstraction. "To abstract" means literally "to draw away 
from." We can draw away from concrete experience in different directions and 
by different distances. To expect perfect judgement in choosing the direction 
and distance of abstraction proper to each argument, and never to mix up levels 
in the middle of an argument, is to expect too much. It seems we must always 
commit this fallacy to some degree, and must think of minimizing it rather than 
eliminating it entirely. For this reason it is a very subtle fallacy- more a general 
limitation of conceptual thought than an error in logic. 

There are nevertheless two rules of thumb that will help us to minimiT.C 
misplaced concreteness. One is, in Whitehead's words, "recurrence to the 
concrete in search of inspirat ion." One technique for getting back to the 
concrete is to look at all four of Aristotle's notions of cause. In addition 111 

efficient causation, which occupies our anention almost exclusively. let u~ 
remember material, formal, and final causes. Whitehead ( 1929. p. 2Sl ~aid. "a 
satisfactory cosmology must explain the interweaving of efficient and linal 
causat.ion." Likewise for a satisfactory political economy. 

One could hardly accuse the coauthor of Principia Mathemnticu ofhart>nring 
a vulgar prejudice against abstract thought. He just insists. like a j!OOd ccon<~· 

mist , that we constantly weigh the costs of our part icular abstracticm~ again~t 
the benefits and be willing to recur to the concrere now and again. 

Whitehead describes the costs and benefits of abstract ion as follows : 

The advantage of confining anent ion to a definite ~troup of abstra•tions. " th~t ynu 
confine your thoughts to clear-cut. definite relations . . . . We all ~now tho" dcaN·ut. 
trcncltant intellects, immovably encased in a hard shell of abstract inns. They hniJ ~·nu 
to their abstractions by the sheer grip of per.;onality. 

The disadvantage of exclusive anent ion to a ~rour of ahstr.l<'lions. hnwcvcr wdl· 
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foull<la.t, is that. by !he nat om.- of !he case. you have abstracted from the remainder of 
changs. Insofar as !he exduded tlungs- impor1ant in your experience, your modes of 
thoug.ht ~ noc 1\nC\lto deal with chcm (Whitehead, 1929, p. 200). 

The s«onJ and ~lated rule of thumb is to avoid excessive professional 
sp.:cialization: 

Th< dangers arising from this ilSpect of professionalism are great. particularly in 
our dcmocr:uic soo:.c:ties. The d~cive force of reason is weakened. The leading 
intdk<:ts lack balan<:e. They see this sec of circumstances. or that set: but not both seiS 
togelh<:r. The wk of coon.lination is left to those who lack either the fon:e or the 
dwncter 10 succeed in some definite can:c:r. ln shon. the specialized functions of the 
communicy are performed better and more progressively. but the generalized direc· 
tion tacks vision. The progressiveness in detail only adds to the danger produced by 
the feebleness of coordination [Whitehead. 1929). 

That this danger is an aspect of the fallacy of misplaced concreteness is 
indicated in the following paragraph where Whitehead adds, 

There is development of panicular abstractions and a contraction of concrete 
appreciation. The whole is lost i.D one of iiS ilSpeciS. 

Those fields of economics that deal more with the whole and the concrete, 
such as economic history, comparative systems, history of economic thought, 
and economic development ought to be more emphasized, not only for their 
own sakes. but also as an antidote to the near roxie levels of rarefied abstraction 
encountered in the "core courses." But until present trends are reversed, some 
of us might make modest contributions by pointing out examples of misplaced 
concreteness as we discover them in the pages of our learned journals. 

l"'TE: This article appeared originally i.n Journal of Interdisciplinary Economics, 1987. 
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